
COPIES OBTAINABLE ARE
INCLUDED IN THE REPRODUCTION
OF THE FILE. PAGES INCLUDED
THAT ARE BLURRED, LIGHT OR
OTHERWISE DIFFICULT TO READ
ARE THE RESULT OF THE CONMTK
AND OR COLOR OF THE ORIGINALS
PROVIDED. THESE ARE THE BEST
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson
Re: Julius Rosenberg

OBSERVATIONS

There is no indication that any of the communications received by Judge
Kaufman constitute violations of any Federal law and no action was requested
by Judge Kaufman other than that the Director be made aware of these develop-
ments.

RECOMMENDATION

That this memorandum and the enclosures be routed to the Director for

his information.

1/
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO MR. TOLSON

FROM W. M. FE

0

date: May 6, 1970

-ry

SUBJECT

:

\

JULIUS ROSENBERG
ESPIONAGE - R

HEP.

PATE

TdIp. Boon)

Holrres _
Gandy _

On 5/7/70 1 contacted Judge Irving R. Kaufman, U. S. Circuit Court of

Appeals, New York, New York, in connection with the inspection of the New
York Office.

\

Judge Kaufman was most cordial and expressed extremely high regard for

the Director. He was very complimentary concerning the operations of the New
York Office

.

S
$

i

The Judge expressed concern abouMhe distortions concerning the captioned

case in a current Broadway play entitled,^Inquest. ” This play purports to be a
’'documentary” account of the espionage trial of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg. A
letterhead memorandum concerning this play was furnished the Bureau by the

New York Office on 4/21/70.

*?
;

PiM
d
u.

>*
0.
O

Julius and Ethel Rosenberg were indicted on 8/17/50 for conspiracy to commit*
espionage in transmitting to the USSR data concerning the atomic bomb. They g
were tried in U. S. District Court in March, 1951, and found guilty by the jury. g
They were sentenced to death on 4/5/51 by Judge Kaufman. They were executed P
at Sing Sing prison on 6/19/53 after 6 appeals to the U. S. Supreme Court. p

According to Judge Kaufman the play is slanted to show the Rosenbergs were
political victims and that Judge Kaufman, who is actually portrayed, was vicious

and unfair. Judge Kaufman also said that references to the FBI were slanted.

:our lousv soul tt

As a result of this Judge Kaufman has received several anonymous com-
munications criticizing him for his part in the trial. The most recent was an
anonymous letter received on 5/5/70. This consisted of a 3 x 5 card and typed

in red thereon was the statement, ”You are a fiiftajjew’ ... I hope you and your
family can sleep nights .... May ’God' have mer^bn
Enclosed with this card was an ’Inquest” play program.

i
*

He requested that this be shown to the Director

65-58236 >^^CLOSURB
j

^
Enclosures ^ \.

>v~ ^
1 - Messrs, Bishop and DeLoach
1 - SAC contact file on Judge Irving R. Kaufman (SOG)

17 MAY 13 1970

14^70

5 (W0 CONTINUED

mfmgn

- OVER
PERS. REC. EOT
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V >tr. Conr^

-'x*
'^^£y"**'-^‘'' i-r

"

• ^r^^-' Mr.J.Digar Hoover.

.
Federal Bureau of Investigation.

' Washington, i).ti.205&5

-y.^jT ©!?^***" CUfc * ..» r^5ih_^ ^ .sv^f

. Mr. Frit ...

! '•'?. Galfe .-

: Mr. Rose^
“t Mr. -em^

l$r dear -Ur.Hbovers

I wag Honorably Retired from the u.S.Uuvy -after serving from

i
V

* Iu.r. T^vvu

x Mr. s

|
Tele* Boom

f M:sb IT- *h\\

|

Miss Can#’.

y >*• d

V

'.Thile in Boston,2&.ss,then serving in ihaJE8p; mM. 1 t^-.s
"

approached "by one of the then Communist ironis,\:xth a propositicc^St sounded f\;

richy,e.c. Subversion fron within by dissatisfied service men,with the prosjjse
of money and all the female companionship I so desired.

O
•s
rv vj

Confiding in my Skipper,he contacted the local office of the F.B.I. in Boston, r
and v.c.s interviewed by one of the Agents in the Skippers Cabin, he being prosentJfi

*

at that time.Thoy both were of the opinion, I would be fcohtacted further and ifvjrj^.

so, I v.x.s to report it to the 2cipper,v.iio in turn would report it to the local*.
F.B.I. office.

V « ' -

win *Kov:cvsr v:e vrere in the process of fitting oiri,in preparation ior a dxdcc-Dowii

^\j Cruise to northern Europe.Upon our return,about six or eight weeks later,nothing
T'. more doveloped ,nor contact attempted, so I forgot about it,untill I read the en-

A 1 lable.lt also runs parallel with the Anarchistic Rabble in our Colleges,end 0
-Teachers,who as a result of their own deficiencies,curry favor from the few die- ~\

sident trouble making,radical Students* _f$•
-V. • - - ’ ^

^ y t-, Jl
l iy comment to this item; ie’nt there some way to counteract this obviousv distort-*"
1 ion of the true facts ? - •>

'

' 6

] 1 often wondered,if my own experience,was of a magnitude,to have been reported to
the F.B.I. in Kashingtom,D.C. _ _ ,

« .

1 ia5~ 5/u 3<P -=- v

lour comments would be most appreciated,by one who stilx believes in Fidelity,*» - — ' — — A A # V

and Devotion to. the United states Government is not pas6e.
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This point is crunched into
the air from the stage of the
Music Bor Theatre with such
fantastically slanted, tilted

dramaturgy as might mystify
any student of the famous case
it twists and strangles in its fits

Of anti-integrity. Take the ulti-

mate, terminal moral stated
flatly at its finish: James Whit-
more, playing Emanuel Bloch*
the Rhsenbergs’ attorney,

. 4
stands in a spotlight surrounded
'by the gloom of the stage on

~ jwhich the convicted spies had
just been ebptrocuted. After!

' pleading with. Judge living i

Kaufman to change the sentence
to fife imprisonment he solilo-

' * quires flatly, that in his 30 years
of being an Officer of the Court,*

he never had realized the evil
' of men in high

,
places.

’*1 It is a tragically rueful fi-

nale, a departing speech which
{is a moment of terror; or would
jhave been if the true court rec-j
iOrd—which "Tnmihct** «#*ord—which ‘Inquest** so often
insists k uses—were not there
lor any crime or court student
or investigating reporter to
study. t-r.

The Rosenherg£ were convict-

ed by the unanimous verdict
(of the Federal Court jury after)

. la trial which counsel for the
defense, j^Shianuel Bloch, de-

"] 'as follows: *T would
“ like to say to. the Court on be-—-— ••*** wt*

* half. 5f*afl defense counsel that
* we feel thst you have treated
ius with the utmost courtcsfcy,

I that ysou have extended to us
.he privileges that we expect

i as lawyers, arrd dospite.any dis-
j^^reeri^fe^ts v/e may have had)
jvviVh tSc ?- ;t on questions of

ws izil thar the trial has
Ibeen conducted and we hope
jwc c*ve contributed our share.

roa
"courtroom

i

draBsHpiayed against the story
of erovlctee^fomic spies Julius!
gnd -Etiiel^tosenberg and "it

jfouitfhave bad two chances
.al credibility: one, if it were
played- before audiences that
never lfcd heard of the Rosen-
iberg Case; second, if it bad
been played as a roman a clef,

candidly fictionalizing its parts
and characters . to make its

points, which are heavily slant-
ed sympathy, in a trace which
concludes that the Roscnbergs
were convicted by a totally evil

By JACK O’BniAN

• * ... i

away M
After the ^crdict* the same

Rosenberg defense counsel
said, °I want to extend my ap-

. predation to the Court for its

courtesies/*
, After the sen-

tencing: *T believe -that in ibis
posture of the case, in retro-
spect, we can ail say that w»

,
attempted to have this case
tried as we expect criminal
cases to be tried in this coun-
try; we tried to keep out er-
traneous issues; we tried to con-
duct ourselves as lawyers, and
I know the Court conducted it-

self as an American judge/*
The judge to whom these laud-

atory, remarks in actual truth
were delivered was Irving R.
Kaufman, whose conduct and
performance were so highly
impressive that he was pro-
moted to the U.S. Court of Ap-
peals by its famed liberal Chief
Judge Learned Hand. He was
named thereto by Pies. John
F. Kennedy after the most
rigorous investigation of every-
thing in Judge Kaufman’s back-
ground; he was confirmed by
the U.S. Senate, v ^
After the Rosenberg case left

Kaufman's court, wherein -they
were convicted by a jury* the
case was affirmed In appeal
to the US. Court of Appeals,

(Which consisted of Judges Jer-i
ome Frank "tan ;w5?Stect of the;
New Deal and former Yale law
professor), and Judges Swan
ond Chase, a notably libertarian
court. Thereafter the case was
appealed unsuccessfully to the
U.S, Supreme Court on at least
seven occasions.

Again, '•‘Inquest** 'might be
an effective, well-acted, well-
produced and directed play ex-
cept that all characters are por-
trayed as specifically from the
court records—but: The play
also offers scenes labeled “Re-
constructions/*

These need no ~ sworn* testi-
mony, however skulked out of
court context. The .back-pro-
gram-notes quietly, but not
enough, cop out furtively that,
"The ‘Reconstructions' 'draw
jon letters and verbal reports
but they are inventions in the
{service of truth rather than
facte/* The notes also state
"FBI interrogations** cornel
from “memos and tapes from?

-jwith the dignity and that decor
1 3ttm that hefltft tmVitim that befits" an American
-J trial/*

‘

the ftHiees of lawyer*" involved;
to the case. These “interroga-!
Itions" were -published abroad.";
ithejjrogram statej,

CI.0SBRE

t^progras

Author Donald Freed states

be used "actual transcripts**

of the case "as ’’reference
tools/* Still—could hot defense:
^attorney Emanuel Bloch be used

,

ias a current, provable '

“refer-!

ence tour* to prove this attempt?
at a final castigation of the)

“evil** among men in high U.S/
places? Hardly: for Emanuel
Bloch U dead.
The transparent upending of

the truth starts at the play*e

jvery beginning: Flamboyantly;
the court is ordered to rise and
recite the Piedge of Allegiance i

:to the U.S. flag. Many In the-
1

{first night audience did. It is

a heavily * emphasized scene,:

aimed at establishing the jin-

giostic antipathy of the federal
court. Except for one thing—NO
Pledge of Allegiance took place
in the court

« Not at an. Nowhere in the
play was it mentioned, as it was
in court, that despite the Rosen-
bergs flat denial they intended

ito flee the country when they
jbeard that admitted Soviet spy

JKlaus Fuchs, head of the British

’atomic commission at Los
Alamos, where the bomb data
was proven stolen, was “ talk-

ing**—that the Rosenberg* in-

deed had had passport photos
made the very next day. Which

|

One final comment on it

I manner of prcsvnimg 4

*hftf

rides” in the play: The Roser
bergs were portrayed as soft

sympathetic, ingenuous,, eve
innocent Little People whos
concerns were their children

jthe Brooklyn Dodgers, ©usi

j
and the pure, unsophisticated

gemutiicheit pleasures. Judg’
Kaufman, a most distinguish^

jurist, was presented as a*

eager beaver whose manuu
gestures and facial encourage*
ments were displayed heaviti

on the prosecution’s side. Nc
so. The prosecuting 'federal at-

torney, Irvin Saypol, also bort
the personality-label of fanatic

persecutor rather than prosecu-
tor. Not so. Saypol now is a dis-

tinguished Justice of the N.Y.
Supreme Court. David Green-
glass, convicted and sentenced
to 15 years, was portrayed as
,a slob and a pretentiously un-
educated schnook; not so. He
was a solidly most persuasive
[witness. “Inquest” remains only
;a tract, slanted and falsa, on
the official record. B should
run for years in Russia:

^

> Distributed by King Feature*

{Syndicate

1 i:
1

.

•

they also defied; , except that
a passport photographer who

saw (heir pictures fa the new*
[papers delivefed" the^photos to
!the Justice Department and

;
testified to the fact, trmft axid
date.

When this play was produced
first in Cleveland and was re-
viewed .enthusiastically by the
N.Y. Times—twice — former

'
-

v

Federal Judge Simon H, Rif-

kfad, a famed civil libertarian,
ripped its so-called “documen-
tary

0
facts to bits. ‘.Inquest**

4 not a Actionized switch on X'V-
an actual event. Judge Rlfkind" ^ ^
emphasized, but a pretense at.: //~V r

what it hopes wiH be accepted! *

as 'truth.** _
- :

’

Rifkind notes the jrfay as weC- .
*

as two separate reviews fin the* -i \
•N.Y. Times) “present tiia *:jT

:
-

Rosenbergs as innocent, of the ^ •

crime of which they were con-
victcd/* Judge Rifiond. asserted a
:the reviewers went beyond eriti*

idsm and had “ventured intiT
(he writing al btetory/' ^in Che

,
course of which theyjfead'assmt*' r-^- ^
ed. the long array ; of judges'
known for their “extraordinary
devotion to human liberty/* had

w
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Hatry GoId, above, got 30 yean

os o contessed spy-couric/*

I

Mosto/j Soic// pleaded innocent

to charges of conspiring

with Julias Rosenbe/g and

oho drew 30 yon.

DoWtf Grccng/oss, Cthel Rosen .

berg s brother, turned LL S.

wftness and received IS years.
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Following PtesidtAi Eisenhawas 1953 denial of ijemency toi the.Roseabtfgs,

t pickets—with diamttokalfy opposing »casftiag* to *xrtf q|
the IfJ/ti nSW



tfOA. fw the Communists and their accustomed
allies, all was equally clear: two innocents

victimized by U. S. witchhunten."

scents in Mcftonma (above) art Paris.
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A scene from the recently opened Broadway production,

"Inquest" with George Grinard and Anne Jackson as the

Rosenberg* and James Whitmore as their attorneys
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United states . vernmemt

Memorandum
TO DIRECTOR, FBI ( 65 -58236 )

\ 1

date: 6/3/70

FROM : W SAC, NEW YORK (65-153^8)

subject: JULIUS ' ROSENBERG
ESP-R /

N (00:New York) L

Re NY airtel dated
• 5/21/70.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 5 copies
of an LHM containing information which appeared in the
"New York Daily News" concerning the Broadway play "Inquest."

s quoted in the LHM was
on 5/29/70.

The above is furnished to the Bureau for information.

The news articl
furnished to the NYO by

'O

. pC

2 5
In

\

s
.2 -Bureau (Enc. 5) (KM
^-New York (100-37158
1-New York

DATEM3

(M. SOBELL)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

he® is

PFD:msw

REO'81
*0 JUN 8 1970

/ 5* (34
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

fn Replyt Please Refer to

File No.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
New York, New York
June 3, 1970

"Inquest"

An article appeared in the "New York Daily News”
dated May 16, 1979, entitled "'Inquest* Quits!"

The above mentioned article is quoted as follows:

"'Inquest,' the courtroom drama about the 1951
spy trial of Ethel and Julius Rosenberg, will end its run
at the Music Box Theater tonight after 2b performances.
The play, by Donald Freed, starred Anne Jackson, George
Grizzard and James Whitmore."

This document contains neither
recorcrce^-dat I ons nor conclusions

of the rf? r
.

‘ t is the property

of the T:'
4 " ;s loaned to your

agency ; it and its contents are

not to be distributed outsidd

your agency*
. -rvr

*

(0$ 'SVWD-Jjf^
DICLOSURt
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OVA OtM. MO. MO. It c

SO10- 104

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
Mr. Bish

Qfi#
7^

DATE:

MINIC/de LORENZO
URORA' PUBLISHERS INCORPORATED

170 FOURTH AVENUE NORTH
NASHVILLE^TENNESSEE
POSSIBLE BOOK ON ROSENBERG CASE

On August 21st, the above-mentioned individual called from Nashville

and reported that he had recently read a play on the Rosenberg Case which was critical

/of the FBI. de Lorenzo indicated that he had conceived the idea of a book which would
deal with the Rosenberg Case and perhaps other cases wherein the FBI and law en-

s 'x foreement had been criticized. The whole purpose of the book would not necessarily

|

be to eulogize the FBI but rather to set the record straight from a factual standpoint.

I He stated the purpose of his call was to ascertain whether the FBI would be willing to

make available to him factual information concerning the Rosenberg and other cases
which might be covered in the book, de Lorenzo stated that the book quite possibly

j

would be published by Aurora Publishers located at 170 Fourth Avenue North in » \

Nashville. \A

It was tactfully explained to de Lorenzo that by order of the Attorney
General the FBI’s files were confidential and that it was not known what, if any,

cooperation could be furnished him. Mr. de Lorenzo stated that he planned to

j

outline his proposal in a letter to the Director which he would forward in the near
l i future. He was told, of course, his request would be given whatever consideration

possible and that he would be appropriately advised.

There is no record in Bufiles on Dominic de Lorenzo or Aurora
Publishers.

RECOMMENDATION:

No action until such time as the letter is received from de Lorenzo.

RFC-5? >3 b-SWi
1 - Mr. Sullivan 'i/'

v ' . cl.lVL
1 - Mr. Bishop ' . I

1 - Mr. C. D. Brennan ^iljM
1 - M. A. Jones ‘nr
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osenberg TrialDrama Due in April
By LOUIS CALTA

t , Atait "Schneider has been

iuest/' a newN^ersion engaged to direct the two-act

of the play by Donald veed
about the Rosenberg trial' in

the nineteen-fifties, when the

couple were charged with

conspiracy to commit espio-

nage, found guilty and exe-

cuted, will be brought to
Broadway on April 16.

The play was first pre-

sented a year ago at the
Cleveland Play House under
the title, “The United States
vs. Julius and Ethel Rosen-
berg." It generated such a
“demand for tickets that its

two-week run was extended
to nine-^weeks.

But Le^^ber, co-producer
•/^of the ventu?^ with Shelly

X5*oss, said yesterday that
the play had been complete-
ly rewritten to focus on the
political climate of the nine-
teen-fifties and its close re-

semblance to “many of the
events unfolding today." The
original work was based en-

tirely on the actual trial

transcript.

“It*s been expanded dra-
matically and represents
more of the writers concep-
tion of the period, rather
than being a documentary
treatment of the trial," Mr.
GudUJ* L^piSined.

play. Michael Kahn, originally

announced for the assign-

ment, has had to withdraw

because of a long-standing

commitment to the American
Shakespeare Festival.

“Inquest" will have “an all-

star cast," including Larry
Blvden, Lee Grant and George
Grizzard. Ken Isaacs, design-
er and inventor of the TV
“Knowledge Box," has been
commissioned to create “a
theatrical time chamber of
the nineteen-fifties" for the
production. Karl J. Eigsti will

design the Broadway show.
The theater is to be an-
nounced soon.

*
‘Slaveship* Overheated

The cast of LeRoi June’s
“Slaveship" complained last

week of insufficient heating.
But a fire that started in the
theater's boiler room early
yesterday morning proved hot
enough to shut down the
play indefinitely.

The one-alarm fire began,
a theater spokesman said, at
approximately 10:34 A.M., in

the basement of the Theater
in the Church at the Wash-
ington Square Methodist
Church, 137 West Fourth

Street. The building was said

to be unsafe for further per-

formances.

Oliver Rea. who is pre-

senting the nonprofit produc-

tion, is seeking other facili-

ties, Last Friday, members
of the company walked off-

stage after informing the au-

dience that conditions at the
theater were too similar to

a “real slaveship “ Other sub-

jects for complaint, in addi-

tion to the paucity of heat,

were crowded dressing rooms,
unsuitable bathroom facilities

and lack of warm water.

After being assured by the

management that the griev-

ances would be corrected, the

cast resumed performances
Tuesday night.

*

War, Comedy and Music

Phil Bruns and Jess Rich-

ards have been signed for

leading roles In “Blood Red
Roses/* a new play by John
Levin about the comedy of

war. Seymour " Vail will

present the play with songs
off Broadway in March with
Alan Schneider directing.

Michael Valenti has com-
posed the music and Mr.
Levin has written the, lyrics.

Ed Wittstein tVIll create the
sets.

Felt
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Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELO

8 Sate: 2/20/67

FROM

subject:

bt
no

/ #

ALL TKFOWtAT™*
«*»»»

MM IS wcusr *•» *»»*
¥JH3?E SHOWS CTVii£o\lS£» 1

ReNYalrtel, captionedReNxairtel.
and dated 2/9/67

]
Source

aL Date of Contact

oo

] bl

(*) bl

Contacted by

bv>
Characterized A confidential informant

who has furnished reliable
information in the past

i -Tny
1 NY
1 A NY
1 -Iny

Classified by
SQ^^PltSTjtmvj ET

Declassify on: OADfi

1 - Bv
gtf - Bv
_5- Bv
/l Bv

<•1037-3
t> tt*

170 FEB 27 1967
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b/
.corporating information furnished by
nto communications suitable for dissemination
bureau, Bureau authority is not necessary

when the information can be paraphrased so that the identity
of the informant is not jeopardized. When certain specific
information is of such a nature as to prohibit dissemination,
the Bureau should be advised of the basis for non-disseminationt#D

Certain information furnished 'vyimEBBSBeJ /
will be of such a nature as to necessitate a classification
above "Confidential”,
to unauthorized

since the disci
ould have

ormation

cat
relates toadequate if the information

can be adequately paraphrased*

^i^^JfljSJk^disseminating information received from

_ n all
will be

frlW
o*';- no reference should he made to the time (date,
yfar) the Information was- received. This should be /--V \

set forth administratively. hi 'j

Suitable paraphrasing of the information to be
disseminated, plus concealment of the time of its receipt
will materially assist in concealing the identity of the so

attached memorandum sets forth a
no further dissemination of thiTE

’information is of no investigative value an
its indiscriminate and unwarranted misuse could endanger the
informant’s sensitive position. /

gVy OF THE HIGHLY SENSITIVE POSITION CF.

i7 EXTREME CAUTION MUST BE EXERCISED IN HANDLING
ANY INFORKiftTOW ATTRIBUTED TO THIS SOURCE. AND WO ACTION
TAKEN. WHICH CQITT.h CONCEIVABLY JEOPARDIZE THE SECURITY OF
THE INFORMANT OK REVEAL H TS IDENTITY. . .

b)
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NATIONAL
PUBLIC AFFAIRS

TENTER
FOR TELEVISION

955LENFANT PLAZA NORTH, S.W. WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202)484-1500

July 20, 1973

Mr. Clarence M. Kelley
Di rector
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D.C. 20535

Dear Sir,

The writer is researching a future hour length doc-
umentary to be aired nationally on the Public Broadcasting
Service, on the subject of the Rosenberg conspiracy case of
the early fifties.

Pursuant to The Freedom of Information Act, and all
implementing regulations promulgated in relation thereto,
permission is requested for myself and staff to examine
the following:

Original bureau files and films including first and
all subsequent interrogations, evidentiary reports
and original evidence on the following persons:

Klaus Fuchs
Harry Gold
David Greenglass
Ruth Gneenglass
Jul lus^fiosenberg
Ethel Rosenberg
Morton Sobell
Max Elitcher
Helene Elitcher

3EC-2S

3

* »

^ i

Would you be kind enough to advise the writer. ^as soon %
as possible, as to the standing of this request. // <f

A DIVISION OF GREATER WASHINGTON EDUCATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS ASSOCIATION, INCORPORATED

<
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1 - Mr. E. S. Miller
2 - Mr. Mintz
1 - Mr. Dennis

JIA&
rec# 6S^ S 3 ?

^

Mr. Alvin S^Coldstein
jPfodacer

/r National Public Affairs Center for Television

9i>& JL'Enfant Plaza North, Southwest
Washington, D. C. 80024 kT v 1>

-

Dear Mr. Goldstein:

This le in reply to your letter dated July 20. 1973,

in which you requested permission to examine certain files of

this Bureau.
j

Your request is being ccneiiered in accordance witii

Attorney General Order 620-73, signed on July 11, 1973, and the

materials you seek, are being reviewed.

Cur files concerning the Rosenberg case are
voluminous, and the necessary review will be of some duration.

You will be further advised regarding this matter.

Sincerely yours,

CLlM. Ke!'?-'

t

}.. . 4

•V i i373

L r -

Clarence M. Kelley

Director

1 - The Deputy Attorney General (Enclosure)~ 1 - Bufile 62-115530 (FOI Replies)

A"
Hfu

f r

NOTE: Bufiles reflect no information identifiable with correspondent.
Bufiles concerning the Rosenberg case include the following main files:

z'
,

^
(See NOTE next page)
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Letter to Mr. Alvin H. Goldstein
Nat*l Public Affairs Center for Television
Washington, D. C. 20024

NOTE (continued)

r

65-58236 (43 sections consisting of 2, 435 serials; Rosenbergs);
65-59192 (13 sections consisting of 485 serials; Greenglass);
65-57449 (33 sections consisting of 895 serials; Gold);

65-58805 (43 sections consisting of 1, 593 serials; Fuchs);
101-2483 (45 sections consisting of 1,767 serials; Sobell);

101-2115 (7 sections consisting of 272 serials; Max and Helene Elitcher);

121-4673 (1 section consisting of 5 serials; Max Elitcher).

and

\

In addition there are the following "See” references to

the above-cited subjects: Rosenbergs - 1, 850 see references;
Greenglass - 170; Gold - 300; Fuchs - 485; Sobell - 1, 000; Max Elitcher - 700;
and Helene Elitcher - 600.

— i fc-l i v t i cuuun iioimml itLtUUMMUNlCATIONS ASSOCIATION. INCORPORATED
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum Ctnnp. Sy'jE -

Files & Conv

Gen. Ir*v. _

—

SUBJECT:ALVIN H.^G£)LDSTEIN A-"'
PUBLIC BROADCASTING SERVICE

DATU: 8/7/73

"jst

(dent.

In f pection

In

LoborotOfy

Plan- & £*ol. —
Spec. Jov.,—.—

—

T.ai^Lw
L«jal

Cfcnj. Set*.

C&rr. & CWn

PtZkH.Q1 f- fe—
Telephone Km.

Director Sec’y ___

On 8/7/73 Goldstein called with two questions. First he wondered
what had happened to the letter he had written approximately 10 days ago in

which he had requested access to our files in connection with the Rosenberg
espionage case. This letter is being handled by the Office of Legal Counsel.

It is estimated that to comply with Goldstein’s request we will have to review
185 main files amounting to thousands of pages. I will advise Goldstein that he

will receive an answer in the near future and his request is being considered.

,ww
t-3 cd H
»-}« <

Goldstein explained that he is attempting for television a documentary
reconstructing the Rosenberg espionage case and trial through the eyes of the

individuals who actually participated in it. He has obtained the names of a

number of former Agents who participated in that investigation and has contacted

some of them requesting to interview them for this program. He indicated that

all have refused to cooperate without specific authorization from the Bureau or
from the Attorney General.

The confidentiality of an Agent’s investigations, of course, extends
beyond his period of employment with the FBI. If we gave any type of authori-

zation for these ex-Agents to cooperate with Goldstein we would have absolutely

no control over information they furnished to him. We assume that most would
protect confidential informants, techniques, etc.

,
but we have no way to

guarantee this. We cannot prevent their cooperating on their own volition

but to actually give them our blessing would place the FBI in an untenable
position if they said things we did not want revealed or even if they make si

ments that might subject them to civil suits of persons who might have be*

involved in the Rosenberg investigation^
^05~ S gZSu-’iHSIC

RECOMMENDATION
'ti

-/• z

That I advise Goldstein that as a matter of policy jye ar^upalqlg^o
furnish the type of authorization he has requested.

f n
^

x, Mr. .-3 f
A-"Mr. Miller

- Mr. Malmfeldt
- Mr. Herington

3H:ase (5)
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^ bureau or invest, zatio::

CC >.\1UNICATI0NS SECTION

SEP 0 1 13/3

TELETYPE

11:13 PM NITEL 8-3 1-73 BRC
/'

TO DIRECTOR (ATTNt DIVISION 5)
/

FROM SPRINGFIELD

AJULIUS ROSENBERG ; ETHEL ROSENBERG. ESPIONAGE.

^4*1: Dir,:

Admin.

Comp . 5y*t. .

File* & Cam,

Gen. fr»v.

(dent.
n

)nipecliton_^

LolMfory _
Plan. & Eval

Spec. Inv.

Training

Legal Coun. _
Cong. Serv.

Corr. & Crm.
Research

Press Off. _
Telephone Rm.

Director Sec'y

RE SPRINGFIELD TELEPHONE CALL TODAY TO BUREAU.

FORMER SA JOHN W. LEWIS (RETIRED) TODAY ADVISED WAS

CONTACTED BY BARBARA THORNTON, ALVIN GOLDSTEIN AND NANCY GREEN

WHO REPRESENT PUBLIC T V, WASHINGTON, D . C . , CONCERNING^

CAPTIONED CASE. THESE INDIVIDUALS DESIRE INTERVIEW WITH LEWIS <

DURING AFTERNOON OF S-5-73 AT HIS RESIDENCE AT 105 DORCHESTER 1

DRIVE, BELLEVILLE, ILLINOIS. LEWIS INDICATED HIS DESIRE TO

MAKE THIS MATTER KNOWN TO THE BUREAU PRIOR TO ANY DISCjU£^fcOU
y

THAT HE MIGHT HAVE WITH THESE PEOPLMlWIS faf/lHAl A!W &HAT ANY

CONVERSATION THAT HE HAS CONCERNING CAPTIONEDCASE WILL BE .lC

MOST CIRCUMSPECT AND HE WILL RESTRICT HIS REMARKS TO PU3LJC

SOURCE TYPE MATERIAL AND MATTERS ALREADY KNC>WN vYn PUBLIC
'

SOURCE MATERIAL. HE IS AWARE THAT HE CANJIOT COMMENT CONCERNING

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION IN HIS POSSESSION. HE IS ALSO AWARE

END PAGE ONE
Y

7
°$£P] ,m*

ALL XCTO®ATOS
(.|^il
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PAGE 2

THAT HE IS UNDER NO COMPULSION TO ANSWER ANY SPECIFIC QUESTION

TO COMMENT AT ALL UNLESS HE DESIRES TO DO SO.

THE ABOVE IS FURNISHED FOR THE INFORMATION OF THE BUREAU.

END

LNG FBI KQ ACK FOR ONE TEL CLR TU AR
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5- 1 13a (Rev. 3-21-73)

HD'

Intelligence Division

IMPQRMATtVE NOTE

Dale

Public TV (PTV) is preparing a docu-
mentary on the Rosenberg case and has
made formal request under Freedom of
Information Act for complete information
in possession of Bureau concerning same.
This request is under study. PTV has con-
tacted former SAs familiar with case, all
of whom have refused to cooperate. The
Office of Legal Counsel has advised we
cannot authorize or deny ex-Agents T right
to cooperate with PTV.

Attached advises former Special Agen-
(SA) John W. Lewis, Eelleville, Illinois,
was contacted by representatives of Publii
TV (PTV), Washington, D.C., with request
for interview 9/5/73 concerning his knowl-
edge of Rosenberg case. Lewis agreed to
interview. Lewis assured Springfield
Division that any remarks made by him wil!
be circumspect. He will not comment on
any classified information known to hira%^
Lewis was Bureau Agent 1939 to 1972 whelr*
he retired. ,

PCM:

://>' “IfV, l/t-W
p ¥
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NR008 NY CODE

1228 PM IMMEDIATE 9-12-73 PAC

TO DIRECTOR
X

FROM NEW YORK 3P

/' V

Jn«p«ctiy>

Lobarotofy

Pton. & £'«*• —|
Sp*jc. Inv.

I Training

LegoV Court* ~
Con*. S«rv.

JCorr. & Crm

to." JZHj 1»

Irector Ssc y - —
j

T OF J'JDSE IRVING R. KAUFMAN WITH THE DIRECTOR, 9/12/73

JUDGE KA'JFMAN FURNISHED AD1C JOHN F. MALONE COPY OF A

O'-

'“7;C4» - ' ^
k.

i-J

THREE- PAGE ANNOUNCEMENT DAT EL IN ED WASHINGTON, SEPTEMBER 5 (1973)
J.IU

AND AUTHORED BY ROBERfyGRnEivBERG . OF CHICAGO DAI LY NSWS .
r IT

PERTAINS TO A PROPOSED NATIONWIDE 90-MINUTE TELEVISION SHOW
AT oLt^L

E NT ITCED^ROSENBERG- SOBELL" CASE, SCHEDULED FOR LATE FALL AND

i:.

cr.

©

TO BE PRODUCED BY ALVIN H. GOLDSTEIN.
ST iao

ALLEGEDLY, GROUP OF 7 PERSONS, NOT IDENTIFIED, FROM THE
JttC-33 ^ ^3^-270/

NATIONAL PUBLIC AFFAIRS CENTER FOR TELEVISION (t PACT) ^ A

EEKING 139 PERSONS WHO PLAYED A PART IN THE ROSENBERG-&&&iL 18
V v

MATTER BUT SUPPOSEDLY, ARE NOT RETRYING CASE OR -ASSESSlUS^"’

-

BLAME. THE PRIMARY QUESTION, ACCORDING TO THE ANNOUNCEMENT,"

PERTAINS TO WHETHER ROSENS ERGS WERE GUILTY BEYOND REASONABLE2 SEP 1973

D0U3T OR VICTIMS OF THE TIMES. ' IT CLAIMS THAT 10 OF THE 12' r

... |
- i

-sS®S-"^uEND PAGE ONE
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PAGE TWO

JURORS ARE ALIVE, 7 OF WHOM HAVE BEEN LOCATED, WITH 132 PERSONS

REMAINING TO BE INTERVIEWED INCLUDING 14 "PRIME" FBI AGENTS,

6 FEDERAL PROSECUTORS AND JUDGE KAUFMAN. SUPPOSEDLY, A

SEARCH IS BEING MADE TO LOCATE DOCTOR KLAU3)(FUCHS, WHO WAS J^T

LINKED TO ROSENBERG CASE. ALLEGEDLY, NPACT HAS ALSO SCHEDULED

5 OTHER CONTROVERSIAL SHOWS INCLUDING ONE ON "THE FBI".

REGARDING ROSENBERG TRIAL, JULIUS AND ETHEL ROSENBERG WERE
A

" r

INDICTED BY FEDERAL GRAND JURY, SONY, 8/18/50, FOR CONSPIRACY TO

COMMIT ESPIONAGE IN THAT THEY ARRANGED FOR PASSAGE OF U.S.

ATOMIC SECRETS TO THE SOVIET UNION. TRIAL BEGAN MARCH, 1951,

AND THE ROSENS ERGS CONVICTED 3/29/51 AFTER 19 HOURS OF DELIBERATION.

ON 4/5/5 L THET WERE SENTENCED TO EXECUTION BY JUDGE KAUFMAN

AND WERE EXECUTED, SING SING PRISON, NEW YORK,

END PAGE TWO



PAGE THREE

6/19/53, FOLLOWING DENIAL OF APPEALS TO U.S. SUPREME COURT

AND THE PRESIDENT. CONVICTED WITH ROSENS ERGS WAS MORTON

SOBELL, SENTENCED TO 30 YEARS IMPRISONMENT. BY DECISION

U. S. COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE SECOND CIRCUIT, 1/14/69, SOBELL

WAS GIVEN CREDIT FOR TIME SERVED FROM DATE OF ARREST TO DATE
\

OF SENTENCE AND HE WAS CONDITIONALLY RELEASED FROM PRISON.

HE REMAINS ON PROBATION UNTIL 5/14/81. CURRENTLY RESIDES NYC.

THE ABOVE IS BEING FURNISHED THE DIRECTOR IN VIEW OF VISIT

WITH HIM BY JUDGE KAUFMAN,

END

GXC FBI WASHDC
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UNITED STATES GOVEk^MENT

Memorandum.
APARTMENT

TO

FROM

Clarence Kelley
Director

,

Federal Bureau of Investigation

Malcolm D. Hawk
Special Assistant to the
Deputy Attorney General

subject: FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT REQUEST - Allen Weinst

Enclosed herewith is a request for access to
certain specified reports . memoranda, and corre-
spondence relating to theories enb er g case.Mus./

Pursuant to 2o CFR § 16.5 which took effect
on March 1, 1973, the head of the responsible
division shall, within 10 working days, either
comply with or deny a request for records unless
additional time is required.

AffBC- Dir. ....

Asst. 0 1 r. :
*

Acfrmn.

CAnp* Syst,

. fnv. . ,

—
Mftnt. _

Inspection

Intel!.

Laboratory

Plan. & Evol.

Spec. Inv. jL

Training l
. f /

ll ^/
Legal Conn. y .

Cong. Serv.

Corf. & Ctm.
Research

Pr.*. OH.

Telephone Rm.

Director Sec*y

In cases where additional time is required
the requester should be notified of the reasons
for the time extension, which should not exceed
10 additional working days. An extension of
time in excess of 10 additional working days
requires the approval of the Deputy Attorney
Genera 1

.

Copies of all acknowledgements and responses
to the requester should be forwarded to the office
of the Deputy Attorney General.
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smith College
NORTHAMPTON. MASSACHUSETTS 01060

DEPARTMENT OP HISTORY

August 15, 1973

The Honorable Elliot L. Richardson
Attorney General ef the United ftatea
Department of Justice
Washington, D.C.

Dear General Richard sent

I wrote te yeu yesterday concerning my request far access
te certain F.B.I. records dealing with the Alger Hiss case,
records that I have been seeking access to for several years.
I have one other request to make of the Department of Justice
at this time connected with my research on the Cold War era,
but I thought it best to treat this in a separate letter
since this is the first time that I have raised the matter.

As I pointed out in previous correspondence with former-P.B. I.
Director Hoover, I have also written in the past on the
Rosenberg case. I did and still do accept, on the basis of
my own research into the available evidence, the government’s
contention that the Rosenborgs were foviet agents. Certs inly
this was proved to a jury’s satisfaction at a trial that
even the defendant’s lawyer called eminently fair, and I
restated my convictions on this score in a recent favorable
review of Louis Niger’s book on the case, a review published
in the Chicago Tribune ’s Boek World . "Elsewhere,” as I
wrote former Director Hoover, "I have defended the F.B.I.
against proponents of a simplistic ’frameup theory’ in the
^osenberg case ("Agit-Prop and the ^osenbergs," Commentary ,

July 1970 and November 1970)." I enclose a copy of roy

Commentary article and of my letters-column exchange with
its critics. Unfortunately scholars cannot adequately confront
what I bolieve are the often-unsubstantiated charges by
those writers who havo argued the Rosenbergs* innocence—-I
refer specifically to William Reuben, John Wexley, and
particularly Walter & Miriam fchneir’s book Invitation to an
Inquest—-without access to those heretoforo-unavailablo
F.B.I. records on the case. Director Hoover himself published
an article on the case, as I noted in my previous letter,
based on material "from the confidential files of the FBI"

BU. OF JNY.
("The Crime of the Century 1 The Case ef the A-Bemb fpie#,,J\
Reader’s Digest , May 1951) » yet historians such as myselr
have not yet been allewed te examine this material, fuch
examination will, I think, bear out substantially the commonly-
accepted facts presented by the government at their trialV“"t-
But without such an oxamination, grave doubts concerning their
guilt will persist among some scholars and a large section of
the public, in this ceuntry and abread, ef the sept dealt with
in the beaks I referred to and in articles such as Victor f.
Navasky’s piece in The Mew Yerk Times Boek Review -of July 15.,
("In Cold Printi The Case of the Rosenberg Case"!/ * ,/A

1973
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, , ^I believe that this request meets all the criteria stated in

your July 11, 1973 statement of colicy regarding qriteria for
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diacretienary access te investlgatery recerds ef histerical
interest. The Resenberg caaa andad aa a legal natter with
the cample* a executien in 1953* half a decade 1anger than
the fifteen-year reatrictian* and aurely it cannat be aaid
that the caae ia any lenger "aubatantially related ta currant
investigative ar law anfarcenent activitiea". Mareaver, I
balleve .that thin request ia alaa a legitimate ane under the
Freedam af Infarmatian Act and alaa under the pravialena ef
President Nixen*a March 9, 1972 Executive Order eenceming
acceaa by reputable achalara te gavemnent dacumenta.

I

Specifically I wauld be interested in examining the fellewing
material

i

1. A capy af each repert made by F.B.I, investigates
dealing with the Reaenberg caaa during the pariad 1950-1953
inclusive)

2. A capy ef all cerreapandenca between and ameng F.B.I,
agents waricing an the case and ether F.B.I, ar Justice
Department efficiala during the periad 1950-1953 inclusive)

3. A capy af all reparts made by agents af the F.B.I,
which cenoem the principal figures in the caae, namely,
Julius Aaaenbarg, Ethel Reaenberg, David Greenglaas, Ruth
Creenglass, Harry Geld, Klaus Fuchs, and Marten retell

i

4. A capy af ell interviews with, signed statements by, and
dacumenta aaseciated with the principal figures mentiened
abave (namely the Reaenberga, the Greenglaaaes, Geld,
Fuchs, and Fabell), Material cavered in requasta # 3 and 4
fall during the periad 1947-1953)

r
} a

5. A capy af all cerrespendence and ether written exchanges
between efficials ef either the Justice Department er the
F.B.I, and attemeya fer any af the principal figures mentiened
in the previeus twe requests) and

6. A cepy ef the ninety-five page repert prepared by Pref.
Benjamin F. Pellack far then-Attemey General Herbert Brewnell
Jr* in 1956-57 dealing with the range ef atemic espienage cases
Including the Reaenberg case. Pref. Pellack’s repert
apparently served as the basis fer an article published by
writer Bill Davidsen in the Octeber 1957 issue ef Leek
magazine, where Davidsen stated) "...in December, 1956,
Itterney (hJneral Herbert Brewnell, Jr., erdered. . . the
head ef the Department ef Justice's Internal fecurity
Divisien, te prepare a full report en the ./Reaenberg/
case— -including previeusly ur.r ueaaed facTs, Assigned
te the job was Benjamin F. Pc, :..ack, a brilliant Harvard
Law School graduato and veteran Juntice Department atterney.
Fer eight menths, Pellack had cocoas te all the FBI "ilea and
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te all the evidence and testimeny In the cane. He
interviewed witnesses and the men whe arrested and
preaecuted the Resenberg* and their ce-censpirater,
Merten Pebell. . .Thla reperter . . .werked aleng with
Pellack during much ef hia inveatigatien. Leek waa
given access te the extensive data that went Inte
the Gevemment repert, ef which this article ia an
exclusive preview."

Attemey General Brewnell refused te release the entire
repert te these periedicals and individuals whe requested
cepies at the time. Te the best ef toy knewledge, hewever,
the Justice Department did net deny that it had allewed
"selective access" te the material, beth during and after
the inveatigatien by Prefesaer Pellack, te Mr. Davidaen
en behalf ef a mass-ciroulatien magazine. Fince the fifteen
year time-limit established by yeur July 11, 1973 statement
ef pelicy has lapsed net enly fer decuments accumulated
during the Resenberg case itself but alse fer this 1957
repert, I weuld be particularly interested in reading a
cepy ef the repert as seen as passible. I can appreciate
the fact that it might take a bit lenger te cempile the
ether material requested in this letter.

I have sent a cepy ef this letter te P.B.I. ^irecter
Kelley and leek ferward with prefeund interest te yeur
respense, which I hepe is a pesltive ene. I plan te
deal extensively with the Resenberg case in my beek
en the Celd War era, which Alfred A. Knepf will be
publishing, and I cannet think ef a mere clear-cut
instance ef legitimate schelarly interest in materials
under the everall autherity ef yeur effice.

I leek ferward te hearing frem yeu.

Very truly yeurs,

/\jUL+ tJjti K4*fet4>-
Allen Weinstiein
Asseciate Prefesser ef Histery and
Directer, American Studies Pregram

ec. The Henerable Clarence Kelley, Directer, Federal Bureau ef
Inveatigatien
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The Rosenbe
. g spy trial: a ci.se that will not die.

The Implosion

Conspiracy
3y Louis Nizer
Joubteuy. 496 p*gea. MO

Reviewed by ALLEN WEINSTEIN

Eihet and Julius Rosenberg died in the
ele.tr ie chair in June, J053 after the most
sensational spy trial in American history,

eonyictcd of having stolen atomic secrets

for the Russians during World War II. The
Rosenborgs continued to proclaim their

innocence to the moment of tlcath. The
J-isc seems rijt*, .liter two decaues, for a
fresh look at ilie case. l.ouis Ni2cr
attempts such a reassessment in The
Implosion C >nspiracy. Commissioned
first to write a television movie script of
• he episode for Otto Preminger, Mr. Nizer,
the %vc!l-known trial lawyer and author,

turned out not >mly the screen play but also
Cli is narrative of Hie trial itself.

A few facts may be helpful at this point*

particularly for those too young to

remember the episode. A German-born
English physicist named Klaus Fuchs,
ifter his arrest in February, 1950, con-

fessed to having delivered secret nuclear
information to the Soviet Union during
World War II. Fuchs implicated an
American courier and, months later, the
FBI took into custody a Philadelphia
chemist named Marry Gold, who admitted
having served as Fuch's contact-man in

he spy ring.

Gold's confession led, in turn, to the
irrost on conspiracy charges relating to

:spionage of four New Yorkers during the
'all of 1950, all Jewish and all allegedly
.Vnnviumsls, f.'i h'T and Julius Rosenberg,
.)avid Grcenglass (Ethel’s brother)

, and
Vlorion Sobell (a friend of Julius’). The
government charged at their trial that
hvengtass, an Army machinist at the
ecret Los Alamos atomic-bomb project
luring the war. had been recruited for
spionjge work by the Rosenbergs and
tad delivered to them material and
aagrams that detailed the firing or
implosion” mechanism of the atomic
tomb, hence Nizer’s title. Sobell was

/

b'lcn .V^tnsfejn teaches h/story and
hrocih the American Studies program at

>"'/h CoI'pqv He is at work on a book
h'c.’j the 11meet of the Cold War on
‘ -encan society.

accused of a less pivotal role in the spy ring
1

connected with nonatomic secrets.

The three chief witnesses against the

Rosenbergs were Harry Gold, who
claimed to have heard of Julius but had
never met him ; Ruth Greenglass; and her
husband David, who confessed to his own
role in the atomic thefts, cooperated
completely with the government, and
provided the most damning prosecution

testimony at the trial.

The Rosenbergs, for their part, denied
the charges, insisting that the Grcenglas-

' ses had perjured themselves to save their
' own skins. At the trial neither side offered

much persuasive documentary evidence,

tho I he government spiced its case with a
great deal of testimony about torn Jelio

boxtops allegedly used as identification by
Russian agents, console tables purported*

1y used to photograph stolen documents,
and similar bits of hearsay that verged on
the spectral. Only the Greenglasses* sworn
testimony spelled out the entire alleged

story of Rosenberg treachery, thereby
• cementing together the prosecution’s

patchwork case.

As for the Rosenbergs, their defense
lawyers displayed far more passion than
ability, and the defendants themselves
told less than completely credible stories

from the witness box. In the end, the jury
believed the Greenglasses and found the

Rosenbergs guilty. Morton Sobell, who
declined to testify, also was judged guilty,

tho the evidence linking him to any form of

espionage seemed, then as now, practical*

ly nonexistent. Judge Irving Kaufman
sentenced David Grcenglassto 15 years in

prison, Sobell to a 30-year term, and the

Rosenborgs to death.

Their death sentence attracted interna-

tional notoriety, not only among Commun-
ist^ and fellow- travelers but also among
many liberals, civil libertarians, and
opponents of capital punishment. Rosen-
berg “defense committees,” usually con-
trolled by radical groups, sprang, up
thruout the world, demanding that the
couple not only be spared but freed. By the
time Ethel and Julius had exhausted their

many legal appeals—including a dramatic
last-minute stay of execution granted by
Justice William 0. Douglas that was
promptly overturned by the entire Sup-
reme Court meeting in unusual special

session—pleas for clemency from millions

around the world (including one from the

Vatican) had arrived at the White House.

President T nhovver declined to spare
the couple, i.. .^r jusL as President

Truman had pr -• .,us!y refused to mter-

Morton Sobell David GreenglassGreenalass j \ * ** r

<
Far left: Emanuel Bloch, defense attorney, with

the Rosenbergs* children; left: Ethel and Julius

Rosenberg; right: demonstrators protesting the

impending execution.
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verte. The Rosenbergs were executed on

June 19, 1953. By that time their published

“Death House Letters” had made the

couple (parents of two small boys)

symbols for those who believed them
victims of an anti-Communist frameup.
/

Even many Americans who accepted
their guilt disagreed with Judge Kauf-
man’s decision to impose the death
penalty, which he justified with a curious

statement accusing the Rosenbergs of

responsibility—by their espionage—for
Communist aggression in Korea and hence
the deaths of 50,000 American boys. I share
Mr. Nizcr’s conclusion that, under the

circumslances, the death penally was
horrible and unwarranted. The author's

most eloquent passages trace tho Rosen-
bergs’ life in the death house and their

angu ished efforts toma intain a me. isure of

digniiy and even hope during the last

months of life.

This moving talc of a convicted couple
maintaining their innocence under ex-

treme stress concludes The Implosion
Conspiracy, most of which deals with the

trial itself. Mr. Nizer set out to master the

available literature on the case—trial
transcripts, appellate briefs, judicial opin-

ions, and secondary works . on the
affair—after which he interviewed surviv-

ing persons connected with the episode. He
claims to have begun his research wiLh no
prior opinions about the case and con-
cludes, after narrating both prosecution
and defense testimony with scrupulous
fairness, that the jury had sufficient

evidence to warrant its verdict of guilty.

Furthermore, tho the author considers the

death sentence imposed “unfortunate
from every viewpoint,” he concludes,
that the Rosenbergs received every
opportunity that the American legal
system affords to prove their innocence,
and his book offers (among other things)
an unabashed defense of “the Anglo-Saxon
process of justice.”

Mr. Nizer quotes substantia! chunks of

the printed testimony, producing not only

a valuable commentary on the trial itself

but a primer for attorneys and courtroom
buffs on Ihc tactics and foihles of trial

lawyers. The result .is not simply a

blow-by-blow description of the Rosenberg
trial, similar to AtistairCooke’s account of
l he Hiss case, A Generation on Trial, but

also an insider's man *al on courtroom
piocedure for budding iefense attorneys.

Still, The Implosion Conspiracy dons not

fulfill completely the need for a thoroly

balanced view of live Rosenberg case

Whether or not Mr, Nizer began with an
preconceptions, he does not tackle scri

ously the arguments raised by those wh
defend the Rosenbergs’ innocence, espe
daily the points offered by Walter and
Miriam Schneir in their 1965 book*
Invitation to an Inquest. I have myself
criticized the Schneirs elsewhere for

failing to offer convincing evidence to

sw pport their belief i n ar. FBI frameup. but
Mr. Nizer rarely even, mentions the most
troubling points bruught out by the

St hncirs, such as the many contradictions

between the Greenglasses’ pre-trial state-

ments and their later courtroom tes-

Another weakness of this generally

irtpressive book concerns Mr. Nizer's lack

ot interest in Morton Sobell, the third

defendant in the case. The author tells us

almost nothing about Sobell’s background

nor about his personal response to the trial

and its aftermath. The spotlight is kept

entirely on the Rosenbergs. Yet, unlike

Nizer, I believe that the testimony

p/csented—largely the unsubstantiated

word of one government witness who
connected Sobell to Julius
Rosenberg—failed to prove the former’s

guilt. Rarely in this country’s history has

anyone been convicted of espionage on

such flimsy evidence as was Morton

Sobell.

The Implosion Conspiracy, despite these

omissions, remains a major contribution

both lo an understanding of the Rosenberg

case and to the popular literature of

merican courtroom dramas. The author

srt himself the formidable lest of tackling

t.ic case with as few prejudgments as

humanly possible, allowing the evidence

iiself toshape his conclusions. “I wanted to

suffer the confusion of neutrality,” Mr.
*,* »£*-» MtvjrrvM. nnd to a remarkable

< egree he succeeds.

Neither those who still maintain the

Rosenbergs’ innocence nor those who
liciicve in their guilt ( ar Mr. Nizer and this

i eviewer do) have much ground for

romplaint in this fair-minded portrait of a

.still controversial trial.

The execution of Ethel and Julius

Rosenberg remains the most tragic and
rreversihle monument to that malignant

Hcti Scare” which plagued the United

ites during the TA-uman-Eiscnhower

,urs. The implosion Conspiracy not only

underscores the Ros mbergs' personal

iragody but elevates discussion of their

;3 sc from the polemical H cl to the realm

A serious history.
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Agit-Prop & the Rosenbergs

Allen Weinstein

The dominant "'theater of

propaganda** in the United
States today is not an “official/*

government-sponsored one, as in

Communist countries, but a semi-

official “revisionist** school of

drama, which exploits and distorts

historical facts for its own predeter-

mined ends. A case in point is

Inquest, subtitled “A Tale of Polit-

ical Terror/* Donald Freed’s play

about the Rosenbergs which might
just as appropriately have been

called Invitation to a Whitewash .

Though the author claims that

Inquest is in the tradition of the

Weiss-Hochhuth “theater of fact/*

it becomes clear as the evening pro-

gresses that the audience has been

summoned not merely to witness a

courtroom drama and to observe a

particular set of “facts/* but to par-

ticipate in commemorating a ritual

murder. To legitimize his position

Freed first primes the audience to

recognize itself as being in the

presence of History, Fact, and

Truth, by spreading against the

background of the stage, in giant-

size lettering' on huge glass panels:
*

'Every word you will see or hear

on this stage is a documented

quotation or reconstruction from

events.** These “reconstructions/*

the program further informs us,

“draw on letters and verbal reports

but they are inventions in the ser-

vice of truth rather than facts/**

With the audience thus prepared,

Freed*s “tale of political terror" un-

folds in a series of vignettes taking

place in “The [FBI*s Perjured]

Courtroom; The [Fascist American]

World; The [Rosenbergs* Inno-

cent] Past/*

The drama itself is a crude mor-

ality tale, in which Julius and

Allen Weinstein reviewed Odyssey of

a Friend: Whittaker Chambers* Letters

to William F. Buckley, Jr. in last

month's issue.

Ethel Rosenberg are portrayed as

helpless victims of a purported
FBI frameup, convicted through
the perjured testimony of EtheFs

brother and sister-in-law, David
and Ruth Greenglass. The Rosen-
bergs emerge as confused, naive,

fearful, “progressive/* “human/*
and, above all else, innocent.

David and Ruth Greenglass, on the

other hand, are shown as lazy and
malicious schemers, weak money-
grubbers, compassionless and easily

*

intimidated—in a word, moral
monsters—and Harry Gold, the

government’s third major witness

against the Rosenbergs, is por-

trayed as an incomparably vain

schizoid liar, weak and susceptible,

like the Greenglasses, to FBI
scheming.

The play’s other characters

receive equally subtle handling-
in fact, in Inquest you can tell the

players without a scorecard.

Emanuel Bloch, the Rosenbergs*

lawyer, one of several at the

actual trial, is honest, humane,
skillful, beleaguered, and. hard-

working—the model of a first-rate

defense attorney.! Prosecutor Irving

H. Saypol, on the other hand,

strides forth as a sinister and witting

accomplice to die FBI frameup

along with Judge Irving R. Kauf-

man and Saypol's young assistant,

Roy Cohn (who is played as Roy
Cohn). Needless to say, the FBI
agents responsible for the perjured

testimony are type-cast as “fascists/*

Finally, Freed renders Tessie Green-

glass, David and Ethel’s mother, as

a singularly boorish Jewish mama,
contemptuous of her talented

daughter and overly protective of

her*son, the spy.

Since Freed has attempted not

merely to recreate the events of the

Rosenberg case itself but also to

evoke the social atmosphere within

which it transpired, “the world"

of cold-war America frequently

intrudes on the play's courtroom
scenes through pictures projected

on the glass panels or in quota-
tions spoken by off-stage mimics.
These range from anti-Communist
harangues by J. Edgar Hoover and
Joe McCarthy to clemency pleas by
the Pope; from photos of the prin-

cipals at the Rosenberg trial to

shots of mass rallies held on behalf

of the defendants. Through this

gimmickry Freed obviously hopes
to conjure forth the atmosphere of

“political terror* which he holds

responsible for the Rosenbergs*

conviction and execution, but the

actual effect often reminds the

spectator of those exuberantly inept

attempts at “realism" in grade-

school Christmas pageants (“I am
Joe McCarthy. Kill the Commies**;

“I am the Pope. Don’t kill the Cora-

miesl**).

In a further effort to validate the

courtroom identities which he has

assigned them, the author portrays

his major characters in a series of

incidents from their pre-trial and
post-trial lives: Ethel and Julius at

home—singing folk songs, loving

one another, worrying about their

children; David Greenglass and
Harry Gold, scheming with the

FBI. Also featured is Ethel and
Julius’s death-house dialogue in

the form of the letters they

exchanged during their years of

imprisonment prior to execution.

But the worst is saved for last: the

re-enactment of the “ritual mur-
ders." An ‘'electric chair** is placed

on stage and the Rosenbergs, first

Julius and then Ethel, go to their

deaths in a dignified and unre-

• One spectator was reminded of the

popular law-enforcement television pro-

gram that opened with an equally intimi-

dating assertion of authority: "The pro-

gram which you are about to see was taken

from the actual files of the Federal

Bureau of Investigation/’

f Even most "revisionist*’ writers on the

case concede that Bloch and his fellow

defense attorneys, despite their hard work

and good intentions, proved singularly

inept lawyers, both during the trial and

in subsequent appeals.

18
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pen tan t manner. The audience,

having witnessed the tragedy,

depart as full communicants in the

ghastly rites at hand. What
emerges from all this is an evening

of oversimplified history and over-

sentimentaHzed drama, an exploi-

tation of the Rosenbergs’ tragic

encounter with history for the pur-

poses of illustrating an official

moral, namely, that “the state—

when it is frightened enough—has
been, is now, and will be in the

future capable of ritual murder,

suppression, death camps, and gen-

ocide. That’s the lesson of the 20th

century.” Far from paying any

respect to the complex and
partly-disguised personalities of his

two protagonists, Freed has

reduced them to the single aspect

of innocent victims: “decent,

simple, and lovable people”—and

nothing else.

Even more remarkable than the

play itself, however, was its en-

thusiastic reception by most lead-

ing critics. How did such an

obviously stilted, agit-prop melo-

drama manage to persuade a critic

like Clive Barnes of the Rosen-

bergs* innocence? To take an even

more improbable case, why should

John Simon, known ordinarily for

his unsparingly abrasive dismissals

of theatrical sham, have suc-

cumbed to the drama's fraudulent

piety? The deference shown
Inquest by writers like Barnes and

Simon apparently reflects their will-

ingness, along with that of an in-

creasing number of troubled “pro-

gressives,'* to subscribe to a devil 7

theory of recent American life.

The couple's actual guilt or inno-

cence is clearly as irrelevant to

these critics as it is to the author

himself. “Even if they were

[guilty],'* Simon acknowledges in

an argument similar to that which

Barnes employed in his review,

"their trial [i.e.. Freed *s trial] was

a monstrous farce,*' for “this is

what it is like to live in a frenzied

country under a hysterical govern-

ment and an intellectually and

morally inadequate President; this

is how faulty trial by jury really

is." That jury trials are meant to

be decided ’on points of evidence

and not on moral testaments,

remains unimportant to these crit-

ics, a.» one can see from Julius Nov-

ick's review of the play in the Vil-

lage Voice

:

I conceded at the beginning of

this review that for all I knew,
even after seeing the play (I have
done no reading on the subject),

the Rosenbergs might just con-

ceivably be guilty, but I have
been writing ever since of my love

for them, or at least for their

stage-images, or for myself-in-

them. I have called the Rosen-
bergs (I was referring specifically

to the stage-Rosenbergs, but I

meant the real ones too) [sic]—

I have called the Rosenbergs “de-

cent, simple, and lovable people";
would I still say this even if they

turned out to be guilty? Yes, I

think so, although in that case,

inside their simplicity would be
suspended a deep and sad and dis-

honorable complexity.

Perhaps the best way to appreciate

the extraordinary meaning of Mr.
Novick's moral argument would be
to substitute the word "Eichmann"
for "the Rosenbergs," change the

tenses, and read the quotation

back for sound. Of course the

Rosenbergs were in many ways
“decent, simple, and lovable

people,*' concerned for their chil-

dren and intensely in love. But do
these fairly common personality

traits acquit them of the charge of

espionage? Freed seems to think

so—and he has evidently convinced

the drama critics—but his “recon-

structions," presumably drawn
from personal interviews as w£ll as

from the couple’s voluminous

death-house correspondence, offer

no help in answering the question

of guilt or innocence. In fact, the

author conveniently overlooks

those very aspects of Ethel’s and

Julius's personalities which might
have some bearing both on the

government's interest in the Rosen-

bergs and on the possibility of

their innocence.

To cite but one glaring exam-

ple: in a play devoted supposedly

to the "facts" of the case, why is no
mention made of the fact that the

Rosenbergs were dedicated Com-
munists? Not ony does this go
unmentioned, but the suggestion is

made that the pair had been cas-

ually “progressive" people, perhaps

a bit to the Left of FDR. In 1970,

some twenty years after the trial,

and at a thu- when no possible

reason could exist for hiding such

a piece of information, one can

only assume that the deceit here is

intentional, and it suggests that

Freed's drama is either too naive to

warrant credibility or too cynical

to compel trust. Either way, the

author does the Rosenbergs—and
their possible “innocence"—a vast

disservice.

At this point a rather brief sum-

mary of the Rosenberg case itself

might be in order. In February

1950 Klaus Fuchs, a leading. Ger-

man-born British physicist, was
arrested in England. Fuchs had
confessed to having been a Soviet

espionage agent during the Second
World War while he was working
at Los Alamos on the atomic bomb
project. Several months later, the

FBI took into custody a Philadel-

phia chemist named Harry Gold,

.

who promptly admitted to having

served as Fuchs’s courier in a Rus-
sian-organized spy ring which stole

secret information on American
atomic research. A series of arrests

by the FBI followed Gold’s confes-

sion and, in the fall of 1950, a

quartet of New York Jewish radi-

cals—the Rosenbergs, Morton
Sobell, and David Greenglass—

stood trial, charged with having

conspired to commit espionage.

This “crime of the century," as

FBI Director Hoover termed it,

aroused enormous public indigna-

tion in the United States, since the

exposure of the spy ring practically

coincided with the American gov-

ernment's announcement that the

Soviet Union had exploded its own
atomic bomb, thereby ending

America's nuclear monopoly.
'At the trial, Greenglass, a ma-

chinist by trade, testified for the

government that the Rosenbergs,

his sister and brother-in-law, had
recruited him into the spy ring.

Greenglass had been an Army
machinist at Los Alamos in 1944

and 1945, and, according to his

own testimony, had given Harry
Gold (once) and the Rosenbergs

(several times) diagrams and other

material which could convey to

Soviet scientists the firing mecha-

nism and internal structure of the

atomic bomb. Harry Gold and

Ruth Greenglass corroborated

David’s testimony concerning the

Rosenbergs* involvement in the

plot, but the government's case
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against Morton Sobell rested

largely upon testimony by a former
friend and fellow-Communist that

Sobell had attempted to recruit

him into the espionage ring.

During the trial, defense lawyers

objected repeatedly to the govern-

ment’s insinuations that the Rosen*

bergs’ background in the Commu-
nist movement constituted pres-

umptive proof of their complicity

as spies. In the end, the jury

accepted the credibility of the gov-

ernments witnesses and found all

four defendants guilty. Judge Kauf-

man awarded Greenglass, despite

his cooperation* a stiff fifteen-year

sentence; Sobell received the maxi-

mum thirty years in jail allowed by

law; and the Rosenbergs, who had
allegedly run the spy network, were

sentenced to death. Ruth Green-

glass, although a confessed accom-

plice to the espionage, was never

brought to trial.

For two years after their sentenc-

ing, until their execution in June
1953, public support for the Rosen-

bergs mounted steadily both in this

country and abroad. Although
Communists and ultra-radicals

dominated the formal nationwide

“committee” organized on their

behalf, thousands of non-

Communists signed the comit-

tee‘s petitions, some of which
called merely for commutation of

the death sentences. Attorneys for

the couple challenged the fairness

of the trial and at numerous hear-

ings, both before Judge Kaufman
and in the appellate courts, intro-

duced “new evidence” to support

legal appeals for a new trial. But
all of these legal efforts failed, and
the couple went to their deaths in

1953. Even many leading anti-

Communist Americans protested

their execution as an act of cruel

and unusual punishment, either on
moral grounds or because of ques-

tions concerning the credibility of

prosecution witnesses.

“Revisionist” accounts of the

case began appearing soon after

the execution, although as early as

1951 William Reuben, a journalist

for the fellow-traveling National

Guardian , had written a series of

articles charging an FBI frameup.

Reuben published an extended

version of his argument in The
Atom Spy Hoax (1954), and most
of his conclusions were echoed in

. •
John Wexley’s The Judgment of

Julius and Ethel Rosenberg (1955).

The revisionist analysis of the case

received its most thorough and in-

fluential statement in Walter and
Miriam Schneir's Invitation to an
Inquest (1965), which summarized
every conceivable bit of evidence

and speculation that suggested the

Rosenbergs* innocence.

During the trial itself, defense

attorneys generally accepted the

government's claim that a spy con-

spiracy had existed which con-

nected the Greenglasses and Harry
Gold. Counsel for the Rosenbergs
insisted only that their clients had
neither initiated nor joined this

conspiracy. Rather, they argued
that the Greenglasses had impli-

cated them in a desperate move to

curry government favor and save

their own skins. Only after Reu-
ben’s articles appeared in the

National Guardian did partisans

of the Rosenbergs begin arguing a

more sinister view of the case.

Reuben, Wexley, and the Schneirs

based their belief in the Rosen-
bergs’ innocence squarely upon the

notion of a skillfully-laid FBI
frameup, which trapped all the

defendants, including the Green-
glasses and Harry Gold, in an
“atom spy conspiracy” that never

existed. They find “evidence” for

such a monstrous government
counter-conspiracy in a number of

places, although only some of their

major contentions can be. described

here.

Even while the case was being
appealed in the courts, the Rosen-
bergs’ attorneys gained access to

some memoranda stolen from the

office of O. John Rogge, lawyer for

David and Ruth Greenglass. In

these notes, David and Ruth dis-

cussed their involvement in the

alleged spy plot in terms which
differed significantly from their

later testimony at the trial. For one
thing, they never mentioned
Ethel’s complicity and, although
they referred to Julius’s involve-

ment, he does not emerge in the

notes as a “master spy.” The
memos likewise revealed that the

FBI had apparently coached the

Greenglasses extensively on their

testimony. For their study the

Schneirs also gained access to

recordings of pre-trial conversa-

tions between Harry Gold and his

attorney, which showed that the

Bureau had tutored Gold even

more relentlessly before his appear-

ance at the Rosenberg trial. In

these conversations, Gold offered a

far more innocuous account of his

one meeting with the Greenglasses

in Albuquerque, New Mexico,

than the version he later volun-

teered at the trial. For one thing,

Gold never mentioned having

known anything about the Rosen-

bergs’ involvement in the conspir-

acy, although in trial testimony he

professed a much greater awareness

of their role.

By comparing these pre-trial

statements with the trial testimony

of the three government witnesses

—two already under indictment for

capital crimes and the third (Ruth
Greenglass) threatened with indict-

ment—even those persuaded of the

Rosenbergs’ guilt might question

the complete credibility of the

witnesses through whose evidence

the government secured a convic-

tion that led to the death penalty.

Almost no documentary material

substantiated the confession made
by Gold and the Greenglasses at

the time of the Rosenberg trial;

thfc prosecution submitted not a

single purloined document or other

actual proof that espionage had
been committed, apart from the

sworn statements of its three con-

fessed conspirators. The Schneirs

assert, in fact, that FBI agents not
only planted the appropriate testi-

mony'' in the minds of these wit-

nesses but that they manufactured
die single piece of “hard” evidence
that linked Gold tenuously to the

Greenglasses (and thereby to the

other alleged conspirators): a pho:
tostat of a 1945 Albuquerque
Hilton check-in card which Gold
supposedly signed after visiting the

Greenglasses. The Schneirs subject

this document to elaborate analysis

and persuade themselves that it

was faked. Furthermore, they offer

the Atomic Energy Commission’s

word, along with that of numerous

key scientists at Los Alamos, that

the sketches made by Greenglass

for the FBI in 1950 to substantiate

his claim to have stolen meaning-

ful data on the atomic bomb, were

practically worthless to Russian

scientists, whether or not the mach-

inist had passed the originals along
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six years earlier. ^ ^fcilly, how-
ever, the revisio. , argument
stands or falls on the question of

whether Gold and the Greenglasses

were truthful witnesses or capri-

cious perjurers.

Donald Freed stuffs many of the

“facts” exposed by the Schneirs

into the body of his play, although

he generally distorts or exaggerates

their actual meaning, thereby turn-

ing the Schneirs' elaborate revi-

sionist tapestry into little more
than a crude wall poster. Still,

Walter and Miriam Schneir them-
selves, like other revisionist writers

on the case, often seem more inge-

nious than candid in their own
selection of “facts.” Throughout
their book, for example, they

either overlook or explain away
rather unconvincingly the Rosen-
bergs’ lifelong commitment to the

Communist movement, a commit-
ment which (according to the testi-

mony of their own friends) had
made them passionate union
organizers and party recruiters.

(“Julie and Ethel could save their

own skins by talking,” Mrs.

Morton Sobell exclaimed at a 1952

pro-Rosenberg rally, “hut Julie

and Ethel will never betray their

friends.”) The revisionists also

neglect to provide a reasonable

explanation for the precise manner
in which Greenglass acquired the

$3,900 he possessed at the time of

his arrest—if it had not been re-

ceived, as David claimed, from
Julius as money to finance his

escape. Similary, who if not Harry
Gold actually gave the Greenglasses

the $400 which Ruth deposited in

an Albuquerque bank in June 1945

one day after Gold allegedly gave

them the money in exchange for

atomic information? Why also, were

the Schneirs, although unsparingly

detailed on even the most minor
points, so reticent when alluding

to Ethel Rosenberg's history of psy-

chiatric treatment, both prior to her

arrest and in prison?

In a review of the Schneirs' book
in these pages,* Alexander Bickel

pointed out the essential flaw in

the revisionist argument;

The remarkable feature of this

early record [Bickel observed] is

that the rudiments of Gold's story

* January 1966.

were there. ... If, then, TBI
prodded Gold into elaborating
these rudiments into a full story

by putting to him material from
the Greenglass confession [which,
even in its earliest version, in-

sisted on Julius's involvement in
the conspiracy—A. W.], and prod-
ded Greenglass to confess by ask-

ing him to affirm or deny as much
as was known of Gold's story—if

this was the method of interroga-

tion, as no doubt it was, it was
normal and proper, and does not
in itself destroy or even substan-
tially weaken the credibility of

either Gold or Greenglass.

Finally, the revisionists must con-

tend with the fact that the mem-
oirs of another major Soviet agent,

Kim Philby, twice mention the

Rosenbergs as Russian, agents, a

curious admission under the cir-

cumstances.

“The Rosenberg Case is nev-

ertheless a ghastly and shameful
episode,” Bickel wrote. “There is

first of all the death sentence, and
secondly the death sentence, and
thirdly the death sentence, and
then again the death sentence.”

That the Rosenbergs were exe-

cuted remains an awful and unwar-
ranted act, and were this the sole

concern of Freed’s play, one might
question less vehemently its other

inadequacies. Unfortunately, no
dramatist can acquit the Rosen-
bergs of espionage on the basis of

who (he thinks) they were any
more than he could convict them
on such specious grounds.

k

What if someone were to write a

play, the author was asked

recently, “taking the position that

the Rosenbergs were guilty?”

“But that play has already been
written,” said Freed. “It was writ-

ten by Irving Saypol and Roy
Cohn at the behest of J. Edgar
Hoover. It was a laugh riot.”

Such a glib retort exposes one
essential weakness of dramas like

Inquest . In the hands of enthusias-

tic partisans, the “theater of fact”

can easily become fraudulent his-

tory. Freed's eye is obviously less

on the “facts” of the Rosenberg
case than on its apparent “les-

sons”; nor do the Rosenbergs
themselves attract him as subjects

of dramatic concern in their own
right. Rather, they interest the

author primarily as convenient
symbols of those “lessons” which
he finds that the 20th century
teaches all right-thinking men.
The doomed couple are somewhat
impersonal objects, and piteous

anguish for their fate must per-

suade a gullible audience that a

“murderous pattern” of such ritual

slaughters exists in American life

stretching in an unbroken line

from Sing Sing to Vietnam.

Consider, finally, Freed's politi-

cal .message, that “lesson” of radi-

cal innocence which the critics

found so persuasive. Once more
the author has provided what he
considers an appropriate compari-

son between past and present.

“Huey Newton, Bobby Seale, and
Eldridge Cleaver," Freed has

observed, “are the Julius and Ethel

Rosenbergs of today”:

Now we can read letters of the

Rosenbergs, hear their words and
see them as sympathetic people

but in the 50's they were consid-

ered slimy Jewish Communists
like the bad niggers of today.

What we have to prevent is a play
being written 20 years from now
that will cause audiences to say,

“Do you mean they really fed

breakfasts to poor children and
that they were sensitive, ex-

traordinary human beings? We
thought they were something out
of the American nightmare, com-
ing to the suburbs to rape our
daughters.”

Bobby Seale must not go to

the electric chair in Connecticut
This country cannot take again
what we went through in the

50's.

One might surmise from Freed’s

analysis that Bobby Seale is on
trial not for murder but for dis-

pensing high-quality porridge to

grateful infants. This view of the

situation accords with the logic of

many who sympathize either with

the Panthers or with white radicals

like the Chicago Seven, all of

whom are seen as merely the latest

in an endless string of modern vic-

tims of “Amerikan” fascism. Of
course, despite the occasional

throwback to the past, like Com-
munist historian Herbert Aptheker

who addressed the last Black Pan-

ther national convention, most of

the current crop of parlor revision-

ists were too young to join earlier

cold-war crusades for America's
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“moral redemption/' The sfflfcits

who now demand that Bobb^eale
be freed, with or without a trial,

have no personal recollection of

that period after the Rosenberg

trial when American Communists
organized "spontaneous" local

committees to save the pair, work-

ing with their usual Progressive

party allies to turn the trial into a

"cause." It might even come as a

surprise to many of these same
young people (surely, though, not

to their older supporters?) to learn

that the Black Panthers' "breakfast

program" bears as much relation

to the specific act for which Bobby
Seale is on trial as Julius Rosen-

berg’s folk-singing did to the

charge of espionage against him.

But, then, “tales of political

terror" generally supply their own
logic, and should John Mitchell’s

avid prosecutors continue their

pursuit of “conspirators," the New
Left's aging mandarins will possess

a more than adequate number of

overnight martyrs for public con-

sumption.

Alas, there may be such "lessons"

galore in years to come, thereby

blurring still further the line be-

tween those who practice the

"theater of fact" and those who
practice “revolution as theater."

One such merging of the two came
in a recently-announced forthcom-

ing drama of the Chicago conspir-

acy trial, starring, naturally, the

Chicago Seven. How Messrs. Barnes,

Simon, and Novick should sink

their gums into that one! For their

tolerant critical reception of 7n-

quest, indeed the very appear-

ance of such a play, is symptomatic

of a growing crisis in confidence

among many leading cultural

spokesmen in the United States, a

crisis that becomes daily more evi-

dent." The willingness to accept

radical myths as unvarnished fact,

as in Freed’s equation of the

Rosenbergs and the Black Pan-

thers, reflects a deep and often irra-

tional hostility among an increasing

number of intellectuals to the

entire fabric of American life.

Those who can make no substan-

tive distinctions between the

• The roots of this crisis among a cer-

tain segment of literary men are explored

in Irving Howe's "The New York Intellec-

tuals: A Chronicle tc A Critique/* Com-
mentary, October 1968.

Rosenberg trial and the Slanskyl

trial, for example, or between the

aims of Bobby Seale and those of

Martin Luther King, or even

between the dilemmas of Richard

Nixons “Amerika” and those of

Adolf Hitler’s Germany, will not

trouble themselves over petty

details of historical accuracy or

dramatic honesty. They require

instead the consoling simplicities

of a purely political theater, one in

which "facts" are merely "lessons"

to be taught and "truth" a cotie

word for correct doctrine. In this

connection, Richard Hofstadter’s

classic description of the "paranoid

style" merits consideration:

The central image [of the par-

anoid style] is that of a vast and
sinister conspiracy, a gigantic yet

subtle machinery of influence set

in motion to undermine and des-

troy a way of life. ... The par-

anoid spokesman sees the fate of
this conspiracy in apocalyptic
terms. . . . He constantly lives at

a turning point: it is now or
never in organizing resistance to

^conspiracy. Time is forever just

running out. . . . The typical pro-

cedure of the higher paranoid
scholarship is to start with . . .

defensible assumptions and with
a careful accumulation of facts,

or what appear to be facts, aml to

marshal these facts toward an
overwhelming "proof” of the par-

ticular conspiracy that is to be
established. It is nothing if not
coherent—in fact, the paranoid
mentality is far more coherent
than the real world, since it leaves

no room for mistakes, failures, or

ambiguities. ...

The tensions and unrest of recent

American life, for reasons that

would require another essay to

elaborate, have made fashionable

the simple coherence of revisionist

history and theater, both of which
appeal to the overheated imagina-

tions that Hofstadter described. It

still remains to be seen whether
serious historians, dramatists, and
critics will fall into line, or

whether they will have the stamina
to resist the coercions of the current

radical moralism.
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Mr. Weinstein continues: “Per-
haps the best way to appreciate the
extraordinary meaning of Mr. No--

vick’s moral argument would be to

substitute the word 'Eiclimann' for

‘the Rosenbergs/ change the
tenses, and read the quotation back
for sound/' This is a peculiar sort

of appreciation. Where in God’s
name does Mr. Weinstein get Eich-

mann from? I was writing quite
specifically about the Rosenbergs;
the Eichmann case is not remotely
a parallel instance. Mr. Weinstein's
little substitution puts me in mind
of the rabbi in my old synagogue,
who used to invoke “Dachau!”
every year on Yom Kippur in the

course of raising money for the

UJA, because he was confident

that any mention of the Nazis
would cause his congregation to

salivate automatically.

Needing, for the purposes of his

argument, some critics willing “to
accept radical myths as unvar-
nished fact/’ Mr. Weinstein seeks

to misrepresent me as one such.

But in my review I was trying to

get beyond the questions of wheth-
er or not the Rosenbergs “did it,”

and what the jury in the case

ought to have done. “To me at

least,” I wrote, “this is not just a

play about two people named Ros-

enberg, but about that whole
vaguely defined but vividly re-

membered phenomenon that is

now called the Old Left.” The Old
Left was deeply compromised, as

1 took pains to point out, by its

dishonorable complicity with Sta-

linism, but it was punished by
base-minded men with a severity

that far exceeded its guilt, and I

find it pathetically lovable for its

well-intentioned, doomed naivete.

For all of this, the Rosenbergs—in
Mr. Freed’s play as in life—stand,

for me, as affectingly human sym-

bols. This set of opinions and feel-

ings scarcely constitutes a “radical

myth.”
I agree with Mr. Weinstein that

the radical analysis of recent and
current history is often dangerous-

ly simplistic; but Mr. Weinstein
himself, in his eagerness to ferret

out and pillory “revisionists,” is

guilty of the same sort of simple-

mindedness and failure to make
distinctions for which he attacks

the radicals. Mr. Weinstein admits

that the execution of the Rosen-
bet gs was “an awful and unwar-
ran. d act”; he’d better watch out,

or some super V/• uistein will be
calling him a Coni mp.

'ulh. Xovick
New York City

To the Editor of Commentary:
I was appalled at the inaccuracy

and misrepresentation in Allen
Weinstein’s article. Mr. Weinstein
repeatedly refers to the case as a

lesson of the 20th century and
chastises Freed for “not paying
any respect to the complex and
partly disguised personalities of his

two protagonists.” So what? I agree
that the characterization of Julius
and Ethel lacked depth. Neverthe-
less, the horror of the Rosenberg
affair should be reenacted. Freed's

play was not a character study of
two passionate Communists, nor of

the motives which drive people to

Communism. Freed's play was
about a fear-ridden society and the

tragic results to individuals when
this fear becomes too great. . . .

Billie Lederman
New York City

To the Editor of Commentary:
. . . Mr. Weinstein admits that

“the prosecution submitted not a

single purloined document or oth-

er actual proof that espionage had
been committed apart from the

sworn statements of its three con-

fessed conspirators." These wit-

nesses, in early accounts to their

own attorneys, told stories which
differed significantly from their

later testimony at the trial. Mr.
Weinstein admits that “by com-
paring the pretrial statements with
the trial testimony of the three

government witnesses, two already

under indictment for capital

crimes and the third threatened

with indictment, even those per-

suaded of the Rosenbergs' guilt

might question the complete credi-

bility of the witnesses.” May I ask

Mr. Weinstein: without documen-
tary evidence and without com-
pletely credible witnesses, what ba-

sis is left for conviction on such a

charge? . .

.

Seventeen years after their exe-

cution the Rosenbergs emerge
from the play Inquest , from the

various books, and, above all, from
the historical record, as innocent.

Muriel Goldring
Brooklyn, New York

To the Editor of Commentary

:

. . . How can one excuse Allen
Weinstein's remarks in 1970, when
the lies of Harry Gold and the

Greenglasses have been established

beyond dispute? Mr. Weinstein must
know that the convictions rest-

ed on the Greenglasses' testimony
. . . and he even refers to the new
evidence, which thoroughly dis-

credits their testimony: Greenglass’s

handwritten statement to his law-

yer; his wife's characterization of

Greenglass to the lawyers; the dis-

covered console table; the affidavit

of his brother, Bernard Greenglass,

concerning Davids theft of ura-

nium from Los Alamos; the

affidavits of top atomic scientists.

Those who did not believe

Greenglass—and this group also in-

cluded Albert Einstein and Harold
C. Urey, even before the discovery

of the new evidence—authors Wil-
liam Reuben, John Wexley, Wal-
ter and Miriam Schneir, and Don-
ald Freed, are described by Mr.
Weinstein as “revisionists.” They
are then faulted for not providing
reasonable explanations of how
Greenglass obtained §3,900 in his

possession, if not, as alleged, from
the Rosenbergs. Mr. Weinstein
adds: “Similarly, who if not Harry
Gold actually gave the Greenglass-
es the $400 which Ruth deposited
in an Albuquerque bank in June
1945 one day after Gold allegedly

gave them the money in exchange
for atomic information?” . . . Many
“revisionists” believe that Green-
glass obtained this money from his

thefts and black marketing in Los
Alamos. But even without this

highly plausible explanation, what
bearing does the money have on
the guilt or innocence of the Ro-
senbergs? If Greenglass had ac-

cused Allen Weinstein instead of

the Rosenbergs, w'ould lack of
knowledge concerning Greengl ass's

finances establish Weinstein’s
guilt?

Mr. Weinstein “proves” that the
playwright lacks sincerity because
he failed to portray the Rosenbergs
as ’’dedicated Communists/' He
says: “Not only does this go un-
mentioned, but the suggestion is

made that the pair had been cas-

ually ’progressive’ people, perhaps
a bit to the Left of FDR.” This is

totally untrue. The play showed
the Rosenbergs exactly as the trial

transcript did, “pleading the Fifth”
where questions of Communist
affiliations were involved, but
clearly expressing themselves as

friends of the Soviet Union, far

more than just casually '“progres-

sive”. . . .

Aaron Katz
Brooklyn, New York

To the Editor or Commentary:
. . /Allen Weinstein makes much

of Donald Freed’s omission of the

Communist affiliations of the Ro-
senbergs, but he does not refer to

the more basic omission of what
happened to Morton Sobell; the
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story of Sobell glaringly exposes
the shocking injustices and viola-

tions which permeated the case

from the beginning. To, Mr. Wein-
stein, Freed was too harsh in at-

tacking the prosecution and trial

judge; to history, he will appear
too lenient.

Morton Sobell was convicted . . .

on the uncorroborated testimony
of one man, Max Elitcher, a con-

fessed
.
perjurer, whose testimony

was purchased by special assistant

prosecutor Roy Cohn; Cohn prom-
ised Elitcher immunity from prose-

cution for his own crimes if he tes-

tified. The law journals have
pointed out that even if every
word of Elitcher's testimony were
true, it still would not provide
sufficient evidence to prove Sobell

guilty of the crime he was charged
with in the indictment. ...

Sobell was injected into the trial,

like Elitcher, to provide another
witness against the Rosenbergs.
When he refused to follow Elitch-

er's example and purchase his own
freedom by falsely implicating the

Rosenbergs, Judge Kaufman im-
posed the maximum prison sen-

tence permitted by law—thirty

years. The judge was rebuked for

this sentence by every law journal

which studied the case. . . .

If Allen Weinstein is genuinely
opposed to the distortion of truth,

instead of attacking playwrights
like Freed, let him encourage them
by saying, "Right on! . . . on to the

case of Morton Sobell." It may be
too late for the Rosenbergs, but it

is not too late for a full pardon for

Sobell.

Leah Feller
Brooklyn, New York

;‘/jrk Avenue, Ntf v York, N.Y.10016

To the Editor of Commentary:
... In jurisprudence there are

five degrees of proof:

1) proof beyond reasonable
doubt;

2) a preponderance of the evi-

dence in favor, that is, more evi-

dence for the fact than for the
contrary;

S) a standoff;

4) a preponderance of evidence
against;

5) disproof beyond reasonable
doubt. ...

A study of all the evidence in

the Rosenberg case, examined dis-

P*-sionately and sufficiently after

11... fact for emotions to fade as a
factor in judgment, shows that it

fits into the fourth category: while
the idence is insufficient to prove
the u:Iijrrlants innocent beyond
reasonable doubt, the preponder-

ance of the evidence is against

their guilt. At this late date, twen-
ty years after the event, why
should Commentary wish > re-

vive the question in the form of a

presentation of the facts slanted

so as to support the finding of

guilt against the probably-innocent
Rosenbergs? . .

.

Herbert Harvey
Morrisville, Pennsylvania

Allen Weinstein writes:

My critics fall into several over-

lapping categories: those who de-

fend Inquest , those who defend
the Rosenbergs, and one who de-

fends their co-defendant, Morton
Sobell.

Muriel Goldring chides me for

not proclaiming the Rosenbergs in-

nocent, after having accepted
some aspects of the revisionist ar- ,

gument. On what basis might
their conviction be justified, she
asks, if the Greenglasses and Har-
ry Gold were not "completely
credible witnesses"? I would refer

her to Herbert Harvey's letter, in
which he outlines five degrees of
legal proof. On the basis of avail-

able evidence, I consider the sec-

ond degree (no pun intended) ap-
propriate to the manner in which
most historians today view the Ro-
senberg case: "a preponderance of
the evidence in favor [of guilt],

that is, more evidence for the fact

than for the contrary." Walter and
Miriam Schneir, the leading revi-

sionist writers on the case, have
found it easier to throw into ques-
tion portions of the Greenglass
and Gold testimony than to dis-

card its essential credibility.

As for my general views on the
problem of an alleged government 1

“frameup," they were discussed in
my article and follow those ex-
pressed in Alexander Bickers re-

view of the Schneirs' book (Com-
mentary, January 1966). Al-
though the revisionists have un-
dermined portions of the govern-
ment's case, they have yet to shake
its central premise: that the Ro-
senbergs conspired to commit some
form of espionage connected with
the Los Alamos duties of their rel-

ative, David Greenglass.

Leah Feller is correct. I should
have discussed Morton Sobell's in-

volvement in the case, if only to

express my own belief that Sobell

was probably innocent. This "basic

omission," however, was also Don-
ald Freed's, since Sobell does not
appear as a major character in In-

quest. On the basis of c idence of-

fered at the trial, primarily un-
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substantiated testimony by one

f
ovemdient witness, Sobell should*

ave been, freed. ’It i^fcameful
that the government iS^Jtd him
parole during his long imprison-

ment and that it continues to deny
him a full pardon. On die ther

hand, I question whether Sobell

was “injected into . the trial like

Elitcher [the figure who testified
#

against Sobell], to provide another
witness against the Rosenbergs/’
especially since Schell's “vacation'

1

trip to Mexico at the time he was
being sought for FBI questioning

had alerted the government to his

uncooperative attitude.

Readers must judge for them-
selves the exact meaning of those

passages from my article quoted by

Julius Novick. I am puzzled that

my use of the Eichmann analogy

should have been misconstrued, es-

pecially by a man of such rare

critical insight; who else could

have captured in print the extraor-

dinary spectacle of an entire syn-

agogue on Yom Kippur “salivating

automatically" at the mention of

Dachau? But let me try once more
to explain my meaning: Most hu-

man beings seem “decent, simple,

and lovable" in the eyes of those

closest to them. Eichmann, by com-
mon account, was a good family

man. He also happened to be a

mass murderer. One does not pre-

clude the other, any more than
character ever determines public

behavior. Would Mr. Novick,
then, call a stage-Eichmann a “de-

cent, simple, and lovable" human
being if he had witnessed a play

that portrayed him as both a Nazi
war criminal and a devoted fam-

ily man? Would he say then of

Eichmann what he observed of the

Rosenbergs: “Would I still say

this even if they turned out to be
guilty? Yes, I think so, although in

that case, inside their simplicity

would be suspended a deep and
sad and dishonorable complexity."
I will acknowledge Mr. Novick's
need for a double moral standard
on the matter, if he in turn will

attempt candidly to answer the
real question raised in my review;
"Do these fairly common person-
ality traits acquit [the Rosenbergs]
of the charge of espionage?"

Mr. Novick goes on to say that
his review actually made a more
complex moral argument concern-
ing the “Old Left," for which the
Rosenbergs stood as “human sym-
bols/* Once more, the reader must
untangle for himself the contradic-
tory hyperbole of Mr. Novick’s
analysis. He calls the Old Left

“deeply compromised" by its “dis- decision to. imjx>se the death sen-

honorable complicity with Stad- tence. That jurist's remarks upon
inism," but, at the same sentencing the Rosenbergs stand
“pathetically lovable for its

i
out even today as perverse testi-

intentioned,. doomed naiVete^^mtemy to the degree to which or-

atid, in the end, “punished by dinary political beliefs can harden,
base-min : J men." I doubt that under the proper circumstances.
those who suffered during the Mc-
Carthy period for their earlier rad-

icalism deserve such a Manichean
requiem. On another of his com-
plaints, the Village Voice critic

might wish to reread his entire re-

view, if only to refresh himself on

into paranoid suspicions* The Ro-
senbergs were neither Kaufman’s
moral monsters nor Freed’s spot-

less saints.

But if I am not a drama critic,

neither is Simon a historian. The
“mood and atmosphere” of his let-

those opinions he claims not to ter make it difficult to determine
have expressed or held. Consider, whether he is equating, in some
for example, the following ones:

1 came away with feelings of

deep affection and respect for

the Rosenbergs and for the kind
of Americans they were * . . now
I am tempted to think, “How
could anyone not be sympathet-
ic to the Rosenbergs?" . . .

Nothing that I have seen for

many months has moved me so

much. . . . Most of the acting is

straightforward and fine; there

are no stereotypes and no carica-

tures. . . . For me, Inquest was a

requiem for the days when I was
a boy licking envelopes for Vito
Marcantonio.

manner, today's America and its

President with the “hysterical gov-
ernment" and the “intellectually

and morally inadequate President"
we had at the time of the Rosen-
berg case. If so, I would remind
him that Harry Truman occupied
the White House for most of those
proceedings, and whatever his

failings, few historians, if any,
would apply to him any such la-

bel. As for “Nixon & Co./’ despite
their many anti-Communist excess-

es during those years, they (or at
least Mr. Nixon) had nothing to
do with the Rosenberg case itself.

Such maladroit and imprecise
judgments do not always charac-

John Simon does not share Ju- terize Mr. Simon’s criticism, but
Hus Novick's fluttery enthusiasm having unfurled a “devil theory"
for Inquest . Mr. Simon catches me of recent American life when re-
out on two facts: first, that his re- viewing Inquest

, he apparently in-,

view did point out the play’s aes- tends to continue saluting it. He
thetic shortcomings; and second, asks whether I “mean to say that

, * . . ... , •< % M A. _ ’ . »
that I am not a drama critic while
he is. Mr, Simon's other observa-

Nixon 8c Co. are not hysterical,

not variously inadequate?" The “&
tions fail to impress me. For one Co.” epitomizes Mr. Simon’s own
. * * . . . . . * » .

thing, he seriously misquotes Alex-
ander Bickel, who stated explicit-

degree of hysteria as a critic. Does
"& Co." include Agnew or Rogers,

ly that the Rosenbergs' execution

,

Mitchell or Moynihan, Laird or
M .. .1^ ^ ‘ 1 It _ _ __ _ .. Tf! 1 1 I • anot their trial, “was a monstrous
farce." Mr. Simon also seems

Hickel, perhaps even David Eisen-
hower? Or does he mean all of

slightly befuddled about the pre- them? Mr. Simon “fc Co.” might
> f l » • m m - . _ # ”

cise issue posed in revisionist ac-

counts of the Rosenberg case,

which is not the “fairness" of the

wish to reflect at some point on
the inadequacies of a frenetic in-

tellectual community confronted
trial itself but the purportedly doc- with the necessity for making care-
tored evidence and perjured wit-

nesses used to secure the con-
viction. Even the Rosenbergs*
chief counsel acknowledged at its

close the trial's fairness. What was
at issue was the veracity of par-
ticular government witnesses and
the sentence imposed by a partic-

ful distinctions, even “in a. time of
panic”; the aesthetic distinction,
for example, between Richard III
and a work like Inquest
Both plays, he tells us, possess

""

“a certain dramatic power/* al-

though the former was “a finer
play by far.” What “certain dra-

ular judge, not the integrity of matic power" does Mr. Simon
American law “in a time of have in mind that links the brood-
panic." Obviously the public hys- ing eloquence of Shakespeare’s
teria which accompanied the Kor- Gloucester with the “matinee-
ean War and the disclosure that idolish mugging** (Simon’s
Russia possessed the atomic bomb phrase) of Freed’s villains? This
influenced—probably even mote may be mere quibbling, however,
than Senator^ Joe McCarthy's dis- since dramatic taste is keenly per-
tant malevolence—Judge Kaufman's sonal and none more so than Mr.



Enrons, 'therefore, I willmgly

ioiiLcile his restrained entir ^Bn
lor /wty.iVif—

‘

“Perjury, perju ^in
the high’st degree*’—if, in return,

he will sanction my own prefer-

ence for the Elizabethan mode of

agit-prop:

Shine out
,
fair sun, lili 1

have bought a glass,

That 1 may set my shadow as

1 pass.

Aaron Kat2*s claim that “in

1970 . . . the lies of Harry Gold
and the Greenglasses have been
established beyond dispute" seems

a bit premature. For one thing,

the stolen memoranda." from .O.

John Rogge’s office do not ''dis-

credit" Greenglass’s testimony that

Julius Rosenberg recruited him for

espionage; quite the contrary. For
another, the scientists’ statements
to which Mr- Katz refers do not
deal with Greenglasss confessed
activities as a spy, only with his.

faulty sense of the atomic-bomb
mechanism. Bernard Greenglass's
affidavit that his brother David
had stolen “a sample" of uranium
from Los Alamos is a rather cu-
rious document. The Rosenbergs’
lawyers produced this convenient
testament on May 31, 1953, as they
fought a last-minute legal battle to
stay the couple's execution, which
occurred on June 19. Greenglass’s
memo itself goes on to state that

both his brother David and his

sister-in-law, Ruth Grcenglass, had
said that David later threw the
uranium sample into the East
River. The Schneirs (and. Mr.
Katz) conclude from this belated
affidavit—supported only by the
doomed couple's own statements—
that Greenglass actually accum-.
u la tecl the $-100 and $3900 in ques-

tion through "thefts and black
marketing in [war-time] Los Ala-

mos.” That no evidence, .has yet

been uncovered—“documentary”
or otherwise— to substantiate, this,

assertion appears a matter of no
concern to the revisionists. .

The term “revisionist” itself dis-

turbs Mr. Katz. He should be as-

sured that historians do not use it

as a term of reproach, nor did I.

intend it in that sense. It refers

generally to newer scholarship

that challenges commonly held
historical interpretations. I have
written “revisionist” history my-
self, a recent example of which is

my reassessment of the Alger Hiss,

case, forthcoming in the American
Scholar .

At times Mr. Katz employs the

same type of ad hominetn argu-

ments as Julius Novick. If Green-
glass had accused mc f instead of

the Rosenbergs, he says, lack of

knowledge alone of Greenglass’s fi-

nances would not have established

my guilt. Neither, however, did it

establish the Rosenbergs’ guilt.

Once again, the reader might re-

fer to my article and to Alexander
Bickel’s review, of the Schneirs’

book for further discussion of this

point. . > :

Whether Donald Freed did or

did not disguise the Rosenbergs*
Communist affiliations is a. question
that only those familiar with the

play can judge. At. one point, “re-

constructing" a conversation be-

tween the defendants and their

lawyer, Emmanuel Bloch, on their

reasons for “pleading the Fifth,’*

the dramatist implied strongly that

the couple had no such affiliations

to hide. He does show them as

“friends of the Soviet Union,” but
then, how could he not? Most
New Dealefs “a bit to the Left of

FDR” held such sympathies openly
during the 1933-15 period. Freed,
on the other hand, used almost
none of the significant trial testi-

mony in winch Julius Rosenberg
refused to say whet) ter lie had ever
been a member of tire Commu-
nist party, a charge that cost him
his Signal Corps job in 1945. Nor
did he portray Rosenberg, again
during the trial, refusing to an-

swer the prosecutor's many ques-
tions concerning prior, involve-

ment in the Young Communist
League or the Communist party.

To clarify the matter, I was not
trying to “red-bait” the Rosenbergs
at this late date. I was simply won-
dering why Freed chose not to

dramatize those very aspects of his

protagonists' lives which made
them appear, .whether guilty or
innocent, such convenient victims
in an. era of ami-Communist hys-

teria. The point is not legal, there-

fore, but dramatic. The playwright
chose to obscure the radical asso-

ciations that had shaped the activ-

ities of his main characters and
which, if the Schneirs are correct,

had been their only “crime.
’’

.
Finally, I must thank Herbert

Harvey for his comments on jur-

idical “proof,” although 1 disagree
.with his conclusion for reasons al-

ready rehearsed sufficiently. As for

Billie
.
Ledermans complaint, I

would remind her .that it was
Freed, not I, who viewed the Ros-
enberg case “as a lesson of the
20th century.” Who could quarrel
with the importance of a skillful

drama on the Rosenbergs? Mine

^as only with the unskillful melo-
Hinja that I reviewed.

A recent statement by Inquest's

producers would disappoint most
of my critics. Messrs. Guber and
Gross insisted somewhat disingen-

uously in a letter to the Sunday
Times Magazine that they were
merely “doing a play about injus-

tice” and that “proving the inno-

cence of the Rosenbergs was not
our aim.” Rather, the Rosenbergs
“were chosen as symbolic people.”
For any future playwright con-^

cerned with doing more than; ex-

ploiting the Rosenbergs “as sym-
bolic people” to make a political

point, their actual lives remain, as

f said in my article, “a possible

paradigm for understanding how
the accidents of history reshape
human purpose and personality in

our time.” Such a dramatist might
wish to consult not only the Schne-'

irs’ book, which is essentially . a

legal brief for the defense, but a!so v
more balanced accounts of the case
like Jonathan Root’s The Be-

. I rayed. This neglected study, pub-
lished in 1 963, remains the best

single treatment of the cultural

“mood and atmosphere” within
which the Rosenbergs pursued their

lives. I might be tempted to sug-

gest a possible scenario for such a

play myself, but respect for the .

undoubtedly waning patience of
Commentary’s readers reminds me
that, for the moment, enough has
been said about the Rosenberg
case. .

•
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'jo the Editor of Commentary:
.
One wonders why Robert Alte^

tries to present the Orthodox side
of the question “Who is a Jew?”
in his article, “The Shalit Case!!

when he is clearly * prej-

udiced against it from the outset.

While it is his prerogative to be
critical of that position, it is sheejr

irresponsibility to misrepresent it%
For example, Mr. Alter cites the

Israeli - newspapers Haareti, Ma-
ariv, Davar

, and Lamerhav

,

but he
does not mention Hatzojeh

, the
newspaper of the National Reli-
gious party, in which is to be found
the finest exposition of the Ortho-
dox viewpoint. It is the National
[Religious party, which is .second
to none irt its total participation
in Israel’s life, that carries the
responsibility (or onus, according
to Mr. Alter) for the Orthodox po-
sition, and Mr. Alter surely owes,
it to his readers, if not to him-'
self, to study that position and.
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The Rosenhergs

To the Editor of Commentary;
The two main points of Allen

Weinstein’s article [“Agit-Prop £
the Rosenbergs,” July] are that

the Rosenbergs were guilty and
that Freed’s play is untruthful

about this, and that all the char-

acterizations in the play are over-

simplified and tendentious. In my
one-paragraph review (New York,

May 18), I mentioned the play’s

“jerky structuring, boggling lacu-

nae, palpable special pleading, less

than smooth production." This
means, clearly, that 1 was not im-

pressed either by its truthfulness

or by its subtlety. But I did feel

that it. had a certain dramatic
power— as does Richard III, a finer

play by far but likewise historically

dishonest and politically partisan

—and such power counts for some-

thing in the theater. But Mr.
Weinstein insists on judging the

play as reportage or a historio-

graphic document, which it dearly

isn't, and which even the better

plays by Hochhuth and Weiss he
seems to admire are not.

How can he object to my point

that even if the Rosenbergs were
guilty, “the trial was a monstrous
farce,” when he himself applauds
Alexander Bickers description of

it as "a ghastly and shameful epi-

sode,” and adds that the death sen-

tence was “an awful and unwar-

ranted act”? He next objects to

my saying that the play conveys

what it feels like to live under ”a

hysterical government and an. in-

tellectually and morally inade-

quate President.” He does not ex-

plain, though, just what he objects

to. If he means that the play does

not convey such a mood and at-

mosphere, let him say so; but since

his entire discussion is limited to a

literal-minded weighing of facts,

mood and atmosphere are obvious-

ly not his concern. Or does he

mean to say that Nixon & Co. are

not hysterical, not variously inade-

quate? If so, I’d like to see him ar-

gue that one. It would have noth-

ing to do with theater criticism,

but then, neither has his article.

Finally" lie seems to object to my
remark that trial by jury is faulty.

But his only feeble rejoinder is

that "jury trials are meant to be

decided on points of evidence and
not on moral testaments.” I agree

that that is what they are "meant
to be”; but if Mr. Weinstein claims

that in a time of panic induced by

the Korean War and Joe McCar-
thy they actually are , I am afraid

I must differ.

John Simon
New York City

To the Editor of Commentary:
Allen Weinstein maintains that

there is “a growing crisis in confi-

dence among many leading cul-

tural spokesmen in the United
States,” and seeks evidence of this

“crisis” in the critical reception ac-

corded Inquest , Donald Freed’s

play about Julius and Ethel

Rosenberg. Mr. Weinstein may
conceivably have a legitimate

point to make, but he has no right

to attempt to strengthen his case

by attributing to me opinions I

have not expressed and do not

hold.

Mr. Weinstein writes: “That
jury trials are meant to be decided

on points of evidence and not on
moral testaments, remains unim-

portant to these critics, as one can

see from Julius Novick’s review of

the play in the Village Voice."

Then he quotes from my review as

follows:

I conceded at the beginning of

this review that for all I knew,
even after seeing the play (I

have done no reading on the

subject), the Rosenbergs might
just conceivably be guilty, but I

have been writing ever since of

my love For them, or at least for

their stage-images, or for myself-

in-them. I have called the Ros-

enbergs (I was referring specif-

ically to the stage-Rosenbergs,

but I meant the real ones too)

[ric]— I have called the Rosen-

bergs "decent, simple, and lov-

able people”; would I still say

this even if they turned out to be
guilty? Yes, I think so, although

in that case, inside their sim-

plicity would be suspended a

deep and sad and dishonorable

complexity. [The sic is Mr.
Weinstein’s.]

If Mr. Weinstein can really/’see"

what he says "one can see” from

this passage or from anything else

'in my review, then he can prob-

ably “see” flying saucers, and Reds
under beds, as welL
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Professor Allen Weinstein
Department of History
Smith College
itiorthampton , Massachusetts

Dear Professor Weinstein:

September 13, 1973

01060

“-M frv ,rl

Intell,

Your letter of August 15, 1973, with enclosures,
addressed to Attorney General Richardson, has been referred
to me.

The Attorney General has instituted new policies
regarding the Freedom of Information Act wherein certain
information, with specific deletions, which in the past this
Bureau has not made available under the Act, will be release.'
to the public upon request. In response to this, the FBI
presently is making organizational changes and formulating
procedures to respond to these requests.

Pursuant to Title 28, Code of Federal Regulations,
ction 16.9, we are authorized to charge a prescribed rate
r, among other things, furnishing copies of information and
r time spent searching for and producing information. Your

articular request involves a case containing a voluminous
umber of case files and copious amounts of information
overing well in excess of 25,000 pages. Based on the
reliminary estimate that our clerical reviewer analysts
an search and produce 50 pages an hour at $1.25 per quarter

hour in excess of the first quarter hour, plus a $ .10 per
page charge for copies made, we conservatively project the
cost to process your request to be $5,000. A 25 percent

posit, or $1,250, payable by check or money order to the
Treasury of the United States, will be required to initiate
processing. As an alternative you may confer with this Bureau
in an attempt to reformulate your request in a manner which
will reduce the fees and meet your needs.

y
The' bep^ty Attorney General
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Professor Allen Weinstein

If you desire as to process your request, please
indicate in writing your willingness to pay fees as high as are
anticipated and enclose a deposit as indicated in this letter.
Thereafter, we shall acknowledge receipt of your deposit and
advise you when we can begin the necessary processing.

Sincerely yours.

Clarence M. Kelley
Director

NOTEi Bufiles contain no derogatory information re Professor
Weinstein. He previously has made requests for information
regarding the Alger Hiss case, and he presently has a suit
pending with the Department in that regard. This letter is the
first Bureau response to Weinstein's request for information
from the Rosenberg espionage case. Cost criteria taken from
Section 16.9(b) (1) and (2) of the Federal Register (C.F.R.)
and reviewer analyst production based on Malmfeldt to Franck
memo dated 9-12-73, captioned "Freedom of Information."

2
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DEPARTURNT OP HISTORY

m helieThe Honorable Clarence
Director
Federal Bureau of Invest igation
Washington, D.C. 20535

Dear Director Kelley*.

September IB, 1973

J

V -/

***ocI Dir.

A»*t. Dir.:

Admin.

Comp. -Syst. ,

Eart. Affairs ^

Files & Com.

Gen. Inv.

ident.

Inspection

/ntell.

I received your September 13 , 1973 letter, which
responds to the August 15 , 1973 letter that I wrote to
Attorney General Richardson requesting access to various
information from F.3.I. and Justice Department records
connected with, the 'Rosen berc* case.

Legaf Coun. '

Telephone Km.

Director Sec'y

I appreciate the opportunity to examine these records
pursuant to provisions of the Freedom of Information Act
and also pursuant to General Richardson's clarification
of Justice Department policy regarding such requests.

Hopefully my Initial request for information that your
analysts feel would cover material in excess of 25,000
pages can be reduced significantly, both to keep down
the amount of clerical attention by your office needed
to process the request and to keep down the related
cost of processing for me. I will be mailing you a cneck
for the requested 25 percent deposit, or „:1 , 250 , based
on an estimated 50«000 pames of material, sometime next
week.

o pi
x

i

13
S3
<D

J- <-+ -1- f kw» '-A i . V.
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To expedite matters, however, and hopefully to reduce
my request for material to include only the most
essential information, I would like to suggest that I

confer with someone .from the Bureau to prepare a reformulated
request. Dou sumvest this procedure in your letter, and I

think it is an excellent one. I stand willing to fly to
Washington sometime next week to discuss the matter with

A *

•w t
someone from vour office. It would help me if, at that tim
I could be informed of precisely how the 50*000 pares breaks
down when distributed among the various types of information
requested bv my August 15 , 1973 letter. In anv event, 1

discoursing the matter personally. Obviously
ifebe full amount of processing feel

-* “‘“‘-

i^ia.
REC-93

j

ij-jf—frt Tt~Tj f^?7 SEP 241973

It would be most convenient, criven the fact that I

teach on other days, if I could meet with someone on either
a Wednesday or a Friday, next week if convenient but thereafter
if not. I look forward to hearing from you about tnis.

look forward, to
I stand ready t

eventually invol

Sincerely vours,

A 1

1

e (v. e :i r?~eir
US.t

CC:

.Associate rTofessor of history

General Elliot ... ..ic-ardson



SMITH COLLEGE .

MEMORANDUiF
Datp October \)j ..

To Hiu All.en....E.c.Cr.e..I.gh.t..i Federal Bureau of From Prof. Ailed W ein stein
I ) Investigation ^ bS £ ? 0 " -* • '

'

K '

\ In re Rosenbercr Case Files and Director Kellev's Sept, 13* 1973 letter to
Tie concerning processing them for my scholarly use

In a phone conversation earlier this week, Mr. Richard Dennis of
vour office suggested that I might prepare a more precise list of
the Fosenbere case and related papers that I would like processed
ini tiallv . This would expedite your own clerical cost in time as
well as cut down the financial cost to me of processing the material.
.Enclosed please find such a reduced list which, of course, does not
Fin anv sense retract my original request for eventual access to all
rhose papers and materials mentioned in my August 15* 1973 letter to
Attorney General Richardson.

Materials Requested, for Immediate Processing from Bureau Files :

All
1

.

/correspondence exchanged between Julius ^and^Ethel Rosenberg while
in government custody from the time of" their arrest" T^uly i 7 » 1950 -

|
Julius; August 11, 1950-Ethel) to their execution (June 19, 1953)

2. All correspondence exchanged between David and Ruth Greensrlass from
the time of David Greenglass’s arrest (June 15, 1950) to December 1

< 1953*

'3, All reports bv F.B.I. investigators dealing with the Rosenberg case
and its principals from Februarv 3, 1950 (date of Klaus r uch’s

l
arrest) to April 6, 1951 (sentencing of David Greenglass which

|
concluded the Rosenbersr trial).

o H nJ
c_> w ®

. t * - *•

*

- IT •

.
•> v •
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'

v h* -P

v\.

^ /

iV * A
JA V 1 %

All memoranda on interviews with, signed statements by, and documents
associated with the principal figures ‘ involved in the case; Julius'
Rosenbers:, Ethel Rosenberg, David Greenglass, Ruth Greenglass. Harry
Gold, Klaus Fuchs, and F orton Sobell & Fax Elltcher, February 1950 to
April 1051 inclusive.

All SSSii§f internal correspondence between and among F.B.I. avents
working on the case and other F.B.I. or Justice Department officials
for the period February 1950 to April 1951 inclusive.

All correspondence and other written exchanges between officials
of either the F.B.I. or tne Justice Department and attorneys for
anv of the principal figures in the case menti oned .above . for .the
period February 195° to April 1951 inclusive. ~ ^ ..

—

,

- RE074 / -1
/ j 3,

//W

—

r~^
A copy of the ninety-five page "report prepared Sv Pr af . Benjamin F,
Pollack for then-Attorney General Herbert Brownell, Jr. In IQ 96- 57
dealing with the full range of atomic espionage case sincl^Tng^TK'g'

Rosenberg case. The origins of this report are discussed in my letter
to Attorney General Richardson. “E >975

yr>
A1

1

directives and memoranda on the case written bv
-.0 avents ass icned to the case; also a listing of all aments assigned
"° c ‘ --Sf^fron 1550-1953 and tneir specific responsibilities.

( cont .

)
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To

t

v r. Allen FcCreisrht

SMITH COLLEGE

MEMORANDUM

From*

m

Date .O.C.t.4.J3.* i.2.2.3. -

Prof . Allen Weinstein

In re Rosenberg Case Files ( p.2)

9. All correspondence exchanged between principals in the case
the Rosenbergs, the Greenglasses Gold, Sobell, Fuchs, and
Elitcher and their attorneys when such correspondence is
part of the current F.B.I. file on the case.

10. Additional specific reports, interviews, memoranda and
documents to be added as research into tne material progresses.

I recognize that this is hardly a specific request for specific
reports, but T think that you recognize tnat without access to
a register or listing of the Rosenberg Case files being made
available to me, I cannot break down the request in more explicit
terms at this time. I .would be happy to cooperate in examining
such a register in order to further reduce the burden of collection
and processing, both for the Bureau and mvself. Thankqyou, in
advance, for your time and attention to this request.

Sincerely vours,

A1 1eirrjelns.te In
Associate Frofessorof history and
DTrecTOr "American Studies Procram
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Umc. Dir.

last. Dir.:

Admin.

Comp. Sylt.

Ext. Affairs

FH#s & Cam

Gan. Iftv.

tdont

Inspection

Intel)

Laboratory

Plan. & Evol

Spec. Inv,

Troinlnp

.aftol Cotm,

Telephone

Dirtctor Sac'y

^^GolcSold steinMr. Alvin
Producer
National Public Affairs Center

slon
'

955 L 1 Enfant Plaza North. S. W.
Washington, D. C. 20024

Dear Mr. -Goldstein : _Jo. Lit,c 5

September 21, 1973

O
l

C?

L

Reference is Bade to our letter to you dated
August 13, 1973.

Attorney General Order 528*73, as mentioned in
referenced letter, was signed July 11, 1973# and instituted
new policies regarding the Freedom of Information Act.
Cnder this Order, certain information, with specific dele*
tions , which in the past this bureau has not made available
to the public, would be released as a matter of administra-
tive discretion. In response to this policy change, the FBI
has been making organizational changes and formulating pro-
cedures to respond to requests such as yours.

Pursuant to Title 28, Code of Federal Regulati
Section 16.9, ve are authorized to charge a prescribed r
for furnishing copies of information and for time spent
searching and screening our records. Our files concerning
the Rosenberg case and the individuals involved consist in
excess of 25,000 pages. Based on a preliminary estimate,
ve conservatively project the oost to process your request
to be $3,575. A deposit of $750, payable by check or aonoy
order to the Treasury of the United States, will be required
to initiate the processing. We extend to you the opportunity
to confer with us in an attempt to reformulate your request
in a manner which will reduce the fees and still meet your
needs.

MAILED 4

SEP 2 11973

FBI

<L

ST-102

The Deputy Attorney General
FOI Replies (62-115530)
ikm (5)

BOOM TELETYPE UNIT CD

ftS

BD

'

COPY

Tt.



Mr. Alvin S. Goldstein

If 70a wish «t to process your request, please
Indicate in writing your willingness to pay the fees as
high as axe anticipated and enclose a deposit as mentioned
above. Thereafter, we will acknowledge receipt of your
deposit and advise you when we can begin the necessary
processing.

Sincerely yours,

alttJMes

Clarence M. Kelley
Director

NOTE: Goldstein requested the opportunity for himself and
his staff to examine our files concerning the Rosenberg case
in a letter dated July 20, 1973. Goldstein is associated
with the Public Broadcasting Service which is planning a
documentary program on the Rosenbergs. He was informed by
Bulet August 13, 1973, his request was being considered in
accordance with Attorney General Order 528-73. Bufiles
concerning the Rosenberg case include the following main
files: J

65-58236
65-59192
65-57449
65-58805
101-2483
101-2115

121-4673

(43 sections consisting of 2,435 serials; Rosenbergs) ;

(13 sections consisting of 485 serials; Greenglass)

;

(33 sections consisting of 895 serials; Gold);
(43 sections consisting of 1,593 serials; Fuchs);
(45 sections consisting of 1,767 serials; Sobell);
(7 sections consisting of 272 serials; Max and Helene
Elitcher) ; and
(1 section consisting of 5 serials; Max Elitcher).

In addition there are the following "See" references
to the above-cited subjects: Rosenbergs - 1,850 see references
Greenglass - 170; Gold - 300; Fuchs - 485; Sobell - 1,000;
Max Elitcher - 700; and Helene Elitcher - 600. Cost criteria
was taken from Section 16.9 (b) (1) and (2) of Title 28, C.F.R.
and reviewer analyst production based on Malmfeldt to Franck
memoranda dated 9-12-73, and 9-18-73, captioned "Freedom of
Information Act (FOI)."
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«10/12/73

Lo

TELETYPE.
IMMEDIATE

f

TO s DIRECTOR, FBI (65-59023)'
(ATT: EXTERNAL AFFAIRS DIVISION)

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (65-15336)

0
DAVID GREENGLASS AKA, ESP-R.

REFERENCE SAC RALPH J. HAMPTON PHONE CALL TO BUREAU

10/12/73

•

ON 10/11/73, DAVID AND R’JTH GREENGLASS TELEPHONICALLY

CONTACTED SA JAMES E. FREANEY AND ADVISED THAT THEY HAD

^ RECEIVED A LETTER FROM 0. JOHN ROGGE WIO HAD ACTED AS THEIR

ATTORNEY DURING THE JULIUS AND:VD miH^OSENBEHRG AND DAVID

GREENGLASS TRIALS . THE LETTER STATED THAT CHANNEL 13 IN NE;

YORK WAS ENGAGED IN PREPARING A 3X)CUI'*ENTARY ON THE TRIALS
V

%

AF.D THEY V7ERE INTERESTED IN CONTACTING THE PERSONS INVOLVED

IN THEM TO ‘DSTERMIIIE TIlEIR CURRENT FEELINGS OH TI!£ SUOJNU .

AS THE BUREAU IS AWARE THE GREEKGLASSES CHANGED THEIR

LAST WAKE AND FOR THE LAST FIFTEEN YEARS HAVE ESTABLISHED
/ C /> O

A NEW LIFE PRIMARILY IN THE INTEREST OF SECURITY AND PRIVACY

OP THEIR CHILDREN.

SS

-J

flS

<0

Vs
3
a
LlI

(3

s
l^Surcau (65-59236 (ROSENBERG) )

1-Liew York (65-1534& (RGSKSBERG) (RM)

Cs

c OCT 1 6 79/3

R 8 OCT 3 1 ‘97?

J * y*\ * A - r

h/} '
« «

v

^ov *

I
' I

V I

'N—

'

f .
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NY 65-15336

PAGE TWO

/

BOTH THE GREENGLASSES STATED EMPHATICALLY THEY WOULD NOT

APPEAR OH THE PROGRAM OR COOPERATE IN ANY WAY WITH CHANNEL 13.

MRS. GREENGLASS POINTED OUT HER DAUGHTER IS TO EE MARRIED

IN NOVEMBER AND THE EXPOSURE RESULTANT FROM THE PROGRAM WOULD

BE DISASTEROUS TO ALL THEIR PLANS.
9

THE GREENGLASSES WERE MUCH CONCERNED THAT MR. ROGGE

WOULD REVEAL THEIR CURRENT NAMES AND ADDRESS. TO PREVENT

THIS THEY TELEPHONICALLY CONTACTED ROGGE WHO TOOK THE

POSITION THEY SHOULD COOPERATE. ROGGE TOLD THEM THAT ALVIN

GOLDSTEIN THE PRODUCER, KNEW OF THEIR CURRENT SURNAME AND

CHANNEL 13 HAD BEEN SECRETLY PHOTOGRAPHING THEM AT THEIR -

HOME. / THE GREENGLASSES WERE SKEPTICAL OF THIS, FEELING

THE INVESTIGATORS OF CHANNEL 13 WOULD HAVE CONTACTED THEM jgP
*

THEIR WHEREABOUTS WERE KNOWN.

/ *. GREENGLASSES REQUESTED ADVICE ON TEE PROCEDURE TO
/
PROTECT THEIR ANONYMITY. THEY STATED THEY RAVE NOT BEEN IN

.

CONTACT WITH JUDGE IRVING KAUFMAKN AND JUSTICE IRVING
1 ’ •'

OL IN RECENT YEARS. NEITHER KNOW THEIR CURRENT NAME AND

; J

* ¥
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RY 65-15336
‘

PAGE THREE

consequently they were turning to the bureau for assistance.

THEIR RESOLUTION TO HOT COOPERATE WITH CHANNEL 13 IS ABSOLUTE

EVEN IF THEIR CURRENT IDENTITY BECCCS KNOWN . THE GREENGLASSES

MENTIONED THEY HAVE A RELATIVE WHO IS AN ATTORNEY AND IT NAS

SUGGESTED HE MIGHT EE ABLE TO ADVISE THEM AS TO THE BEST

ACTION TO PURSUE. THEY WERE ALSO ADVISED THE BUREAU WOULD

NOT REVEAL THEIR CURRENT NAME AND WHEREABOUTS AND THE

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE WOULD EE NOTIFIED ABOUT THEIR UNWILLINGNESS

TO PARTICIPATE IN THE BROADCAST OR HAVE THEIR IDENTITIES REVEALED

.

JUDGE KAUFMANN VAS APPRISED OF THIS INFORMATION AND HE INDICATED
4* 4

HE DID NOT WANT TO EE CONTACTED F/ ANY OF THE FORMER WITNESSES

IN THIS CASE. HE WAS AMENABLE TO THE BRIEFING, BUT REQUESTED

THIS CONTACT NOT BE REVEALED OUTSIDE THE FBI NOR ANY RECORD

BE MAINTAINED OF THIS CONTACT. NO OTHER RECORD OF THIS CONTACT

OTHER THAN THIS TELETYPE AND LETTER COPIES HAS BEEN MADE.

4
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TO

FROM

SUBJECT

-Ww
*t—3 ZiZ £-•

Of al *oin no. 10
Mf.* f»6 i IDIT^N
CIA OfN, KfC NO. 17

UNW'BD 5.TATE rlRNMENT ,\f ' A
jliloc. Dir. L

Memorandum
DATt: 10-25-73

TWaphof* Rm.

Olrador Sac'y

.»
S.‘s

U

Mr. Franck

G. E. Malmfeldt L

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT REQUEST - ALVIN H. GOLDSTEIN
-r" i C^T?- j

V/// ; vT /J v ij. ^ ,

By letter dated July 20th, Alvia. JJ J*jffoldstein,
NationaL..Public Affairs Center for Television,' (NPACT) ,

requested access to Bureau files concerning the Rosenberg
case for a documentary television program he is preparing.
He was informed by letter dated September 21st he would
be granted access to these files, subject to certain dele-
tions in accordance with Attorney General Order 528-73.
We estimated the cost of processing his request to be
$3,575 and extended to him the opportunity to reformulate
his request.

Mr. Goldstein contacted the Freedom of Information
Act Unit of this Bureau in response to our offer and limited
his request to three interviews of David and Ruth Greenglass.
An interview of David Greenglass at 265 Rivington Street,
New York, New York, was conducted in January, 1950, and
concerned a theft of Government property investigation. This
interview has nothing to do with the Rosenberg case. The
other two interviews are the initial statements given by David
and Ruth Greenglass in connection with our investigation con-
cerning the Rosenberg case. David Greenglass testified at
the Rosenberg trial and was convicted on espionage charges.
Ruth Greenglass also testified at the trial, was named
co-conspirator, but was not indicted. It should be noted
David and Ruth Greenglass have changed their surname.

~ ^ {&£ *- *5"& p? ^ —JdL /'i
Our New York ^Office advised in a teletype dated

October 12, 1973, that David and Ruth Greenglass had been in
contact with that Office indicating they were aware a tele-
vision documentary concerning the Rosenberg case was being
produced and that they were concerned that their attorney,
0. John Rogge, would reveal their current names and address.
Rogge represented the Greenglasses during the Rosenberg trial.

Enclosure

- -f

1 - Mr. E. S. Miller
1 —Dafi-le 02 '

Enclosures (7)
- Enclosure

j j-ea.
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Oi
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RDtlaw (5)
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S. 1. *Ul*f«ldt to jKr • Franck &emo
Re; .pjreedem of "Information Adit Request - Alvin . Goldstein

* r
‘ '

; • /
,

*

. £ - ». .. .» V •

.
.. .... They told our New York Office that Rogge had Advised

thefc to cooperate Vitlf: the television people and that Goldstein
%new their current surname.. Rogge also told them they had been
secret?ly photographed „at their home by the Public. Broadcasting
Service affiliate in, Kew ' York.,. -The Grpenglasses stated , .

emphatically in their conversation, with jour Nay York Office
that th^y would not appear on any television program end 'Would
not eoCperate in any way. -They pointed .out that their daughter
is to be married soon end any exposure from the program would
be disastrous te their plans. *

J

Mr. Geldstein^s Initial' request was .for ell our
files concerning the Rosenberg case.- He was informed that,
accest to these files ’’would' he subject t© deletions ;made pa
accordance Attorney General Order 528-73 . Under that
Order matters involving an unwarranted invasion of „<privacy
or WhichVs|ay be used to adversely aSffect private .persons ere
subject to deletions.- Mr, Goldstein later naiy^ewed his /

f

request to the three aforementioned 'interviews , although he
has IndieAted- orally he 'plans on seeking further information
from these files.

. because the ’pesWibili^y exiStf the Greenglass ‘ new
identity may be revealed py> the television people and in view,
of the Gree^glass’ position with regard to any publicity, we
feel l£he VBT should not release these . Interviews . It is eur
-position after a qareful review of these interviews and consul-
tation i$ith Mr. Mrhtz,

]
9ffi.ee ef: Legal Counsel, that' a release of

these statements at this point in time would constitute an
unwarranted invasion of the Greenglass’ privacy and therefore
they are .exempt from disclosure under the Attorney General Order.

RECOMMENDATION :- — <

J. r-

That the attached letter be sent to MrA Goldstein
denying, him access te the three interviews of David hqd Ruth
Greenglass. -

.

>w/cr£/

&?****- ‘ -*'7 '
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;Bovember 13, 1973

y

V

, DjJrec tar Kelly

!

ling that tha FBI is going to declassify their

files on thASosenber/t iCase and the Alger Hiss Case, can you tell

ne when these will he made public, and how I sight obtain copies?

—-• -rl's a professional newspaper correspondent and feel that

these would be worthwhile having,
> * . — \ »

*-

... lour assistance in this natter la appreciated,

,
•*&?'-’' :.•

'

.; : :'
t

‘

(f?ilost sincerely,

a.f

tv

.J j-:. kP4~ C^xl^ltisipg-

Balph C . Bunder

P.S. I oay be coming to Washington in the near future, and*;
would like, if possible, to discuss with you and inter
you about the activities of the militant Venceramos w
and the activities of Arthur Bremer, Wallace’s wo..ld-

t
be

assassin,
~

hebeuu1
date
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ffr. ftlarwnee Kelly ^
federal Bureau of Investigation
Old Post Office Building r

Washington, D»C , r
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4-22 (Rev. 6-26-73)

Federal Bureau of Investigation
Records Sec i

* • • * *- » 1*1 M i . k -

'^V *

J Name Searching Unit - Room 6527
Service Unit - Room 6524

__J Forward to FUe Review
L ..4^ffttention

1 l J-PteTufn to n
Supervisor Room Ext.

Type of References Requested:

L. j ReguIar Request (Analytical Search)

1
.*-4^TI References (Subversive & Nonsubversive)

1 1 Subversive References Only
1 1 Nonsubversive References Only

i

1 Main References Only

Type of Search Requested:

1 1 Restricted to Locality of

1 1 Exact Name Onl y (On the Nose)

I Buildup 1 1 Variations

Subject Q -^-*1^-

Birthdate <S Place

Address



4-22 (Rev. 6-26-73)
'

Federal Bureau of Investigation
* Records Sec'

~
l

•» v<

, 19

I— - J Name Searching Unit - Room 6527,

i I Service Unit - Room 6524
,
/

I Forward to File Review *

~Zj^TKtiention ~f

d^3^return to *< \
"7

Supervisor Room Ext.

Type of References Requested:

L . I Regular Request (Analytical Search)

L l^aTi References (Subversive & Nonsubversive)

I Subversive References Only

— . . • J Nonsubversive References Only

1 Main References Only

Type of Search Requested:

1 Restricted to Locality of

f Exact Name Onl y (On the Nose)

1 Buildup 1 1 Variations



November 20, 1S73

#ffJP

REC-1L

"j£T - -aW3
Mr. Ralph Q^rflunder
Creative Lens Studios ^rftlTUHSD^
RuraT 'Delivery One

" S?CSIFIED./^'&W
Saylorsburg7"”Ffennsylvania 18353 Ip

Dear Mr. Wunder:
~PAT

Your letter of November 13th has been received.

I regret to inform you that the information you
requested is contained in investigatory files compiled for
law enforcement purposes and as such is exempt from disclos-
ure pursuant to Title 5, United States Code, Section 552
(b)(7). Although Attorney General Order 52S-73, dated
July 11, 1973, grants discretionary access to certain investi-
gatory files, your request would not aprear to be consistent
with the tenor and intent of the Attorney General policy,
which was designed to accord access to 'Persons outside the
Executive Eranch engaged in historical research projects...’ 1

As indicated in your letter, your request appears to be
personal in^nature and not within the purview of existing

cupolicy. •

i s '

i

"... You may appeal my decision within 30 days of the
f
receipt of this letter by writing to the Acting Attorney
General/ Attention: Office of Legal Counsel, ‘Washington,
D. C. 50530. Additionally, judicial review is thereafter
^available either irt the district in which you reside or have
.a place of bus&)ess

>
or in the District of Columbia, the

^pcatictfi of the records to which you seek access.

With regard to your request to discuss with me the
activities of the Venceremos Brigade and Arthur Bremer, nv
schedu le is such that I will not be able to see you in the

[ foresefeablelfuture

«

Aiioe. Oli. 1-

Asst. Dir,: I

Admin.
,

L

Comp. Syst. i.

Ext. AHairt —
Files & Corn.

Gan tfiv. —i

—

Idenr. __

Inspection _—

—

Intel I .

Laboratory .

Plan. & E«ro 1 . —
$pee. in* ~-

Troinin. .. _

Lagol C ./

TeUphon- K

M Z'l 2 ‘.1973

J

&
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NOV 29 1973

\ ^

>1 t

^4 ^
Siryrerelyaa mey.

yours. s*y

.

#
Clarence M. Kolley

I

Director
y"1 V

1 - Office of The Deputy Attorney -‘General - Enclosure
1 - Mr, Miller - Enclosure^.M VP ^
.7. - Mr./Gebhardt - Enclosure —

Di factor

O **

I - rBufiles ,62-115530 - (FOI-REPLIES).
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£$£36 7V fember 29, 1973

Hiss Inez -.Whitehead
6612 North 24th Street
Omaha, Nebraska 66112

Dear Miss Whitehead:

HEH^-U
DATE

In response to your letter received on November 20th,
we are enclosing a reprint which sets forth the current Depart-
ment of Justice regulations and policy concerning implementation
of the Freedom of Information Act.

Pursuant to Title 28, Code of Federal Regulations,
Section 16.9, we are authorized to charge a prescribed rate
for furnishing copies of information and for time spent search-
ing and screening our records. Our files concerning the
Rosenberg case and the individuals involved consist in excess
of 25,000 pages. Based on a preliminary estimate, we conserva-
tively project the cost to review these files to be $5,000.

We are currently processing the entire Rosenberg
files for another requester and, should you desire similar
access at this time, it will be necessary for you to share
this cost. Consequently, we extend to you the opportunity
to confer with us in an attenmt to reformulate your request
in a manner which will reduce the fees and still meet your
needs
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Miss Inez Whitehead

NOTE: Bufiles contain no information identifiable with Inez
Whitehead. Per memorandum from G. E. Malmfeldt to Mr. Franck
dated 11-13-73 captioned "Policy Re Fee Guidelines for
Freedom of Information Act Requests," individuals subsequently
requesting access to files which are undergoing review for
disclosure are to share the cost with the initial requester.
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UNITED STATESAv ERNMENT

Memorandum
: Mr. Frarmk\ DATE: 11-20-73

FROM : G> E> Malmfeldr .-*

ft.
V *

We

SUBJECT: FREED0M QF INFORMATION ACT REQUEST - ALVIN H>-LGOLDSTEIN

A«*OC. Oif. _

A«*t. Dir.;

Admtn.

Comp. Sy»f.

Eli. Affairs

& Com. —
Can. Inv.

Idant. _

Inspection '

Intatl.' —
Laboratory

Plan. & EvoL —
Spec. Inv. /

Troinlnd
;
yT.*

Lagal Cittfs .

TtleplidnW'Rm . —
Dir«cto^S«e'y

Re memorandum from G. E. Malmfeldt to Mr. Franck
dated 10-25-73 captioned as above. On 11-8-73, a representa-
tive of the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Unit contacted
Departmental attorney Savery Gradoville, Office of Legal
Counsel, at her request to discuss captioned matter.
Mr. Goldstein was denied access to three interviews of David
and Ruth Greenglass by Bureau letter dated 10-25-73 and he
has now appealed our decision to the Department.

Ms. Gradoville, who is handling this appeal, has
been informed of the extenuating circumstances which surround
the release of the Greenglass interviews, and is sympathetic
with our reluctance to release these documents. However, it
is her position that these interviews should be released pur-
suant to the directive of Attorney General Order 528-73.

She requested that we set forth our position in writ-
ing for attachment to the memorandum of recommendation she will
be writing for the Acting Attorney General.

At-^iis LTIue we are also requesting from the Depart-
ment a determination to whether interviews of the principals
and witnesses in the^Rosenberg case should be released to
Alvin Goldstein and Professor Allen Weinstein. Ms. Gradoville
requested that these questions be put forth in separate
memoranda

.

RECOMMENDATION

:

REM
6 S ' £ g} 3<.

That the attached memoranda be forwarded to the
Office of Legal Counsel, Department of Justice.

Enclosures (2)^^" /Us^-
1 - Mr. Franck - Enclosures (2)

1 - Mr. Miller - Enclosures (2)

1 - Mr. Mintz - Enclosures (2)

1 - Mr. Malmfeldt
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Assistant Attorney General
Office of Legal Counsel

Director , FBI (%’

November 23, 1973

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT REONEST - ALVIN H. GOLDSTEIN

B

At toe. D i i

Astt, Dir.:

Admin. _

Comp. SyjiK

Em, A4£dN*
F Mot k Com^
G«n. Inv

Reference is cade to a discussion on November S, 1973,
between Departrental attorney Savery Gradoville, Office of
Legal Counsel, and a representative of the Freedom of Informa-
tion Act (FOIA) Unit of the FLI concerning captioned matter.
•Ir. Goldstein was denied access tc three interviews of David
and Ruth Greenglass by letter dated October 25, 1973, and has
additional requests pending which we are currently processing.

For your information, David Greenglass testified
for the Government at the Rosenberg trial

,
pleaded guilty

to espionage, charges, and received a 15- year sentence. r is
v.dfe, Ruth Greenglass, vras named a co-conspirator , testified
at the trial, but was not indicted. Subsequent to David
Greemlass ' release from prison, the Green-lasses chanced their
name and have lived in anonymity since that time. The firat
interview .Mr. Goldstein is seeking is of David Greenglass at
265 Rivington Street, New York City, and vas conducted in
January, 1950. It concerned a theft of Governrent property
investigation, and has nothing to do with the Rosenberg case.
It is our view at that point in time, David Greenglass was
not a figure of historical interest and, therefore, this
interview does not cor.e within the purview of Attorney General
Order 528-73. The other two interviews are the initial state-
ments given us by David and Ruth Greenclass in connection with
our investigation concerning the Rosenberg case.

David and Ruth Greenglass have been in contact with
our New York Office indicating they are aware a television
documentary about the Rosenberg case is being produced and
that they are concerned their attorney, 0. John Rogge, would
reveal their current names and address. Rogge represented the
Greencflasses at the Rosenbercr trial.
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Assistant Attorney General
Office of Lerral Counsel

They told our New York Office that Rogge had advised
them to cooperate with the television people and that Goldstein
knew their current surname. Rogge also told them they had been
secretly photographed at their home by the Public Broadcasting
Service affiliate in New York. The Greenglasses stated
emphatically in their conversation with our New York Office
that they would not appear on any television program and would
not cooperate in any way. They pointed out that their daughter
is to be married soon and any exposure from the program would
be disastrous to their plans.

Ruth Greenglass advised our New York Office by letter
dated November 3, 1973, that they had received a communication
from Alvin Goldstein at their current address, revealing he
was indeed cognisant of their nev identity. She reiterated
they had no interest in cooperating with him.

We realise that the release of these documents to
Mr. Goldstein in itself would not jeopardize the nev; identity
of the Greenglasses. The FT! obviously has no control over
whether or not national Public Affairs Center for Television,
(NPACT), will reveal the Greenglasses 1 new identity in their
documentary, but in view of the publicity received by this
matter during the past week and the many parties interested
in this case, NPACT might feel forced to reveal the identity
of the Greenglasses in order to avoid being "scooped. ** Our
cooperating and furnishing these ana other interviews to
Mr. Goldstein will likely have the result of our becoming
associated with the production of the documentary. Should
NPACT reveal the Greenglasses' identity, our association with
the documentary would have an extremely injurious effect on
our intelligence gathering ability. It must be emphasized that
this is not an irrational fear on our part. Individuals who
provide us information of a sensitive nature often do so at
the ri6k of great personal ham. They rely on our assurance
that their identity will be protected and the information
they furnish will be kept in the strictest confidence. They
may not be able to see the distinction between the FBI furnish-
ing information to NPACT and NPACT revealing the Greenglasses'
identity. Further, they may assume it was the FBI who informed
NPACT of the Greenglasses' new identity. The net effect will be
to severely inhibit our sources fro™ providing us with ’'information.



'distant • Attorney General
Office of I.eqal Counsel

Because the Greenglasses have attempted to lead
their lives in anonymity, it is our view a release of these
interviews to Mr. Goldstein would constitute an unwarranted
invasion of their privacy should their identities become known.
With regard to the Greenglasses* desire for anonymity, it should
be noted Ethel Rosenberg was David Greenglass* sister and her
conviction was the direat result of his testimony.

In view of the recent decision, ffeisberg v. United
States Department of Justice, there is no statutory mandate
or case law which directs us to release these documents. The
only directive lies in Attorney General Order 528-73 which
places the release of FBI documents at the sole discretion of
the Attorney General. In light of the very strong possibility
we may become associated with the disclosure of the Greenglasses*
identity by WPACT, and based on the above information, we
respectfully request that the Attorney General not release these
documents

.

3
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Assistant Attorney General Noverifier 23 , lS'7 ^

Office of Legal Counsel

Director, FBI

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT REQUESTS OF
,

PROFESSOR ALLp>^EINSTEIN AND MR. ALVI^j^LDSTEIK
v t

/
’•

There currently is pending before the Department
the appeal of Alvin Goldstein from a denial by this Bureau
of access to three specific interviews of David and Ruth
Greenglass.

* Parallel to Mr. Goldstein's request but on a
broader scope, Professor Weinstein requested access to the
entire Rosenberg case file, including all interviews and/or
signed statements which may be contained therein of the
princigsjl figures in the case, specificallv , Julius and -

Ethe l Rosenberg, David and Ruth Greenglass, Harry Gold, i

Klaus Fuchs, Morton Eobell, and Mar. Elitcher. Mr. Goldstein’,
has since indicated an interest in these principal figures/

MTS^ ^

As you are aware, David and Ruth Greenglass have
legally changed their surname and are adamantly opposed to
any publicity and/or disclosure of any information pertain-
ing to their involvement in this case. There has been no
indication from the other aforementioned principals or their
immediate relatives as to their feelings with regard to the.

disclosure of the interviews -i^ this case ‘^^’«'

In light of the consideration being given to the
invasion of privacy aspects of the Greenglass interviews , and
in the interest of saving a considerable amount of time
in processing Professor Weinstein's request, it is respectfully
requested that the Department concurrently consides^yhether
or not disclosure to requesters of the interviews and/o:
signed statements of all of the principals in the jf.osenberg
case, including witnesses who subsequently testified
trx^l, would constitute an unwarranted invasion o^ajy.vacy

relaPtvJ^the principals, witnesses, and their immediate
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Assistant Attorney General
Office of Legal Counsel

Por your guidance, British subject Klaus Fuchs was
arrested by British authorities in February, 1950. He was
interviewed by FBI Agents in England and adnitted his involve-
nent in espionage activites in the United States. Subsequently
Harry Gold was arrested by the FBI, admitted his involvement,
pleaded guilty in Federal court, SDNY, and was sentenced to 30
years in prison. He was released from prison on May 16, I960.
Julius and Ethel Rosenberg were convicted in Federal court,
SDNY , on March 29, 1951, and were executed on June 19, 1953.
Morton Sobell was convicted on March 29, 1951, and received
a 30-year sentence. Max Elitcher was a witness in this case
who furnished information at the trial pertaining to his
relationship with Sobell and the Roeenberqs

.

Our position with regard to disclosure of the
principal interviews in this case is that to furnish these
interviews would constitute an unwarranted invasion of privacy .

We intend to respond to the request for information in the
Rosenberg case, subject to ancl consistent with the deletions
as set forth in Attorney Gei\eral Order 528-73. In this regard,
we feel the interviews and/or signed statements of the princi-
pals in this case come under the provisions of (b) (3) of
Attorney General Order 529-73, which relates to "unwarranted
invasion of privacy or other matter which may be used adversely
to affect private persons." The basis for our position is
further discussed in the memorandum from the Director of the
FBI to the Assistant Attorney General, Office of Legal Counsel,
captioned "Freedom of Information Act Request - A.lvin !:.

Goldstein," dated November 23, 1973.

We would appreciate your consideration of the ratters
set forth herein at your earliest convenience.



Smith College .

NORTHAMPTON, MASSACHUSETTS 01060

dbpartment op history

Senator Edward W. Brooke
United ftatea Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Brooke

t

December 14, 1973

v,,/r

A: - iL. Dir.

As: 5 *. Dir.:

A-v."!".

Co-/.. ?vrt.
7'- * ^r i .’3 —

F:\ i L •: :n. 1.

C - 1 nv __

LXv.t.
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. . . :i.

Spec. !:• ...

1 i\ar4rm.:x -

LrK-1 C.iuu.'

r.2 E.n.

$<vV ...

Earlier this fall, I wrote to thank you and your staff for
your efforts in helping^cto secure me access to the Alger
Hiss and Julius &. Ethel^osenberg case files from the F.B.I.
Your betober 1 letter and its enclosures indicated that
Director Kelley and others in the F.B.I. and Justice Department
had begun to respond finally to legitimate requests from
scholars such as myself for access to these documents under
then-Attorney General Richardson's July 1973 order guaranteeing
such access. /

Because of your interest, I thought that you might wish to be ^
brought up-to-date on the matter. Although I began making
arrangements with F.B.I. agents charged with administering
the policy to facilitate access to these records in the light
of Director Kelley's letter sometime early in October, I have
yet to receive a single document. The process has bogged down,
apparently, somewhere in the Department of Justice. The precise
matter that has yet to be decided by the department concerns

N
the extent of access, with the £.B.I. arguing that interviews
with principals in the case—i.e., the Rosenpergs, the Greenglasses

,

Hiss, and Chambers ---fall under 'right to privacy' limitations
.

and, therefore, can not be released. My argument distinguishes, .

however, between the 'right to privacy' of anonymous informants
(for example), which I do not challenge, and the 'right to /\
privacy* of public figures such as the principals in these / \ V
cases. All of them testified in open court, and many of them ’

\

later published personal books and other accounts of their
I cases. Whatever the merits of my arguments versus those of tht

,

* F.B.I., however, the fact remains that' Dir«&*«Kn Keliey 2r#5.xZ zAJii*.^ v
policy has not been speedily implemented in^mSrxsrae. "Three 1

months have now passed since his original letter granting me ‘ 7\ -

access, three wasted months as far as my research schedule is Vj.

concerned. I had put aside these months to receive and organize
the papers, had arranged for financing to pay for the process,
and had cancelled or postponed other projects to devote riyweif
to this one. From a personal point of view, not to speak of the
good faith and credibility of both the r .B.I. and Justice Department,
I consider the length of this delay very unfortunate. I -think that
my own goo^ faith has been indicated by the fact that I have not
taken theyobvioua opportunity of the recent press and television
publ'Dt/LftW'to air publicly the above-mentioned roadblocks, despite

/
v m$iny yfuportunities (and requests) to do so. I hope thrt this

” zin^ enda quickly, since the patience of even a patient
’ perjptft j<46hcorning decisions that are allegedly “imminent" (a. word
used in connection with these papers by both E.B.I. and Justice

gr—

^

^rrrBftpartmerit officials since October) eventually draws to an end.

C'C r •x'/.
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Smith College
NORTHAMPTON. MASSACHUSETTS 01060

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY

page 2 of 2

I have delayed writing to you, fenator, not only ‘because I
recognize your own busy schedule but because I had hoped to
have a final decision from the Department of Justice and the
papers—-long before this time. Since that has not been the
case, I would be grateful if you could look into this matter
on my behalf, both as a constituent and as a recently-appointed
member of the Joint American Historical Association-Organization
of American Historian s-»-ociety of American Archivists' Committee
on Historians and Archives.

Many thanks in advance for your time, your concern, and your
help--both past and present.

Sincere ly yours,

Allen Weinstein
Associate Professor of History and
Director, American Studies Program

cc. Attorney-General (Acting) Robert Bork
^/Director Clarence Kelley, P.B.I.
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CONGRESSIONAL REQUEST FOR FILES
UNDER FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT (FOIA)

Alloc, Dir,

Act*. Dir.'.
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Director S«£*y —

Under FOIA and Department of Justice policies relating to it, FBI
Headquarters is presently considering a request from a Smith College professor for^
data from FBI files on the Rosenberg and the Hiss cases. A recent news story

appeared in papers throughout the country relating to this matter.

In this regard, the Congressional Services Office (CSO) anticipates

requests from Congressional committees for copies of material furnished to person^
under FOIA or original requests from the committees under FOIA. An informal ^
inquiry already has been received from Jack Norpel, Research Director, and Jay
Sourwine, Chief Counsel, Senate Subcommittee on Internal Security, Committee on l/\

the Judiciary, who saur the news item relating to th^noseriberg and Hiss cases, -O

asking if the FBI will give the same information to Congressional committees. ^
L I L/ s j J.

It would be advisable at thlS~time to establish a policy covering such ^

requests so there will be no misunderstanding and all requests can be handled

uniformly. Consequently, the following policy is recommended:

NS

Requests from Congressional committees be required in writing over :

the signature of the committee chairman with the stipulation that the information is
'

;

needed for official committee purposes. Such requests will be handled in exactly

the same manner as requests from private citizens under FOIA—the committee
receiving no more nor less information. If the committee request concerns a

matter already handled or in the process of being handled on the basis of a prior
request from a citizen, the committee will be furnished a duplicate of the data

supplied to the citizen. It is felt Congressional committees should not be charged for

data supplied under the FOLA. program, but we should attempt through liaison contact'

with the committees to insure they are not being used by a citizen to obtain informant
without paying the necessary service charge. When responding to a request from a

Congressional committee under this program the Office of Legislative Affairs..

Department of Justice, should be notified in addition to the Office of Legal Cot

in the Department.
6 S~ Sg 9- § (q
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R.' R. Franck to Mr. Callahan Memo
RE: CONGRESSIONAL REQUEST FOR FILES

UNDER FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT (FOIA)

RECOMMENDATION:

That the above proposed policy be approved.

*

- 2 -
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12-19-7 3

Mr . Franck

:

Professor Weinstein is writing to U. S.

Senator Edward W. Brooke, (R-Mass.), com-
plaining about the delay involved in his
receiving files concerning the rRosenbera
case and the Hiss case. Actually the delay
to which Professor Weinstein addresses his
observations is the result of several factors,
one being negotiations Weinstein has had
with both the Department and us; a legal
proceeding brought by the American Civil
Liberties Union on Weinstein's behalf, and
to which we have strenuously objected in
writing to the consent decree his attorney
has submitted; and most recently, awaiting
response from the Department to our memoran-
dum dated 11-20-73. Copy attached. 7 /

/

G. E. Malmfeldt .
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There currently is pending before the ~«rpa.rt:se»t

the appeal of Alv.tr. Toldcteir» frc*. a denial by this S^xrca'Jt

of access to three specific interviews cf Davie and Rath
Creunglass.

Parallel tc Mr. Col-Y.tein’s rtgii^st 1a: fc on a
broader scope# Pro feasor v'aiacteln requested access to the
entire Rosenberg case file# including all interviews and/or ’

signed »tkteoent-fl vhicfc r.ay be contained t'accair. of the
principal figures in the cesu# s:>»cifically, Julius and
Ithel tioseruoerc# David sod Puth Creeagiass, iiarry cold,
IbLaus Fechs, iiorton f.ob-ell# atv.l Her. Eiiteher. hr. Goldstein
has since indicated an interest in tlvese principal figures.

As yow are aware, £avid and Suth Greesxrlass have
legally changed their surname and are adamantly opposed to
any publicity asJ/or disclosure of any informal loa pertain-
ing to their involvement in thin ca;«. 'Hi*r3 has no
iridicatler. fre^v the other aforei:eatioj:ci principals or their
irxsediate relatives as to tboir fcelinis with regard to the
disclosure of the interviews in this case, .

In light of the consideration being gives to the
invasion of privacy aspects of the Grecnglaas interviews# end
in the interest of saving a considerable amount of time •

in processing Profeascr ftYinetein’s request, ft in respectfully
requested that the Department concurrently consider whether
or not disclosure to requesters of the interviews' and/or
signed statements of all of the principals .in the ^esehbar^
case#' incitediru] witnesses vhe subsequently testified at the _v ,-

trlal, vcnld constitute an unwarranted invasion of privacy . "-f
ff-1-2

of tbs principals, witnesses, as4 their immediate relatives.
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1 - Mr. PrancX (detached)
1 - Hr. Miller (detached)
1 - Mr. Mints (elstachod)
HOTE? See G. 2. M.a lrr-fcldt to !!r. PrancX rr-ermrandun dated 11-20-73
captioned *Preedow cf Information Act Jteouest - Alvin K. Goldstein. "
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JJ -xFot your quidarcs, Sritiah subject Klaus Fuchs was
errestfef! by British authorities in February, 1950. Ua
interviewee by P.L.-1 hearts in Ea-jlitvd anu his involve—
cent in e-.spicnaco activates in Ui-; ChiiteJ £t«t«s, Sufeat'scaectly
E&rrv Gold vsn arr*->?tec by the FBI, ad^itte’ hi* i:*.ralvca«it

,

pleaded guilty in Federal coart, 5D*Y, and vas sentenced ta 30
year* in pr iron, ’tie was released fro:- prices ©a May 18, 19C6*
Julius and Ethel Rotierierq were corrvictei in Federal cO-rrt

,

Sr>!iy, on March 2>, 1931, and vere eicscutc"! on 13/ 1953.
Horton Fobeli was convicted or March 33 , l?5l, and received
a 30 year sentence. 7tazz Slitcher w?s a witness la this case
who furnished lnforrzation at the trial pertaining to hi*
relationship with Fobell and the Rossftberoa« 1

Our position with regard to disclosure of the
principal interviews in this case is that to furnish these
interviews would constitute as unwarranted invasion of privacy,
to intend to respond to the rwa«st for information In the
Rosenberg case, subject to and consistent with the deletion*
as set forth in Attorney General Order 525-73. Zn this rccard,
we feel the interviews and/or sioued statements of the princi-
pals la this case coue under tbs previe ior.a s! (b) (3 j of
Attorney General Order 523-73, which relates to *unwarranted
invasion of privacy or other ratter which ~v*v be used adversely
to affect private persons.* • The basis foe our position is
further discussed in the resorandua fron the Director of the •-.r

FIJI to t!%a Assistant Attorney General, Office of Legal Counsel,
captioned "Freedom of tofomation Act Request - Alvin Q. .

Goldstein,* dated Kovoaber 20, 1973.

.V^rrliP^ .-V
,
-.y^f '

- t-
.-*>*• ** -* i

sat
Ve would appreciate your consideration of the natters
herein at yoctr earliest convenience. \ 'v'
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Memorandum
Di_* ARTMENT OF JUSTICE

TO DATE: DEC 2 1 1973

JUP

Clarence M. Kelley
Director, FBI

Robert G. Dixon, Jr.
Assistant Attorney General
Office of Legal Counsel

FREEDpM/OF INFORMATION ACT REQ^HSTS OF_PROFESSOR
ALLAIJ^WEINSTEIN AND MR. ALVI^KGOLDSTEIN- -NPACT
TELEVIS ION

* {

t IWv*

;
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i,. :/ /
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This memorandum is in response to your November 23, 1973
request for guidance in determining whether disclosure of the
interviews and/or signed statements of all of the principals
in the Rosenberg case, including witnesses who subsequently
testified at the trial, to requesters under the Freedom of
Information Act would constitute an unwarranted invasion of
the privacy of these named principals, witnesses, and their
immediate relatives

.

I
’

It is our view that requests for interviews and/or
signed statements of named individuals in the Rosenberg case
do not automatically fall within that category of requests
for information which may be withheld under section (c)(3)
of 28 C.F.R. § 50.8. This section excepts from the operation
of the Department's discretionary policy, which releases in-
vestigatory material of historical interest more than fifteen
years old, matters the disclosure of .which wouW ‘a .

an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy^jf- $ % 2^3 —rfii llroh
ne juLif

If a statement or interview directly relates^ <jr

the extent that it relates, to publicly known fact! of "the
trial or the case, such statements are available under the
policy unless the disclosure of the contents both would place
the witness or declarant in substantially worse light than
his public appearance in the case and would injure him or
his family. For this rationale to apply, the information
withheld, to the best knowledge of the Department, should
not be otherwise publicly available. It may be necessary
"to contact the individual involved, where possible, to

|
determine whether the information revealed by the proposed it

(disclosure is public. . ,

1974
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If a statement or interview neither relates directly to
nor bears indirectly on the publicly known facts of the trial
or the case, then customary sixth exemption standards should
apply to the contents of the statement. For example, informa-
tion relating to the subject's family, home, health, personal
history, his social life, religious, political, or sports opin-
ions or activities, so long as not of public record, bank
accounts, and job fitness reports, etc. would constitute
areas of personal privacy protectible under the sixth exemp-
tion. It should be noted that this list is neither settled
nor definitive, since no one knows the true scope or kinds
of information protected by the privacy exemption.

I

From this discussion, it may be concluded that the right
to "privacy" of historical or notorious individuals ,

as well
as of those individuals who may inadvertently become involved
in a situation of historical interest, varies inversely with
the degree of involvement or participation of that individual
in the historical event. The closer an individual is or the
more involved he is in the events constituting the matter of
historical interest, the less unwarranted would be the inva-
sion of his privacy. The fact that an individual's identity
is known by the requester is irrelevant in determining whether
the information sought is protectible under the sixth exemp-
tion. The determinative . factor is the relationship either
of the information sought, or of the named individual to the
public facts and circumstances of the trial or incident. If
there is a definite relationship between the information and
the historical event, then it becomes increasingly difficult
to withhold the information on privacy grounds. If there is

no or little relationship between the information and the
historical event, then normal privacy considerations apply.



Smith College
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January 2 , 1974

The Honorable William B. Saxbe
Attorney General of the United States
Washington, D.C.

I

Dear General Saxbe s

‘

X am an historian presently writing a book about the Cold War
and American society. Last September, I was granted access by
Director Clarence M. Kelley to F.B.I. files on the Hiss and
Rosenberg cases. I have yet to receive a single page of this
material, and senior officials of both the Justice Department
and the Bureau inform me that the F.B.I. papers in question -

cannot be released without a policy decision on the precise
extent of access, a decision that has been pending in the
Attorney General's office since early December. I am writing
to you, partly at the suggestion of Senator Brooke '

3

office,
to present the facts in this matter and to request that the
requisite decision be taken that will allow release of the ^
F.B.I. papers already processed, those concerned with the
Rosenberg c-ise .

; ^ \
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I enclose several documents that should provid.-; c- more complete •

account of this matter, but please allow me to summarize brieflyEo
the situation as it stands. I was granted access to the Hiss
and Rosenberg case files by Director Kelley in September 1973
after having requested this material from then-Attomey General

/

Richardson in August under the provisions of both the Freedom
of Information Act and General Richardson's own July 11, 1973
policy statement regarding criteria for discretionary access
to investigatory records of historical interest. Director Kelley,
in responding on September 27 to my request for Hiss case files,
stated: "We agree with the statements in your letter that your '

prior request concerning our investigation of Alger Hiss appears
to come within the purview of Attorney General Order 528-73 ."

Earlier that month, on September 13* Director Kelley sent me^ a m ^
similar letter acceding to my request for access to the* ffosenjjerg
papers

.

A consent decree in the suit filed on my behalf in 1972 to
secure access to the Hiss papers is presently being negotiated”
between my lawyers and the Justice Department, since Assistant
U.S. Attorney Michael J. Ryan announced on November 12, 1973
that the Department considered "the case is mooted" because of
Director Kelley's actions granting me access. Acting Attorney
General Bork raf^rred to tnese actions when he told an Interagency
Symposium on Improved Administration of the Freedom of Information
Act on November 29 , "a wealth of material will become
available to hlsttfri^ns d4rid°the public in such differing but
notable investigdt^dns.^s those of Alger Hiss, the Rosenbergs, and« « tt O u. -

w
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In the past month, Justice Department lawyers have been expediting
for release the Department's own records on the Rosenberg case,
records the access to which I requested separately In a November 9.

1973 letter to Acting Attorney General Bork. I have already
received the first portion of these records and have been informed
that the bulk of the Justice Department's files on the case, once
screened for possible deletions, will be made available to me
for my research by mid-January, as quickly as they can be processed.
Allow me to express my appreciation for the Department's cooperative
attitude and work in this regard.

Unfortunately, similar action on the F.B.I. flies on the Rosenberg
case has bogged down somewhere in the Justice Department in the
past few months. I have been informed that only a decision directly
from the Attorney General's office can settle the matter and allow
the F.B.I. agents charged with processing the Rosenberg papers to
begin sending me the requested material.

After receiving Director Kelley's original letters in September,
I flew to Washington twlfltto discuss arrangements for releasing
the files with F.B.I. agents in Mr. Farrington's office charged
with providing access in the case of scholarly requests such as
mine. Late In October. I learned for the first time that there
would be a delay in processing until the Department of Justice
had ruled on the question of the precise extent of access.
The F.B.I. has argued that interviews with principal figures
in the case i.e., the Rosenbergs, the Greenglasses, Harry Gold,
Klaus Fuchs, Morton Sobell and similar individuals-—fell under
'right td privacy' limitations. Therefore, such interviews
could not be released and the entire job of processing the papers
could not begin until the Justice Department ruled on this
argument. My own contention distinguishes, on the other hand,
between the *right to privacy' of anonymous informants (which I
do not challenge) and the alleged 'right to privacy' of nubl 1

c

figures such as the principals In cases such as the Rosenberg
and Hiss cases. All of the latter figures testified in open
court, often relating material developed at these earlier F.B.I.
interviews, and many of the principals later published books
and other accounts of their experiences. Such material as is
contained within the interviews, therefore, should be released
to scholars or, at least, so I contend.

Whatever the merits of my arguments on the "named interviews"
versus those of the Bureau, however, the fact remains that almost
four months have now elapsed since Director Kelley's original
letters granting me access to the Rosenberg and Hiss papers
and F.B.I. processing and release has yet to begin. Once the
Department of Justice rules on this problem of the extent of
access, a decision either way would presumably allow the F.B.I.
to begin processing the files and sending me those authorized
for access. I have been Informed that such a decision has rested
directly with the Attorney General's office for almost a month.
Without it, Director Kelley’s policy has clearly not been speedily
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Implemented In my case

.

These past months have been wasted as far as my research schedule
is concerned . After having put aside the time to receive and
organize the papers in question, arranging for their receipt
after processing and cancelling other research projects to focus
on this one, I have yet to receive a single document from the
F.B.I. I have tried to indicate my own good faith and responsibility
as a scholar to both Justice Department and P.B.I. officials,
both in person and on the phone, stating that I would abide by
whatever regulations concerning access were sst 5.^~ ished. Moreover,
as I wrote to Senator Brooke several weeks ago after months of
frustration in determining precisely what was delaying processing
of the F.B.I. materials, "I think that my own good faith has been
indicated by the fact that I have not taken the obvious opportunity
to air publicly the above-mentioned roadblocks, despite many
opportunities (and requests) to do so,"

I appeal to you, General Saxbe, to end this unfortunate delay
and to expedite what the scholarly community, the public, and
the press have almost universally praised as this new and
admirable policy of releasing legitimate materials from P.B.I.
files of another generation to qualified historical researchers
such as myself. I must apologize for imposing on your time and
attention at this early moment in your tenure as Attorney General,
but I could see no other way to break' through the apparent
bureaucratic confusion that has kept me from receiving any of
the F.B.I. papers to which I had presumably been granted access
last September.

Thank you for your consideration, and I look forward to hearing
from you.

Sincerely yours,

AM^. (Jjuu/b-os
Allen Weinstein
Associate Professor of History and

'

Director, American Studies Program
AJi, ’ ' •; • A) -

encly. various supporting documents
cc.director Clarence K. Kelley, Federal Bureau of Investigation

Senator Edward Vf, Brooke
Representative Sylvio Conte



CREATIVE LENS STUDIOS

RALPH C. WUNDER *

RURAL DELIVERY ONE

SAYLORSBURG, PENNA. 18353

PHONE: 215-381-3191

25Jan74

'LL.
Good Morning, Director Kelly! XX/fjif£> f̂iO

Last year I wrote to you requesting copies of the now-dec lass

ified Rosenburg Atomic Secrets Case* In that letter, I failed

to define clearly my intentions for requesting the information*

As a professional news correspondent, it is my plan to

research and write a lengthy article about the Rosenburg Case for

the Easton Express newspaper, of Easton, Pennsylvania.

Therefore, if I could secure copies of the declassified

information that the Federal Bureau of Investigation has on this

event in American history, I would deeply appreciate your help.

My best wishes to you for success in your new post*
t ,

i

.

•
/

S**9 ’.SB

/''Most sincerely, /

• Ralph C. Wunder J
News Correspondent for the

Easton Express

“
t* tVi
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Saylorsburg, Pennsylvania

Dear Hr. ffunder:
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This ie to acknowledge receipt of your letter dated
January 25th.

In response to a prior request for copies of the
Rosenberg ease and pursuant to the fees we are authorised
to charge , we have conservatively estimated the cost to
process this file to be well in excess of $5,000. Under
current policy, this fee will be evenly distributed among
those qualified individuals who request access to the
Rosenberg files prior to the initial dissemination

.

In accordance with existing Department of Justice
regulations, a 2$ percent deposit, or $1,250, payable by
check or money order to the Treasury of the United States,
will be required to initiate processing. The submission of
a deposit will not necessarily guarantee that you will be
afforded aocess to the Rosenberg ease.

For your Information, we currently are attempting
to resolve s myriad of legal questions which have arisen as
a result of requests for release of the Rosenberg files. As
a result, ws have not disclosed any information from this file
as of the present, end we will not be in a position to disclose
this file until the legal questions have been resolved. In
addition, the publicity afforded to release of certain FBI
files under the provisions of Attorney General Order 528-73
has created a backlog of requests which would receive priority
-over your request. Tou are being advised of this in order to
avoid any misunderstanding which could arise with respect to
when this file might be available. r o

1 - Office
h - Bufilem

f The Deputy Attorney General - Enclosure
2-11553,0 (FOI-REPLIES)

*
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Hr. Ralph C. Hander

Zf you desire as to process your request, please
indicate in writing your willingness to pay fees as high as
are anticipated and enclose a deposit as indicated in this
letter. As an alternative, you nay confer with this Bureau
in an attempt to reformulate your request in a manner which
will reduce the fees and meet your needs.

Sincerely yours,

Kelley

Clarence M. Kelley
Director

NOTE: Wunder previously corresponded with us on 11-13-73 for
copies of the Hiss and Rosenberg cases. He was denied access
based on the fact that his request appeared to be personal in
nature and not within the purview of AGO 528-73.

V *
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A I* fill Saloschin
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

/A V*
- , t

Sc: Letters from Profeasor^WeInstela of
Smith College about delays in processing
his requests for records of the~Rosen-
berg spy ease end the Hiss

IV

A !

A'. -

C

r
c
1

1

]. _

ACTION MEMORANDUM

Attached hereto is e proposed response to the above
letters from Professor Weinstein, who visited you at your~
Senate Office at the beginning of this month. Professor 'SlrtlCv/
Weinstein had previously made repeated contacts with other * 1

*
}

persons in our office, the FBI, Mr. Bork's office, and
elsewhere In the Department, all in an effort to expedite
proceasing of the Rosenberg end Hiss records, to which

j

Chief Kelley had granted him discretionary access In SeptetK v

ber. V 1

\

S>
w

Professor Weinstein is not appealing from the FBI's
decision at thia point, he is thus far only complaining
about the delay in carrying it out. We would not normally
trouble you with considering a response to that type of a .

complaint. However, we do not believe that Professor
Weinstein's complaint is a routine one, because (1) he
has sued for the Hist material under the Freedom of In- ^
formation Act and may aue again,!/ and (2) there was qon- R
alderable press coverage,When he was granted discretionary g

tyr

n

£
l/ In view of Ghlef Kelley's September decision to grant <

Nv4?iaeretionary access to the Jftb* material subject to the De- g
j»art«ent'a published Historical policy, efforts are not tinder- c,

V2, way to terminate this lawqpft either by consent or by dismissal -•

for oootne.s. L "'
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access to the Hiss and Rosenberg files, and the Department
say be put In on unfavorable light if he becomes impatient
enough to complain publicly to the press or to cognisant
groups on the Hill that after four smiths he. has yet to see
the records in question. For these reasons ve think It would
be desirable to send him a reply like that attached hereto,
which la designed to be persuasive, somewhat reassuring, and
authoritative.

The proposed reply makes no reference to the pending
litigation over the Hiss records, nor ddes it make any refer-
ence to the recent decision of former Acting Attorney General
Bork denying another requester (Hr. Campbell and hla client
HPACT) access to the Greenglass records, which are a small
part of the Rosenberg files sought by Professor Weinstein.
Ve have not mentioned these matters In the proposed response
because we believe it would serve no useful purpose. How-
ever, it is our understanding that the FBI will not delay
processing of the Hiss records request until the litigation
is terminated, end that in processing the Rosenberg records
the FBI will not make available to Professor Weinstein the
Greenglass records which were withheld by Hr. Bork.

The proposed reply has been informally coordinated with
the FBI and the Civil Division.

Robert G. Dixon, Jr.
Assistant Attorney General
Office of Legal Counsel
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Mr. Allen /Weinstein
Associate [professor of History

and Director, American Studies Program
Smith. College
Horthampton, Massachusetts 01060

Dear Professor Weinstein:

Thank you for your good wishes In my new position
and for your letters of January 2nd and 4th, 1974, con-’Mg-;; -• ^ '?

earning the processing of your requests for Justice De-
partment records on thentosenberg atomic spy case and
other natters.

As FBI Director Kelley wrote you in Septe-juier > the
files you seek will be processed under the Department's.!
published policy for discretionary release in these matters.
Every reasonable effort, consistent with our resources
and our other responsibilities, will be made to expedite
this.

vl

V

The processing of esses like yours, l.e., where the
request is for many records covered by our discretionary
policy on investigatory files of historical Interest, is
often more difficult because of three factors: (1) the
great bulk and unpredictable variety of the factual mat-
ter In such files; (2) ths need to carefully delineate
in each instance the scope and force of interests speci-
fied In the policy, like personal privacy, which may call
for withholding or deleting; end (3) unavoidable conflicts
Mpng the several valuta or interests recognized in the
6lW.<l6*frWUey.
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To attain optimum speed and quality in procecsing
-ij requests like yours, I am by copy of this letter asking

the FBI to try, where practicable, to arrange the diffi*
cultles encountered in processing such a request in the
order of magnitude and importance, and to resolve first
the smaller or less serious difficulties. In this way
some records can be screened and released while problems
on others await resolution.

Despite the complexities 1 want to emphasise that
we fully realize the intereat of acholars end other

doing our best in trying to meet that inte?est?

Sincerely,

' - E Sai'ca

Attorney General

2
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SUBJECT: FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT (F01A) REQUEST OF
PROFESSOR ALLEN WEINSTEIN
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It has cone to the attention of the FOIA Unit that
the Department has disclosed a memorandum dated 11-7-57 from
Departmental attorney Benjamin F. Pollack to the First
Assistant to the Assistant Attorney General/ Internal Security
Division, captioned/ "Rosenberg Case." This 112 page docu-
ent , commonly referred to as the "Pollack Memorandum;” vas
mished to Professor Allen Weinstein with the understanding
at’ he “will not disclose, publish, reproduce or disseminate .

y information contained in this report without prior approval
f the Department of Justice.". -Professor Weinstein has sub-
Ltted a request to the FOIA Unit for many of the FBI reports _

and memoranda referred to in the Pollack Memorandum.

&
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SQ» BACKGROUND
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:
\... . At the request of a Deputy Assistant Attorney General,

the Internal Security Section of the Criminal Division wrote
a memorandum strongly recommending that the Pollack Memorandum
be withheld from public disclosure. In this memorandum, it
was pointed out that the FOIA does not require the Department
to disclose this Memorandum, and that disclosable and nondis-
closable material contained therein were so °inextricably ..

interwoven throughout the entire Memorandum” as to preclude
making deletions "without destroying tho inherent value

VC

9

the Memorandum to anyone -\j-y
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Upon receipt of a request for the Pollack Memorandum
from the staff of the National Public Affairs Center for
Television, (^TB^C^l^the Department's Public Information Office
inquired of th^J*5f^icl of Legal Counsel as to whg^Iyir there - "

was a proper rationale for its release. The/otrice of Legal
Counsel responded in part that, legally, between 75

l
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percent of the Memorandum could be withheld in a lav? 'sult; :;:
;?t

however, -as a matter of policy, somewhere between 50 and.'95-

SEE ADDENDUM PAGE<3
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1 - Gebhardt
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Be: Freedom of Information Act Request of

Professor Allen Weinstein
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percent of the Memorandum should be released "after carefuiy
screening by an appropriately crualified person, i.e. , one who
£

n

aanty vltg 65di the
~
ri5^t~p5nev~^lailne»' afe~«ltK

~
the practical needs of lav; enforcement. Thereafter,

1

the
Pollack" Memorandum Was furnished without deletions by the
Public Information Office to Alvin Goldstein of IMPACT. This
disclosure was made with the understanding that portions of
the Memorandum which the requester wishes to use will not be
used without prior Departmental approval. This served as the
basis for subsequent release to Professor Weinstein with the
same caveat.
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- y
CURRENT DEVELOPMENT: •'." "*•-
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In attempting to process Professor Weinstein's
*

request for FBI materials mentioned in the Pollack Memorandum,
It was determined that, regardless of the extent to which names
and other identifying data are deleted. Professor Weinstein
would be able to identify witnesses, principals and other
interviewees in this case. The Department 1 s disclosure of
the Pollack Memorandum with restrictions, but without deletions,
has rendered as an exercise in futility, any efforts by the
FOIA Unit to protect the identity and privacy of individuals
mentioned in FBI reports. ^

‘ v
'S* N 4

*

In view of the above , the FOIA Unit has taken the
position that any and all of the FBI reports and memoranda 1

referred to in the Pollack Memorandum and requested by Professor
Weinstein will be withheld from disclosure until such time as
the Department furnishes more definitive instructions and
guidelines with regard thereto.

RECOMMENDATION:
" v ‘ r :

.

For information.
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Memo to Mr. Franck
Re: FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT (FOIA) REQUEST

OF PROFESSOR ALLEN WEINSTEIN

ADDENDUM BY LEGAL COUNSEL, 1/30/74, JAM:mfdH'We have tried to persuade the Department that the program
of voluntary disclosure of FBI files is unwise. Further, we have
recommended to Attorney General Saxbe that the Attorney General
order requiring disclosure of files 15 years old should be rescinded.

The problem described in this memorandum is an example of the

difficulties we ]iave experienced and anticipated would occur as a
result of the voluntary disclosure policy. I suggest that this problem
should be brought to the attention of the Attorney General for his

assistance in considering whether the Attorney General order should
be rescinded.

rxft f\
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Mr. Richard Dennis J'AK
c/o Mr. James Farrington' a Office GAOH
Federal Bureau of Investigation :

United ftates Department of Justice nrftJTAlHEDb^
Washington. ».C. 20535

Dear Mr. Dennis* DATE “

”
Although there ia little point in restating paat history familiar
to ua both, it has now been more than four months since I
received Director Kelley's feptember 27, 1973 letter stating
that my "prior request concerning our ^F.B.I^/ invesxigaxion of
Alger Hiss appears to come within the purview of Attorney General
.Order 526-73* " Pince that time, as we both know, I have received
only one, seventeen-page file out of the estimated 53*000 pages
of material connected with the Hiss investigation and nothing
at all of the 25.000 estimated pages of Rosenberg case material
in the Bureau's files. I am writing Mr.. McCreight separately on
this latter problem. —^ v.> \ i, /

As you may also know, the appropriate officials in the Department
of Justice as well as Judge Jones, who is the jurist hearing
my previous suit against the Bureau and Justice Department for
access to the Hiss records, are all interested in settling this
case expeditiously through delivery of the files (with appropriate
deletions) to me as indicated in Director Kelley's feptember 27,1973
letter.

I received my single F.B.I. Hiss file on Friday, January 25th,
after several difficult days during which (initially) you told
me that it would be impossible for me to receive any material
at all that week. You indicated, however, that a large initial
batch of material, which I had specified during a previous visit,
had been processed both by your office and by the F.3.I.'s
Criminal investigation division, which I gather is the next step
in the review process after your office. I plan to be in Washington
on another matter on Thursday, February 14th. Hopefully, a
substantial portion of this material will be available for me
to pick up after this two-week interim period since my last
visit to your office. In any event, I shall call for a brief
appointment that day to pick up whatever additional material from
the Hiss files have been cleared for release by that date.
I cannot refrain from adding that perhaps some such ft. Valentine'

a

Day delivery might gc a long way toward clearing the air in thif’
matter and pointing toward a much more cooperative relationship
in future among all parties concerned . - •
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O Allen Weinstein
Attorney General William B. rsxbc
Attorney -lichsel J. Ryan, Department of Justice
rmat or Edward. Vi. Brooke
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Tbo Attorney General
• ^ v- 2Vj3Kr>w -.

February 19/ 1974

FREEDOM OP INF
or PROFESSOR

INFORMATION ACT (FOIA) REQUEST
SOR ALLEH WEINSTEIN

,- .
- .

>. ~ Reference Is made to ®y «eooranduxa to you dated
January 30th and captioned/ "Attorney General Order 528-73,

"

wherein you were requested to consider rescinding this Order.
The following la brought to your attention as a further

,

*;

example of the problems we have encountered in the implemen-
tation of the Order. </%:: *..;

- ;

*
'

\
‘ - * ^'
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By way of background, this Bureau learned that the .

Department had recently disclosed a nenorandum dated November 7,
1957# from Departmental attorney Benjamin F. Pollack to the
First Assistant to the Attorney General, Internal Security

M
vision, captioned, "Rosenberg Case.” This 112-page document,
raraonly referred to as the "Pollack Memorandum," was furnished
Professor Allen Weinstein with the understanding that he

ill not disclose, publish, reproduce, or disseminate any
formation contained in this report without prior approval
the Department of Justice." Professor Weinstein h^s sub-

tted a request to the FBI for many of the FBI reports and

|

1

, jtaeoganda referred to in the Pollack Memorandum.
. -W AJ

i/ . -A. As you are aware, the Rosenberg "case is exempt from ^Y disclosure under Title 5, United States Code, Section 552(b) (7)
"

j
as an investigatory file compiled for lav enforcement purposes;

J . however. Attorney General Order 528-73 qualifies itfor disclos-

| tire at the discretion of the Attorney General as ah Investigatory
file "...norc than fifteen years old...." A serious question
exists as to whether deletions can be made. in this case "...to
tiie yBinlcact extent deeacd necessary to protect law. enforcejaent .

efficiency and the privacy/'confidences, or other legitimate
interests of/ any person named or identified in such files." .

rv_. " v jj/.-t .# . .
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D«p. AD hr*. 1‘
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‘ A
;
A-'m att sapting' to process Profetsor'Wainstein^B request

cZtirx for FBI materials mentioned in the Pollack tferagrancum , it has
— Lettn determined that, regardless of the extent <to which hesis? .

fii., & c—. _ aJKj identifying data are deleted, Professor Weinstein
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wouldbe able to identify witnesses, principals and other. inter- .

viewaes in this case. The disclosure of the Pollack Memorandum
with restrictions, but without deletions, has rendered as an/.,,
exercise in futility, any efforts by the FBI to protect the
identity and privacy of individuals mentioned in these FBI
reports. Cohsequently, wo axe unable to disclose the FBI /

- v :

reports and memoranda referred to In the Pollack Memorandum
under the current *right to privacy” guidelines as we under-
stand then. j

. J/

'
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'*.

>r 4

1 - Office of the Deputy Attorney General • - *
* ;/:
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• * NOTE: G. E* Malmfeldt to Hr. Franck memorandum dated 1-29-74 and : '

captioned as above contained basically the same information as set
forth above. In an -addendum to this memorandum# the Office of Legal
Counsel suggested that this information be brought to the attention
of the Attorney General. This memorandum prepared pursuant to OLC’fe
suggestion. .
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DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY January 21, 1974

1 ;

Mr. James C. Farrington
External Affairs Ditrisio n
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D.C.

'

tiL%,
r?£v£v&lT

Bear Mr. Farrington; U l

BATE

6
I a S

CONTAIN®

^ ^ ! '1 /- / / 1

Wj

/ \Ji"> w ' A

\£>

°5

In November, I had read a New York Times story reporting
that the Attorney General had agreed to permit interested scholars
to secure access to the FBI*s investigative files. Being an
historian specialising in post-World War II politics and internal
s4e security matters, I greeted that news with keen interest.
My major research interest centers on the important internal
security cases and congressional investigations of the Truman
years. Noting, however, that researchers must pay for the cost
of FBI personnel reviewing the files and that the cost for the
Rosenbergs file was estimated as being $5,000 and the Kiss file
as being $12,895, I thought it appropriate first to ascertain
the approximate cost of files I would bejinterested in researching
and, if possible, the foot length of these files.

The files that I would be interested in beyond the Hiss
and Rosenbergs files include: the Amerasia case, Elizabeth
^entley, Louis Budenz, Whittaker Chambers," the Communist Eleven
who went to trial in the Dennis case, Judith Coplon; and any
files you have dealing with your correspondence, interviews,
and responses to requests from the House Committee on Un-American
Activities, the Internal Security Subcomittee of the Senate- .

Judiciary Committee, and Senator Joseph R. McCarthy. "S' o
NO.'

If you could, gf*vei roe a cost breakdown for eachip^./tjhe^e

*

c
l!

tr

requests. If it is rot feasible to give roe an exact cost breakdown,
I would appreciate a rough estimate (as, for example, the, total
request would run in the range of rthousand to ythousand dollars)

.

Thank you for your assistance, I remain

I
' ^

. a--
f ~

, j n
y
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Wisconsin 53233

JDur Nr. Theobaris s 'v - - *

Tour letter of January 21st to Hr* Jaaoes C.
Farrington, requesting a breakdown of estimated costs for
information In our files regarding various subjects, has
been brought to ry attention

rVi

i.
"^4*

For your assistance, Z an aaclosing a copy of
Attorney General Order 528-73, which sets forth Instituted
policies regarding the Freodos? of Infonsetion Act. Pur-
suant to Title 28, Code of Federal Regulations, Section
16.9, we arc authorized to charges prescribed rate for
furnishing copies of ssaterlal and for tire spent searching

*<* . • _ . * * j . . % a * j , •
an screening our records. Listed below is the estimated

t and deposit for reviewing our files for pertinent
indorsation which can be furnished to you concerning the
frhlntfJnff OT groups t .

MAILED 22

FEB 12,1974c * y
Afeerasia pa,

Deposit

UIjniLcUj aunt:

:m

Y ‘1

ey
Louis Buden*
Whittaker Chambers
Concunist Eleven
Eugene Ccnnia .: ^
dud itlK Coplon
Souse vofflBitteo

.

cr thi-Averican

c~w *.«.—
, ^

Activities -

e^. AH.tr.— • Internal Security
tc~- • ' “ t$': Subcox2r*lttea of

the Senate Judl-
ciary^Cccnittee *

r*

Assec. Dtr*

0«a AD ito. *.

Dsp. AD lev*

Ass?. 0t»4

AAiste.

$ 3,400
.. 8,280
8,320
16,415
56,738
2,050

-M*380
7>an- - ' K #

I 850
^,120
2,080
<,103

-14, 177
$12J*
595
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8,320
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Mr. Athan Theoharis

In order to initiate processing of any of the above
subjects , a deposit is required in advance. A check or money
order should be made payable to the Treasury of the United
States? however, payment of deposit should not be interpreted
as a guarantee that you will be furnished all of the material
you requested.

If you desire any of these requests processed,
please indicate in writing your willingness to pay fees as
high as are anticipated and enclose a deposit as indicated
in this letter. Thereafter, we shall acknowledge receipt
of your deposit and begin the necessary processing, as soon
as possible.

Sincerely yours,

C. M. Kelley.

Clarence M. Kelley
Director

Enclosure

2
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Memorandum

Mr. Franck

//from ^ g. Malmfeldt C\c

DATE: 2-21-74

*sy--s

fer'

%

^ V*'- -> '

&£-$•

SUBJECT.barbara palmer
CORRESPONDENT
WASHINGTON STAR-NEWS

No/
?Ro>c

J

s' <

Di/. —

—

D«p. AO Adm-

D*p. AO fiw

Atif, Dtr.;

Admin. j

Comp. Iff*.

Ldbomhry

Plan, A Evtil. _
Sp«c. Ir.*.

Training

LHdI Coin.

T«topfcan* Dm,

Diroftor Sac *y

l

f, 2-21-74, ffcCaptioned individual called your office today, 2-21-74, n>
concerning the request by Professor Allen Weinstein for informa- o.

tion regarding the Rosenberg and Alger Hiss cases, and was referrecp^*
to SA James C. Farrington.

Miss Palmer advised that she was considering preparing .

an article for the Star and was interested in knowing why there •

has been such a delay in furnishing the information requested by '!>>

Professor Weinstein, particularly since Mr. Kelley indicated in ^
a letter to him in September, 1973, that this data would be fur-
nishsd. It was explained Mr. Kelley had indicated in that letter qq
the processing of this material would begin, and not that the data
would actually be furnished to Weinstein, at that time,

O
5She was also advised that Professor Weinstein has been £

furnished information on the Hiss case, but due to complex legal *
questions involving the unwarranted invasion of an individual's
privacy, that are inherent in the Rosenberg case, we have referred £
these questions to the Department of Justice for their determina -ion
and are awaiting results of their findings. It was suggested that 7
she may wish to contact the Department's Office of Legal Counsel
for further information, at which time she terminated her interview.'

RECOMMENDATION

:

For information.

1 - Mr. Franck
1 - Mr. Heim
1 - Mr. Malmfeldt
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LAW LIBRARY

S'! <FORD UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF i AW
Stanford, California 94305

January 2A, 197^

Mr. Allen McCreight
Special Agent
Freedom of Information Act Unit
Federal Bureau of Investigation
9th Street and Pa. Avenue N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20535

Dear Mr. McCreight:

We understand that the Federal Bureau of Investigation
has now made up condensations of Its files on Ezra Pound,
Algernon Hiss and Julius and Ether^nosenberg

.

Our Library would like to acquire the transcripts of
these files as part of a research program being undertaken
by members of our faculty. It would be appreciated if
you would mail us a catalog of the publications so that
we may place an order. If, on the other hand, they are
being distributed free of charge to libraries, we would
like to be on your mailing list.

Thank you very much for your attention to this matter.
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February 11, 1974

Mr. Howard Vf. Sugarr.sn
Lav library
Stanford University School
of Lav

Stanford, California 94305

Doar Hr. SugarRan:

Heference is r.ade to your lottor of January 24th
requesting condensations of this Bureau *3 files; on Ezra
Found, Alger Hiss, and Julius and Ethel Roser.bsrg.

There arc no condensations, as such, of the files
on these individuals, anti the information which has boon
disclosed pursuant to rejects under the Freedor, of Informa-
tion Let has not been catalogued euic wo do not conto; ('late-

cataloguing «uiy data.

Enclosed for your information, is a copy of the
•. Freedora of Information. Act, Reprint of Statute, Existing

' Regulations and Statements of Policy £rc:n Title 3, United
\ £t*^4*^0 . VU^r*** J in rn>t- t*h#s

u \

,*y
unoer the rruodori ot intorration Act. This occurout induces
an explanation of the fees to L-o charged for the provision
of records. You will rote upon review of the regular icr.-i

waillo ^brrtr] logically there will be no distribution of substantial
without cost are, consequently, no Railing lists will

0
?
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Lojcji Coun. T***

FBI Regarding tho Etra Found cane, which consists of
14 volurer, , the following portions, with deletions, have beer,

raie available to a prior requester pursuant to the provi-
sions of th;.- Freedom of Information Act and Popartnert of
Justice regulations r a 37-pace report , which represents a
sui'-uury of tho first nine volur.es, me! lf>4 rages fror. volurcr-

I*. This data is also available to you for the7 n P «k^s * * ,*»%
- .*'*“ «» Wk J m- . , m
i4 *4 W • mm mm, fee of *73. 5,' to cover rcvro-:iucr .» on coot at ter*.
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Mr* Howard w* Sugarraan

Based on a preliminary estimate* for a prior
requester, the files on Alger hiss consist of approxi-
mately 53,000 pages. Because of the volume of this ceso,
it is impossible to estimate how long the screening and
processing will take.

A conservative estimate of the cost for screening
and processing the Rosenberg case has also been made for a
prior requester, which is in excess of $5,000. At this time,
it is impossible, as in the Hisa case, to estimate how long
the processing will take or to determine the exact cost of
furnishing copies of any available data.

Currently an attempt is being made to resolve
a myriad of legal questions which have arisen as a result
of requests for the release of the Fouanberg files. Con-
sequently, we have not yet disclosed nny information from
this file, and we will not be in a position to tnahe any
disclosures until the qucstior.3 have been resolved.

After final dissemination to the original requestor
in both the Hiss and Rosenberg cases, copies, if you wish,
will then be made available tc you at the prescribed rate
for processing.

If you wish to have a copy of the Ezra Pound
documents, please forward $23.10 by check or money order
payable to the Treasury of the United States. Also,
if you are interested in obtaining a copy of the Hiss'
and Rosenberg data when and if it becomes available,
please so indicate and you will be advised of the costs
aa soon as they can be determined.

Sincerely yours,

'& M. Kelley

Clarence M. K »llevm
Director

bnclosurc

WOTS: Correspondent is not identifiable in Eufiles. Couiv-r.

of portions of the Ezra Pound file (100-34GD9) have previously

kotp rvv’TTMTrrn nrm? Triprc

2
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Mr. Howard W. Sugarxnan

NOTE CONTINUED; been furnished to C. David Heymarm. The
Hiss and Rosenberg files (74-1333; 65-58236) are currently
being processed for Allen Weinstein, end a tickler system
will be set up for individuals interested in receiving these
documents after they have been processed. Although the
correspondent refers to Hiss as Algernon , no source was
found for any name other than Alger.

3
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In reply to your letter of February 25th, the
„ FBI's investioation of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg was prooer

and allegations to the contrary are cor>pletelyr~false. The*
Rosenberqs were tried in a proper court of law and, it is
interesting to note, that on appeal to the Supreme Court
their convictions were upheld.

For many years the files of the FBI were considered
confidential and available to dulv authorized individuals onlv.
In 1967, Conaress passed the Freedom of Information Act, which
generally made available for disclosure to the general public
numerous files of the Government; however, investigative files
of the FBI compiled for law enforcement purposes were exempted
by this statute. In July, 1973, the then Attorney General
issued Attorney General Order Number 502-73 which, in essence,
said that, within the discretion of the Department of Justice,
certain investigative files of the FBI which were compiled for
law enforcement purposes and which were over 15 years old could
be made available to legitimate historians for research purposes

/ (i

"

\j •.
Since the FBI is deeply concerned over the possible

f
disclosure of the identity of individuals who may have furnished

' us information in confidence or where the revelatic.i of a per-
son's identity could constitute an unwarranted invasion of his

' .
.

privacy, we have been most reluctant to release .certain files
before some of these complex legal questions could be resolved
by the Department of Justice.

For your information, I am enclosing a copy of the
Freedom of Information Act.

Otn - —
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Memorandum
TO Mr. Franck DATE: 2-12-74

FROM • G. E. MalmfeldtOt

&

AilOC. Dir.

Dap. AD Adm.

Dtp. AD fnv. .

«(• Di*.:

Adiata.

Camp. $y*».

Cat, A Ha in __ _

Fllaa 4, Cam.

Can, Inv.

Idttl.

In* paction

latall._

SUBJECT. FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT (FOIA) REQUEST OF
PROCESSOR ALLEN WEINSTEIN FOR FBI FILES ON THE ALGER HISS
AND ROSENBERG CASES

' t

Plan. & Eva I.

Spaa, lav, .. .

Training -

This memorandum is submitted to keep the Director
informed of the FOIA Unit's dealings with Professor Weinstein's

, request for the above files.

Lopaf Coun. .

Ttltphont Rri. _

0 tract o< Sae'y _

ALGER HISS CASE:

By way of background, after being denied access to FBI
files concerning Alger Hiss , Professor Weinstein brought suit
against the Department of Justice in 1972. He wrote this Bureau

uduring the summer of 1973 after the issuance of Attorney General
vaOrder 528-73 asking whether this Order would affect his suit,

were of the opinion that, for all inxents and purposes, his
uit was mooted in view of the fact this Order directed us to
elease files of this type.

dN

<?

$

I

N
Representatives of the FOIA Unit met with Professor

Weinstein on 1-14-74 to discuss his request. We advised him that
those areas of the files where privacy considerations were involved
could not be processed until we received additional guidelines from
the Department. However, we told Professor Weinstein that we would
begin processing the files in those, portions where privacy consid-
erations were minimal. This action resulted from a request by *
Departmental attorney Jeffrey Axelrad who indicated a motion to
dismiss would be enhanced if Professor Weinstein should begin to .

-j

receive some materials from the Hiss files. . cL

It should be pointed out tha^ f^ior to 1-14-74, ProfessoS
Weinstein had been invited to come to FBI Headquarters to discuss sr.

his request. In a meeting last fall with representatives of the t
FOIA Unit concerning the Rosenberg case, he specifically asked C
that the Hiss matter not be discussed because of the negotiations
which were going on between his attorney and the Department of
Justice. At this point in time, a proposed consent decree has
been rejected by the Department.

(3)Enclosures
1 - Mr. Franck - Enclosures

^ ^ AA' l F't

(3)

1 - Mr. Vienna 11 - Enclosures (3)

1 - Mr. Mintz - Enclosures (3)

1 - Mr. Mairr.feldt

WOT PProRDJW*—mm 5 1974
?7

t.

RDiAHMriaw (6)
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G. E. Malmfeldt to Mr. Franck memo
Re: Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Request of

- - - Professor Allen Weinstein for FBI Files on the Alger
Hiss and Rosenberg Cases

It is felt by the FOIA Unit that to have begun pro-
- :cessing the Hiss files before talking with Professor Weinstein
would likely cause wasted effort on our part and at the same
time , unnecessary expense to Professor Weinstein. This

'

procedure of inviting a requester to discuss his inquiry for
FBI files has been followed in all cases and we have found it
to be beneficial to both the requester and the Bureau.

* i —
' —

It is the view of the FOIA Unit that Professor
Weinstein, despite his intense pressure to hasten our efforts
in -processing these files, should not be afforded preference

“over other requesters who have been more understanding in the
difficulties we are encountering.

*
-ROSENBERG CASE :

In August, 1973, Professor Weinstein wrote a letter
. ^to the Bureau requesting access to the Rosenberg case. In
. September, he was advised that it would cost approximately
- $5,000 to process this file.

Subsequently, Professor Weinstein visited the FOIA
Unit to discuss this request, and since his initial visit he

..’has revisited, written and telephonically contacted both the
-FOIA Unit and Departmental officials on many occasions regard-
. ing this request. It was through Professor Weinstein's efforts
that considerable publicity was generated regarding the release
of the Rosenberg case pursuant to Attorney General Order 528-7 3.

During the course of our initial contacts with Pro-
cessor Weinstein, we determined that several serious questions
needed to be resolved with respect to invasions of privacy of
principals, witnesses and other individuals in the Rosenberg
case. We initially learned this during processing of the
request of Alan Goldstein of National Public Affairs Center
for Television, (NPACT) , for the Rosenberg case, when David

- and Ruth Greenglass voiced strong objection to our disclosure
of any" information relating to them in the Rosenberg file.

As a" result of this concern, a memorandum was directed
to the Department's Office of Legal Counsel on 11-20-73, wherein
we requested the Department to advise us as to whether -or not
release of interviews and/or signed statements of the principals
in this case came under the provisions cf Attorney General Order
528-73 relating to "...unwarranted invasion of privacy, or other



G* E
Re:

I

Malmfeldt to Mr. Franck memo
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Request of

Professor Allen Weinstein for FBI Files on the Alger
Hiss and Rosenberg Cases

matter which may be used adversely to affect private persons."
The Department subsequently took the position that interviews
and signed statements pertaining to David and Ruth Greenglass
would be withheld from disclosure; however, the Department
failed to offer a clear-cut decision as to whether or not this
same rationale would apply to the other principals in this case
A Department official later admitted that guidelines in the
area of invasion of personal privacy are vague, and the Depart-
ment currently is studying this problem in an effort to clarify
our responsibilities in this area.

In January, 1974, Professor Weinstein requested
immediate processing of a number of FBI reports and memoranda
which were referred to in a Departmental document referred to
as the "Pollack Memorandum." We determined that the Public
Information Office of the Department was responsible for
disclosure of the Pollack Memorandum to Weinstein with
restrictions, but without deletions. As a result of the
Department's undeleted disclosure of the Pollack Memorandum,
we took the position that we would not release any FBI docu-
ments referred to therein in the absence of more definitive
guidelines in this area of "right to privacy." This particular
matter currently is being brought to the attention of the
Attorney General.

Based on a preliminary review of the information
contained in the Rosenberg file, it is our opinion that infor-
mation of a disclosable nature is intertwined with exempt and
nondisclosable information in such a way as to make extraction
of the disclosable material an impractical task. Therefore,
we feel that disclosure of any and all of the Rosenberg file
should be withheld until such time as we receive more
meaningful and definitive guidelines from the Department.

CURRENT DEVELOPMENT:

\ On 2-8-74 and 2-11-74, the attached letters, two of
which were registered, return receipt requested, were received
from Professor Weinstein. He indicated that he would be in
Washington, D. C., on 2-14-74, at which time ha hopefully
anticipated that he could pick up some of the documents from



.
G. B. • MalmfeXdt to Mr. Franck memo
Re: Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Request of

Professor Allen Weinstein for F3I Files on the Alger
Biss and Rosenberg Cases

each of the files described above. In one of these letters, he
cited a portion of a letter he received from the Attorney Gen-
eral wherein the Attorney General had instructed the FBI
"...to arrange the difficulties encountered in processing such
a request in the order of magnitude and importance, and to
resolve first the smaller or less serious difficulties...."
What Professor Weinstein failed to cite was the Attorney
General also noted that, in processing requests "...for large
amounts of records covered by our discretionary policy. .

.

there are frequently special problems." One of the special
problems specifically enumerated was the “scope and force
of specified interests, like personal privacy...."

We plan to give Professor Weinstein additional
materials from the Hiss files on 2-14-74; however, we do not
anticipate giving him any information from the Rosenberg file
unless and until the Department provides us with the guide-
lines as discussed herein.

RECOMMENDATION:

•
-f r. . None, For information only.
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Mr. Hortonj. Beime, Editor
Covington Virginian *' Dtre^r s«’7
3^3 North. Monroe Avenue --.rtf . -^T- .

COTington, Virginia

Sear Mr. Belrne:
' ‘

Director Clarence Me Kelley recently sent me a copy both, of your November 5th.

editorial. "FBI Niggai-dly With. Data," and of his own response to your editor-
1*1. I appreciate your support in my efforts to secure access to FBI papers CrJ
in the Hiss and Rosenberg cases. Director Kelley's letter omitted various .

«

'

relevant factors involved in these efforts that, in the interest of accuracy £2 if*r~

end fairness, you might wish to know. - J' A

: i < \ f
v

1

First, he neglected to mention that I have been in negotiations with FBI tv-**

agents authorized to process the Rosenberg papers for the past five months, p- J

J

since Director Kelley's September 13, 1973 letter granted me access to c a

these records. I have yet to receive a single page of the FBI's Rosenberg tv.

files, despite the fact that the Justice Department has already given me s*---/

access to several thousand pages of its own files on the case. The contrast IS ^
between Justice Department cooperativeness and the FBI’s apparent strategy of'_2l ^f3'

r u j
V A \

. IL

>
j. C

r>
f.

delay becomes even stf-rker when one learns that I requested the Justice
Department's files on the case several months after Director Kelley's letter

"

authorizing access to the Bureau’s files. At present, the Justice Department %. J
is processing its records in the Hiss case, the bulk of which I have been. V

promised by the month's end. The FBI, after considerable pressure from J
officials of the Justice Department, released a grand total of seventeen i

heavily censored pages to me last month (the Justice Department censored none
of the material it released) and an additional ninety-five pages only last
week.

1

Director Kelley asserts that I specifically asked that the Hiss case net he
discussed” with Bureau officials until recently because of on-going negotia-
tions between Justice Department officials and my own attorneys over a consent
decree in my suit for the FBI files. He neglected to mention that I agreed f

to this delay last October only after receiving assurances from FBI officials ^
that the Rosenberg fir.es would be speedily processed for me. This has not ^
happened. Indeed, the F3I office charged with releasing such files has K
failed to meet a number of specific commitments on dates when. I would begin

"

receiving material. /JLso, they have reneged on their initial offer to allow 1}

me to look at the files being released and decide for myself which ones I hv

•7 i_.Ij.wC. VW — Owv m -i. U w WWZi. '-'-x.'-t -* U V- i . . - t- < t. i_i,w UU v* — 'J 11

files in the case, thereby saving na a good deal of unnecessary expense, but 'z

I have to take whatever the FBI gives me. Sr l^ _ £#~vi U c’J
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To: Mr. Horton P page two February 19, 197^

When the FBI handed over their initial seventeen-page file, it asked
for a $50 deposit to cover the cost of processing time. In Director
Kelley's initial letters, he stated that the estima ;ed cost of processing
the 53 ,000-page Alger Hiss file would be $12,895. He estimated the charges
for processing the 25.,000-page FBI file on the Rosenberg case at $5,000.
However, at the going rate of $50 per 17 pages, I calculate the eventual
cost—should the complete files be released—at $155,550 for the Hiss
material and $7^,100 for the Rosenberg file. Clearly the costs of scholarly
research into government records run far higher at the FBI than at the
Justice Department, which took a $500 deposit to cover my xeroxing of almost

900 pages of a several thousand-page file that I inspected.

I should make clear that I have no Interest in conducting a running argument
with Director Kelley. I appreciate the degree to which the office involved
in processing my request is overworked, given the many other requests by
historians* It should be added, however, that the solution to this problem
is adding more manpower, which is only now being done, and not delaying
legitimate requests such as mine. Letters and calls to me from other
historians who have encountered the dilemma of high charges and similar
delays testify to the fact that this is a general problem.

I hope that it proves possible for Director Kelley’s staff to facilitate all

such inquiries in the future. A first step, in the words of your own
editorial, would be for the FBI to "quit stalling and comply promptly with
the Attorney General’s order issued six months ago" in regard to my own

request

.

I intend to raise this problem at the next meeting of the American Historical
Association-Organization of American Historians-Society of American
Archivists’ Joint Committee on Historians and Archives, of which I am a

member. I shall also call your editorial to the committee’s attention and,

personally, want to reiterate my appreciation for your support.

Sincerely,

/j

Allen Weinstein
Associate Professor of History and
Director, American Studies Program

AW:hmca V
\

cc. Director Clarence M. Kelley, FBI
Attorney General William B. Saxbe
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D#p. AD In*. __

Asi*. Dir.;

AJmin.

date; 2-22-74
Comp. Sy»t.

y
Ext. A?t«irs

>r

:

G. E. Malmfeldt

SUBJECT, lesley/oelsner
WASHINGTON REFEESENTATIVE.-

uCS ^ NEW YORK TIMES

DC

File* A Com.

c.». In.

Worn.

bttptdio*

fert.U

Laboratory

Ploi. A Evoli

Inv
,

xTniJnina
/

A*
L3

V QJL
'4<*<

Logo! Ci-un.

Tobphoni R>.

Dlr&otor

/
Captioned individual called your office today, 2-22-7i^

and was referred to SA James C. Farrington of the Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA) Unit. Miss Oelsner stated that she has
been in contact with Mr. Alvin H.XGoldstein, National Public *

Affairs Center.-for Television., (NPACT) , and he advised~hef' thatw
his

-
story on thefRosenbergs would~appear on television Febru

ary 25th. She said that he indicated to her that he had
requested FBI material concerning the Rosenberg case, but had ^ >

never received it. Miss Oelsner was inquirying as to why he ^
had not received this information.

L _

rhy <K

Cp
S

^

5T>34*-
She was informed that the same reasons applying to

our refusal to furnish these same documents to Professor Allen
Weinstein apply to Ilr. Goldstein, namely that they involve
complex questions of law relating to the possible unwarranted
invasion of an individual's privacy. It was further pointed
out to her that these questions are currently pending with the
Department of Justice from whom we have requested guidance
in determining what, if anything, we can furnish from the
Rosenberg files. She expressed appreciation for receiving
this information and indicated she would possibly contact the
Office of Leg«.l Counsel in the Department is she desired fur-
ther data .

riQT
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A

/

mys'S&3(>
Miss Audrey<Wiest
Stax. 146 „X, Route..l~

• Shaisokin, Pennsylvania 17872

Dear Miss Wiest

:

In reply to your letter of February 25th, the
FBI's investigation of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg was proper
and allegations to the contrary are completely false. The
Rosenbergs were tried in a proper court of law and, it is
interesting to note, that on appeal to the Supreme Court
their convictions were upheld.

For many years the files of the FBI were considered
confidential and available to duly authorized individuals only.
In 1967, Congress passed the Freedom of Information Act, which
generally made available for disclosure to the general public
numerous files of the Government ; however, investigative files
of the FBI compiled for law enforcement purposes were exempted
by this statute. In July, 1973, the then Attorney General
issued Attorney General Order Number 502-73 which, in essence,
said that, within the discretion of the Department of Justice,
certain investigative files of the FBI which were compiled for
law enforcement purposes and which were over 15 years old could
be made available to legitimate historians for research purposes.

KJ
v Wa

\ vN

Aiftoc. Dir.

Dap. AD Adm. _
Oap. AO Iny. ___

Since the FBI is deeply concerned over the possible
disclosure of the identity of individuals who may have furnished
us information in confidence or where the revelation of a per-
son's identity could constitute an unwarranted invasion of his
privacy, we have been most reluctant to release certain files
before some of these complex legal questions could be resolved
by the Department of Justice.

For your information , I am enclosing a copy of the
Freedom of Information Act.

A**t. Dir.:

Admin.

Comp. Syit. _

€*. Affair* _

FiJaa & Com.

Gao. low.

fdaot. .

Ins paction - _

'Z

1 ~ ^

"s'
l

Sincerely yours,

C. M. Keliey
\

Clarence M. Kelley
Director

Training ..

Lego l Coun. .. _

Tafephona - \

Diroctot SoC y

^pnclosure
Bufiles contain no identifiable information regarding

Miss Audrey Wiest.
ayet^nlm (3)
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Miss Deboraj^tfryon
Post Office Box 52
North Ferrisburg, Vermont 05473

March 4 , 1974

Dear Miss Bryon

:

Yv l L/rt f
r

)

cK
'/

<In reply to the letter of February 25th from you C
and Mr. William R. Nevins, the FBI’s investigation of Julius
and Ethel ^RbsgflbsagflBOWLS proper and allegations to the contrary
are completely false. The Rosenbergs were tried in a proper
court of law and, it is interesting to note, that on appeal
to the Supreme Court their convictions were upheld.

j
.

For many years the files of the FBI were considered y x'

confidential and available to duly authorized individuals only. ^ ^
In 1967, Congress passed the Freedom of Information Act, which NS v

generally made available for disclosure to the general public (V

numerous files of the Government? however, investigative files
of the FBI compiled for law enforcement purposes were exempted V
by this statute. In July, 1^73, the then Attorney General
issued Attorney General Order Number 502-73 which, in essence, ^
said that, within the discretion of the Department of Justice, \y
certain investigative files of the FBI which were compiled for
law enforcement purposes and which were over 15 years old could
be made available to legitimate historians for research purposes.^

Since the FBI is deeply concerned over the possible
disclosure of the identity of individuals who may have furnished

y

us information in confidence or where 'the revelation of a per- ^
son’s identity could constitute an unwarranted invasion of his
privacy, we have been most reluctant to release certain files
before some of these complex legal questions could be resolved
by the Department of Justice.

For your information, I am enclosing a copy of the
Freedom of Information Act.

Sincerely yours. .AK
0TH. Kelley

Clarence M. Kelley.^

>

Director W4 (0^
v'* Enclosure * 0
P NOTE: Bufiles contain no identifiable information regarding-,
JDeBoraft Bryon or William R. Nevins.

.

\ -~~J , Cr /»- /' ' r :h f A _
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900 Berkeley Street

Boston. Massachusetts 021 1 7

March 8, 1974
ccCS*®!

Mr. Clarence M. Kelley, Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Ninth Street and Pennsylvania Avenue N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20535

Dear Mr. Kelley:

Robert J. Lamphere
Vice President

1 A- : ;:ir.

I

IV J3.-A “VAdm.,
1
P - inv.

;
A*;f. 7'i'\:

Atlr'i*.
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}

zM
N 1

The documentary made by Public Television entitled "The Unquiet
Death of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg" was shown a few days ago
here in Boston and had earlier been shown throughout the country
on Public Television channels.

Prior to seeing it, I had already heard that it was slanted.
I was, however, surprised at the degree to which this was so
when I saw it.

You may be interested fn the letter which I have written to the
producer, Alvin H. Goldstein,

Sincerely,

/?r J. d.

Vice President *
R6t*recor

Vice President
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Aporj^i.!- 10-J
780 Wylston Street
Boston Mass. 02199

March 8, 1974

k-

*

Mr. Alvin H. Goldstein
National Public Affairs Center for Television

955 L 1 Enfant Plaza North, S.W.

Washington, D.C. 20024

Dear Mr. Goldstein:

Your documentary, ,rThe Unquiet Death of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg, 11 was described
by Anthony LaCamera in the Boston Herald American as "what may well be the season's

most powerful documentary 11 and "far stronger than the ABC presentation With
both of these comments I agree. Mr. LaCamera went on to say, llf The Unquiet Death 1

takes an unmistakable stand that the Rosenborgs were given a raw deal. 11

In agreeing to be interviewed and later to a filming, I had one specification --

that your documentary would not be slanted. To this both you and Barbara B. Thornton,
your Associate Producer, agreed. You did not keep this agreement. 1 can under-
stand that in order to create interest you wanted to build some controversy into

the film. I can also understand that there would be many people who do not feel
that the punishment of death was justified. However, in the last two- thirds of

your film, neither your commentary nor your allot ing of time was balanced. It was
clearly slanted in the direction of suggesting that these people were not guilty
of the crime with which they were charged.

At one point, the Schneirs said that in their view the entire case was a frameup
and that only the FBI could have engineered it. I would agree that if it had been
a frameup -- which it wasn f t -- the FBI would have had to engineer it, and then
I would have been a key person in such a frameup. This of course raises an inter-

esting chain. Fuchs confesses to British Intelligence and gets a 14-year sentence
in England and only after the sentencing does the FBI interview him. Gold confesses
and gets 30 years. Greenglass confesses and gets 15 years. And out of all this

the FBI picks out an innocent man and wife and allegedly concocts a way of convict-
ing them through perjured testimony and, according to some of your witnesses, can't
even forge a hotel registration card so its date on the front and b*\ek are con-
sistent. That is some forgery.

You used Philip Morrison over and over again to suggest that there was no secret
to the atomic bomb worth protecting. You ignored what I had told Barbara Thornton
-- that it was Fuchs' estimate that he enabled the Russians to have the atomic
bomb at least two years before they would otherwise have had it. Thousands of
American boys died in Korea and, as Judge Kaufman suggested in his sentencing,
would the Korean War have happened if Russia had not had the bomb before Korea?

Much of what I saw in the latter two- thirds of yuur film reminded me of the
efforts to portray various conspiracies out of the assassination of President
Kennedy.

BOBU.J:
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- 2 - March 8, 1974Mr* Alvin II* Goldstei

1 hope the day will come when the FBI files are opened on this case* I puzzle*
however* on. how this can be done without implicating the numerous people who
would have surely been convicted if the Roscnbergs had talked* In this connection
you ignored William Perl who worked near Cleveland for the predecessor to NASA*
lie was convicted of perjury in connection with the Rosenberg investigation*

f

You also slanted the documentary to indicate an anti-Semitic bias in excluding
jurors who were Jewish* This is interesting* Judge Kaufman* U.S* Attorney
Irving Saypol, Assistant U.S. Attorney Roy Cohn, and I guess even Defense Attorney
Manny Bloch -- all Jewish -- must have collaborated to bring this about* This
of course was not brought out* Is this unbiased reporting?

I am surprised that Public Television would slant a so-called documentary to the
extent that you did* I am convinced that you could have had a fascinating docu-
mentary without resorting to this- I consider you personally responsible for
the unmistakable bias and for breaking the agreement made with me and I am sure
with others*

Very truly yours.

Robert J* Lamphere



DOUGLASS COLLEGE
New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903

February 18, l?7l+

Director Clarence K. Kelley
Federal Eureau of Investigation
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Kelley:

I hereby formally request that the Bureau finish me
materials related to the case of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg.
This would include papers relating to the Rosenbergs, to
David and Ruth Greenglass, to Max Elitcher, Harry Cold,.
Klaus Fuchs, and Anatoli A. Yakovlev. In addition, I am
requesting papers relating to Abraham Erothman and Oscar
Vago; those would, I believe, provide background informa-
tion and may relate directly to the Rosenberg Case.

I am presently engaged in a historical and sociological
study of the Rosenberg Case, and of the social and legal
climctc within which it took place. I am an associate
professor of Sociology at Douglass College, Rutgers University,
presently on a one year leave for the purpose of pursuing this
research effort. I expect my work to result in the publication
of scientific papers for sociological journals and a book.

I have already requested and
the Eisenhower Library, Department
State Department. I look forward
of your department.

received cooperation from
of Justice, and 'the

to rec saving the cooperation
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Dr. Emily Xlman
Associate Professor
Douglass College
Rutgers University
The State University of

Now Jersey
Hew Brunswick, Mew Jersey

5S»«

c0S^sw

08903
'£> '<*-**' * k

Dear Or. Alman:

This is to acknowledge receipt of your letter dated
February 18th.

In. response to a prior request for copies of the
Rosenberg case and pursuant to the fees we are authorised to
charge, we conservatively estinate the cost to process this
file to.be veil in excess of $5,000. Under current policy,
this fee will be evenly distributed strong those qualified
individuals who request access to the Rosenberg files prior
to the initial dissemination.

'
. With regard to your request for the files relating

to Abraham Brothman and Oscar Vago, based on a preliminary
survey, we likewise conservatively estinate the cost to pro-
cess these files to be in excess of .$5,000.

In accordance with existing Department of Justice
regulations, a 25 percent deposit, or $2,500, payable by
check or money order to the Treasury of the United States

,

will be required to initiate processing. The submission of
a deposit will not necessarily guarantee that you will be
afforded access to the aforementioned files. . .t\

’

For your information, wc currently are attempting
to resolve a myriad of legal questions t?hich have arisen as
result or request** feu: release cf the Rosenberg files,

1 - office of the Deputy Attorney General - Enclosure
1. - Bufile 62-115530 (FOI-REPLIES)
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Dr. Emily Alnan
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Undoubtedly, we shall be subjected to the same experience
with respect to the Brothman and Vago files. As a result,
we have no£ disclosed any information from these files as of
the present and ve will not be in a position to disclose the
files until the legal questions have been resolved. In addi-
tion, the publicity afforded to release of FBI files under
the provisions of Attorney General Order 528-73 has created
a backlog of requests which would receive priority over your
request, you are being advised of this in order to avoid
any misunderstanding which could arise with respect to when
these files might be available.

e -

Zf you desire us to process your request, please
indicate in writing your willingness to pay fees as high
as are anticipated. Thereafter, when we have resolved the
legal questions involved and are in a position to begin pro-
cessing, we shall correspond with you to make the necessary

’

arrangements for the submission of a deposit.

Sincerely yours,

C. M* KeBeat

Clarence M. Kelley
Director

NOTE: See Director to Attorney General memorandum, dated
3-8-74, captioned, "Attorney General Order 528-73." Emily
Alman, nee Aaron, the subject of Bufile 100-338696, currently
is a Category XV ADEX subject. She has been an officer in
the National Committee to Secure Justice in the Rosenberg
Case and the National Committee to Secure Justice for Morton
Sobell in the Rosenberg Case, both of which were cited by
the IIUAC as communist front organizations. Processing costs
for the Rosenberg case based on estimate. furnished to previous
requesters. We have 3 main case files on Brothman; 65.-56402
(150 sections); 93-645 (2 sections); and 100-365040 (8 sections)

.

Oscar Vago is the subject of 101-19881 (1 section) . Process-
ing costs for Brothnan and Vago files based on 171 sections
of 15D pages each at $5. per hour clerical review, plus 10$
per page for reproduction.

2



James S. Patten
119 Sunny Lane, Apt. M-2
Torrington, Conn. 06790

United States Department of Justice
Attn: Internal Security Division, F.B.I.
Washington, D. C.

Dear Sirs: O R. . ? k
- •

I have recently begun a study into the United States
Government's case against Julius/ and Ethel Rosenberg.
My interest in this particular topic has been aroused
by recent television documentaries concerning the
Rosenbergs. As a student and teacher of history, my
only motive in researching this case is to resolve
some unanswered questions surrounding it. I would
greatly appreciate any assistance that your department
could provide.

Some questions that I do have at present are as follows:

1. What guidelines has the Federal Bureau of
investigation followed in downgrading the classified
sections of the Rosenberg files?

/>

2. Does the Bureau have dossiers on Harry Gold
/

and Anatoli Yakolev, and if so what downgrading procedures J
is the Bureau applying to these files?

I would certainly welcome answers to my questions at your /

earliest possible convenience and any other help that your »

Department could provide. I thank you in advance for your v

expected cooperation.
~

* V.TTtHp -

/
/ .

REC-47 ^5-
EXI11 Sincerely yours.
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<2 MAP 14 1974
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j^leral Bureau of Investigation
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.J Name Searching Unit - Room 5527
Service Unit - Room 6524

_____ Forward

J Attention^t^_____

[ i Return to¥2yjLTj

Supervisor^ Room Ext.

Type of References Requested:

L ^ Regular Request (Analytical Search)

(All References (Subversive & Nonsubversive);
1

i

i Subversive References Only

Nonsubversive References Only
i 1

I (Main References Only

T

y

pe of Search Requested:

F Restricted to Locality of

ZJ Exact Name Only (On the Nose)

1 Buildup l 1 Variations
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Birtbdgj4 & Place
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Localities
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Date
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March 13 , 1974
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James .£y\ Patten
tmeri€H-=T '

Sunny -Lane ill
Torrington, Connecticut... 06790 HZi

Qn
Dear Mr. Patten:

This is to acknowledge your letter which was receiv^d^
on March 11th.

Por your information, we currently are attempting
to resolve a myriad of legal questions which have arisen as
a result of requests for disclosure of the Rosenberg file.
Many of these concern the right of personal privacy of prin-
cipals and other individuals involved and/or mentioned in
this case. As a result, we have not disclosed any data frora

this file as of the present, and wo will not be in a position ^
to do so until the legal questions have been satisfactorily
resolved.

*
"4

A
N
N

In answer to your other inquiries, the FBI is guided^.,
by the provisions of Executive Order 11652 in the dovmgrading
and declassification of all documents which are considered 1 '

for dissemination outside this Bureau. These guidelines, thera- ^’’1
fore, will be applied to the subjects of all our investigatory*^
files. Including those of Harry Gold and Anatoli A. Yakovlev.

I hope the foregoing information will be of assist-
ance to you.
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Sincerely yours,

C. M. Kelley

Clarence M. Xelley
Director
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1 - The Deputy Attorney General - Enclosure
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NOTE:-
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Bufiles contain no record'* 6f correspondent. Harry Gold
(65-57449) and Anatoli A. -Yakovlev (100-346133) were principals
in the Rosenberg case. / /
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Mr. William M. Hoilea
Special Assistant to the Attorney General

.

:

Office of the Attorney General
Washington, D.C. 20530

1 1 J *
.

"
. J ‘ ^ ' # *

" ' *'
. 4 * r

Dear Mr. Hoilea 1 . . \.
'

'
... T^T-' : '*;*

I

i

f

)

\

|

Thank you for your January 21at letter and for your
\ assistance in bringing my request to the attention of

appropriate officials in the Justice Department. I appreciate
your efforts and those of General faxbe in helping to
expedite delivery. of the Hiss and Rosenberg files. As you
undoubtedly know, the F.B.I. has released only one, seventeen
page- file to me on the Hiss case—nothing on the Rosenberg

. case——despite four months of processing the material. At
the : same time .by contrast, the Justice Department' s analogous
office charged with releasing such material to qualified
scholars, headed by John L. Martin and including Attorney
Joseph Tafe with whom I have dealt, has released close to
1,000 pages of material on the Rosenberg case from its files
and ia presently reviewing the Hiss files for similar release.
I cannot praise %• Martin's office (and Mr. Tafe) hi^jly
enough, for their obvious and sincere attempts to implement
the Department's July 1973 order dealing with release of such
files in ray own case. Mr. Tafe and Mr. Martin have been

.
cooperative throughout, despite the fact that my request for
Hoaenberg files from the Department came two months after the
F» Bvl. first began processing my similar request for their
files in the case. , .> .

.

I pointed all these facta out to the New York Times reporter
who learned (not through me) about release of the r. single F.B.I.
file, but this contrast between Justice Department cooperation
and F.B.I. foot-dragging was lost in the story she wrote. Happily,
I made a point of insisting upon its inclusion ih the story writter
by an A.P. reporter who called me after reading the Times article.
As you can. aee from the,enclosed clipping in my hometown paper, it

. ia a point that I feel worth making at each opportunity possible.
My only hope nt this point is that the Justice Department can
convey forcefully its own pattern of cooperation with scholars to
the appropriate psople at the Btireau. Mr,.' Farrington informed me
on my last viiiit to his office there that the F.B.I* se£a its own
policies with regard jfco release of such' information lTirapendeui
of £&e ..Justice Department, but my own impression of thaV.Conat'1 tut

i

<

and statute law on such matters Is that this has been the case"'

appreciate your offer to help jn^future

(j> 6 l 3^-
fincerely yours,

A 1 1_eVT j risd tie i r#
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By JONATHAN NEUMANN
A Smith College history

professor said today that he may
sue the FBI because it has not
delivered him old tiles which it

promised to release tour months
ago.

Allen Weinstein. 36. directorof
the college's American Studies
program; was promised 73.000
pages of censored material from
the FBI concerning the
controversial Alger Hiss and
Julius and Ethel Rosenberg
cases. Last Friday, four months
after the FBI agreed to the
historians request. Weinstein
received 17 pages.
“U I don't receive anything

substantive within a few weeks."
Weinstein said today. "l’U
probably take court action
against the FBI for non-
compliance with their own

order/'
Weinstein sued the FBI and the

Justice Department in
November. 1972. after seeking
unsuccessfully for three years to
obtain the secret material for a
research project. Before the ease
was settled, former Atty.
General Elliot Richardson ruled
last July that the government has
to release files more than 15

years old which are no longer
related to pending investigations.

In September, the FBI agreed
to turn over the papers to
Weinstein. It said, however, that
it would carefully screen and
censor the material to protect in-

formants and surveillance
methods.
Weinstein says that the Justice

Department “has been extreme-

ly cooperative*' and has granted
him access to 1,000 pages on the
Rosenberg case.

Saxhe Helpful
The professor said that he has

talked with Atty. General
William Saxbe about the matter
and that "the entire department
has been very helpful."

"The real problem." Weinstein
remarks, “is whether they will

exercise the power over the FBI
which they have."

Weinstein said that if he sues
the FBI he wilt ask tor a specific

deadline — “perhaps a few
months" — for the material to be
handed over.

"I’m not about to spend the
rest of my life growing old.

waiting for the FBI/' Weinstein

added.
He says that the FBI d«

have been explained to him .

very complicated re\
process." The FBI told Wein
that the material is being sc;

ed by five or six offices.

"Just when you've passe
the reviews." Weins;ein sa

the FBI handling of the p3
"you net another jne yc
never heard of before."

Interviews C;ted
Weinstein said that he

hopes to interview people i:;

ed in the trials. Corcernim
files, he admits that they a
carefully censored, but :

"from a historian’s point of

I have already gotten a .

amount from the Jus ice Dt

(Continue! on p.j

(Continued From page 1>

meat which is worthwhile an
.

1 ™ sure the FBI files will offt
. much more."

Weinstein plans to write a boo
on the trials, as well as to off*
.lectures and articles on the sufc
ject.

Both Hiss and the Rosenberg
•verc the subject uf intensive F3
investigations during the l (too
and early 1950s. Thev were ac

%cused of being Communists.
Hiss, a former state depart

!?
en * official under P resi den

Franklin D. Roosevelt, was fount
guilty ol perjury — he di nit?{

charges that he turned ovei
classified documents to Russia -
end was sentenced to prison.
The ftosenbergs were con-

v.ctcd i;i as spies who stoL
atomic secrets from America for
K*issia. t Lev were executed.

are sttM the sub I eel
O; -cbate today. Somr that

- * -’Sor.bergs were “tramcii
b * U\0 f ft!.

President Nixon, then a

*
r * V ~-J 1 *cauing
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Mr. tfilliam M. Holies
Special Assistant to the Attorney General
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FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT REQUESTS OP PROFESSOR ALLEN .

WEINSTEIN FOR ROSENBERG AND ALGER HISS CASES ;
~

l

Enclosed herewith is a copy of a letter/ dated
January 30. 1974. with enclosure/ addressed to you front

Professor Allen Weinstein. This corenunication was referred
to the FBI for any assistance we could offer in preparing
• response thereto. -

.. .:. :<- * - .

•

-

With regard to Professor Weinstein's statements
pertaining to the Rosenberg case , wc are awdre of the efforts
of the Internal Sedurity Section of the Department 1 a Criminal
Division in making available nearly 1/000 pages of material.
It should be pointed out/ however# that the contents of
Departmental files are completely different from those of
the FBI. Unlike most Department files# our files consist
mainly of raw investigative data which must be thoroughly
reviewed page-by-page and deleted on a line-by-line basis
in order to bring these documents in conformance with cur-
rent Statute and Departmental policy. We currently are
experiencing a great deal of difficulty in the area of per- r

sonal privacy considerations. We have discussed this problem-
with both Professor Weinstein and Department representatives
on many occasions, and our current position is that the
Rosenberg case cannot be disclosed until personal privacy
guidelines are more definitive and meaningful. .We have
attempted to approach processing of the Rosenberg case from
the standpoint of disclosing those portions of the file where
personal privacy considerations are minimal to^honexistent;
however/ pur efforts in this .regard have teen futile .due to:

the etruetdrebf the case FBI inves£_

.

tion conducted in the Rosenberg case is intertwined with •

exeiopt and nor disclosahle information in such a way a
make extraction of any possibly fiinclosable material
impractical tc.sk. The small amount of. material which is

N

n
v
>

intertwined is so innocuous that it is valueless. MPvL

» V

with respeer tc the Alger Dies case, subsequent
tc Professor Weinstein' c letter., V?G taclvic available tc him,
on February 14th, a total of '^reports concerning the Hi«»fir'vr <Oe
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Me. William M. Holies
Special Assistant to the Attorney General
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investigation « By letter to Special Agent Richard C. Dennis,
dated February 20th, Professor Weinstein not only attempted _
to direct the manner and chronology in which the Siss case
is being processed, but he also strongly criticized the dele-
tions which we had made. Be accused the FBI of *. . .tum(ing)
historical scholarship into a Chinese puzzle...* and termed
our deletions as •promiscuous. " The deletions we made are
in conformity with current Departmental policy, as we inter-
pret it, regarding personal privacy.

Mr. Weinstein stated he was informed by Special
Agent Farrington that "...the FBI sets its own policies with
regard to release of such information independent of the
Justice Department. . . .* Apparently, he misinterpreted what >

Mr. Farrington told him. During one of Professor Weinstein's
visits to FBI Headquarters, Mr. Farrington told him that the
FBI sets its own internal policy with regard to the mechanics
by which Freedom of Information Act requests are processed.
We hope you will clarify any misinterpretation Professor
Weinstein night have with respect to the POX's operation in
relation to Departmental policies.

In conclusion, since Professor Weinstein is aware of
the difficulties ve are experiencing in the area of personal
privacy, we can only conclude that he places historical
interest considerations above those of the rights of individ-
uals to personal privacy. While we do not take issue with
Professor Weinstein's serious and legitimate historical'
interest in the Biss and Rosenberg cases, our overriding
concern is for the protection of the right to privacy of -

the individuals involved and/or mentioned in these cases.
In a speech delivered on nationwide radio on February 23,
1974, President Nixon stated that, "A system that fails to
respect its citizens* right to privacy fails to respect the
citizens thetnnelvca.* Further, in quoting James Madison,
he stated, in pursuing the overall public good, we must
make sure that ve also protect the individual's private,
rights.*

’

%
,

'

' *
' J/1
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# **

Enclosures 12)

MOTE* See G. E. Malmfe^dt to Mr. Franck memorandum, dated
3-12-74/ captioned, *Freedom of Information Act Requests' _pf .i
Professor Allen VJeinstein for Rosenberg and Alger Hiss’ Cases'.'*
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
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: :ir. Franch

M : G. E. Malmfeldt

DATE: 3-12-74

SUBJECT: FREEDOM OF INFOPJIATION ACT REQUESTS OF PROFESSOR ALLEN
WEINSTEIN FOR ROSENBERG AND ALGER HISS CASES

Amm. 0?f.

D«p. AD Adni. —
D*p. AD li»r. —

A«&t. Dir.:

Uttin. , -

f ll*» 4 Cmd. _
(n«. ,

U*nt. -

Ma paction —

_

total 1.

Labarotory

Plan. & Eval.

Sptc. In«.

Training

Logo I Coon.

To Jo phono R/n.

Director SocV

(JukitS°A Ou^htA n
Attached jF\ereto is a memorandum from the Director

to Mr. VTilliam M. Hoiles, Special Assistant to the Attorney
General, dated 3-14-74, captioned as above.

Or. 3-7-74, Departmental attorney Robert L. Saloschin,
Office of Legal Counsel, forwarded to the FOIA Unit a copy of £
a letter, dated 1-30-74, with enclosure, addressed to Mr. Iloilesr-
fron Professor Allen Weinstein. Mr. Saloschin related that *-•

Ur. Hoiles had requested FEI assistance in preparing an answer P
to Mr. Weinstein’s letter. The attachment was prepared to
furnish information to Mr. ilcilcs for his use in replying tc
Professor Weinstein. C

<•-

k :

RECOZEIENDATION : {&
r ..

i

That, upon approval of the attached memorandum, it -

.

be returned to the FOIA Unit for delivery to ?*r. Hoiles. vi
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1 - Mr. Wannall - Enclosure
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1 - Mr. Malmfeldt
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WILLtAM S. BROOMFIELD
4 * 13th District. Michigan

4

DISTRICT OFFICE*

430 North Woodward
Birmingham. Michiqan 43011

'

PMOHS: Ul'3800

903 North Main Stun
Milford. Michiqan 43042

Phono. 683-2340

139 South Broadway
Lax* Orion. Micmioam 43039

Phonei 903-2400

Congress of tf)e Umteb Stated

Houit of JUpresientattbesi

Ma^injrton. 50.C. 20515

March 6, 1974

FOREIGN AFFAIRS
COMMITTEE

WASHINGTON ADDRESS:

Suits 2435

Rayburn House Office Building

Phone. 202: 225-61 33

Assoc. Dir.

Dtp. AD Adm<

Dtp. AD Inv.

Asst. Dir.:

Admin.

Honorable Clarence M. Kelley

Director

Federal Bureau of Investigation

Washington, D. C. 20535

Dear Mr. Kelley:

SiiUc- L
Since the recent airing on televisioir^o/The Rosenberg
Trials , I have had a number of inquiries from my con-
stituents concerning the secret files.

-^iZl
' f

'' y
Fites a Com. —
Gen. Inv. _

tdenfr.

Inspection

Intel!.

a-/
1

Laboratory

Plan. A Eval. —
Spec. Inv.

Training -

Legal Court.

Telephone Rm.

Director Sec*y

They feel that these files should be released. 1 would
0

appreciate having your views on this matter as well as * ;•*

any other information which I could use in replying ta my
constituent inquiries.

/ /

ALL
L * i *

:

* i • \
* i * i

GATE

Best wishes, and my thanks for your assistance.

Sincerely,

INFORMATION CONTAINED 4<C

MVvLr\5bir iLD » William 3 .' B n6qpftfield

5k RY3d42ptirphHt\fAembe r of Congress
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J March 14, 1*74

Honorable William 8. Broomfield
Souse of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 2051S

Dear Congressman Broomfield *

X appreciate your writing as you did on March 8th
and as glad to have an opportunity to state the FBI's posi-
tion with regard to the Rosenberg trials and the recent
television program that has been aired about them.

Our investigation of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg
was entirely proper, and any allegation to the contrary is
corrplotely false. The Rosenbergs were tried and convicted in
a proper court of law. Thereafter, they exhausted every appel-
late review available to thesa. Zn denying one of the may
botions filed in this case. Federal Judge Sylvester Ryan
observed, "...that full and complete enjoyment of the
Constitutional rights of petitioners has been extended them
and has in no way been denied or Infringed." This ruling
was upheld by the Circuit Court of Appeals (22 F. 2nd 688) ,

and the 0. S. Supreme Court upheld Judge Ryan by refusing
to consider his ruling on two occasions (345 (7. 8. 965 and
1003) . Xn addition, this case was appealed to the President
of the United States, who refused to Intervene.

tDTO<«y ,,,

n. & Evol, —
e. Inv.

I r»ing

For many years the files of the FBI were considered
confidential add available to duly authorized individuals only.
Xn 1987, Congress passed the Freedom of Information Act, which
generally node available for disclosure to the general public
numerous files of the Government* however. Investigative files
of the FBI compiled for law enforcement purposes were exempted
by this statute. Xn July, 1973, the then Attorney General
issued Attorney General Order Humber 528-73 which, in essence,
said that, within the discretion of the Department of Justice,
certain investigative files of the FBI which ware cortpildd for
law enforcement purposes and which were over 15 years old could
be made available to legitimate historians for research ourposcs.

nsr? , .

1 - Detroit - Enclosure
1 - Congressional Liaison -

TELETYPE UNIT

(B

fX A V-

osure

SEE NOTE



Honorable William S. Broomfield

„ The FBI is deeply concerned over the possible
disclosure of the Identity of individuals who may have fur-
nished- os information in confidence or vhera the revelation
of a person's identity could constitute an unwarranted inva-
sion of his privacy. We have been most reluctant to release
certain files where disclosure is not required by law, but
rather by discretion of the Attorney General, before some of
these complex legal questions can be resolved by the Department
of Justice.

Bone of these questions, as they pertain to Individ*
uals in the Rosenberg case, are currently being studied by
the Department of Justice In an effort to eet up additional
guidelines that would comply with the spirit and intent of
disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act, but at the
same time protect an individual's privacy.

For your information, I am enclosing a rsprint which
Includes Attorney General Order Number 528*73.

Sincerely yours.

C. M. Kelley

Clarence M. Kelley
Director

Enclosure

NOTE: Bufiles indicate prior cordial correspondence with
Congressman Broomfield. He frequently contacts the Bureau
in regard to constituent natters.
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March 14, 1974

Attorney General of the
United States
Attention: Office of Legal Counsel

Department of Justice
Washington, D.C. 20530

Dear Sirs:

4 222
Assoc. Dir.

Dcp.-A.-O.-Adm

—

» — —

Asst. IV; v.:

A(4-v; j*' mf

0

Coirif.. V / : ~

Ext. Affairs \

FiV-- cs —- t

Ge*\ I iv". y

I&st *

^mz
Lab*iV::ry t

Plan. * EvaL _ j

1 nv. _ 1w TeiephoDft Itm. _
Director 5o-*y —

I am the attorney for Professor Allen Weinstein, who for J|

approximately two years has been requesting access (pursuant o
to the Freedom of Information Act and Attorney General Or- »

der 528-73) to documents in the possession of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation pertaining to the Bureau's investi-
gation&-)Of Alger Hiss and Whittaker Chambers and Julius and
Ethel Rosenberg. I am writing this letter in support of
Professor Weinstein's appeal of February 20, 1974 of certain
actions taken by the JFBI with respect to his requests.
Director Clarence M. Kelley has informed my client that the
appeal has been referred to your office for expedited con-
sideration (Attachment A, infra)

.

$v*
oi

$
i

i

There are three aspects to the appeal. First, Pro-
fessor Weinstein is appealing the deletion of substantial
portions of the few documents he has already received, in-
cluding virtually every name or other form of identifying
information. The documents he has received number only 112
pages and. are an infinitesmal portion of the total number of
files estimated by the FBI to relate to the Hiss and Chambers
investigation (53,000) and the Rosenberg investigation
(25,000). If the deletions made in the few documents already
released are an indication of the amount of deleting claimed
to be necessary by the FBI, it is evident to Professor Wein-
stein that the documents will be made nearly meaningless
the deletion process.

s
E

c

f .

The second aspect of the appeal stems from the EBJL'
• refusal to process the release of any interviews with the
principal witnesses who testified at the Hiss and ^Rosenberg <

‘

r

V

*3 Or Meter
EdwarclJ,^!^. C-nairmar,

>Executive Doctor «

Board of Dlrec

Osmonc K

?0T KW-OZTiETty,

1 rV\ . J' yi\\ A ’ .r';
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?r /

/rectors • Ramsey otetk, fipfirmpn. National
K. Fraenkei, German Ccrsen, MarvirpM. Ka

Advisory'Councit • Arysh
*

Karpatkin, General Counsel

J '

\:\
'

Legal Department: Melvi-i L. Wuif, Local Director; Legal Director • Staff

Counsel: Joel M. Gora • Marilyn G. Han • John H. F. Snattuck • Crenda Feigen fasfeau • Rena K. Uvm'er
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Attorney General^^ the
United States

March 14 , 1974

Page 2 .

trials. Although no written statement of the reason for this
refusal has been furnished to Professor Weinstein, apparently
the FBI is relying on a broad "privacy exception" to the polity
set forth in Attorney General Order -528-73.

Professor Weinstein does not dispute that the terms of
the Order exempt the names of anonymous informants (but not
information provided by them) . However, there is no general
•exemption in the Order (nor elsewhere in law) for the reports
and interviews of persons who necessarily cannot claim anony-
mity because their testimony is a matter of public record.
For the FBI to withhold its files about these persons is to
sequester information and statements upon which substantial
parts of the public judicial proceedings were based. Since
by definition none of this information relates to any cur-
rent activities of the principal figures in the two cases,
there is no privacy interest to protect in withholding the
reports

.

Finally, Professor Weinstein has also appealed the ex-
traordinarily slow rate at which documents are being made avail-
able to him by the FBI. He has received only two sets of docu-
ments from the Hiss-Chambers files (totalling 112 pages out
of 53,000) and has not yet received a single document from the
Rosenberg files.

.
Six months have elapsed since Director

Kelley informed us that Professor Weinstein's requests came
within the terms of Attorney General Order 528-73 and would
be granted. In the interim Professor Weinstein has made
numerous trips to the FBI office charged with processing his
requests, and has repeatedly been told that documents would
be available "soon". He is under contract to write two books
based upon his research and the interminable delays are
severely hampering his work. It is our understanding that
.the delays are at least in part a result of the deletion policy
which we are also challenging in this appeal, and we there- .

fore urge your office to reverse the FBI's policy for this
additional reason.



Attorney General c ' the
United States

March 14, 1974

Page 3

The FBI's response to Professor Weinstein’s requests
are in stark contrast to those of the Department of Justice.
More than 2,000 pages of documents, with minimal deletions,
on both the Hiss and Rosenberg cases have been made available
to Professor Weinstein since January of this year, and more
documents have been promised to him. The lack of merit in the
FBI's policy on deleting and processing its own files is under
scored by the fact that the Department of Justice does not
.follow such a policy with respect to similar documents.

Since Professor Weinstein's appeal has been pending in
your office for more than three weeks, I am requesting in
conclusion that you act on the appeal within ten days of your
receipt of this letter. I am confident that you will overrule
the FBI and order immediate processing of the Hiss-Chambers
and Rosenberg files, to be completed with minimal deletions
no later than June 15, 1974. Otherwise, we intend to seek
judicial review.

Yours sincerely.

John H. F. Shattuck

JS/je
cc: Hon. Clarence M. Kelley*/

Michael Ryan, Esq.
Professor Allen Weinstein
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ALAN CRANSTON
c.’ ^rr^^iA

f W

QICnHeb J$>{ale& J$>enale
WASHINGTON. D.C. 18010

J, /

March 18, 1974
•>^

Congressional Liaison
To. Federal Bureau of Investigation

Ninth ST & Pennsylvania Ave, NW
Washington DC 20535

\ '-tf-Vi -

U' « V •

<, (

Enclosure from:
Mr . Pete I Rand
2130 Branstetter Lane
Redding, CA S6001 (letter of 2/25/74)

Pe:

Please comment.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED.

DATE/QAJSfe BYSd^aPA

I forward the attached for your consideration.

Aisoc, Dir. ___
Pcp,-A.D..Arfm.

Dcp.-A.D--In»

As&t Dir.:

Admin. —
ComP- %at
ru 7 aW"Ext; Al/atra^
Fiies A Coin. ___
Gen. Inv. _

Jdect
Inspection

Intdl „

Laboratory i

Plan. 4 £nl ^
8pec. Inv,

Training
.

Legal Couel
. ,

Telephone Em. ^
Director Sw'jr ^

O
O
a:
a.

0-
x
II! ss

Your report, in duplicate, along with the return of the enclosure
will be appreciated.

Sincerely,

Aft* Atond*#
Alan Cranston

[’lease address envelope to:
Senator Alan Cranston
Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Att

:

M. Reynolds
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Honorable Alan Cranston
united States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Cranston ;

m

I received your letter of March 18th, together
with the letter you enclosed from yottr constituent , Mr. Pete
Hand. 1 am glad X have an opportunity to state the FBI's
position with regard to the Rosenberg trials and the recent
television programs that have been aired about then;.

s

Astot. Dir.

Dap. AD Adm,

D«p. AO lev.

Ant. Dir.:

Our investigation of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg
was entirely proper, and any allegation to the contrary is
completely false. The Rosenborgs were tried and convicted in
a proper court of law. Thereafter, they exhausted every appel-
late review available to the*. In denying one of the nany
motions filed in this case. Federal Judge Sylvester Ryan
observed, “...that full and complete enjoyment of the
Constitutional rights of petitioners has been extended then
an! has in no way been denied or infringed. * This ruling
was upheld by the- Circuit Court of Appeals (22 F. 2nd 6C6) ,

and the U, S. Suprene Court upheld Judge Ryan by refusing
to consider his ruling on two occasions (345 U. S. 865 and
1003) . In addition, this case was appealed to the President
of the United States, who refused to intervene.

For many years the files of the FBI were considered
confidential and available to duly authorised individuals only.
In 1967, Congress passed the Freedom of Information Act, which
generally nade available for disclosure to the general public
numerous files of the Government; however, investigative flics
of the FBI complied for law enforcement purposes were exempted
by this statute. In July. 1973, the then Attorney General
issued Attorney General Order Humber 528-73 which. In essence,
said that, within the discretion of the Department of Justice,
certain investigative files of the FBI which were compiled for
low enforcement purposes and which were over 15 years old could
be made available to legitimate historians for research purposes.

Admin.

Cemp. Syst.

Ext. Affair* __
Files & Cam.

Can. In*. -

(dent.

Inspection ___
Intel I*

Laboratory

Plan. & Eva I.

Spae. Inv.

Tfoinlnj —
Legal Ceun.

Tala phone Rm, —
Director Sec'y _J_

<2)

1 - Los Angeles - Enclosures (2)
1 - Congressional Services - Enclosures
1 - Hr . Wanna11 - Enclosures (2)

Personal Attention: Bring to attention of SA J. P. - Lee
A SEE NOTE PAGE TWO
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Honorable Alan Cranston

The FBI is deeply concerned over the possible
disclosure of the identity of individuals vho may have fur-
nished us information in confidence or where the revelation
of a person's Identity could constitute an unwarranted inva-
sion of his privacy. We have been most reluctant to release
certain files Where disclosure Is not required by lav, but
rather by discretion of the Attorney General, before some of
these complex legal questions can be resolved by the Department
of Justice.

j
' V

Bose of these questions, as they pertain to Individ-
uals in the Rosenberg ease, are currently being studied by
the Department of Justice in an effort to set up additional
guidelines that would comply with the spirit and intent of
disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act, but at the
same time protect an individual' a privacy.

Z am returning the letter you enclosed as you
requested

.

Sincerely youra,

C. M. KeBes

Clarence M. Kelley
Director

Enclosure
NOTE: Bufiles contain prior correspondence with Senator
Cranston regarding constituent inquiries. Pete Rand could
not be identified in Bufiles based on information available.
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March 28, 1974

Mr- Alexander H. Joseph CJ
Executive Editor , P _ . / . „

TV Guide I
y

1

‘ ' '

Radnor, Pennsylvania 19088 {

Dear Mr. Joseph:

I appreciate the assistance rendered by you
on March 27, 1974, to Special Agent Anthony D. Leone
of our New York Office.

This letter will confirm our request for
permission to reproduce the article by Simon H. Rifkind
entitled, "TV Turns Soviet Spies into U.S. Folk Heroes,"
which article appears in the March 16, 1974, edition of
“TV Guide." We would like to distribute the article to
each Special Agent in Charge of our field offices for
information. In addition, in the event inquiries con-
cerning the Rosenberg case are received at headquarters
or in the field, we would like authority from you to
utilize the article in response tSjrprhE’f'lnquiries . ^ ,

S- 116
I am grateful for your consideration in this

matter. —

-

MAILED 23

MAR 2 01974

• -FBI

Sincerely yours,

C. M. Kelley

Clarence M. Kelley
Director

3 <«* a nu

1 - Mr. Franck _ 1 XK^OX
1 - Mr. Mintz }'&*& *tjt
1 - Mr. Wannall (Attn: Mr. BraLnigan)^'"*' APR 3 1974'

jtf

NOTE: By memo W. A. Branigan to Mr. W. R. Wannall, dated
3/12/74 and captioned "Julius and Ethel Rosenberg, Espionage
Russia," Mr. Kelley approved recommendations calling for wide
usage of the Rifkind article to counter adverse publicity

} from certain TV programs concerning the Rosenbergs . Material

* CONTINUED - OVER

MAIL ROOM ^|'VgLETYPE UNIT I I ^
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NOTE: (CONTINUED)

in “TV Guide" nay be reproduced only with permission which
this letter seeks. 8A Leone has contacted the New York and
Philadelphia Offices of “TV Guide” and has determined that
although no problem Is anticipated, "TV Guide” would like a
record of our request. Nr. Joseph voluntarily contacted
Judge Rifkind, the author, who expressed pleasure that the
article might be used in the manner we have requested.
Mr. Joseph further indicated that a response to our lstter
would be forthcoming without delay.
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EDWARD I. KOCH
IflTN District, New Yohk

committees?

BANKING AND CURRENCY
HOUSE ADMINISTRATION

%uongrejft oC tfte ®ntteb Stated

Hou£e ot Representatives

ffiafif)(ngton, fi.C. 20515

NEW YORK OFFICU
Room SI 39

26 Federal Plaza

Phone: 21

2

-264-1066

WASHINGTON OfTICE;
1134 Lonsworth Office Building

PhdNE: 202-229-2436

March 19, 1974

Federal Bureau of Investigation
Congressional Liaison
Washington, D.C. 20535

o
Dear Sir: It i .. ‘ lJL £, P
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liege historian is attempting jit
of Investigation files on the J
derstanding that last July,

the Attorney General ordered their release, yet the FBI ^

I understand that a Smith co
to obtain the Federal Bureau of Investigat iun un liiC Ly
Rosenberg case. It is my understanding that last July,

« - F-l -m « ha i . t E'l v*k r

refuses to release them.

I would appreciate your comments on this matter.

Sine er el
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EIK: cd
EdwfwHJ/M. Koch
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
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March 27, 1974

apn^'v—
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A i»oc. Dif.

0«p. AD Adn.

D«p. AD In*. ___

Asst. Dir.:

Admin, - -

Comp. Sy««.

Ext, Affair* _____

Elio* & Com,

Gan. In*.

Idanf.

In* pact ion ,

IntaH. _
Laboratory .

P tort. & EvdL ___

Spac. In*,

Tro inirvp k \ -.j

Lope I Cauit. -

To l« phan« Rm,

Director Soc’y —

EEC; 106

is S~ ?33(e~
Honorable Edward I. Koch
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515 *jVT
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Dear Congressman Koch: XJ^**"*^

This is in response to your letter of March 19th.

It has been the policy of the PCI, for many years
prior to the formal investigatory file exemption given to
us by the Freedom of Information Act of 1966, to protect the
confidential nature of our files by denying unofficial access
thereto.

In July, 1973, the then Attorney General issued
Attorney General Order 528-73 which, in essence, state:’ that,
within the discretion of. the Department of Justice, certain
investigatory files of the FBI which were more than 15 years
old could be made available to legitimate historians for
research purposes.

Historically, the FBI has been deeply concerned
over the possible disclosure of the identity of individuals
who may have furnished us information in confidence. Like-
wise, we are concerned that our revelation of the identity
of a person who has furnished us information or who was the
subject of an investigation by us could constitute an unwar-
ranted invasion of personal privacy of those individuals.
In addition, there arc other unanswered legal questions of
a complex nature which we feel should be resolved prior to
disclosure of some of our files. While it appears the
Rosenberg case meets the criteria set forth in Attorney
General Order 528-73, this case also falls into the category
of cases which contain many legal questions. We continue
to be most reluctant to disclose files exempt by lav solely
at the discretion of the Attorney General until the legal
questions involved can be resolved by the Department of
Justice.

1 - The Deputy Attorney General - Enclosure
1 - Mr . Franck - Enclosure .

1 - Mr. Mintz - Enclosure pf l /
1 - Mr. Bowers - Enclosure r
1 - Bufile 62-115530 (FOI-REPLIES) "V /
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Honorable Edvard I. Koch . ..

Currently# the Department of Justice is studying
some of the questions as they pertain to individuals in the
Rosenberg case in an effort to set up additional guidelines
that vould aid us in complying with the spirit and intent
of disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act# while
at the same time protecting an individual's rights to privacy.

For your information# I am enclosing a copy of a
reprint which includes Attorney General Order 528-73.

i

Sincerely yours#

C. M. KeBetf

Clarence M. Kelley
Director

Enclosure

NOTE: We currently have litigation with Congressman Koch#
(D-New York) , concerning his FOIA request for our files per-
taining to him.



James S. Patten
119 Sunny Lane Apt. M-2
Torrington, Conn. 06790
March 29, 1974

Office of the Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
U. S. Department of Justice
Washington, D. C. 20535

Dear Director Kelley:

I thank you for your letter of March 13th and especially
appreciate your taking the time from your busy schedule
to personally respond to my inquiry.

-T
'

I thank you for the information in your letter and I am
aware and understand the legal problems concerning the
disclosure of the -Rosenberg file. It would be most
appreciative if someone on'~your staff could inform me
when any data from the Rosenberg file becomes available
for research. I would also appreciate any information
that your staff could now provide regarding the provisions
of Executive Order 11652.

Once again, thank you for your past help and expected
future cooperation.

J

^Sincerely yours.

> lu'-
(-

James S. Patten

/
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1 - Mr. Mint2

^

artSS^^*

^ fas s~f I

y prrronivjf
Mr. James S^Ea
Apartment^-2 -

119 Sunny Lane ^
Torrington, Connecticut 06790 ^

—’

DlffS-JDear Mr. Patten:

This is to acknowledge receipt of your letter dated
March 29th.

In accordance with your request/ enclosed herewith
is one copy of the provisions of Executive Order 11G52 as set
forth in Volume 37 of the Federal Register dated March 10, 1972.

I regret to inform you that/ in view of the volume
of Freedom of Information Act requests we have received for
various FBI files/ it will be impossible for us to advise you
when any data from the Rosenberg file becomes available. It
is suggested that you might consider corresponding with this
Bureau at some time in the future in order to ascertain the
status with regard to release of this file.

MAILED 22

APR 0 31974

FBI

Sincerely yours ,

C. M. Kelley

Clarence M. Kelley
Director

Enclosure

1 - The Deputy Attorney General - Enclosure
- Bufile 62-115530 (FOI-REPLIES)

NOTE: V7e have had prior correspondence with Mr. Patten
egarding the Rosenberg file. He previously has been
advised of the status with regard to release of this
file.
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April 2,

&
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txLear Judge Kaufman: yj U r / - t

.

Iy nano is I teach. English here st Arkansas and am a rather ordinary

fellow. I cere ^^^^ceepiy about this country. It, ry family, and art. are my primary

concerns in lifeR I*ve never been arrested, never bern in any kind of legal trouble,
never had a traffic ticket, e tj> . , etc .. TMs is all Just to restate that I'n jurt an
ordinaiy citizen. And althpSgh I an just an ordinary citizen, there is something that
I sn extra -ordinarily, cop«?erned about. And that is Ethel end Julius Rosenberg.

b**C
Let me say right offMhat I' do not blame you for their deaths* I blame their

deaths on the hysteria and raranoia that gripped this country in the Fifties, and
very sadly, I must say, I blame this country's officials who forged documents, made
deals, and saw to it that the Court did not hear the truth.

I'm sure that in reflection now you certainly see the kinc of monstcrour thing
th-t. was going on then. And j «n sure that a man of your stature over there ye-rs
could not Mve kert. from asking himself if the Rosenberg Case had not been a m^rt of
the M-storis, if it bad not been a frame ut> by the government to add frer.yy and
Mrerois +.0 all the cold var hoopla. Jio one could possibly keep from askine hirsolf
if be bad not been taken in. And the revelations i.n our country over the last few
years about Mg time lying, fake testimony, fake documents, aM the like have rMken
many Americans, like me, Into much doubt about the Rosenberg Cose. I have studied
the case ir. great depth, and I've re=^evprrthing th.; t‘s been written clout it, and

I know os well os I know that I a
m

->

t

Julius and Ethel Rosenberg v:cre

completely innocent.

j\e I said and as you probably know, there is terrific national interest in ..he

case r gain—on T.V., in the press, in books, arcT back hone with the ordinary citizen
v;bo Mr realized tbrt or at least is pondering whether tvio other ordinary citizens,
just like him and his wife, died at the hand of certain officials and organs rstiors
like the F.D.I., v.Mch Watergate told us ?. frightening lot about. Last week, for
example, I lectured and read poetry at Arkansas State University, a most conservative’

school !n one of the most conservative areas of a conservative state. I read a poem
ut Julius an-1 Ethel Rosenberg and talked about the case, pointed out a few f n cts,

end it vas
\ ,

*. O r
! 7

1 "r A ~ 1

of ryr
case ard st ill was in no sort of sympathy vith them. After one hour of t? 1’-

,
and I'm

no big talker or proncycrdist, after the pointing out of a few frets, she had changed

J’j lias sn ,J SAbel ii.oszr^erz

z it vas obvious that eve
th3 I tel.ked with one lad

j ihy viith them and bad kem
and L’t i 11 W3 s in no sort of

a Mn ty ye:r old opinion. And that same thimp is hnpor.ning every
flcC-84 S6^ '

where in cur. c.puM.ry;

•*><- 'V>41 £-
Rachael end Robert Merropol arc organizing a na+ioral committee thit vMl* have

branches throughout the country to inform r>*opl.n a* out tv e case ard hr nui'k- fw- fcbrv.

reopenin'- of it r.nd finally to vindicate the nr,--"s of Julius and Ethel j cr<-rv >'rm.
«vch t '-‘rr- i r, r -t only morally rlMt but absolutely necessary if ug oXBT^marfArf t

wi’'-'b ,'V fro'" such a tHng ever hap-enir- I’m surr> you know Er.ntVyarvi *s

f • "oun .at-- 1" me ot r-h "ut history. I'M memory +M *~1 C erf s f

i

L,

V\h r : re of tho t'erzroFjxc and hyst^rinc in r*ur country xv<i rorv^ to r/-V.i o^r\

K

1

X 0 w:" V ^
V‘.;i ENCLOSE

• /
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our lives a little safer.

Judge Eaufran, I know Vvt you mu.-t have Vtad doubts. And is there any quality
rrise Tore then self-criticisn, the admitting of error or doubt* Isn't that the

•>lity ve intellectually prize the most and r.orolly regard as nan's nost redc'ar.ing?

d so I an writing you ss a man ijhomi know lover this country and a ran concerned
th what is right to ask you to consider a public statrrsnt about the case at least
"gestlr.g the possibility of doubt, the doubt that I am confident a ran like you
st have felt.
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• COMMITTEE TO REVIEW
ROSENBERG-SOBEL CASE

(IN FORMATION)
C/O MOSS MAILING SERVICE

920 Eroadway .

.New York/ New York 10010

February 23, 1974

Dear Friend,

In the wake of Watergate and the cover-up, new interest has
been stimulated in. reopening the ROSENBERG-SOBEL case to demonstrate
the abuse of governmental power during the period of ."cold war"
hysteria.

1

The Public Broadcasting System has prepared for its more than
200 affiliates a 90 minute documentary entitled "The Unquiet Death

| of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg".

jfeif For those in the New York Metropolitan area this program will

H
be telecast at 8:30 P.M. , Saturday, March 2nd over Channel 13. The
Public Broadcasting System will be making it available February 25th.
The affiliates of PBS will then, schedule the documentary at times of

5LT.J? their own choosing.

Wherever you are located , we ask that you notify your friends
and those whom you think would be interested in such a program. Call
your local PBS affiliate to verify the time and date. You might also
suggest that there be a panel of appropriate commentators following

g the telecast. VJhen shown, you might request a re-run of the documentary..
' «

£ Please send us any publicity, reviews of the telecast, newspaper
^ editorials, letters to the editor, etc. with regard to the case and
the telecast of the documentary.

fc" --

In this connection you will be interested to know that "Invitation
to an Inquest" by Miriam & Walter Schneir has been published by Penguin

:k in paperback with a new introduction by the authors. We urge you, if
"f you have not already done so, to purchase it and facilitate its wide

Jrr \

-
; distribution and dissemination.

A review of the ROSENBERG-SOBEL case has been long past due
and for sometime we have been considering the appropriate steps to
effectuate this. Meanwhile we look forward to also receiving your
comments and thinking; and we hope to be in touch with you later.

Sincerely yours,

COMMITTEE TO REVIEW
ROSENBERG-SOBEL CASE

(1^ FORMATION) .

t:-:;

-
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MewsWatch

TV Turns Soviet
Spies into U.S.

Folk Heroes

f

By Simon H. filfklnd

What Is the cause of the recurrent

flurry of interest in the Rosenberg trial*7

A few weeks ago we saw the Rosen-
berg trial on Stanley Kramer’s “Judg-
ment*' series, appearing on ABC, Cur-
rently, PBS is distributing a public-

affairs documentary, “The Unquiet
Death of Julius arid Elhel Rosenberg,”

This question would be out of order
if, in fact, an author or playwright had
used the ingredients of the trial for the

creation of a truly great novel or play.

That, of course, would be sufficient

reason for publication or production.
That, however, has not happened. The
produclions exposed to the public have
not measured up, as entertainment, to

the routine cops-and-robbers stories

which till the TV screen. As news
commentary, their cargo of relevance is

on a par with that of a rerun of the
McKinley campaign.
To discover the answer to our’ ques-

tion. I suggest wc first list a tew of the
hard facts of tho Rosenberg trial.

1.

In January , iS5t, a Federal grand
jury indicted Julius and Ethel Rosen-
berg tor conspiring, from 1944 to 1950,
to communicate secret information to

the Soviet Union. No one has yet

questioned the composition oi that

Judge Rifkir.d, who served on the

Federal bench, is a distinguished trial

lawyer who had no professional con-
nection with tho Rosenberg case.

grand jury or Iho quality of its behavior.

2. The Rosenborgs were tried by a

Federal jury in New York. That jury was
not sworn until counsel for the Rosen*
bergs pronounced if a satisfactory jury;

and he did that long before he had
exhausted all his challenges.

3. Counsel for the Rosenborgs was
not court appointed. He was the Rosen-
bergs' personally retained lawyer, one
Emanuel H. Bloch, a lawyer of wide
experience and good reputation as an
advocate.

4; The judge who presided at the trial

was the Honorable Irving R. Kaufman, a
judge whose capacity and character
caused Judge Learned Hand, one of

the towering personalities of our judi-

cial system, to recommend him to
President Kennedy for appointment to

the Court of Appeals {of v;hich he is

now the Chief Judge). Judge Hand was
not known to dispense his favors care-
lessly. He was adored by n long genera-
tion of judges and lawyers as tho
champion of fail trials and me protec-
tor of human liberty.

5. The jury's verdict met the lest of

guilt beyond a reasonable doubt and
was affirmed by the Court of Appeals in

an opinion written by Judge Jerome N.
Frank. No judge had a higher reputa-
tion for tho care with which ho ex-
amined any possible ground to ques-
tion a conviction.

6. Alter conviction, the Roson—
TV GUIDE A-3



toovgs filed sixteen petitions for recon-

sideration in the Oistnct Court, seven
appeals in tho Court of Appeals, seven
applications to the Supremo Court and
two applications to President
Eisenhower tor executive clemency.
Altogether 1 12 judges dealt in one Iona
or another with the Rosenberg case.

Not one saw hi to question their guilt

or their conviction.

The explanation of how a unan-
imous verdict of guilty which
passed unscathed through every judi-

cial review and appeal can be turned

into a documentary or play which
leaves the audience convinced the dc*

fendants were railroaded (as reported

by Boh Williams, NY. Post. 2/2*5/74)

m;.y also aosv/er the first question:

Whai makes the Rosenberg case so
recurrent a subjeci tor oi am an 7 ahon?
Whoever presents the Rosenberg

trial to a public audience or on
sion must so rearrange it that the story

engages the reader s sympathy and so
that he is emotionally slined by the fate

of one or another of the protagonists.

In the story cf the Rosenberg mat,

the only characters who qualify for

such a role are the Rosenborgs them-
selves After all. it was they who suf-

fered the supreme penalty. It was they

who died faithful lo a cause they
* espoused (never mmd that Stalinism, to

which they were attached, was the

most wretched and vicious idolatry of

the century). They were tittle people
encountering tho almost hmitless re-

sources ot a powerful government.
It lakes only a few liberties with tho

true facts to woke sympathy foi such
people, even from tnosc who begin by
despising and condemning what they

have done. What can evoke more sym-
pathy than the picture of a husband
and wife going down together into the

abyss, locked in a loving embrace with

each other and holding fast to a quasi-

religious faith they passionately

espouse?
And so, the irvevdaclo has happened.

News Watch/Continued

Every new exposure of the Rosenberg
story has presented the two spies for

Russia as a pair of American folk

heroes, folk heroes who should be
understood, and therefore forgiven;

folk heroes with whom the viewer
deeply sympathizes and whose guilt Is

therefore questioned.
If guilt »s questioned it must t>e

because the processes of justice have
failed.

The villain of the play, once the spies

have become its heroes, must be the

system of American justice. The argu-

ment is simple. If, after the enormous
attention given to this case by so many
judges, the innocent are nevertheless

convicted, it must be that the system is

rotten to the core, tn short, the story

lends uself readily to the accomplish-
ment Ui iwu pui pOiCS. One, the genera-

tion of sympathy for two spies who
have served their Russian masters: and
two. the demonstration that the Ameri-

can system of justice is utterly beyond
redemption. The conclusion is

inescapable—that there are those who
find the propagation ot these two ideas

an acceptable assignment.
Those of us who have studied the

record, who know that the Rosenbergs
were fairly tried and fairly convicted by
a system of justice, which, though not

perfect, is probably the best the world
possesses, naturally question the wis-

dom or tho purpose of this prop-
aganda.
Even Bloch, the accused's lawyer,

said during summation. “I would tike to

cay to the court on behalf of all defense
counsel that . .

,
you have fried us with

utmost courtesy ... and that the trial

has been conducted . .
.
(as) an Ameri-

can trial.’*

On the day of sentence. Bloch also

said: “In retrospect we can all say that

we attempted to have the case tried as
we expect similar cases to be fried in

this country; . „ . and \ know that the
court conducted itself as en American
judge.”

A-4 TV GUIDE
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Julius and Ethel Rosen-
berg lie in an unquiet grave,

though it is 21 years since

they were execured in Sing

Sing lor espionage.

The ecu pie were in iheir

30s. And the parents of two
young sons, when fhev were
convicted of pacing defence

secret* — including the key
to the atomic bomb — to

the Russian Government.
They are the only

Americans in US history to

be esecuted for spying as a

result of a judgment by a

civil court.

The judge. Irving Kauf-

man, added that the Ro*cn-

betgs' “betrayal ... un-

cioubtedfv has altered the

course of history to the dis-

advantage of our country.”

But Ethel aad Julius went

to the electric chair, after two
years of appeals and appli-

cations, passionately pro-

claiming their innocence.

An hour before their death.

Efhd wrote a deeply moving
letter to Iheir ‘ons. aged JO

and 6. in which she declared;

"Always remember that we
were innocent and could not

wrong our conscience/'

T.ictr sons have remem-
bered After years of

anonymity. Michael. 31. and
Robert. 26. recently came io

the public's attention for the

first time since they were

whisked away from their last

death -cell visit and became
lost in a tangle of custody

battles.

They emerged in Spring-

field, Massachusetts. two

highly articulate, intelligent,

politically radical faculty

members of Western New
England College.

Bearing the surname of

their adopted parents, Ahel
and Anne Meeropol. the bro-

thers came rorwaru to (an

the growing doubts about the

cu/lt of the Rosenbergs.

cifically, they accuse the

J^enhower Government of

‘h/sing murdered the:r

rents.

They see in the post-

atergate political ntmos-

here an opportunity to re-

pen the Rosenberg case and

, . o expose the FBI and (he

-T Government prosecutors for.

they believe, using lies and

duplicity to win a sensabonal

case irt an hysterical era.

Both men are married and
are fathers. They are close.

Michael remembers the po«t-

execution days when he

would “go ape when he

( Robert! even got near (he

edge of a subway platform.”

Today, [heir mutual care

and affection are obvious

The Rosenbergs’ children claim, Tt
Government murdered our parents
By ADELE HORIN NEW Y

and they bat conversation

hack and forth like Siamese
twins.

Both have bushy trvous-

taches, long hair and wear
(he casual, crumpled clothes

of junior faculty members.
Michael Has a PhD in

economic history and is fair

with a warm and ready
smile, Robby. as the younger
is called, has a Master's
degree in anthropology and
is darker and more intense.

If there are psychological

scars, they are not obvious
to reporters who have spent

agreeable hours in conversa-
tion with them.

Memories of
his parents
Robby recalls few mem-

ories of his parents, only
that their home on the
poor lower east side of Man-
hat ran “was an atmosphere
of warmth and Jove.”

Michael remembers more —
playing baseball with his

lather, the day the FBI agent
came to take his father
away, the time two weeks
later when his mother said;

“Yon remember what hap-
pened to daddy? Well, it

happened to me. too/’

He remember* visiting ths
Death House and asking his

parents if they were innocent
and their answer; “But of
course we are."

He remembers kicking and
screaming as he was tom
away from them on his last

visit.

The Meeropols, who
adopted the boys, did not
know the Rosenbergs but
their book-filled home pro-
vided the same kind of
warm, liberal, intellectual en-

G:onmenf that Ethel and
Julius held dear.

The Rosenbergs believed

in the popular front commu-
nism that many intellectuals

and workers espoused during
the radical 1930s.

“It was a rime w hen most
self-respecting students pro-

fessed a belief in socialism

£i>txus&e Cretrite
(AU5T. UM1TED1

Mtretwt B*nfc«rf t t • Corporal Finance
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j
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and the class struggle/’ a
contemporary recalls.

But the political climate
changed with a swiftness that

swept past the student radi-

cals. They were left holding
the revolutionary philosophy
of the 1930s ip the midst of
the 1940s aod 1950s when
such views were found
treasonable in the court of
Joe McCarthy.
When the Rosenbergs sup-

posedly engineered the theft

of atomic bomb secrets, the

USSR was an ally, lauded
for its heroic stand against

the Nazis,

But the atomic age had
ushered in an age of fear

and irrationality and by
1947 Americans had wit-

nessed the jailing of the Hol-
lywood Ten and the black-

listing of scores of other
writers and actors for

communist sympathies or
affiliations.

Four years after the end
of the war, the nation was
gripped by anti-communist
hysteria.

In 1945 Julius Rosenberg,
an electrical engineer, had
lost his Government job as an
inspector for the Army Sig-

nals Corps following allega-

tions of Communist Party
membership. He had unsuc-
cessfully fought the dis-

missal,

He was running a machine
shop with his brothers-in-law

when President Truman
announced on September 23,

1949. that the Russians had
exploded an atomic bomb.
The announcement un-

leashed panic in the US.
Congressman Richard Nixon
expressed a commonly held

belief when he said that Rus-
sia's atomic bomb develop-

ment was hastened by the

failure of the Truman
Administration to act against

“red spies” in the US.
The official biography of

the FBI describes its boss, J.

Edgar Hoover, as reacting

with shock and anger to the

news. He immedately issued

orders — "find the thieves.”

Walter and Miriam
Schneir. in the pro-Rosen-
berg book, “Invitation to an
Inquest/’ claim that the

frenzied political climate
and Hoover’s strong anti-

communist feeling made it

imperative for the FBI to

turn up someone.
In February* 1950, Dr

Klaus Fuchs was arrested in

London on his own confes-
sion of having given atomic
secrets to a Soviet agent in

America.
Lets than four months

after the arrest of Fuchs, the

FBI turned up Harry Gold— seemingly a miraculous
find.

Gold had been involved in

turning over “rather com-
monplace” information to

the Russian Trade Agency in

the early 1930s and 1940s,

and had seemed to enjoy the

adventure.

The Schneirs depict Gold
as a disturbed introvert with

a rich imagination who lived

in a fantasy world that con-
trasted dramatically with his

routine existence.

Meanwhile, the FBI had

The Rosenbergs' sons Robby and Michael . , . victims of
FBI fonaricism?

conducted a dragnet of
personnel who had worked
at the Los Alamos A-bomb
y(* in Mew Mevieo where
Lochs bad been employed.

One of those interviewed
was David Greenglass. an
evGI and a machinist,

described as a former mem-
ber of the Young Commu-
nist League. David Green-
glass was the younger bro-
ther of Ethel Rosenberg.

The tale that unravels rn

the Schneirs’ book would
seem amazing in any age but

our own.
The Watergate scandals

have given some clue to the

paranoia conservative govern-

ments may experience in

stressful rimes. The scandals

have lowered the threshold of

government credibility and
make the Schneirs* accusa-

tions of official lying and
manipulation seem less out-

rigeous now than they were

it the \950s and early 1960s.

They claim that the FBI
fabricated confessions and
sxove mightily and with suc-

cjss to link Gold and Green-
gass in espionage activities

tkat, in fact, never took

place.

Other writers who
question fhe official version

U events believe that Gold,

Oretnglass and his wife,

Futh, were involved io spy-

iig.

These writers and the

Srimeirs. however, agree that

Creenglass accused his sister,

Ethel and her husband Julius

\* save his own and his

life’s skin.

Greenglass placed his bro-

iler-in-law at the head of a

sjy ring coo trolled by the

Sbviet Vice-Consul, Anatole
Yakovlev, who had since re-

timed to the USSR.
Greenglass said that his

wife, at Julius's request, had
vsited him at the Los
Alamos site and asked him
tc steal information about

tie A-bomb project.

Rosenberg heatedly denied

the accusations

However, he was arrested— 25 days later the police
am* for Ethel.

Though on closer in-

spection, the case against the

Rosenbergs was based mainly
on the testimony of prose-
cution witnesses bent on sav-

ing their own necks, few be-

lieved rhe Rosenbergs 1

asser-

tions of innocence.

Twenty years later, those

reading the trial record can-

not find a positive answer to

questions about the guilt or

innocence of the Rosenbergs.

Painstaking
detection
Painstaking detective work

by the Schneirs casts doubt
on fundamental aspects of
the FBI's case.

The Schneirs have not
been alone in disputing im-
portant points in the prose-

cution case. Recently, there

have been two television

documentaries on the Rosen-
bergs.

The case has also been the

subject of plays and books,
the latest by the well-known
conservative trial lawyer,
Louis Ni2er. He concluded
that there was more than a
reasonable doubt of the

Rosenberg’s guilt. He dealt

with the Schneirs’ contrary
evidence and theories by
ignoring them.

It was the Ntier book,
"The Implosion Conspiracy/'
that drew the Rosenbergs’
sons out of anonymity. They
sued for copyright in-

fringements.

Well-versed in every ele-

ment of the case. Michael
and Robert said they had not

emerged sooner because “if

we came out and said our
parents were innocent with-

out having made an in-

vestigation. they'd say. ‘Well,

their children say they' were
innocent. What do you ex-

pect?*
"

Michael added: “But

Watergate changed C

degrees. We’d been s.

along the Governnv
been lyme. The who'
ment /or the Cambo
cret bombing, arrm
Watergate, is that

security justifies C>o\;

secrecy at the iwpenv
people/’

Robby: “If we c<

pose that this has
been true, as w<

parents, we could st

public.”

Michael: "The Rl

Case could have hapt

1692, the Salem
Trials. Ot 1920. th

World War I red >.

Sacco- Vanzetti, VS

Government become
serving, you will s

ddertts like this, stir

sent. It snowballs. F
suppress communist
rascals, then rhe

people, then (he d.

and who knosss wher
stop? Well if we c:>

the first step, our
case* was a lie, me
can stop it.”

The Rosenbergs' sc

learnt that Harry G.
18 months ago. Tin
never heard from th\

and uncle who hroe .

their name. They
what burdens the

glasses could be living

When the choice

the Rosenbergs was
'

or die,” they chose
and were electroc’.

June 19, 1953.

"It would have be;

ing death for them ’

confessed a wrong ,r

into our e>es.“ vaij v
“They were id

Robby added.

The sons hope tc

national committee
open the case. They -

will not rest un 1

questions are put to t;

"We want to sho
are innocent.” Robb
”not just that the

questions.'*
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Amid outraged cries that “loafe/i
1* and

^htudgers” were drawing long-term uoem-

playment benefits, the Department of Labor

vkCttt looking for the Queenslander said to

have registered himself with the Com-
monwealth Employment Service as “lion

tamer.*'

They didn’t find him. despite a con-

scientious search. Departmental officials cite

this as evidence that ah criticism is somewhat

exaggerated.

Even the Victorian Premier, Mr Dick

Hamer, who Jas-t week sent a telex message

to Prime Minister Whitlam urging the

Government to impose rougher conditions on
applicants for unemployment benefits, fell

for the fictional bon tamer.

Some applicants list their occupation as

class blower or lion tamer, he was reported

10 have said.

Top Labor Department people are under-
standably concerned that some people in the
community m.iv be abusing the provisions
lor unemployment benefits.

Minister for Labor Clyde Cameron has
v.ud he wants to get rid of “slackers who are
on unemployment benefits and iust won't
v,ork.“

*T\c cot no sympathy for people who can
he described as the professional unemployed
per->n who just won’t work and who treats

iincmplrn mem benefits as being a suitable or

^ui'i'.ictorv alternative to working,'
1 Mr

Cameron said.

A joint working party of experts from the

departments of Labor and Social Security

ha', been looking at the so-called ‘‘work test**

lor unemployment benefit applicants to see

whether it ri adequate or whether it needs
toughening or modifying in some other way.

The party has completed its investigation

and is expected fo report to Mr Cameron
and Social Security Minister Bill Hayden
wiihm a week.

The Labor Government substantially eased
the work test in April. 1973, not long after it

came to power.

A claimant for the benefit now must “be
capable and willing to undertake work of a

class which he normally follows or of an
equri alent kind,” and “a person should not
be denied benefits merely because an employ*
er or employers disapprove of his appearance
and on these grounds decline to engage him.
Employers do not have the right to determine.

They can’t find the lion tamer,

but hard-core unemployed grow
By GEOFFREY GLEGHORN

Clyde Comerort ... no sympathy far

the professional unemployed.

under penalty of denied employment benefits,

aceptable dress and appearance in a free, tol-

erant social democracy.
1*

Department of Labor people, while look-
ing seriously at the possibilities of abuse, are
inclined to think that only a minor per-

centage of benefit recipients come into the.

so-called, “bludger” or “slacker” class. -

However, there are some disturbing*
features of the statistical material where the
figures are not behaving as they have in the
past, and so far nobody has come up with
any sound reasons for the aberration.

A thorough analysts of “Full Employment
^

in Australia” in J970 divided unemployment'
into three broad classes:

• Frictional— people changing employment,

Dick Harner , . . o telex

to the PM.

entering the work force for the first time,

or re-entering after a period of absence.

• Structural —* when the unemployed are

unable or unwilling to adjust to the exist-

ing pattern of demand for Labor,

• Hardcore — those whose unemployment
is attributable mainly to personal charac-
teristics rather than circumstances arising

* from their location or occupation.

The 1970 analysts indicated in rough
terms that about one-quarter of the unem-
ployment was frictional, one-half was basi-

cally structural and the remaining quarter

principally hard core.

The hard core area is the obvious one
where abuses may occur, and it embraces
people with physical or mental disabilities.

those who because of age and other factors

such as limited education may not readily fit

into a new employment situation, and tboso
who are not generally acceptable to employ-
ers because of their personal attitudes or
behaviour, unsatisfactory work records, in-

sobriety, etc.

Recent figures suggest that the hardcore
area of unemployment may be becoming a
more intransigent problem. For one thing a
higher proportion of the registered unem-
ployed are receiving unemployment benefits.

In February, 1970, only 24 per cent of the

registered unemployed were receiving unem-
ployment benefit. In December, 1973 the

percentage was 34.5 and this rose to 40.6 per

cent in January this year and 41.3 per cent

in February.

The other disturbing feature is that there
is an apparent increase in the percentage of
people on unemployment benefit long term.

In December last year, the latest figure

available, 19 per cent of people on unem-
ployment benefit had been gening the benefit

for six months or more.

This compared with 12 per cent just be-

fore Labor came to power, 13,9 per cent in

March last year and 17.9 per cent last Sep-

tember.

Relaxation of the work test may have had
something to do with this, coupled with an
increase in the size of the benefit. U may
also have something to do with changed atti-

tudes to work. It is now often more socially

acceptable — and just as remunerative in a

communal situation — to go on the dole

rather than work in some repetitive, mono-
tonous and relatively low-paid job.

No one really knows, and meanwhile tha

search for the elusive unemployed Jiontamer

and the out-of-work glass blower goes on.
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UNITED STATES GO . ANMENT

Memorandum
Department of justice

? Assoc. Dir.

TO

FROM

Clarence Kelley
Director,
Federal Bureau of investigation

Susan M. Hauser
Staff Assistant To the
Deputy Attorney General

dah: April 1.

Aset Dir.:

Admin. —

subject: FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT REQUEST - Paul B. Owens

Comp. Syit

\ Ebrt Affairs

j
¥*iles & Com. _

' G'in. [nv.

|
IcUmt
Inspection

Intell. -

Enclosed herewith Is a request for access to the specified items

£ ,
concerning the Julius and Ethel Rosenberg case.

Pursuant to 28 CFR i 16.5 which took effect on March 1, 1973, the
head of the responsible division shall, within 10 working days, either
comply with or deny a request for records unless additional time is re-
quired.

In cases where additional time Is required the requester should be

notified of the reasons for the time extension, which should not exceed
10 additional working days. An extension of time in excess of 10 addi-
tional working days requires the approval of the Deputy Attorney General.

If the request Is denied, the requester should be informed that the
denial may be appealed within 30 days to the Attorney General, and that
judicial review will be thereafter available.

Copies of all acknowledgements and responses to the requester
should be forwarded to the office of the Deputy Attorney General.

Laboratory
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8pec. Jnv.
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March 28, 1974

The Honorable William B. Saxbe
Attorney General of the United States

United States Department of Justice

Washington, D. C. 20530

RE: Freedom of Information Act
Title 5, U.S.C. 552 (A)

Dear Attorney General Saxbe:

1 am writing this letter pursuant to the provisions of Title 5, USC,
Section 552 (A), . .(Freedom of Information Act) to secure from the Depart-
ment of Justice certain documents and records relating to the Petitions for

Executive Clemency filed on behalf of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg on Jan-
uary 10, 1953 and Denied February 11, 1953.

Pursuant to the above statue, would you please send me the follow-

ing identifiable records:

' (1) The written Petition for Executive Clemency filed in behalf

of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg on January 10, 1953.

(2) Any written papers, documents or memos filed by the gov-
ernment in opposition for Executive Clemency for Julius and
Ethel Rosenberg.

i

I
,

/

(3) The written order by President Dwight D. Eisenhower deny-
\ ing Executive Clemency said denial dated February 11, 1953.

(4)

Any and all documents, records or memos relating to the

Julius and Ethel Rosenberg case which can be released under
the Freedom of Information Act and that are in the files of the

Justice Department.

It is respectfully requested that the Department of Justice will file

a response to this letter pursuant to the Justice Department regulations,

28 C. F.R. *16.5, 38 Fed. Reg. 3292 (Feb 14, 1973).
- ;

/ *' - -

1 -

-—Respectfully yours,
f

£.£< -iC ^

,

'?'^Pi'uLB?<^Owens (36564-133

U, S. Penitentiary - Box 1000

Marion, Illinois 62959

- rrro -w—

*
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The Honorable William B. Saxbe
Attorney General of the United States March 28, 1974

The aforegoing letter is dated and mailed this date - March 28, 1974.

CC: Office of the Deputy Attorney General
FILE

PBO:aj



April 19 , 1974

1 - Mr. Mintz

j

The Deputy Attorney General
Attention: Susan M. Hauser
Staff Assistant

Director , FBI 4^""

ftEC 107\ .

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT REQUEST
PAUL B. OWENS f

Reference is made to a memorandum from Susan M. Hauser,
Staff Assistant to the Deputy Attorney General dated April 1,
1974, captioned •Freedom of Information Act Request - Paul B*
Owens .

“

If the Criminal Division is unable to locate the
material listed in Items 1 through 3 of Mr. Owens' letter of
March 28th, please advise us, and we will search our files
for these documents.

With respect to Mr. Owens' fourth request, any and
all documents, records and memorandums relating to the Julius
and Ethel Rosenberg case are exempt from put-lie disclosure
pursuant to the provisions of the Freedom of Information Act.
At this time we have not released any records from the Rosenberg
files to the public. Further, it is our view that Kr. Owens is
pot an historical researcher within the purview of Attorney
General Order 528-73. For your information, he is currently
serving a ten-year sentence at the United States Penitentiary
in Marion, Illinois, for bank robbery.

Assac. Dir. —
Dap. AD A<dm

Oep. AD ttiv.

A»*f . Dir.;

Admin.
j

1

Camp. $y«t»

Cat. AHaifa .

A Cam.
/

G>n . InV.

1d*nl.

1 - -Bufile 62-115530 (FOI-REPLIES) "
w

NOTE; This matter was informally coordinated with Sue Hauser of
the DAG's Office. She was informed that it was more likely Ly
correspondent's requests 1 through 3 would be located in Depart-
rnent files, but if they could not find the documents he requested^ \

we would search our files. She requested a memorandum to her y ,

setting forth our policy with regard to his request number fouD. j|

(5)

Impaction

Intoll.

Laboratory

Plan. A Eva I

5p*c. inv

Training
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Rovlblg Slip

^,Da<Jhrv, 12-22-e3>

: [X] Director

Att External Affairs

Date &BT.U 22
t

1974

Division
FILE

SAC-

QASAC
Supv.

Agent

st-
C^C—
cc_
Steno

Clerk

Ti...- J1ILIES-_AND ETHEL

ESP-R

[~1 Acknowledge

1 1 Assign Reassign

1 |

Bring (it#

Call me

I I Correct

1 j Deadline

RE: Bureau routing slip,

4/15/74, and enclosed
reprint from TV Guide,

Rotor #:

ACTION DESl red SIMON H.

/

a Open c«« RIFKIND , . entit-

j |
Prepare lead cards lsd, 1 TV TumS
Prepare tickler Soviet Spi.CS

| |
Return assignment cord Into U « S •

Return file Folk Heroes"

(331 Search and return

["1 See me

Serial #

Past [33 Recharge Return

Send to

| 1 Submit new cborge out

j |
Submit report by

Type [itK

1 1
Deadline passed

I |
Delinquent

( | Discontinue

Expedite

ar«u
I |

For information

HsodU

r\ hiitial A return

I |
Leads need attention

| | Return with explanation or notation os to action * s

SAC*, Richmond , furnished article on^
basis to SAC contacts and friends in hew^s media'

by cover letter dated 4/18/74.

u . Enclosed for Bureau is self-explanatory letter
received in response to SAC's mailing, whidw
may be of interest sac
to Bureau;',- RICHARD D. ROGGE

EnC . 1 See reverse side Office Richmond

U*>
NOT RECORDED
12 APR 29 1974

« GPO : 1071 4* 1 -*»*



April 19, -974

Mr. Richard D. Rogge

Special Agent in Charge

Federal Bureau of Investigation

P.0. Box 12325
Richmond, Virginia 23241

Dear Dick:

Thank you so much for sending me a copy of the TV Guide article

authored by Judge Rifkind, with whom I worked on a few industry matters

during my New York days and for whom I have great respect.

I think, for my money, he hit the nail right on the head. Particularly

so since he was not saying that the subject should be swept under the

rug and hot covered, but only that the coverage should have been drama-

tised more in line with the facts.

I am grateful to you for making sure that I saw the article. I

hope you will be in the area and drop in again before long.

ks~ST
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Routing >Hp
FrM(Rev. >2'22-69>

To:
Qjjj

Director
Date 4/22 /7tr

—

A
;

Au.
DIVISION

J- FILE

Q SAC -

C ASAC

Supv.

Agent

SE_
Oic_
CCC_

Steno

I

* Clerk

Title, JULIU S AMI
<2>R0SEN'Bt55‘

bureau routing slip 4/15/71
id enclosed reprint from

r-, SIMON H. RIFKIND .entitled,
”TV Turns Soviet Spies Into

C Clerk C3 R°tor *- U; Sr Folk Heroes -11-
ACTION DESI R £ D

i ? Acknowledge ( Open Cose

[Assign Reassign } Prepare lead cords

j f
Bring file

j
j Prepare tickler

j !
Coll me ( Return assignment card

I I Correct ( Return file

I (
Deadline — Search and return

Deadline passed f See me

(Delinquent
j

’ Serial *

| j
Discontinue 'Post Recharge CLi|t/^ rn

[ )
Expedite Send to ,r^>

! 1
File ( Submit new charge out ~S~

PI For information
I Submit report by

«.«. S t,,. «-

| j
Initial & return ^

f i Leads need attention 0 v
>.

'
j *

\

1

Return with explanation or notation or to action taken.

SAC, Richmond furnished article on selective basis
to SA.C Contacts and friends >in news media by cover
letter dated 4/18/74. Encased for Bureau is a
self-explanatory letter jp&ceived in response to
SAC f s mailing, which n£ay be of interest to BurealfN

jt?*- Bureau (Enc 1) RICHARD D. ROGGJr
2 - Richmond (1 - 8 0-6 $6? —
RDR : GTC (1 - 65-1672)

W

i \ sJUu

See reverse si de Office

GPO i t«>l 42t * 4T#

MERt.IW -i/ SI <?L 'Si’S(OAJBUH*hot
DAI-

^ k r ,7 2.9 ; 974
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Mr. Richard D. Rogge blC
Special Agent m Charge

Richmond Office

Federal Bureau of Investigation

P. O. Box 12325

Richmond, Virginia 23241

April 22, 1974

Dear Dick:

Thanks so much for sending me Judge Rifkind's article from TV GUIDE,
and it certainly was a beautiful piece. We have got to stop tearing our

country apart, and it is good to see that at least one judge is on our side

as we try to put it back together.

I too hope I will see you soon, and should you have the opportunity to

attend the Rotary meeting on Wednesday at the Executive you might be

interested in what I have to say and show with regard to our need for

more attention to national defense and less to Watergate.

Kindest regards.
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Routing 5Hp
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To: [jp Director

An.

E

XTERNAL AFFAIRS
DIVISION

Daie 4/22/7*
»

FILE

SAC-

ASAC

Q Supv.

Agent

SE_
QIC—
CjCC-
O Steno

O Clerk

Title.. JULIUS. ANIT ETHEL
ROSENBERG
HSR^R

I I Acknowledge

1 I Assign Reossign

j \ Bring file

Coll me

1 |
Correct

I ]
Deadline

j
! Deadline passed

j
1 Delinquent

i 1 Discontinue

i I
Expedite

CU File

f'*n For information

dSHondle

I |
Initiol & return

Leads need attention

bureau routing^sTip 4715/ 7

*

rf&id enclosed reprint from
TV Tulde 3/16/74 by Judg£
SIMON H. RIFKIND, entitled,
"TV Turns Soviet Spies Into

Rotor #; u. -S^Tolk Heroes

»

ACTION DESIRED
I |

Open Cose

[ 1 Prepare lead cords

i \
Prepare tickler

[ \ Return assignment card~ Return file

3 Store!* and return~
See me

Serial #

[ }
Post ^2 Recharge

Send to

Submit new charge out

Submit re^rji^y

Typ«
& „

Q-' Return with explanation or notation os to oction token. - •

SAC, Richmond furnished article on selective basis
to SAC Contacts and friends news media by cover
letter- dated 4/18/74. Enclosed for Bureau is a
self-explanatory letter .received in response to
SAC f s mailing, which ulay be of interest to Bure

0 - Bureau (Enc 1) RICHARD D. ROGG
2 - Richmond (1 - 80-6 $89
RDR : GTC (1 - 65-1672)
(3-)

—

See reverse side Office
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Mr. Richard D. Rogge
Special Agent in Charge

— -Richmond Office - -

Federal Bureau of Investigation

P. O. Box 12325

Richmond, Virginia 23241

April 22, 1974

Dear Dick:

Thanks so much for sending me Judge Rifkind’s article from TV GUIDE,
and it certainly was a beautiful piece. We have got to stop tearing our

country apart, and it is good to see that at least one judge is on our side

as we try to put it back together.

I too hope I will see you soon, and should you have the opportunity to

attend the Rotary meeting on Wednesday at the Executive you might be

interested in what I have to say and show with regard to our need for

a more attention to national defense and less to Watergate.

Kindest regards.

oi:

;

,
i

fyi — rsu:./'.

- . S3 £ -



Slip

12* 22-63V

LSD.rector

Au . External Affairs

Date fkPP ?.?. i

1974

Division
FILE

QSAC-
ASAC

Supv.

Agent

OSE—
CjIC—
cc_

I |
Steno

Clerk

t:.,. . JULIUS AND ETHEL
J ROSENBERG ,

ESP-R

RE:

(U Acknowledge

1 1 Assign Reassign

Bureau routing slip,

4/15/74, and enclosed—-—— reprint from TV Guide,

a R^or #: 3/16/74, by_Judge_
ACTION DES1 RED SIMON H.

OpeoCaie RIFKIND, entit-
Prepare lead cofdt l^ci^ TV Til ZTT1S

| ]
Prepare tickler Soviet Spi-GS

33 Rattfrn assignment cord Into U* S«

i j
Return file

: I
Search and return

( !
S«e me

Q] Serial «

Folk Heroes”

Port
;

Send to

Recharge 33 Return

33 Submit new charge out

j j
Submit report by

[IH Type f.£“"

Bring file

CD Call me

[ |
Correct

[ )
Deadline

33 Deadline passed

33 Delinquent

33 Discontinue

33 Expedite

I 1
For information

j

1

'
j
Handle

1'
1
initial & return

| 1 Leads need attention

Q3 Return with explanation or notation os to action tafc^Ct

SAC, Richmond, furnished article on|^
basis to SAC contacts and friends ifi

by cover letter dated 4/18/74.
Enclosed for Bureau is self-explanatory letter
received in resppiFtfce to SAC’s mailing, whicj
may be of inffetrest $AC
to Bureau?; - RICHARD D. ROGGE

Enc. 1 s«e reverse side Office Richmond

media

GPO • »®7» 4at-4t»
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,
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April 19, 1974

Mr. Richard D. Rogge
Special Agent in Charge

Federal Bureau of Investigation

P.0. Box 12325
Richmond, Virginia 23241

\P<-

Dear Dick:

Thank you so much for sending me a copy of the TV Guide article

authored by Judge Rifkind, with whom I worked on a few industry matters

during my New York days and for whom I have great respect.

I think, for my money, he hit the nail right on the head. Particularly

so since he was not saying that the subject should be swept under the

rug and not covered, but only that the coverage should have been drama-

tized more in line with the facts.

I am grateful to you for making sure that I saw the article. I

hope you will be in the area and drop in again before long.
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Dear Professor tfainatains 3-^ , u r * r^

Thank you far jr»w latter af January 30. 1974. The (^TXs?
Attorney General appreciates your compliments concerning V{_Jy*-
Maaara. Martin and Tafa.

j

y

With regard to Mr. Farrington* a alleged remark on your
laat visit to hia office, you may feel aaaurad that the FIX
set# its own internal policy with regard only to the mechanics
by which Frefcdoe of Information Act requests are processes'.
The Attorney General, with the advice af the Office of Le^ial
Counsel, la the ultimate a*i»inietrative arbiter of ell
Freedom of Information Act requests to the FBI.

.X understand thet you have appealed three aspects of
the handling of your original request i (11 material deleted
frota documents disclosed to you, (2) the FBI* a rafueal to
process for release the interviews of principal witnesses
at the. hiss and tosenherg trials, and ( 3) the slowness with
whiehFBI documents have been made available to you. The ^
FBI tell# .

me that it la processing the documents you requested
as eapeditiouely as possible. Tour latter af February 20th,
however, - appears to have been oisrouted. Although Director
Kelley Indicated to the contrary In hia letter of March 4,
1974, which alao indicated your letter would be treated
aa aa appeal, and there appears to be soma confusion over
telephone messages, your letter did not reach the Office of
Logel Counsel until March 20th. The Office of Legal Counsel
la presently meosidarlag your appeal £hd the reiteration
thereof in s letter from yo$r' lawyer, Mr. John K.F. Shettuck, Esc
dated Merck W, 14?C To oerpedite mettekd its the future, please
address jety correspondence regardleg your appeal to the
Attorney General, Attention ice of Legal Counsel.
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I hope Chet this letter will clarify the current circut;-
•tenees surrounding your retjuest* for docuzicrits under the
Freedon of Information Act. If 1 can be of further assist-
ance please do not hesitate to write.

Sincerely

,

V1UU» H. Holies
Administrative Assistant
to the Attorney General

2
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1 mm replying to your latter of April 1, 1974, to
the Attorney General. In that lettar you expreesed an
Interest In the disposition of a request for release
of the Rosenberg file. That matter le presently under
consideration by the Department

.

When the matter is resolved we vill sand you a letter
explaining our disposition of the matter.
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Sincerely,

m mm i

Robert 0. Dixon, Jr.
Assistant Attorney General
Office of Legal Counsel
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210 SOUTH STREET • NEW YORK, N. Y, 10003

April 16, 1974

Mr. Clarence M. Kelley
Director
The Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D. C. 20530

Dear Sir:

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act as interpreted
by Attorney General's order number 529-73, I request access
to the P.B.I. files concerning the investigations relating
to the prosecution of United States vs. Julius^Rosenberg,
Ethyl Rosenberg and Morton Sobell.

r'“ " '

n>

Please advise me as to how such access may be accomplished

I thank you for your cooperation.

Yours sincerely. /
o
CJ

RJB :h
EX-116

ROBERT J. BAZELL
Staff Reporter

jm
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Dear Mr. Bazell

;

Your letter of April 16th has been received.

In response to your request, we are currently
attempting to resolve a myriad of legal questions which
have arisen as a result of requests for disclosure of the
Rosenberg file. Manv of these concern the right of per-
sonal privacy of principals' and other individuals involved
and/or mentioned in this case. As a result, we have not
disclosed any data from this file as of the present, and
we will not be in a position to do so until the legal
questions have been satisfactorily resolved.

It is suggested that you might consider corre-
ponding with this Bureau at some time in the future in
rder to ascertain the status with regard to release of

this file.

Sincerely yours,

S» f.v. Keiiey

Clarence M. Kelley
Director

1
1

- The Deputy Attorney General - Enclosure
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DIRECTOR, FBI (101-2433)
APR 3 0 1974

SAC, HEW TORE (100-3715S) (F)

MORTON SQBELL
S3P-R
(00: *Y)

Rs Bu 0-7 dated 4/15/74, with attached neve clipping.

At noted by the Bureau, recent artidea in the preae -tT

have indicated that subject has been attempting to examine aome J>
of the Government trial exhibits which were utilized in the 7*

R06ENBERG-SQBELL trial in 1951* '

on
The office of U8A-8DRY have been unable to locate

any of the trial exhibits from the ROSENBERG trial, and baa
eo advised attorneys for subject. C\

As a result of the above, on 4/8/74, subject filed
a Civil Action in USDC, SONY, against the A.G., USA and Chief
AUSA, 5DNY, and Clerk of USDC, SONY, to compel theae individu-
als to aake available Government exhibits 1 thru 10.

A copy of the above complaint together with a copy
of a letter from subjects attorney, dated 2/25/74, is enclosed
herewith for the information of the Bureau.

On 4/22/74, SILVIO HOLLO, Chief AUSA, SONY, advised
that to date his office had been unable to locate the ROSENBERG
exhibits, but the search for then is continuing. He advised
that this matter will be handled by the Civil Division, Offlct
Of USA, SDHY.

<-$36 ) (,.<&
- Bureau

- 65 -5^236 ) (J. EOSgNBERQ)
York

(1 - 65-15348) (J, ROSENBERG)

pro j bp

(5)
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mrqjttJJStmm. 36564-133

"PK ]Qfln
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Dear Mr* Ovens:

May 1, X974
1 - Mr. Wanna11
1 ~ Mr. Mints

i&p i'X-sL '*:*

- ... » V‘ ** ^W(% -'i* '

c • c< --

We have been naked to respond to items 3 and 4
in year letter of March 28th addressed to the Attorney
General.

:-4.

Enclosed is a reprint which sets forth current < *

Department of Justice regulations and policy concerning ^
Implementation of the Freedom of Information Act, We are
also forwarding copies of statements concerning the appeals "

, ^
of Julius and Ethel‘-Rosenberg made by President Eisenhower -'V^
on February 11# 1953, and June 19# 1953, • {/!

fjf.iis >r_fiEX-111 hC-fi itTJ; <4>--t7S
With regard to iwa*4y we regret to inform you any

and all documents# records and memoranda relating to the
Rosenberg case are exempt from public disclosure pursuant to
the provisions of the Freedom of Information Act. For your
information# former Attorney General Elliot Richardson in
Jufy of 1973 ordered that Department of Justice filee older
than 15 years be released to historical researchers as a
^Matter of administrative, discretion. However, it is our view
yovCare not a historical ^researcher within the purview of the
'Attorney General directive, - At this time'# we have TTUt relBASW
Any.Records of the Rosenberg file to the public*
w — ^ AT MAY 2 197*

£2 Too may appeal ay decision in this matter by writ-
ing-to the Attorney General# Attention: * Office of ""

Counsel, Washington# D, C. 20530, Additionally, judicial
review is thereafter available either in the district in which
you reside or In the District of Columbia, the location of
.the » -

$**' / jailliliiiYi
«<»—~i r
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Sincerely yours#
^ A f '

i -

pl^pence M. Kelley
j

'
’

• Oixecto^fW 3.1
|

jj ^

:

, Y v<^
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Mr. Paul B. Owens, 36564-133

NOTE: By memorandum addressed to the Deputy Attorney General,
Attention: Susan M* Hauser, Staff Assistant, dated 4-19-74

,

captioned "Freedom of Information Act Request - Paul B.' Owens
the Department was advised of our position with regard to
item 4 , and that we would search our files for items 1-3
if the Criminal Division were unsuccessful in its search* On
4-29-74, Susan M. Hauser requested assistance as to item 3,
which we located, and that we respond to Mr. Owens as to those
two items.
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FREEDOM OP INFORMATION ACT REQUEST
PAUL B. OVENS

i‘0ir.fi‘^

ainst.

r*23r
*iTTr

Reference is made to a memorandum from Susan M. Hauser,
Staff Assistant to the Deputy Attorney General dated April 1,.
1974, captioned ‘Freedom of Information Act Request - Paul B.
Owens.* ...*

If the Criminal Division is unable to locate the
material listed in Items 1 through 3 of Mr. Owens' letter of
March' 28th, please advise us, and wo will search our files
for these documents.

With respect to Mr. Owens* fourth request, any and
all documents, records and memorandums relating to the Julios ,.

and Ethel Rosenberg
.
case are exempt from public disclosure :/>

pursuant to the provisions of the Freedom of Information Act.
At this tine we have not released any records from the Rosenberg
files to the public. Further, it is our view that Mr. Owens is
not an' historical researcher within the purview of Attorney

r
blCr

1 - Bufile €2-115530 (FOX-REPLIES) ^

NOTE: This matter was informally coordinated with Sue Hauser of
the DAG *s Office. She was informed that it was more likely
correspondent ' s requests 1 through 3 would be located in Depart-

.

merit files, but if they could not find the documents he requested,
we would search our files. She requested a memorandum tpJtetr^ <

setting forth our policy with regard to his. request nuraberfour

.
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICEtiMitu 51 AI tS GO .iKMENT

Memomnt im

TO

FROM

i Ass>;c. Dir.

Clarence Kelley
Director,
Federal Bureau of Investigation

date: April 1, l9?rAD
*A

Susan M. Hauser
Staff Assistant to the
Deputy Attorney General

subject: FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT REQUEST - Paul B. Owens

Enclosed herewith is a request for access to the specified items
concerning the Julius and Ethel Rosenberg case.

Tp.'A i> -In

Aaat Dir.:

Admin.
Comp, 5* rat

Ext. A:7 .
:

t

|
Filo* <v Con

' G n. Inv.

Jdent
Inspection _
Intel!.

Laboratory „

Flan. & Ev*
Spec. Inv.

iw ^ «...

'LlWril Co tin. .»

Tt.cphune Rn
bir/ tT Sec'v

Pursuant to 28 CFR i 16.5 which took effect on March 1, 1973, the
head of the responsible division shall, within 10 working days, either
comply with or deny a request for records unless additional time is re-

quired.

In cases where additional tine is required the requester should be

notified of the reasons for the tine extension, which should not exceed
10 additional working days. An extension cf time in excess of 10 addi-
tional working days requires the approval of the Deputy Attorney General.

If the request is denied, the requester should be informed that the
denial may be appealed within 30 days to the Attorney General, and that
judicial review will be thereafter available.

Copies of all acknowledgements and responses to the requester
should be forwarded to the office of the Deputy Attorney General.

E 4 7974
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The Honorable William B, Saxbe
Attorney General of the United States

United States Department of Justice

Waeh'ington ( D. C. 20530

March 28, 1974

RE: Freedom of Information Act
Title 5, U.S. C. 552 (A)

Dear Attorney General Saxbe:

*

I am writing this letter pursuant to the provisions 'of Title 5, USC,
Section 552 (A). . .(Freedom of Information Act) to secure from the Depart-
ment of Justice certain documents and records relating to the Petitions for

Executive Clemency filed on behalf of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg on Jan-
uary 10, 1953 and Denied February 11, 1953.

ing

Pursuant to the above statue, would you please send me the follow

-

identifiable records:

(1)

The written Petition for Executive Clemency filed in behalf

of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg on January 10, 1953.

(2)

Any written papers, documents or memos filed by the gov-
ernment in opposition for Executive Clemency for Julius and
Ethel Rosenberg.

(3)

The written order by President Dwight D. Eisenhower deny-
ing Executive Clemency said denial dated February 11, 1953.

(4)

Any and all documents, records. or memos relating to the

Julius and Ethel Rosenberg case which can be released under
the Freedom of Information Act and that are in the files of the

Justice Department.

It is respectfully requested that the Department of Justice will file

a response to this letter pursuant to the Justice Department regulations,

28 C. F.R. *16.5, 38 Fed. Reg. 3292 (Feb 14, 1973).

^ Respectfully yours.
^ /

tl .<Y U-CL
1 j

h&PduIs! Owens (36564-133
U. S. Penitentiary - Box 1000
Marion, Illinois 62959 *)

*
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The Honorable William B. Saxbe
Attorney General ox the United States March 28, 1974

The aforegoing letter is dated and mailed this date - March 28, 1974.

CC; Office of the Deputy Attorney General
FILE

PBO:aj
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io 5 Statement by the President After Reviewing

the Case ofJulius and Ethel Rosenberg.

February n, 1953

I HAVE GIVEN earnest consideration to the records in the

case of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg and to the appeals for

demency made on their behalf. These two individuals have

been tried and convicted of a most serious crime against the

people of the United States. They have been found guilty of

conspiring with intent and reason to believe that it would be to

the advantage of a foreign power, to deliver to the agents of that

foreign power certain highly secret atomic information relating

to the national defense of the United States.

The nature of the crime for which they have been found guilty

and sentenced far exceeds that of the taking of the life of another

citizen: it involves the deliberate betraval of the entire nation andM 4

could very well result in the death of many, many thousands of

innocent citizens. By their act these two individuals have in fact

betrayed the cause of freedom for which free men are fighting

and dying at this von’ hour.

We are a nation under law and our affairs are governed bv the

just exercise of these laws. The courts have provided every

opportunity for the submission of evidence bearing on this case.

In the time-honored tradition of American justice, a freely

selected jury of their fellow-citizens considered the evidence in

this case and rendered its judgment. All rights of appeal were
exercised and the conviction of the trial court was upheld after
full judicial review, including that of the highest court in the land.1

I have made a careful examination into this case and am satis-

fied that the two individuals have been accorded their full

measure of justice.

There has been neither new evidence nor have there been
mitigating circumstances which would justify altering this deci-
sion, and I have determined that it is my duty, in the interest of
the people of the United States, not to set aside the verdict of
their representatives.

4
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1 14 9 Statementby the President DecliningTo
Intervene on Behalf of J ulius and Ethel Rosenberg.

June 19, 1953
$

SINCE ITS original review of the proceedings in the Rosenberg

case by the Supreme Court of the United States, the Courts have

considered numerous further proceedings challenging the Rosen-

borgs’ conviction and the sentence imposed. Within the last two

days, the Supreme Court, convened in a special session, has again

reviewed a further point which one of the Justices felt the Rosen-

bergs should have an opportunity to present. This morning the

Supreme Court ruled that there was no substance to this point .

1

I am convinced that the only conclusion to be drawn from the

history of this case is that the Rosenbergs have received the bene-

fit of ever)' safeguard which American justice can provide. There

is no question in my mind that their original trial and the long

series of appeals constitute the fullest measure of justice and due

process of law. Throughout the innumerable complications and

technicalities of this ease, no judge has ever expressed any doubt

that they committed most serious acts of espionage.

'

Accordingly, only most extraordinary circumstances would

warrant executive intervention in the ease.

I am not unmindful of the fact that this ease has aroused grave

concern both here and abroad in the minds of serious people, aside

from the considerations of law. In this connection, I can only

say that, by immeasurably increasing the chances of atomic war

the Rosenbergs mav have condemned to death tens of millions of

innocent people all over the world. Th e execution of two human
beings is a grave matter. But even graver is the thought of the

millions of dead whose deaths may be directly attributable to what

these spies have done.

When democracy’s cncmie: have been judged guilty of a crime

as horrible as that of which the Rosenbergs were convicted;

—

when the legal processes of democracy have been marshalled to

their maximum strength to protect the lives of convicted spies;

—

when in their most solemn judgment the tribunals of the United

States have adjudged them guilty and the sentence just, I will not

intervene in this matter.

4
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Princeton Luniversity department op history

129 DICKINSON HALL

P1INCBTON, NEW JEftSET 08540

Gregg F. Harken
2479 Cedar 3t.
Berkeley, Calif
94708

17 April 1974

r’ f

American

Federal Bureau of Investigation
Correspondence and Tours Division ' ’

Washington, D.C. (7j „ .

,1- /- V ' rr r
. \ i ;

lr r' r .

Gentlemen: -—> C.
( f » c _• L

I just recently completed a doctoral dissertation in American

history, and am now engaged in the task of expanding and revising

that thesis for publication. One part of the projected book will 1

deal extensively with the story of atomic espionage against this

country in the oeriod 1945-195U; my research in the Army's recently-

declassified files of the Manhattan engineering District has

already uncovered, I believe, a part of that story. I am hoping

that the Bureau will be able to help me out on the rest of it.

In particular, I would like to know if the Bureau now has any

plans for releasing the information it holds on the celebrated

"atom spies" cases, beginning with the esoianage arrests in Canada

in early 1946 end leading up to the arrest of hlaus Fuchs and

ultimately the Hosenbergs in 195u. Frankly, I am hopeful that the

Bureau's recent release of the file on the Alger Hiss case is

indicative of a new policy, in keeoino with the spirit °C.-th^u *

"Freedom of Information" Act, for whg^Cllillre^!

iaie"^or
/>

tneVri^ Xl

on the "atom soies" cases would be a welcome next step.
*"*

Finally, I have one other inquiry concerning the "atafh sjMite's's^jc^/

I remember, in a tour of the Bureau's headquarters I toak.Jji the' f

Y t.
- *

} / { it" -

•
y ¥\
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summer of 1971, that the exhibit depicting the theft of the atomic

secret, and titled the "Crime of the Century;'* was the la3t or one

of the last items on trie tour before the gunnery range. For the

purposes of an article I hope to write that will be integrated into

the book, can you tell me if that exhibit is still part of the tour;

what, briefly, the exhibit entails; and whether or not there are

plans to include it in the tour when the Bureau moves into the 3.

£dgar Hoover Building?

I realize that this is both a broad and a detailed request, but.

I would very much appreciate receiving an answer on the Bureau's

plans for the future disposition of the espionage case records, and

on the current and future status of the "Crime of the Century"

exhibit.

Thank you vary much.

5incerely,

i

r
Gregt} F. Harken



April 26, 1974

REC-lll 3<c
Mr. Gregg FylJerken o rC

2479 Cedar Street
"

"Berkeley, California 94708

1 - tfr. Franck - Enc.
Atten ; Mr

.

1 - Mr, Mints
Malmfeldt "O

/
/

ihorarory

on. 4 Evq^

Dear Mr. Herken:

HI
HEF
DATE

This is to acknowledge your letter dated April 17th.

Enclosed herewith is a photograph of an exhibit per-
taining to the Rosenberg case. This exhibit currently is part
of the tour conducted at PBI Headquarters. At present, our
plans ,are to include this exhibit in the tour when wo move
into new J. Edgar Hoover Building.

L

We currently are attempting to resolve a myriad of
legal^juestions which have arisen as a result of requests
for access to the Rosenberg file. Many of these questions
concerfi, the right of personal privacy of the principals and
other individuals involved and/or mentioned in this case. As
a result, we have not disclosed any data from this file as of
the pr^Sent, and we will not be in a position to do so until
the legal questions have been satisfactorily resolved.

It is suggested that you might consider corresponding
with this Bureau at some time in the future in order to ascer-

sLajtus with regard to release of this file.

-j

/

Enclosure

Sincerely yours,

C. M. Kelley

Clarence M. Kelley
Director

near S*c*y

1 - The Deputy Attorney General - Enclosure
1 - Bufile C2-115530 (FOI-REPLIES)
NOTE: Bufiles contain no record of Gregg F. Herken. Tour *

photo obtained from,>and tour exhibit response coordinated with,
representative of the Correspondence and Tours Secti6n'.
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’-an *iiSSftfihtive memorandum concerning a
television program pbout the Rosenberg - Sobell case shown
in this area on 2/25/74.

On 2/25/74 Channel 26, WETA, televised a program
captioned "The Unquiet Death of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg"
prepared by Alvin H. Goldstein, National Public Affairs
Center for Television (NPACT). The show lasted 90 minutes
and was slanted in an attempt to attack the evidenceT “ “* ”“l

- ™ . teuExrii'm
BACKGROUND OF CASE : Declassify on: QADR

An investigation was started in August. 1949. as a

i—*j£ —

result of

Tealatof

Talephaa* ta.

DkectarWy

.

- * £

s resulted m tne identi
cation ot Emil Julius Klaus Fuchs, German bom, naturalized

British subject who had been in the U., „S. from 1943 to 1946
working on the atomic bomb. He was arrested by the British in
February, 1950, and admitted giving atomic information to the
Soviets. Although he did not know the name of his American con-
tact he gave enough information to permit us to identify and
locate Harry Gold. On 5/22/50 Gold admitted his courier activi-
ties. From information received from Gold ve identified David .

Greenglass, a former Army Sergeant who worked on the bomb in ^
1944 and 1945, as another who furnished information to Gold

.

5? ^

\
hi

Greenglass and his wife admitted their espionage an
they had been recruited by Julius Rosenbetn Wd his!

'-r-.’VV, ...

•it .4 -

they had been recruited by Julius Rosenberg arid hislHJ

the sister of David Greenglass. Max Elitcher di sclos.

Morton Sobell, former college classmate of Rosffiroet^'

involved in the network. Investigation showed tha t. S

taken his family and fled to Mexico* shortly after the

®thel #

gi^Ho

op
JPLrwsk (6)/\

shortly after the arrest
t

/
. ^ • 32 MAY ? 1974

’
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Memorandum to Mr. W. R. Wanna 11
Re: “ Julius and £thel Rosenberg
65-58236
\

of Greenglass on 6/15/50. Mexican authorities located
and deported him from Mexico at which time we arrested
and he was tried and convicted with the Rosenbergs for
conspiracy to commit espionage.

Sobell
him

The above-mentioned program diowed film clips of the
economic unrest of the late 1930's and offered this as an
explanation for the fact that certain poor people , such as
the Rosenbergs, became members of the Communist Party not to
overthrow the U. S. Government but merely to obtain a better
life since they felt the capitalist system had failed and
possibly the socialist offered more hope. Excerpts from the
trial occupied about 15 minutes of the program and the
balance of the time was spent trying to show that the
Rosenbergs were victims of the anti -communist hysteria of
the 1950's symbolized by Senator Joseph R. McCarthy.

As an example, the program used Dr. Philip Morrison,
atomic scientist, to state that there was no essential secret
to making an atomic bomb and the fact that we exploded one
illustrated that it could be done. Morrison was the only
scientist appearing on this program and no mention was made
of Dr. Walter S. Koski, atomic scientist who testified at
the trial that the information passed by Greenglass was still
classified information at the time of the trial in 1951. As
background information about Morrison, he admitted before a

Senate subcommittee in May, 1953, that he had joined the
Young Communist League when he was 18, the Communist Party in

1939, and has associated with other pro-communist causes.

Another example was the statement that the jury was
carefully selected and excluded all Jews in a city which is

one- third Jewish. No mention was made of the fact that one
juror with a Jewish sounding name was selected but was excluded

CONTINUED - OVER

I
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Mwranduitt to Mr* V* JL Vazmall Tl^S
Re : „ Julius and Ethel Rosenberg .
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through the use of a peremptory challenge by Emanuel H. Blodh, *
*

attorney for the defense. This information is readily avail*
able since it has been published in a book written by
Dr. S. Andhil Flneberg.

'

A long portion of the program was spent trying to
show that Harry Gold was a liar since he was the main link
existing between Rosenberg and the Soviet espionage superior
in the U. S,, and without Gold's testimony the. case would
have been considerably weakened. To accomplish this Goldstein
relied heavily on two books, one written by John Wexley
entitled "The Judgment.of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg" and
another written by Valter and Miriam Schneir entitled "Invita-
tion to an Inquest" both of which were highly critical of the *V

Government 1 s case and attempted to show that the Rosenbergs
were the victims of a gigantic frame-up on the part of the

,

U. S. Government. . - _,7. ,

v.

'

The final portion of the program Included a judgment
interview with Michael and Robert Meeropol, sons of Julius and v

'

Ethel Rosenberg who were adopted by Mr. and Mrs, Abraham
Meeropol. These sons, now in their late 20* a, naturally claim...

^

that their parents were innocent and had been framed. ....They

called for some type of a commission to be set up to reexamin^
the entire case .

' ’ v ’

ACTIOH:
^ * k.

. .p'p— ? _! - ;.

J
, -i.

*“

For .information purposes. A tape recording of the
program was made and will be retained for future reference.

^ L ^ * V ' ' '
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YO fs<mg in \(jThis memorandum reports on an article appearing
nTV Guide" for 3/16/74 by Simon H. Rifkind which reports the
true facts in the Rosenberg case. A copy of this article is
attached

.

While visiting at the Bureau last week Judge Irving R.

Kaufman, trial judge in the Rosenberg case and now Chief Judge,
Second Circuit, Circuit Court of Appeals, expressed his dis-
pleasure with all the publicity currently being given the
Rosenberg case claiming they were framed by the U. S. Govern-
ment. Judge Kaufman advised that Simon H. Rifkind, a former
Federal Judge in the Southern District of New York, was preparing
an article which would appear in "TV Guide" and stated "they"
would attempt to get the article in "The New York Times."

Judge Kaufman was referring to two television programs
within the past six weeks dealing with the Rosenberg case. The
most recent one was on Channel 26, WETA, Public Broadcasting
System, on 2/25/74. There is attached a memorandum dated
2/27/74 which reviews that program and points out that the
entire show was slanted to show that the Rosenbergs* were framed.

REG- 112 r

\
The article prepared by Mr. Rifkind appeared in "IV 1

Guide" for 3/16/74 and is excellent. Rifkind lists the legal
facts in the case beginning with their indictment, trial, and
unanimous verdict of the jury. He points out that Rosenbergs*
attorney was a lawyer of wide experience and good reputation
and the trial judge, the Honorable Irving R. Kaufman, was recom-
mended, by Judge Learned Hand for appointmanfr^y^the Circuit/

e /Court c)f Appeals. Rifkind notes that tKe Court of Appeals/

MAY 7 1974 r
. ,

'ALL IttROHMATION^CONTAINED \
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Memorandum to Mr. W. R. Wannall
Re: .Julius and Ethel Rosenberg
.65-58236

approved the verdict of the District Court in an opinion written
by Judge Jerome N. Frank, a judge who had the highest reputation
for the care with which he examined any possible ground to
question a conviction. He then shows that following the con-
viction the Rosenbergs filed sixteen petitions in the District
Court, seven appeals in the Court of Appeals, seven applications
to the Supreme Court, and two applications to President Eisenhower
for executive clemency. He reports that of the 112 judges who
delt in one form or another with this case none saw fit to
question their guilt or conviction.

Mr. Rifkind states that whoever presents the Rosenberg
trial to a public audience or on television must rearrange the
facts to engage the reader’s sympathy. He continues that it
only takes a few liberties with true facts to create sympathy
for these people and with each new exposure these two spies are
presented as a pair of American folk heroes who should be
forgiven.

Mr. Rifkind notes that if the guilt is questioned it

must be because the process of justice has failed and if after
all the attention given to the case by so many judges results
in a conviction of innocent folk heroes then the American system
is "rotten to the core." In short, Mr. Rifkind continues, this
generates sympathy for two spies and demonstrates that the

American system of justice is beyond redemption.

Mr. Rifkind concludes that those of us who have

studied the record know the Rosenbergs were fairly tried and

convicted by a system which is probably the best which the

world possesses and this conclusion must naturally question the

wisdom or the purpose of propaganda to the contrary.

ACTIOH

:

For information.

- 2 -

SEE ADDENDUM (OVER)



ADDENDUM OF DEPUTY ASSO.DIR. E.S. MILLER: 3-13-74 ESM:pm:mno:
/

Assistant Director Wannall has suggested that External
Affairs enclose a copy of Judge Rifkin's article where appropriate to

critical letters we receive in response to the TV programs.

I feel we should do this and more and that External Affairs

advise how we can get more exposure on this
,
including having it printed

in the Congressional Record.

-2a-



TV GUIDE March 16, 1974

NewsWatch

. TV Turns Soviet
Spies into U.S.

Folk Heroes

By Simon H« Bjttjnd

What is the cause of the recurrent

flurry of interest in the Rosenberg
trial? A few weeks ago we *aw the

Rosenberg trial on Stanley Kramer’s

“Judgment" series, appearing on
ABC, Currently. PBS is distributing

a public-affairs documentary, ‘The Un-

quiet Death of Julius and Ethel Rosen-

berg/*

This question would be out of order

d, In fact, an author or playwright had
used the ingredients of the trial for

the creation of a truly great novel or

play. That, of course, would be, suf-

ficient reason for publication or pro-

duction, That, however, has not

happened. The productions exposed to

the public have not measured up. as

entertainment, to the routine cops-and-

robbers stories which fill the TV
screen. As news commentary, their

cargo of relevance' is on a par with

that of a rerun of the McKinley cam-
paign.

To discover the answer to our ques-

tion, I suggest we first list a few of

the hard facts of the Rosenbefg trial

1, In January, t95t, a Federal grand

Jury Indicted Julius and Ethel Rosen-

befg for conspiring, from 1944 to 1SS0,

to communicate secret information to

the rSoviet Union. No one has yet

questioned the composition of mat

Judge Ritkind, who served on the Fed*

era/ bench, is a distinguished trial

5

. lawyer who had no professional con-
> flection with the Rosenberg case.

i

[

grand jury or the quality of its be-

havior.

2. The Rosenbergs were tried by a
Federal jury in New York. That jury

was not sworn until counsel for the

Rosenbergs pronounced it a satis-

factory jury; and he did that long be-

fore he had exhausted ail his

challenges.

3. Counsel for the Rosenbergs was
not court appointed. He was the

Rosenbergs* personally retained law-

yer, one Emanuel H. Bloch, a lawyer of

wide experience and good reputation

as an advocate.

4. The judge who presided at the

trial was the Honorable Irving R.

Kaufman, a judge whose capacity and
character caused Judge learned Hand,
one of the towering personalities of

our judicial system, to recommend him
to President Kennedy for appointment
to the Court of Appeals (of which he
is now the Chief Judge). Judge Hand
was not known to dispense his favors

carelessly. He was adored by a long

generation of judges and lawyers as

the champion of fair trials and the

protector of human liberty.

5. The jury’s verdict met the test of

guilt beyond a reasonable doubt and
was affirmed by the Court of Appeals
in an opinion written by Judge Jerome
N. Frank. No judge had a higher rep-

utation for the care with which he
examined any possible ground to ques-
tion a conviction.

6. After conviction, the Rosen- —

>
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Nows Watch/Continued
bergs filed sixteen petitions tor recon-
sideration in the District Court, seven
appeals in the Court of Appeals, seven
applications to the Supreme Court and
too applications to President Eisen-

hower for executive clemency. Alto-

gether 112 judges dealt in one form or

another with the Rosenberg case. Not
one saw fit to question their guilt or
their conviction.
* The explanation of how a unanimous
verdict of guilty which passed un-

scathed through every judicial review

and appeal can be turned into a docu-

.
meniary or play which leaves the

audience convinced the defendants
were railroaded {as reported by Bob
Williams, N.Y. Post, 2/26/74) may also

answer the first question: What makes
the Rosenberg case so recurrent a
subject for drama tization?

Whoever presents the Rosenberg
trial to a public audience or on tele-

vision must so rearrange it that the

story engages the reader’s sympathy
end so that he is emotionally stirred by
the fate of one or another of the pro-

tagonists.

in the story of the Rosenberg trial,

the only characters who qualify for

such a role are the Rosenbergs them-
selves. After alt, it was they who suf-

fered the supreme penalty. It was they
who died faithful to a cause they es-

poused {never mind that Stalinism, to

which they were attached, was the

most wretched and vicious idolatry of

the century). They were little people
encountering the almost limitless re-

sources of a powerful government,
tt takes only a few liberties with the

true facts to evoke sympathy for

such people, even tram those who be-
gin by despising and condemning what
they have done. What can evoke more
sympathy than the picture of a hus-

band and wife going down together

Into the abyss, locked in a loving

embrace with each other and holding

fast to a quasi-religious faith they

passionately espouse?
And so, the inevitable has happened.

A-4 TV GUIDE

Every new exposure of the Rosenberg
story has presented the two spies for

Russia as a pair of American folk

heroes, folk heroes who should be
understood, and therefore forgiven;

folk heroes with whom the viewer

deeply sympathizes and whose guilt

is therefore questioned.

If guilt is questioned it must be
because the processes of justice have
tailed.

The villain of the ptay, once the

spies have become its heroes, must
be the system of American justice.

The argument is simple, if, after the

enormous attention given to this case
by so many judges, the innocent are

nevertheless convicted, it must be that

the system is rotten to the core. In

short, the story lends itself readily to

the accomplishment of two purposes.

One, the generation of sympathy for

two spies who have served their Rus-
sian masters; and two, the demonstra-

tion that the American system of

justice is utterly beyond redemption.

The conclusion is inescapable—that

there are those who find the propaga-

tion of these two ideas an acceptable

assignment.
Those of us who have studied the

record, who know that the Rosenbergs
were fairly tried and fairly convicted

by a system of justice, which, though

not perfect, is probably the best the

world possesses, naturally question the

wisdom or the purpose of this prop-

aganda.
Even Bloch, the accused's lawyer,

said during summation: “l would like
' to say to the court on behalf of alt

defense counsel that . . . you have
tried us with utmost courtesy . . .

and that the trial has been conducted
. . . [as] an American trial."

On the day of sentence, Bloch also

said: ''In retrospect, we can all say

lhat we attempted to have the case
tried as we expect similar cases to be
tried in this country; . . . and I know
that the court conducted itself as an
American judge/* (twj
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Lyons and Tonys
by leonard lyons

editor's note: Thanks to television, most of us know what a good show the Tony

Award Presentations can be—big stars giving moving performances in a plot that

features suspense and comedy, triumph and tragedy . . . . Why not, we wondered, give

out awards foe the Tonys themselves? And could there be a better one-man selection

committee them Broadway columnist Leonard Lyons, who over the yean has seen a

lot of Antoinette Perry medals reach a lot of eager little handst The result of all this

Idle speculation: Lyons Awards to Tony Winners (and Losers). . . . PS. If you want to

play this game too, be sure to watch SBC on April 19 at 10 for this yam's Tonys.

%

4

Alexander Cohen at the I960 Tony Awards

Best Aetmna
I# lady BaUlday
My award in this category hat to go to

ihe late Judy Holliday who, when the wai

tuning in Bells Are Ringing liked If I

would escort her to the Tony Award** In

those days (1957) Tony winners were

selected by mysterious voters in a puzzling

process reminiscent of Korean elections.

And to make sure the recipients would

attend the ceremonies, they were gener-

{
ally notified in advance * . *

M
So, Judy,**

"t warned, “unless you've been notified

that you've woo. . . Mitt Holliday in-

terrupted me: “Pick me up at 8 o'clock."

. . . And yet when she mounted the stage

to make her acceptance speech, Judy

Holliday gave , the most convincing per-

formance I've ever seen at the Tony

Awards — 'The longest moment in my
life," said Miss Holliday, “was when I

heard the gentleman say The winner is

Ju~dy, and not Ju-lie.’ " (The competi-

tion was Julie Andrews for My Fair Lady.)

Bent Actor
to Elchard Barton
Although in 1961 Richard Burton won
a Tony Award for Camelot, hit finest per-

formance at a Tony Award Ceremony was

in 1964 when he was nominated for Ham-
let, but lost out to Sir Alec Guinness in

Dylan. “I do not find it amusing," said

Burton, “that 1, a Welshman, in a play

by an Englishman, lost to an Englishman

playing a Welshman." . . . Guinness later

walked over to Burton's table and offered

him the Tony, but Sidney Michaels, the

author of Dylan, intervened. “Mr. Bur-

ton/
1
Michaels told the star of Shako-

spcare'i Hamlet, “Alec won it because, for

one thing, Alec had the better play."

Special Award
Predaetrs Alexaader Cabas
aid David Harriett
These two gentlemen, more than anyone

die, deserve the credit for making the

Tony Awards the honest, respected, well-

publicized affair it is today. . . . Cohen ar-

ranged for the Tonya to bo televised,

switched the ceremony from a hotel ban-

quet room to a Broadway theatre, insisted

on making it a black-tie event (without

exceptions — even the TV Camera'

Crew and Stagehands must wear dinner

Jackets) . His showmanship as prodiuer of

the telecasts succeeded in giving competi-

tion, for the first time, to Hollywood's

Academy Awards. . . . Merrick, for his

part, was indirectly responsible for re-

forming the voting requirements for the

Awards. At one time, only members of

(he American Theatre Wing were per-

mitted a vote—that is, until David Mer-

rick, calculating the cost of member-

ship and the number of votei needed,

warned: “For $1,000 you can buy a dean
sweep of the Tonya."

Best CsstoiM Bedgaef
to Mary MartU's PressMSlrer
Whoever designed Mary Martin's gown
for the award presentations in I960 de-

serves this award for showing a high de-

gree of ESP. Miss Martin, who bad been

nominated for The Sound of Music* ap-

peared in a dress so stunning that one
observer was prompted to remark: “Mary
must have known she'd woo. No one
wears a gown like (hat to be a loser. . .

.**

(Speaking of costumes, the most informal

attire worn by a winner was the simple

dark skirt and jacket worn by Sandy Den-
nis when she collected her Tony for A
Thousand Clowns. She explained that she

thought “Black Tie" meant that only the

men had to dreta.) -+



Best Actress (Peatirei asi
Sappardag)—A tie—
to Dale WaMcrnaa1! Naraa
aid Walter Matthae’n Wife
Dale Washerman was in a hospital room
recuperating from surgery on the night of

the 1966 awards. Bui he knew imme-
diately that his Man of La Mancha had
just won as Best Musical. His nurse, in-

stead of awakening him with a hypoder-

mic shot, brought him flowers and an im-

provised plaque. . . . Walter Matthau was
sure that he'd win a Tony for The Odd
Couple because his wife, Carol Marcus
Saroyan, vowed in his support: “I'm a

very bad sport If Walter doesn't win the

Tony, IH simply kill myself,**

Beet Actor
(Featured aid Sappertlig)
te Aaae Baaersffi Father
Immediately after picking up her award

for The Miracle Worker
•> Anne Bancroft

drove to Yonkers to sham the triumph

with her parents. They were asleep, so

Miss Bancroft left the medal in their mail-

box. (Although we didn't see her father's

performance when he came upon it the

next day, we have no doubt that it was
worthy of this award.)

Best Chereegraphar 4a The
(Jakaewa Predaetlea Assist-
ant whs Is 1056 ergaalied
the swards la the erder la
which they were te he gives
That was the year that Eileen Herlie of

The Matchmaker, accepting for Sir

Tyrone Guthrie (Best Director), wu
given Alvin Colt's Tony for Best Cos-

tumes. Colt got Peter Larkin’s (Best Scenic

Design) and when he returned it to the

Tony Committee he received one that

should have gone to Dick Adler and Jerry

Ross for their Damn Yankees songs. . . .

Ray Walston of Damn Yankees accepted

two Tonys that night, one for himself and

one for vacationing Russ Brown, but the

two Tonya he was awarded were marked
for Ed Begley (Inherit the Wind) and Sir

Tyrone Guthrie. (Walston later swapped

Tonys with Begley, but he refused to sur-

render the Guthrie prize until he'd first

collected the Tony that was to go to Russ

Brown.)

Special Award
la Teaacaaee Williaai
Tennessee WflltajnSi who has never won
a Tony, has said that he'd accept one only

if it were of solid gold and had a sapphire

base. A Broadway star overbearing this

remark, bit her tongue, crossed her fingers

and told Williams thst he was right: “I'd

rether not win the Tony hut deserve it,

than win it and not deserve iL
M

Bed Director
to Hareld Prime*
This award goes to Hal Prince for the in-

telligent way in which he directed things

so thst Joel Grey was virtually assured of

a Tony for Cabaret. Although it wu ap-

parent soon after the show opened that

Grey wu giving a starring performance,

Prince decided astutely to wait until after

Grey had won a Tony Award for Best

Supporting Actor before elevating him to

star hllllqg .

Bed Ptoy
to Aiaayneu
The plot concerns a famed Broadway gen-

tleman who failed to win a Tony. Tips

gentleman inspired my urging in print a

Grand Jury investigation of the way Tooy
winners were selected. The following

year, however, when oar protagonist was

awarded a Tony, he merely tenghtd at his

earlier misgivings. ''Nothing,
1
* he told me,

"makes a prize so authentic. Important

and cherished u when it's awarded to

you.** . . . Now if only somebody would

write an appropriate score for that. I'm

absolutely sure it could win my award for

Best Musical.

A NEW PINNACLE OF PERFECTION
I
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Ifyou’ve called

one Hertz office,you’ve

called them all.

Call any Hertz office and you can make a reservation for

a Ford or other good car at any of the 2700 Hertz offices around
the world.

If you’re driving a Hertz car to the theater, you can park it

free at 304 West 49th Street, just west of 8th Avenue, open till

2:00 a.m. And if you’re driving your own car, you can park it

there, not free but reasonably.

iMivi »*m». me., ««ro

\budothjuat rentacan\bu rentacompany



Whatmakes us
theWings ofMan?

Noi si A' alone, althmiph we ;irc sizable. Tor example, we carried more
than 20 million passengers last year alone.

And nol innovation alone, although we are innovators. l
:or example, our

Air Sluittle'* serving the most inllnential air corridor in the world j> still the only no-reservation,

puiiranlcethseat air service in the world.

No. the Wiii(is ol Man is all this" hut more than this.

It is the people at Uasiem. And their commitment to a very old ideal. Thai
llipht should he as naiural and cnmibrUihle as man first dreamed it to be. That man should be as

at home in the sky as he is on land.

And it you've Mown with us lately, then you know that there is nothing

th.it mol i sates people like .»n ideal, fteeausc it is the people of Kastem Airlines, responding to

tins ideal, who are making ns the Wings of Man.
* Vn SI ii HI it i»,i **'i. uf m.iiV <il I .H.'in Vn I Iih EASTERN The Wings of Man.

Shakespeare at

1 bid i wild thought the other day. 1

wondered whit would happen if WQlUm
Shakespeare were writing for the theatre

on Broadway today. The mind boggle*

when you think about it.

The curtain haa juat rung down at the

Globe theatre on Bill Shakespeare's latest

play Romeo and Juliet and Shakespeare,

clutching a fistful of congratulatory tele-

grams, stumbles over to Sardi*i.

Aa he walks in several people wave to

hint

“It** a great play BOI. I think you've

got* hit."

"Jeez, Bill, how did you ever think of

that plot? It's better than Wut Side Story”

"BUJ dahlingrBiif (tabling. What a sweet

wonderful thing. If there was anything

wrong with it, it was the director's fault.”

"I watched Clive Barnes, BUD. He
seemed to simply adore it He was taking

notes during the entire play."

"BOI, baby. Keep your fingers creased.

You could have a movie sale. I saw the

gang from Paramount there tonight. Well

ask for $230,000 against 10 per cent of

the gross. Of course it all depends on

Barnes. If The New York Times doesn't

like it you can kiss the movie sale good-

bye."

"Here Bill have a drink, the television

reviews went be out (or another twenty

minutes. Frankly I thought you could have

cut some of the dialogue In the balcony

scene as it dragged a bit there. But oo the

whole it held my attention.**

"Billy Boy. It's one of your best Of
course I'm not too sure how the audience

is going to like the ending. It's a little

downbeat for Broadway. I can see either

the boy or girl dying at the end, but why
both of them?**

"Hey Bill, the Press Agent has been

looking for you.**

tt

"Hi Bill. I heard say be heard

Dick Watts of the Fmt aay ha liked h . .

.

No, no word from Barnes. Relax BIB,

there's nothing you can do about it now.**

"God knows you've written a lot more

plays than 1 have Bill, but how the hell

did you ever let them cast that little girl

aa Juliet. She couldn't look more than

fourteen years old. I liked the boy, though

I thought the father should haws been a

little younger. But dost get mo wrong—
I liked it, BUL“

“Bill, Channel Five is a rave. Stewart

Klein said ha hasn't seen anything like

U in yean. There's lots of good quotes.

Now an we need is Ed Newman, Leonard

Harris and John Tucker . . . What's that?

WMCA hated it. Who gtae a damn about

WMCAT*
"Oppenhrimer on Newsdent past told a

guy in Scandals who called a guy here,

that as far as he's concerned Romeo and
Juliet is the best play he's seen all year."

"No word from Barnes.**

"Bill, I'd like you to meet Mn. Lor-

raine Philpott of West Orange, New Jer-

sey. Tell him what you told me, Lorraine."

"1 was thrilled. Absolutely thrilled. It

was an experience in the theatre ..."
"Barry Gray gave you a plug, Bill."

"Newman liked it! He had reservations

about it but on the whole he liked it

Comtnmd m raw rs

by Art BuchwaU
a

$ r.
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PREMIERE PERFORMANCE, APRIL 23, 1970

THE MUSIC BOX
LEE GUBER SHELLY GROSS

pretent

in Alphabetical order

GEORGE CRIZZARD
ANNE JACKSON

JAMES WHITMORE

INQUEST
> A TmU of Political Terror

V Written by

DONALD FREED
Band on INVITATION TO AN INQUEST by WALTER A MIRIAM SCHNEIR

tritk

MASON MIKE JACK PHIL
ADAMS BURSTEN HOLLANDER LEEDS

mad

MICHAEL UPTON
HILDY
saooKt

CD
soaoo

DAVID
CLAMS

SYLVIA
OASSCLL

ALLEN
OAtraui

Costumes by
SARA BROOK

SYLVIE
STRAUS

CHARLES ARE
KINDL VIQODA

Lighting A
Projection Consultant

JULES FISHER
Sound devised by
SARY HARRIS

Aeeociate Producer
BERNARD KIND

Directed by

ALAN SCHNEIDER

WhichW 69?
Irt a matter of taste.

If your tatte ia for Hffhtneaa, coll for Vat 69 Gold
Label... jf you prefer the classic taste, call for
Vat 69 Black Label. You can't miw—because both
boar the time-honored Vat 69 name.
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pit you're into

what's happening enough
to be here tonight,

don’t stop now.
These three new albums are a great way to keep going.

Wider and deeper into the sounds ot today.

And better stilt, they’re all sounds that are more than new.

They're “in” because they’re good.
r Not because they just came out,

i
The solidly Untenable
hand sound in a contem-
porary vcm. Vou can'f call

Chicago’s music rock, or

)An> or blues Gui you can
listen 10 n swalahi through
inn four sides of ihelr new
nlhum. ‘t

• * -J

T** &
The unsot-n slnra Of "The
Ciradunln ' have n new
aiUurn the iiiln song is

uostmod in become an

inM.ini classic ‘ft

Johnny Cash’s music,

out of the rools of Amenta
If you hoven't already made
his acquaintance. his new
album is some granting 'ti

*
Johnny Cash, Simon and Garfunkel, Chicago.

Once you’ve listened, you won’t stop there either.

On Columbia Records

Aiio avaJlabfa on: ‘liracfc n«r*« lap* carwMf* ant caaaatta

t4-track raaHo-rMl atarao tap* *4-irac« atarao tap* oartildga

tjit’ . *• , J1A.
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t
little old ladies who

r
Supp-hose* Stockings ;" ’ and ...

Supp-hose* Panry Hose. r
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Anothar Tina product ot Kffyv*r-%ch

CA8T

(In Order of Appearance)

Ethel Rosenberg ANNE JACKSON

Julius Rosenberg GEORGE GRIZZARD

Emanuel Bloch JAMES WHITMORE

Clerk ALLEN GARFIELD

Bailiff ABE VIGOOA

mi MOTICC i The anR IwAleatt* lyani itftt
and tin naaraat ta Mm aaat you aaaupy Ja Um
allartsat rauta ta Mm ttmi lit 0m iwh aI At#
or atftir amr|t*i| ptoaaa M mui nM-WIUor atftir amarcaaty ptoaaa
TO THAT UtT.
Thoughttaaa paraaaa Matty

f* Om lafaty af attwra by NgMlag OMtchti or
iMilUaf la arabfbltii araat tarfM 0m yariana-
aaaaa Mb WamlaaiMi. Tfcla wataMai City
ariioaaf md It puahhaMt hr taw.

•atari 0. tawny CfI OOUMItMflU

JB> BEEFEATER.
s.2£i

••• firstname
forthe martini

no* imouno yr rnauwx a. v.-mmom • wo% Ota* ncutom.Mil
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? WOULDN'T
YOU RJTHER BE IN VEC7IS AT

<A<*ARS
PALA«

For rites, reservations and brochures, see any Travel Agent or

wrile Caesars Palace, Las Vegas 89109, NJ.Y. Phone: 895-1310.

Irving Saypol . .

.

Roy Cohn

ii Kaufman .

.

Reporter

Reporter ......

David Greenglass

. . . MASON ADAMS

. . MIKE BURSTEN

. MICHAEL UPTON

*

.. CHARLES KINDL

. . DAVID CLARKE
ti

V

.JACK HOLLANDER

(Coiuiniud]

x, jl4JL V*

,'n

i

” w a<r J1
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A kit ofcar istanlha littlemoney.
Especially if it s Pontiac s all-new. LeMans Sport. This one will get to your sense
ol value when you first lay eyes on it.

And the good looks are just lor openers. Once behind the wheel, you
know you’re into somelhing great. The bucket seats are standard. Heavily pad-

ded and upholstered in knit vinyl and expanded Morrokide Plush, nylon-blend

carpeting stretches door to door. And there’s a lot of quality you can't even see.

Such as a protective steel beam in each door lor your added security. And
lots of other Pontiac standard benelits. Including a tuned suspension Hidden
radio antenna and windshield wipers. A front stabilizer bar And. of course, the

famous Wide-Track ride.

The getting s good under the hood. too. If you’re big on economy, you’ll

find the standard f 55-horsepower six in tine with your thinking. For more of a
road car, order the 350-cubic-inch V-8 or the 400-cubic-inch V-8. With 4-speed
or Turbo Nydra-matic.

By now you have a fair idea of what a little money can do Provided you put
it into a LeMans Sport. It’s at your Pontiac dealer s. Where it only takes a little

to move up a lot.

AbamaUIAumMkMkFtmtMC.
Th« VVid* Track Fam*yfo«‘?0 Ofand Prm. €«*culw«. Cfttafcni G TO. LaMant Snort. L*Uan*. Ufnmtt Frotor
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FBI Agents ED BORDO, ABE VIGODA, DAVID CLARKE

l

TessleGreenglass SYLVIE STRAUS

Matron SYLVIA GASSELL

Harry Gold PHIL LEEDS

Rabbi ALLEN GARFIELD

Ruth Graenglass HILDY BROOKS
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"Lovely .

.

. beautiful ... for people who
want an experience ... it casts its spell . .

.

it got to my heart." —Clive Barnes, New York Times

Oscar Brown, Jr. “sings and dances with

an expansive freedom that is exhilarating

tO Watch." —Emory Lewis

Jean Pace "is an enchanting performer . .

.

sings enticingly . . . moves excitingly."
—Women's Wear Daily

_ Mill mn«n rioout MUM riatc ww nt CATTLEMAN rar
THE ADULT WESTERN RESTAURANTS

154 WS1ST-212-265-1737 5 E.45 8T-H01-1200
* 7 DATS m-TBUTtE ? NIGHTS

| 6 WONDROUS STEAKS
§ SUMPTUOUS ROOMS * IMMERSE DRINKS
- trial StraU la Hilar ikavfUaaa. Aftar-IWtra tapper tnm SUB
o Praa l4li-Firtla|i!t«r$*4r.M.(2-lrUettitBl*.)CUUmn4* It.hslMartfi.

Sivuca "has extraordinary theatrical pres-

ence ... a remarkable performer."
—Don Heckman, Village Voice

UNDERSTUDIES

Understudies new substitute for listed player* unless a specific an-

nouncement for the appearance is made at the time of the performance.

Tue*.. Wed., Thun., 6:30;
Sun. 3 P.M. A 7:30 P.M.
$5.50. $6.50, $7.50. Fri.

6:30, Set. 7 P.M. 4 10 P.M.
$7.50, $8.50.

The New Theatre
154 E.'S4th St.

752-0440

Original cast recording on

ItCil2SY*.

For Emanuel Bloch—David Clarke; David Greenglass and Harry Gold—Allen Garfield) Irving

Saypol—Abe Vjgoda, Judge Kaufman and Julius Rosenberg Ed Bordo; Ethel Rosenberg,

Ruth Greenglass and Teuie Greenglass— Sylvia Gassed) Roy Cohn—Charles Kindi.

20
21

> %



. ..Wolth out for tho iwlnging do«n ot you •*-

ti> thi» goiiil, iw»<«i'*lM<cinlwrr ta loon. $if U
a gordtn Geisbe or bomoth tho ckcwi Iml ae4

• n|oy a <t|ri(oii> Cog* aovio « you tovor th*

"mon-titod" cKortool riooki ond plonk root

t

bo«f bill of farol A kundrtd yoort and a f*w

»l«pi from all tboa>«ri. Ido ««ppor ltd

'The I NEW YORK HILTON
I A»omio of Iho iurkai d iVd It.

urilll N*«V«bN.V. JU 4 -7OOO

authentic Chinese Dtafcf be
tradlUofi it the...

Sunifiuk
*£STAU*ANT$. NX.C.

200 WEST 44th St. • T#l : 524-4707
(In th« H*srt of b’wiy)

40 face* from Shubcn Alloy

LUNCHEON * COCKTAILS
DINNER * AFTER THEATRE^*
l FREE VALET PARKING j5fr

6 PM to 12 MUnite CfP*

The action of the play takes place In;

The Courtroom; The Work); The Past

THERE WILL BE NO INTERMISSION

All courtroom dialogue is quoted from the transcripts of the triaL

The "Reconstructions" draw on letters and verbal reports but they are inventions
in the service of truth rather than facts.

The F.B.i. interrogations come from memos and tapes from the offices of the
lawyers representing Greenglass and Gold. Part of this information appeared
during the appeals when it was published abroad after having apparently been
taken without permission from Greenglass' lawyer 0. John Rogge. Later, in the
1960s, Waiter and Miriam Schneir came into possession pf new Harry Gold
material from his attorney, John D. M. Hamilton.

The after-curtain calls are for

DEWAR’S
'While Label'
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‘Today's fashions are designed for the body beneath the

clothes—sleek, supple, limber and loved.'

tsBodyCouture
Collection*

5 dedicated ‘specialists* to pat yoa is lop fm-teras to fees.

Brent Contour Concentrate. An extraordinary akin-firming, emol-

lient massage-lotion for the decoUetage (and snvirona). Non-oily,

instantly absorbed. Setinixea this crucially mjB’fvmlinj area.

Body Bnflai Lottos.A gentle ‘skin-planing* cream to skim off dry-

ness (even at elbows, heels). Seems to ‘resurface* the skin.

Sadk Bodyerrrar Ultra-rich, skin-silkening foam (like a Huff of

aerosol facecream for the length of you). Utterly greaaeleas. Sleeks

its way into every pore, so your akin feels there*! ‘nothing on*.

UHamlst The first feminine hygiene spray with a unique ingredi-

ent that acts instantly to neutralise and prevent odor—then ‘re-

activates* to release fresheners throughout the day.

Ultra-Effective Antf-fcisphnnt and Peodaraat Like an invisible

liquid d/eas shield. Special ‘moisture-blotters' give maximum pro-

tection-even for those plagued with problem perspiration.

‘Ultima’ II
Crested by Gharkas Reran



TRUE...
best-selling,best-tasting

cigarette ofits kind.

£Look fttlWa number*:
12.5 mg>. tarand 0.7 mg*,nicotine.Compare them

to the brand you're smokingnow.

Shouldn’tyour
brand beTrue?

Menthol.
toa

Who's Who in the Cast

GEORGE GRIZZARD (Julius Rosenberg) be-
gan bw Broadway career with in award-winning
performance in Dnperate Hours and has re-

ceived critical acclaim ever since. Following
Variety's poll of drama critics as the season's
most promising actor, Mr. Gruzard was twice
nominated for a ‘Tony“ award for his portrayals
in The Disenchanted and Big Fish, Litlie Fish.
Constantly proving his versatility, he has run
the gamut of characterizations with performances
in Happiest Millionaire. Fact of a Hero, Who's
Afraid of Virginia Woolf?, The Gingham Dog.
You Know ! Can't Hear You When Ihe Waters
Running, and a musical comedy role in Noel
Coward's Sweet Potato. He was abo a member
of the all-star 20th Anniversary production of
The Glass Menagerie. Mr. Grinard'a theatrical
activity away from New York includes the first

two seasons of Tyrone Guthrie's Minnesota
Theatre Company in the title roles in Hamlet
and Henry V, ihe Dauphin in St. Joan, Mmcs
in Volpone and Sotyony in The Three Sitters,

His film credits include From the Terrace, Ad*
vise and Consent and Warning Shot. His more
recent recognition and acclaim ire represented
by his sensitive and moving role io TVs award-
winning Teacher, Teacher and his performance
•s the maneuvering reporter, Hildy Johnson, in
Front Page.

ANNE JACKSON (Ethel Rosenberg) possesses
the creative talent that has been the subject of
praise and adulation almost since the day she
made her professional debut as a member of the
American Repertory Company. She has won
laudatory critical comment on Broadway in
Summer and Smoke, Magnolia Alley. Love Me
Long, The Last Dance and Oh, Men ’ Oh, Wo *

mm. As Edward G. Robinson's daughter in
Middle of she Night some seasons ago and in

2?

the al-ttir production of George Bernard Shawls
Major Barbara, she made her first important
impressions. Miss Jackson starred with her hus-
band. EH WaJhch, in Naw York, California and
London in The Typist mid The Tiger and
again with Mr. Wallarh on Broadway in Luv.
Her many television appearances include Lullaby
and Dear Friends, for which she received an
Emmy nomination. As a screen actress. Miss
Jackson has appeared in such films as The
Journey with Yul Brynncr and Deborah Kerr,
Tall Story with Anthony Perkins, How to Save a
Marriage .... and Ruin Your Life with Dean
Martin and Stella Stevens. Mora recently she was
seen in False Witness. Lovers and Other Stran-

gers. Secret Life of an American Wife, in which
she stars with Walter Matthau, and will soon
co-star with Prank Sinatra in the recently com-
pleted Dirty Dingus Magee.

JAMES WHITMORE (E. H. Bloch ) personifies
the “actor's actor"- A pre-law student at Yale, his

involvement with musical and dramatics groups
colored bis future career and he entered the
theatrical world by entertaining the troops with
a USO troupe. Hb preparation for the theatre
wai at the American Theatre Wing and his first

audition was for Kermh Bloomgartcn's Com-

mand Decision. Ha won not only the role but
the coveted Tony award for the best supporting
performance of the year and the Donaldson
Award for the best newcomer of the season.
During the ran of the play he studied further
with Elia Kazan at the Acton Studio and signed
a motion picture contract with MGM where his

portraysl of the Sergeant in Battleground earned
for him an Academy Award nomination. The
Asphalt Jungle, The Nest Voice You Hear, Kiss
Me Kate, Them, The Eddie Duchin Story. Who
Was That Lady, Battle Cry and Bloch Lika Me
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are just e lew el hb major screen credits. Hb
recent theatre appearances have been An Evening
With Walt Whitman, A Cota of Ubel, Anna
Christie and hb one-man show Win Referi: USA.
Mr. Whitmore's television scries The Law and
Air. lottos was critically and gained
him an even wider audience.

MASON ADAMS (Irvfcf Saypol) tor nearly
two docadea, starred in the title role at Pepper
Young oo one of radio's longest*lived eruiy,
Repost Yount'

m

Family. Throughout the sum
period, ha was heard oo thousands cl radio pro*
grants, and became one of America's best-known
voices* Broadway play* in which he appeared in-

clude Saroyan's Gat Away Old Man. Career
Angel Shadow of My Enemy and Tali Surry. He
co-starred in the London production of You
Know / Can't Hoar You When the Water's Kean-
mint- TV and radio spokesman, be continues as
one at the most familiar voices on the air.

MIKE BUR5TBN (Roy Cohn) began hb acting
career at the age of seven, touring the world with
hb parents in the Yiddish musicaTcnmody theatre.
He moved to Israel in 1962 and today a one of
Israel's leading motion picture and stage stars.
Hb fUm role m The Flying Matchmaker earned
him the Kloot-David (Israeli Oscar) as Best
Actor of the Year. Mr. Bursten has starred in
The MegOja, voted the best play of the Inter-
national Theatre Institute Congress held in Israel
In 1969 and repeated hb portrayal for American
audkoces in 1*69.

JACK 1C HOLLANDER (Devil Gnenrkus)
was last seen on Broadway in Robert Shaw's
Mam in the Gluts Booth. An actor of wide eat-

perfcaoe in all media, Mr. Hollander Veen hb
formal training at the Ooodman Memorial Thea-
tre la Chicago and later studied in Nsw York
with Lee Strasberg. Hb New York stags appear-
ances indude Impossible Years, The Birthday
Perry, The Mlrack Worker and Gideon. He ban
toured h» Luther, Carnival and til Abner. In
ffaw, Mr. Hollander was seen in The Miracle
Worker and on television he has been on suchWorker and on television he has been on such
shows ns The Defenders, Dupont's Show of the
Week end NBCt ChBdrsn'sThmtze specials

PHIL LEEDS (Kerry Gold) b an actor of on-
qualiflad versatility, having performed on every
major television snow, the Broadway stags, n
titan and ttuntacrdala. As a comedy actor, Mr.
Leeds was featured in the original productions
of Cam Can, The Matchmaker, Romanoff and
Juliet. Nobody Loves an Albatross sod Lttila
Murders. Milton Berk, Jackie Gleason, Stave
Alien, Gariy Moore, Jack Pear and Johnny Car-
son have all been television hosts to Mr. Leeds.
Last season be toured with Cyril Rltchard and
Cornelia Otb Skinner in Halfway Up the Tree
end iust prior to this, returned from Japan where
he filmed Mastermind with Zero MochL

MICHAEL UPTON (Judge Kaufman) is known
to miBlona of television viewers M Ns2 Wade,
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Everyshow should have
a nappybeginning.

Whether you arc in the mood for a comedy,
tragedy, musical or a revue, start off every per-

formance with the mood, food and excitement
you can find only in a Langehamps restaurant

CATTLESAJUJN
221 Wt* 444 St lit West 47th St

Complete dinner of shrimp cocktail, booelcas sir-

loin steak or roast prime ribs of beef, baked po-
tato, salad, cheese cake or ice cream and coffee.

Plus all the drinks you can drink with dinner.
Only $6.50.

RIVERBOAT
356 Fifth Am* Empire State Bolling. PL 14444
New York's greatest dinner and entertainment
package gives you aU you. can drink phta full
course le-ox. boneIon tfrloin steak dinners, all

for only $10.75. After II pen late supper includ-
ing all you can drink $7.7J. Continuous dancing
to exciting bands and with-it groups

THE CATTLEMAN
5 Beet 45th Street MO 1-1266
154Web flat Street 245-1737

The Adult Westerns" featuring prairie-sized

steaks sod over-sized drinks. Dinner entrees from
$4.50. After-theatre supper 1

1
pm-2 am a la carte

ROAST BEEP A BREW
Broadway al 64k Sheet.

Across from Lincoln Center. Roast prime ribs of
beef-full rib on the booe, $5J0,Vthe tradi-
tional cut $4.50. Including all the beer you can
drink, all the salad you can make. Opera Slipper
after 10 pm with a la carte entrees from $L25.

H. so. After-tneatre sapper 1
1
pm-2 am a U carte

from $2.25. Sunday Brunch (Noon to 3 pm) with
free champagne from $3.95. Free self-parking

STEAK * BREW
ftb Aveaae at 12th Street

Broadway at 51m Street
464 East 97k Street.

after 6 pm.

CAVANAGH*
266 West1M Strati. AL 5-11*6

Great steaks and chops. Drinking on the Honor
System and heaping portions make every day
one of the good old days. Complete dinners from
$6.25. A la carte entrees from $4.25. Free park-
ing on 22nd Street.

Broadway at 69th Street
9S-14 Queens BfvdL, Rego Pm*. fLX

'

Csssfk ratal Avs. at StntisaHm
Forestmb, N, Y.

113 Bari BkgkHdps Road, Brat, N.YL
Comfortable, casual pub atmosphere. 12-<sl
boneless sirloin steak, a& the salad you can
and all the beer you can drink. All for $4.35.
Otfwr entrees from $3*60.

CHARLES FRENCH RESTAURANT
452 Sixth Avenae* GR 7-3366

Five ‘‘Grind Presentation Dinners" with all the
champagne you can drink. Elegant Parisian set-

ting. Prix flxo $9*95. A la carte entrees from $4*25.

DAN STAMPLER* STEAK JOINT
56 Greenwich Avekm. CH 2-6669

New York's famed steak house features asvea
fantastic steaks. In the heart of Greenwich Vfl-
lags* A la carta entreat from $3*95*

DOWNBEAT
366 Leotkgtea Aveaws M 42ad Street. 6SU166
A fantastic duo of steak and jazz. Complete 16-
oj. boneless sirloin steak dinner plus all you can
drink for only $10.75. After 1 1 pm special supper
menu with all you can drink for $7.75. Cwturn-
out music featuring the greateti jazz attractions
in the country.

STEER PALACE
IHnfkatIMm

.j

The elegance of old San Francisco fat aevsn fabn*
'

loos rooms. Enjoy superb beef, game or seafood,*
Dinner entrees from I40J. fenjoy yosr afim-f,
show supper to the Saloon

lUchowu
1 16 task 14k Sheet GR 7-4666

One of Nsw York's most celebrated restaurants
once 1882. Oom-pah band snd string ensemble
enhance the Old World flavor, Attendant parks
can at dinner. A Is carte entrees from l3.2J. Sup-
pere served tl pm to midnight.

ORANGER1B
! M sdhse Amw at 59th Straet PL 9-2993
The romance of the Riviera. Catering to every
appetite every hour of the day, from Shopper's
Brunch to AfW-TbeatreSuDDer. LcGsJattner.

ffTEAK A ROAffTBEEFPARLOUR
1456 Broadway at 41riShnet

Carnal home at tbc Drink *n Dine Deal. Enjoy all
'

the drinks you can drink while feasting oo a full-
course bootless sirloin steak or roast prime ribs

,

of beef dinner. The whob deal k r*Ay % ,* v,

me romance or ine Kjvicrs. catering to every
appetite every hour of the day, from Shopper's
Brunch to After-Theatre Supper, LeOblaIW.
$8.75. Supper entrees from $2.25.

STOCKYARDS
Madban Aranas war 4fk She*.

The last stronghold of man-eiaad meals and
drinks. The Great Shank Steal of *70 features com-
plete boneless drink steak or roast prime ribs of
beef dinner with all tbs drinks yoo can handle.
Only $6.50.
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a roie ho played tor live yen* oo Ai hi# t» or*u

Turn*. He is known to theatregoer* for bit many
distinguished performance*. He appealed on
Broadway in Separate Tables, The Moon it Blue,

Caesar and Cleopatra and The Tenth Man. The
Aril two productions found him starred in na-

tional touring presentation*. Off-Broadw»y, Mr.
Lipton assumed major rotes in Hemp, The Wilder
FUtyr, Pinter's The Lover, Beckett's Flay *nd
his Obie Award-winning performance in The
Trigon. Michael Lipton has also starred in major
regional theatres, including Washington's Arena
Stage, Buffalo's Studio Arena Theatre and Cin-
cinnati's Playhouse in the Park. For the past
year he played Harold, the birthday boy, in Boys
in the Band in New York, Los Angeles, Las Vegas
and Florida, and won the Los Angeles Drama
Critics Circle Award for the Best Performance
of the Season, in that play.

SYLVIE STRAUS (Tessie Grunghut) has been
a ''professional relative" more times than she
can remember: among them, Aunt Gladys in the
film Goodbye. Columbus and Moss Han’s
mother in Act One . Further screen appearances
have been in Midnight Cowboy and A Fine Mod-
nets. On stage, Miss Straus has appeared in

Orpheus Descending, Camino Real and Middle
of the Night. She toured with the national coni'
pany of Fiddler on the Roof and has been seen
in the Lincoln Center Repertory Theatre's pro-
duction of Walking to Waldheim.

H1LDY BROOKS (Ruth Greenglass) has a wide
and varied amount of professional experience.
On Broadway she has appeared in The Good
Soup, The Goodbye Feople and Happiness Is a
Little Thing Called a Rolls Royce. Off-Broad-
way. Miss Brooks was featured in the three
Pinter plays The Lover, Tea Forty and The Col-
lection. On television she has appeared in

Nurses, Rouse 66, Girl Talk. Naked City, Edge
of Night, Ed Sullivan and the Dupont Show of
the Week.

SYLVIA GASSELL (Afnmwi) made her Broad'
wsy debut in The Time bf the Cuckoo. She has
appeared on lour in After the Fall, Flctures In

the Hallway and A Streetcar Nemed Desire as
well aa regional theatre, on Aim, television and
radio.

ED BORDO (FBI Agent ) made his Broadway
debut in The Last Analysis. He has appeared off-

Broadway and in repertory theatres throughout
the United State*. For three years he ttugbi act*

ing with Tamara Daykarhanov* and is a grad-
uate of the London Academy of Musk and Dra-
matic Arts.

DAVID CLARICE (FBI Agent,
Reporter) Since

he joined Equity in 1929, has appeared on Broad-
way, in films and on TV. He is listed in Who's
Who in American Theatre.

ALLEN GARFIELD (Clerk and JtshN) is fea-

tured in the forthcoming film The Owt and the
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Cordon Rouge Brul, Vlnloge. Mumms Extra Dry.

Imported by General Wine and Spirits Company,
Browne-Vintner* Division, N.Y.C.
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Ifihe competition •

1

had Impales high resale value*
maybetheytt be No.1. ;i

..kk'u Jl wl - m «*
*rh

A

Maybe.
The people at Chevrolet generously offer these tips to competitors to help improve

their resale value. They could try adding Impala’s sideguard door beam structure,

flush-and-dry rocker panels, protective inner fendm in every model, long lifinhaust

system, and cargo~guard luggage compartment. /ewP^gTF
I f competition doesn’t take these tips, you should. Buy an lmpala.

It’s such a rewarding car to get rid of. Putting you tnt, hasps us Bfd.

iu*. «U*U ilU) OUU M kccit JU i Uif.c> LJ

Hi, Mom, Greetinfj tad March of the Spring
Har*. He starred off-Broadway leu year In
Terence McNally's Witnru and Sweet cnu. Ha
a • member of ihe Actors Studio and io ihe fall

will direct bit own play. Four itt the Family—
Five. if itoo include the dog.

ABE V1GODA (Bailft, FBI Agent) was Iasi teen
on Broadway in The Man in the Glass Booth

.

Prior to this he was seen oo Broadway in Marat/
Sad*. He had major rote* tn \be Broadway Na-
tional Companies of Seidman and Son and The
Impossible Years.

DONALD FREED (Author) realizes with the
Broadway production of Iagueft the fruition of
a tons ana dedicated study into the Rosenberg
trial. Using actual transcripts as "reference

took" the play was first successfully produced
as The U.S. us. Julius and Ethel Rosenberg at

the Cleveland Play House. This is a new, re-

vised ventoa. A prolific writer. Mr. Freed has
published boohs on Freud, StanhUvsky, The
Existentialism of Alberto Moravia and The The-
atre of ihe Future. He has received the John Lar-

kin and Milton Lester Awards for hit literary

works. From 1956 to. 1965 Mr. Freed was the
Artistic Director of the Loa Aogeles Art Theatre.

Prof. Freed teaches hmnhilcs and world litera-

ture io California.

ALAN SCHNEIDER (Director) bat been as-

sociated with over one hundred of the most stim-

ulating productions in the American theatre.

Working in every medium, Mr. Schneider's di-

rection is looked upon as the epitome of pro-

fnsionaUun Among bis many credits are Who's
Afraid of Virginia woolft, A Delicate Balance,

Tine Alice, Ballad of the Sad Cafe, Anastasia,

Krapp's Lost Tape, and the American profes-

sional premieres of Caucasian Chalk Circle, The
Dumbwaiter and Twelve Angry Men. Mr.
Schneider has been awarded a Ford Foundation
Grant and a Guggenheim FeDowship. He was an
Artistic Director of the Washington Arena Stage
and Associate Director of the Tyrone Guthrie
Theatre.

KARL J. E1GST1 (Drsigner) Is principal de-

,

signer at the American Shakespeare Festival at

Stratford, Connecticut, where be redesigned ihe

festival sun for productions of Henry V and
Hamlet. He has been designer at the Tyrone
Guthrie Theatre, where he designed Merton of
the Movies; the New York Forum at Lincoln
Center and Arena Stage in Washington. D.C
He has been awarded a Fulbright in Theatre.

Mr. Eigsti is presently designing Othello at

Stratford and preparing John Guam's House of
Blue Leaves. Inquest marks his socond Broad-
way representation this SCftSOO-

SARA BROOK ( Costumes) b one of the mom
active designers on and off Broadway. Moat re-

cently she designed the costumes for Child's

Play, The Chinese and Dr. fish and the ac-

claimed revival of Front Page. She also created

S3

TVs week's perfect martini secret
Marinate button mushrooms in vermouth

and use the perfect martini gin, of course.

Sdagrm’s. The perfect martini gh.

fttttld MJTUitl OMM0. *« VOS BIT.

" ' '—
MM BSTtlfl MT fit HtrUlfl HOB 1*1101MW

Psrfum snd <ri|unce stceiumi: (30.00 to (3.50.

Created fay Suzanne Thierry. Paris.

Available it lard mi Teyter.
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LOVE
TOGETHER!

I
i

BINACA S
IS IN... Iff

BAD m
BREATH
IS OUT.

jj
VERY PORTABLE. VERY POWERFUL

(he trousseau for the touring version of Forty
Carats

,

u well u wardrobe for Generation, The
Impassible Yeart. Georg* Ml, Dames at Sea,
Halleluiah, Baby, ifld Black Comedy. Ofl-Broed-
wsy Mi«« Brook has dressed Big Time Buck
White iad A Whitman Portrait. She her
summer kooci ct the costume for
Mutk Peir Eoicrprfcee.

JULES FISHER (Lighting) hat created the at-

mospheric lighting for over thirty Broadway pro-
ductions including Butterflies Are Free, Hair,
The Man in the (riots Booth , You Know I Can’t
Hear You When the Water1

1 Running, The Only
Game In Town, and Half a Sixpence. Off*Broad-
way he has rktkned over forty productions as
well as the New York CUy Center's presentstioo
of Porgy and Bess and A Midsummer Nlehfi
Dream. He has designed for the Kennedy The-
atre tor Children, the New York City Ballet Co„
and is the Lighting consultant for Music Pain,
Inc. Mr. Fhher currently **y‘Kn lighting at

New York Untvenfey.

KEN ISAACS (Projections) brings to Broad-
way his inventive approach to environmental liv-

ing with this production of Inquest. Aa the lead-

ing designer of the Superstructure and the Micro-
house, Mr. Isaacs is known best for his Knowl-
edge Box. He received critical recognition for
hit work in 1963 when he was named an Archi-
tectural Fellow by the Graham Foundation for
Advanced Research in Chicago Mr. Isaacs baa
designed • “time chamber" for this production
which transports the sudienori hack to the 1950's
and the time and heart of the Rosenberg trial.

LEE GUBER (Co-producer) is President of
Guber-Groaa Productions and Vice President of
Music Fair Enterprises. He is Um best personifies-

tion of the modem day theatrical entrepreneur.
Mr. Guber holds a Bachelor of Science end s
Mister of Arts decree in Sociology from Temple
University. A student at the American Academy
of Dramatic Arts, Mr. Guber had s successful
career as the operator of a leading Philadelphia
nightclub and then produced selective concert
attractions in most of the large cities along tbs
Eastern seaboard leading to the eventual for-

mation of Music Fairs and his present career.

He and Mr. Gross have produced six national
road lours and thh production is their fourth
Broadway show.

SHELLY GROSS (Co-Producer) is President
and administrative head of Music Fair Enter-
prises. Uniquely suited for this vast responsibil-

ity tw is Phi Beta Kappa graduate of the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania, holding a Bachelor of Arts
Degree with maior honors ut English. Continu-
ing his studies at Northwestern University he
received a Master of Science Degree hi radio
Journalism. Upon his graduation from North-
western, he embarked on a career as a radio and
television newscaster, finally Mending his talents

with those of Us long time friend Lee Guber. in

the formation of the Music Fairs. He supervises

aU facets of their many road companies and efl

their Broadway productions.
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Things don't happen

theway they used to.

But they still happen

miu
Tv—

The lorhicklen fragrance.

Miff fat **IUfUI»iT"

GENERAL MANAGER IRVING CONE
PRODUCTION MANAGER MARK WRIGHT
PUBLICITY OtRECTOR MIKE MERRICK

Prasi Representative Nancy lovl
Stage Manager Bill Callao
Assistant Stag* Manager ........ Charles KJndl
Production Electrician Bill Watt
MAttar Propertyman David Nath
Wardrobe Mittrata Baba Spnngbatt
AaaiaUnt Di/actor Rhoas Crauar
Aaaiatant to Jules Fisher ........ Marc B. Wait!
Production Assistants ......... Rod McGovern.

Dorothy Fields
81 Ida Aaaiatant Susan Petarsan
Slida Staff ftheltey Guber. Rich Millar
Bound AsaJatant Busan Swerman
Assistant Electrician John Bradley
Casting Diractor Elizabeth Roberts
Advertising Representatives Tract Afancy
Accountant* Pinto, Winofcur 4 Psgsno
Attorneys Colton, Fambach 4 WeinbergAttorneys Colton, Fambach 4 Weissberg
insurance Garber, Golderiberg 4 Raboy
Merchandising On-the-Spot Productions
Hair Style! Ray lagnocco
Production Secretary Sally Mervian
Praaa Secretary Marcia Ball

Meyrowiti, Inc. Medical bags courtesy of Q.
Kruse 4 CM, Attache cases by M A M Lucesat
Co., Inc. Briefcases. Additional attache cases by
Amps* Leather Mfg. Co. Guitar by Goya Musk
Com. Stationery supplies courtesy of Olympic
Office Supply Corp., Division Litton Industries.
Anchor Hocking Glass Corp. products used. Pipes
4 Tobacco courtesy of Pipe 4 Tobacco Council of
America. Marlboro cigarettes used. Bsp*i-Cole
products used. Win by Bob Kelly. Photography
Orlando Guerra Studio and John Scherer Re-
search Assistance, Japanese Consul tats snd Film
4 TV Daily Newspaper. Baby Blankets courtesy
Quittax Co.. Inc. Silverware and Accessories cour-
tesy of Michael C. Fins Co. Stethoscope courtesy
of Crown Surgical Mfg. Corp., division of Bergen
Brunswig Corp. Hula Hoops courtesy of M 4 A
Wares Co. Cameras by FasNsia Willoughby. Make*
up by Pabarge.

CREDITS
Scenery by Nolan Scenic Studios, Lighting Equip-
man! by Century Lighting, Inc., Sound Equipment
by Bound Associates, Inc., A portion of projection
photographs by O.P.I. Mate Clothes by Joseph H.
Cohan Co . Mens Shirts courtesy of Gant Bhlrl-
makers. Balts end suspenders courtesy of Her-
vets House. Mens tls* courtesy of Tie City.
Lady's Wallets by Princess Qeroner. Umbrellas

PROJECTION EQUIPMENT BY
VISUAL ENVIRONMENTS, INC.

STAFF FOR MUSIC BOX THEATRE

Msasrst Horace H. Wright

Treasurer Raymond 0. Metz
Assistant Treasurer Ernest 0. Wheeler
Master Carpenter Robert E. Bandar
Master Pioperytman Harman Ottoman
Master Electrician Thomas E. Carroll

Chief Engineer Stove Tracey

Chief of Staff James M. Conlan

House Physician Or. Beniamin A. Gilbert

All products used In this theatre for the promo,
lion of sanitation are manufactured by the
Creeo Co., inc.

TBa taking %f pictures at th« aparaUas to aey
retarding device to this theatre la
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DOEVERYTHING.
TOGETHER!

BINACA
IS IN...
BAD ,

BREATH
IS OUT.

VERY PORTABLE. VERY POWERFUL.

GIVE
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You're in. Bill. Newman doesn't like many

things."

“Here comes Leonard Lyons. Try to

think of something funny that happened

in Philadelphia."

“Hi Leonard. You know Bill Shake*

speare, don't you7'

“Good play. Bill. I was sitting with Jus-

tice William Douglas. He liked it, too."

“Someone was on the train with Walter

Kerr and just called in. Kerr seemed to

be arguing over the merits of the play with

ha wife. I don't know if he was for it and

she was against it, or if she was for it and

he was against it
”

“Kerr doesn't come out until Sunday.

What did Himes say?"

“Someone's on the phone to The Times

now. Don’t worry. Bill. With these TV
reviews well take out an advertisement

tomorrow to counteract anything Barnes

says."

“But Barnes could like it."

“Of course he could like it. Vm just

saying in case he didn't."

“Bill. I didn't see the play, because we

had to go to Oh! Calcutta/, but everyone

at our table who saw it said they cried. It's

hard to get people to ay in the theatre

any more."

''Look—here comes Seymour. He's

mailing. Barnes must have liked it.

“Barnes flipped over it. Listen to this:

'I must admit the ides of two teenagers

being in love with each other against the

background of a family feud is something

that ordinarily would set my teeth gnash*

ing, but in the skillful hands of Bill Shake-

speare Romeo and Juliet is a play that I

advise everyone to go and see . . .

"

“We're in Bill! We’re int"

“Bless you Bill. Neat to Neil Simon,

you're now the hottest playwright on

Broadway." D

Art Buchwaid Is the author of the new

hit comedy Sheep on the Runway at the

Helen Hayes Theatre,

3EflSt 54THSLNew'tofc,NY 0022

Joy and the JazzyJohn
You'd think nobody ever took a bath be* feet of black marble with gold fixtures,

fore, the way the decorators, the plumbing and surrounded by a high gold-plated rsil-

and cosmetic companies are carrying on ing, presumably to keep out poachers . .

.

about how to take it As usual, the cos* In Memphis, one lady's tub is set at the

metic faction it out front with ideas, some end of a salon full of antique furniture,

of them water therapy equivalents of up- Empire chaise lounge and aU. . . . Back in

rad-down pills. But everybody else is into 1966, Neiman Marcus did weU with their

the act too, with ways to turn the stepchild Christmas catalog item. Crane’s His k
into a pleasure place or even a palace. Hen marble tuba, a sweet stocking gift at

The bathroom beautiful got an extra $4,000 . . . Manhattan's chic bathroom

midge into fashion when the papen re* specialist, Sherie Wagner, supplies his cut-

ported on Mn. Charles Revton't peachy tamers with faucets and tap handles in

new John in the done-over three-floor semi-precious stones, lapis lazuli, rota

penthouse apartmem that once belonged quartz, amethyst and the like. They do
to Helena Rubinstcior It never wu a slum, run up the bill by about $495, but it*s

believe me, but now

:

There's a two-step jewelry, isn't it?

climb before the plunge into a brown and

white marble pool “so big I'm afraid I'll Ah, yea, dull, inadequate bathrooms have

drown in it. 1 cant swim." The fixtures never been a problem with the real rich,

are gold and marble. There are bested And now the movement is spreading to

towel racks. There it a push-button make- include the middle-income group, what*

up mirror, triplex, that slides back and ever that is in these days of tight money,

forth from the well. (Lyn Revson, being Last week I went to a show by that big

a genuine natural beauty, scarcely needs national company, American Standard,

a special mirror for the amount of make- Lots more exciting than the fashion show

up the uses. It is the amount of Revlon 1 cut in order to go, where the news would

makeup used by kids like me that helps probably have been mini-maxi-inidi, of

pay for all that marble and gold.) Of which I've had plenty,

course, her bath water is seasoned and There were a half-dozen snappy "in-

softened with sll the perfumed oils of tegrsted bath-bedrooms" stitched up by

Arabia, many of which her husband owns. . the same number of interior designers.

She is partial to Intimate Perfumed Bath For luxury, pleasure and straight-out mod-

Oil and to NoreH's Milk Bath, cm convenience it was enough to make a

tenant of a 40-year old Manhattan apt.

From Rome, the Princess Ira Funten* (that's me) feel wistfully underprivileged,

berg's new bathroom got a play in the In our house we are grateful that the

papers, (lint everybody nosy about a plumbing works. But luxury? Forget it

Princess’ can?) Here is pure white marble. What fascinated me most were the

no veins . . . The bill (or a hand-designed plumbing innovations. For instance, one

bathing “alcove" in one Beverly Hills outsize (50ft wider) sunken tub called

house came to $85,000. But then, it is a the Ultra-Bath. It is very Ultra, with an

1,500 sq. ft. alcove, the sunken tub nine instant whirlpool (relax, baby) and a pro-

39 os a personal bias by Bernice Peck
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set temperature and depth device. It has

three shower heads: for shampoo, for

avoiding hair drench and for hosing down.

How's that for about $1,3007 IVe seen

people pay more for an evening dress.

Another tub, oh Romans, the Spectra

70, houses all jugs and jars on inset

shelves in its fiberglass wall paneling.

Cleverly engineered bath trays — or

benches — can drop down for makeup,

pedicure, sitting, reading — with twin

overhead lights, too. Super. (About $700.)

There are many decorated band basins

sunk into lovely counter space, in designs

to appeal to all tastes and periods. What

I dug the most was the equipment on

so. A Like a non-splash curving water-

flow faucet for shampooing in the sink,

about $140. Another item called a Push-

Pull faucet mixes up hot and cold water

with one yank of one hand, $33 ... Of
course there are new-modcl toilets and

bidets, even one with gold ftttinp ($304)

.

The floor plana for the six handsome

rooms I saw, plus booklets, will soon be
available from American Standard, 40 W.
40th St, NYC 1001*. Dept H.Kt

Even in my tired old 1930's tub, when it

comes to the cosmetic angle a bath can

do wonders. Like sliding ten years right

off the state of the skin, something all cos-

metic companies aim for these days.

Scandia't Bsth Magic does this. It's part

of their new line of bathing beauties

named Galore, mostly $5 a crack. You
cream on Bath Magic he/ore the dunk to

find that, honest, even the first time out,

it has left a soft polish on the most in-

dignantly rough dry skin. Smells glorious,

too . . . For bubble lovers (and what a

great way to cop out on scrubbing the

tub) Frances Denney has a new golden

ge), Bathing Spa. Aside from the flatter-

ing blanket of foam, it softens and takes

the place of soap, $7.50 . . . Vitibath

products need no recommend from me,

they are already that popular. A new one

There’s more goingon
than meets the eye.

Nathan’* Back Iwa. A be fere and
after Iheatre experience. Marveless
fand. Old-faikkanei ataiesphtrc.
Great bar. Waiter service, feasible
prices.

Tea’ll lave it! Res.: 5*4-0$$*

Lower Level, Natkaa‘i-Breadway H fpe.

Now there are two prime aleak houses.
Choose between Chandler's East and the
exciting, new Chandler*# West In the heart
of the theatre district . . . both aerve the
seme superlative steaks, chops, roast
beef, luscious live trout and lobsters . .

.

seven days a week at the conventional
hours and after-theatre, too. Reservations:
CHANDLER'S WEST *40 W**t S2n* 8*1-477}
CHANDLER'S EAST 40 Ent 4fllk StfOft' 781-1MO

40

is named Velour, probably it vel-

vets up the skin. The claim is that it con-
tains the highest concentration of emol-
lient oils ever poked into one bottle for

after-bath slathers, $5.

Impassioned declaration from one Play-

Ail/ editor; "The only place I don't like

Arpege is on ice cream.” She can now
extend her coverage. Lanvin is bringing

out an Anna Held job, Arpege Foaming
Milk Bath, a skin-enriching batch of

bubbles, $5; Arpege Bath Oil Crystals

(the oil bit tn the crystals is what does it),

full of witer-and-skin•softening emol-

lients, $5 for a huge 20 oz. jug; Arpege
Swirl, a rich flowing perfume-loaded lo-

tion to splash on apito-bath, is another

bargain, $4 for 6 ox.

Fabergt is big on environment and the

pleasure principle, even when it's just

soap. Like their Xinadu French-milled

Marble Bill, $5~ fof'T marbles, but $10
for a Plexiglas throne to tit them on . .

.

EstAe Lauder's AzurAe collection h*d**t—

a skinny bath to follow up exercises. It is

also an up-pill—you feel so good. Mix a
cap of her European Mineral Bath salts

(sulphur, seawood extract, etc.) with a
cap of Mint Pick-Up Bath and wow,
away you go, $7.50 and $6.50 . . , Houbi-
gant's Chantilly Body Powder Mist smells

lacy but wakes up the skin anyway, with
its cool blast, $3.75 . . . And some people
wouldn't live without British Vic, that old-

limey grainy waibrag that revs up the cir-

culation like a loots mitt, only it's easier

to navel with, $1.

Luxury in my 5x7 bathroom cant in-

clude marble and space. But way in
a closet is a vintage ermine coat Tbo yel-

low, too dated, to ever wear eg**"- But
wouldn't it cut up into a jaxxy bathmat?
Ill do it Johns all over are certainly

changing. Even the public versions. One.
tremendously elegant 56th Street rretau-

rant has a pink bidet in Its Ladies. Style

up, everybody. q

H'



PlAyBILLOF FARE

by Emory Lewis

Whether it be the Dueben of Argyll

or Katharine Hepburn, L’Aiglon huor Katharine Hepburn, L'Aiglon hu
always been a hangout for royalty. Dressed

in opulent red, while, and gold, L'Aiglon

hu wooed the planet's elect at the same
address (13 East 55th Street) for fifty

years, an astonishingly long run for a

local inn.

The decor is Napoleonic. The rear din-

lng room, with its murals depicting the

brief, unhappy life of the emperor's eag-

let, is by far the more elegant, but royalty

perversely prefers the banquettes up front

in the small bar.

Owners Guido- Boeehiota and Joseph

Maestro profoundly understand the prop-

er rites of dining. Guido, the wise boat,

learned his secrets at both the Seminmia
Hotel In Egypt and the King David in la-

reel. L'Aiglon, open for lunch and dinner,

is French with a slight Italian accent. En-

trde raasterworks include the veaj chop

k I'Aiglon (in a bed of green noodles and

topped with a superb morosy sauce),

braised sweetbreads en casserole clamart

(a garnish of artichoke hearts and green

peas), and the piccata a la Guido (veal

tcallopini sauteed and embellished with

zucchini). Telephone: PL 3-7295.

Marlowe's, which opened several

weeks ago, is happy newt. For Mar-

vin Rubin, the former impresario of

Manny Wolfs and Chandler's, cares pas-

sionately about the quality of food, and

his new restaurant at 142 East 53rd Street

is proof positive of his uncommon con-

cern.

The menu st Marlowe's lists chiefly

steaks, chops, and seafood, with an Italian

specialty or two. I ordered an aged prime

alrioin ($8.75) that was incredibly

tender and Aavorful, one of the half-dozen

great steaks among my gustatory mem-
ories. On another occasion, I tried the

Danish lobster tails caught in the waters

off Iceland. Again I was impressed, for

the meat was delicately sweet tod not a

hit rubbery.

Along with notable food, maihto-Aooctd

Marlowe's Is eye-pleasing, Designed by

busy Ronnie Brahms, the rtetaaranimw>
what resembles an English manor bourn,

although I detected Mediterranean over-

tones in the convoluted woodwork.

Petite songbird Norma Shepherd jaunti-

ly presides at the piano in the Antler

Lounge on Thursday, Friday, and Satur-

day nights. For other details, 83&-GUO.

T
he pride of Galway, Jim Downey,

started hit larky pub out of his win-

nings at the racetrack. His blithe saloon

soon became the place to go when such

Actors Studio types as Anthony Francioaa

and Ren Qazzara started to call it home.

Now under the ownership of suave Gil

Weist, a stage-struck Investor in musicals,

Downey's remains a convenient and amia-

ble haven for both mummers and theatre-

goers. The decor has been vastly improved,

with lots of polished brass, additional old-

fashioned etched glass, and walls fes-

tooned with theatre photographs.

The food is much better, too, and I

hasten to add, more expensive. For an

overture, 1 recommend the slivers of Irish

smoked salmon, served with capers and

onions- The prime lightweight steak is a

wise choice at $4.95, and the fried Gal-

way Bay shrimp a deserved favorite at

$4.50. I invariably order a side dish of

delicious broiled mushroom caps. For

reservations, dial PL 7-0IB6.

W7W-:
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A Vehicle of Venery

byJames Upton
editor's NOTE:

A year ago a book by James Lip/on called

AN EXALTATION OF LARKS (Cross-
man Publishers, Inc.) became a somewhat
surprising best seller—surprising by virfye

of the subject matter, which was collective

nouns or "terms of venery**
(/or example,

A PRIDE OF LIONS, A OAGGLE OF
GEESE). The author, however

, being a
man of considerable imagination, was un-
willing to content himself with existing

collectives, even poetic and esoteric ones,

like A MUSTERING OF STORKS or
A SHREWDNESS OF APES. Come-
quently, he Invented some of his own. . . .

Since James Upton has been at one time
or other an actor, director, choreographer
and playwright (e.g. the musical Sherry),
it is not unexpected that a number of these

original terms of venery should refer to his

special province. PLAYBILL asked Mr.

Upton If he would put together for us

tome of these collectives on theatreshe
result,

uA Vehicle of Venery.**

Onstage

A gathering of some of the grind ladies of

theatre (say, Hepburn, Hayes and Harris)

is properly referred to asANENTRANCE
OF ACTRESSES. On the other hand, a

collection of untried ingenues is A WIG-
GLE OF STARLETS. Both groups owe
their livelihood to A PINCH OF PRO-
DUCERS, who in turn owe thein to A
HOST OF ANGELS If the show it a
musical, chances are the stars will be

’

joined onstage by A QUAVER OF SO-
PRANOS and A RUMBLE OF BASSES,
as well as A FLOAT OF DANCERS (fe-

male) and A FLIT OF DANCERS (male).

, Out Front

In every audience there is a group who
might be best identified as A HACK OF
SMOKERS. Their noisy activities ut

often rivaled by A LOAD OF DRUNKS
and A SLUMBER OF OLD GUARD
The majority of the audience, however, is

composed of A BELLYFUL OF BORES,
who the minute the curtain fall* become
A DASH OF COMMUTERS, scurrying
Into the street to face A CHARGE OF
TAXIS.

Meanwhile

The stars exit through the stags door and
make their way through A Cline OF
PHOTOGRAPHERS andA SHRIEKOP
CLAQUES. They hurry to a rva-

taurant where they are faced by A BLAR-
NEY OF BARTENDERS and AN IN-
DIFFERENCE OF WAITERS. Here,
nibbling on A CLUTCH OF EGGS, they
await the early editions of the newspapers,
whkh will contain the verdicts of A

SHRIVEL OF CRITICS. If the reviewers

turn thumbs down, then the play must ex-

pect AN UNCTION OF UNDERTAK-
ERS (or in the ease of a real flop—AN
EXTREME UNCTION OF UNDER-
TAKERS) If, however, the play is a hit,

then the stars can look forward to A
THRILL OF FANS—and, alas, A DE-
SCENT OF RELATIVES.
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Theatregoers Scrapbook

CUT-UVEL THEATRE
During a recent brief visit to New York,

the newly-knighted Sir Noel Coward told

critic Emory Lewis that he had seen sev-

eral plays (including hit own Private

Livet) but no operations. "I wish I had

more time for a hospital tour. Watching

operations is my favorite kind of theatre,

you know. I’ve observed many opera-

tions in both London and New York, op-

erations performed on both friends and

drangtiv ... 1 suppose 1 lib to see a

great artist at work, and that's what a

surgeon is."

OSCARS FROM BROADWAY
Among 62 major nominations for the

Academy Awards this year, 24 (roughly

30 percent) went to filmed adaptations of

Broadway plays or musicals. It was the

late Maxwell Anderson's Anne of the

thousand Days that swept the field with

ten nominations including Best Picture,

Best Actor (Richard Burton), Best Actress

(Genevieve Bujotd) and Best Supporting

Actor (Anthony Quayte). Broadway's

durable Hello, Dolly/ starring 1969 Oscar

winner. Funny Girl Barbra Streisand, was

nominated in six categories. (Barbra, in-

cidentally, ihared Best Actress last year

with Coro’s Kate Hepburn, who picked

up her Oscar for The Lion in Winter, an-

other Broadway transplant.) Other of this

year's Oscar contenders that are old-hat to

theatregoers: Paint Your Wagon, Sweet

Charity, The Prime of Miu Jean Brodie

and Cactus Flower. . .
.—Bruce WQliemson

"WRITE FOR YOURSELF* NEIL SIMON"
At one of the George Spdvin luncheons

playbill hosts for important members of

the theatre community And prominent

members of the business community, Neil

Simon {Last of the Red Hot Lovers, etc.,

etc., etc.) told the assembled group: “When
I start out to write a play, / think of my
eelf and my friends. ... ife only when the

play is in rehearsal or on tour that l re•

ttfize th^re are other Influences and tastes

that must he considered
“

WORDS. WORDS, WORDS
A musical that recently opened on Broad-

way, features a song which includes in its

title that four-letter word. It makes us

realize how far we've come since 1907

when Synge's Playboy of the Western

World opened in Dublin. In the third act

of Playboy when one of the character!

used the word “shifts" (referring, of

course, to a lady's undergarments), it

caused such an uproar that for the remain-

ing week the police were required to con-

trol the audience. —».

compiled by Joan Alleman Rubin

We have

72
new reasons
why the

Diners Club Card
~ is better than

ever before.

All ofthem
Hilton.

Now, Diners Club is honored at the 72 Hilton Hotels and Inns across

the United States. (You can also use our card at all the international

Hiltons.) A Hilton address and a Diners Club card is all you need to

be at home anywhere in the world.

i



CRITIC'S CORNER
Excerpt from x memorable review pan-

ning r amateur performance of Hamlet :

"There has long been a controversy over

who wrote Shakespeare’s plays — Shak-

speare or Bacon. / propose to settle It

today by opening their graves. Whoever

turned over wrote Hamlet.”
—gxjbert Hendrickson

PLAYWRIGHTS IN THE SKY
For several yean Iberia Airline* baa been

naming its flap** after great Spanish ar-

tists. The DC4Tt were painters, the Cara-

vellea were musicians and now with the

new 747% Iberia hat begun a series of

playwrights. The first three jumbo jets

are named Cervantea, Lope de Vega and

de Leon. . . . Wouldn't it be nice if* say,

TWA picked up this idea, using* of course*

American playwright!. Imagine sitting In

a Superjet and hearing the loudspeaker an-

nounce* “Welcome aboard the Tennessee

Williams* this is your pilot, Stanley Ko-

walski. . , * .
H

the White House* the East Room was
where Mn. Adams strung her washline.

Our legend claims
if you sip a perfect Scotch >

you'll hear 100 pipers play.
*

That’s a lot of Pipers.

But then 100 Pipers
is a tot of Scotch.
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PORTRAIT Of AN ARTIST

Does the biography listed bdow deicribc

the life of Ibsen* Chekhov or Strindberg?

Born into a highly respected but bank-

rupt family in the mid-19th Century . .

.

attempted to pursue a medical carter but

was forced to give up his studies in order

to earn a living . . . received a grant when
one of his first published worts caught the

attention of some government officials . .

.

became recognized as a playwright largely

through a theatre with which be was in-

timately connected . . . became disen-

chanted with his government and spent

some time in self-imposed exile . . , re-

turned to hts country where he enjoyed

success . . . died of an illness horn which

be suffered for a number of yeah,sc A1 three

v‘ J •kT’

.
.. .

i .
-* * 1

*

rhea ptodnrod and directed by Harold

Prince. Birina Suhch* Berbers fieny end
Dean Janes heed the out

PRESIDENTIAL "HANGUPS"
After the February 22nd command per-

formance of the musical 1776 at the White

House, President Nixon told Virginia

Veitoff, who plays the part of Abigail

Adams, that she could bang her laundry

in the East Room any time the cared to.

... It seems that back in 1797 when John

and Abigail Adams were first residents of

WHO'S TONY?
Moat people know that the Tony Awards

are named for Antoinette Perry* but per-

haps only some are aware that Mies

Perry* in addition to being an actress and

the World War II Chairman of the Amer-

ican Theatre Wing* was also the original

director of Harvey back in 1944.

ATTENTION 1BADBRS:

Do you have any special memories, anec-

dotes, quips or quotes about the theatre?

Send them to Scrapbook, flaysill. 3 E.

54th Street, NYC 10022.
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UNITED STATES Gv. ERNMENT

Memorandum
Mr. V. C. Sulliva

V. A.

1
1
1

DATE:

1

1

Mr. C.D. DeLoach
Mr. T.E. Bishop
Mr. W.C. Stillivan

May 25, 1970

Mr. V.A. Branigan
Mr. J.P. Lee

Tel®-- F,dd”.

JULIUS ROSENBERG
ESPIONAGE - RUSSIA

This memorandum reviews an article in "The New York Times"
magazine section for May 24, 1970, critical of the death sentences
given to Julius and Ethel Rosenberg, executed Soviet agents.

"The New York Times" magazine' section on May 24, 1970,
contains an article by Waltep^tSoodman entitled "The Rosenberg Case:
An Inquest on an Inquest." Goodman has seen the play "Inquest,"

(

a pro-Rosenberg and anti-Government play currently showing on
Broadway and states the play did not convince him that the
Rosenbergs were innocent. Be then sets out what he refers to as
the FBI 's account of the case which was accepted by the jury. He
claims that the conviction of Alger Biss, the detonation of the
atomic bomb by the Soviets and the accusations made by the late
Senator Joseph R. McCarthy were all items which made this a time
"less conducive to the cool administration of justice." Goodman
theorizes that if the Rosenbergs had been given a sentence similar
to that given Klaus Fuchs in England (14 years), the case might

l have ended there, but the death penalty served to make the case an
,

I international "cause celebre." yj*

Goodman mentions the book "Invitation to an Inquest"
written by Miriam and Valter Schneir and notes that their theme is
that no crime at all was ever committed and the FBI manufactured
the whole case against the Rosenbergs. He refers to the play
Inquest" and this book as examples of "historical revisionism."ft

The author then develops the theme that although the
Rosenbergs were guilty, they should not have been executed and refer
to the executions as a gratuitous piece of vengeance, exercised by
small men in a frightened time. Be then attempts to equate the

S
osenberg case to the actions of the New Left of today and calls for
oderation In the prosecutions and in the sentences given in

.handling the Individuals he refers to as the "bully boys" of the
fifew Left.

RCC-10 ^5*
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JPL:tdp

65-58236
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FD-36 (R«v. S-22-64)

Transmit the following in

AIKPEL
Via

a
tS

F B 1

'

Date: 5/21/70

(Type in plaintext or code

)

DIREfTtH, FBI (65-58236)

SAC, NEB YORK (65-15348)

JULIUS nOSENBERG

(OOjNew York)

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau is an article
entitled ^The/Kbsenberg Case : An Inquest on an Inquest, n

by WALTEMOCBMfiS.

The above article was obtained by the NYO from an
advance copy of "The New York Times Magazine," which will
appear in the "New York Times 11 on 5/211/7Q. ^

The above article analysis 'of the ROSENBERG
case in relation to the present Broadway play "Inquest,"
which is presently being presented at the Music Box Theatre,
NYC and is based upon the ROSENBERG case.

1

The above article is being furpished for ^Ehe
information of the ‘eau.

^^Bureau (Enc. 1) (RM)
1-New York (100-37158)
1-New York

FFDjms
(5)

Approved:
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(Mount Clipping in Space Below)

The Rosenberg
Case:

An Inquest

On an Inquest

(Indicate page, name ol

newspaper, city and state.)

New York Times
Magazine

New York, NY

page 28

ByWALTERGOODMAN

ABOUT halfway through a per-

formance of "Inquest/' the

play about the Rosenberg case

that arrived on Broadway a few
weeks ago, it occurred to me that 1

was at moments being moved, but
never for a moment convinced. An
uncomfortable feeling, with its sug-

gestion that one is being worked on
rather than communicated with, yet

appropriate to the play's subject

Nearly 20 years ago, when the

Rosenberg case was running its grim
course, thousands of liberal Ameri-
cans found themselves in a similarly

uncomfortable position; they were not
persuaded that Julius and Ethel

Rosenhrrg were innocent, still the

WALTEft GOODMAN is (he author of

a forthcoming booh on the MucuvHiin-
Dt Sapio case.

^ JU* w.V r*~ t _

prospect of their deaths came as a
horror. The new play, subtitled "A
tale of political terror,” need not de-

tain us either as a piece of theater or
as a political document — but the
period it recalls, when the Rosen-
bergs suffered their ordeal and & part

of the nation went through an ordeal

of its own, does, I think have perti-

nence for our own troubled times.

The manner in which the Rosen*
bergs were implicated in espionage
was sufficiently intricate to satisfy

expectations aroused by Eric Ambler.
In brief, to follow the FRX account
which was accepted by the jury, the
story began with the sensational ar-

rest in England, in February, 1950, of

Klaus Fuchs, a German-born nuclear

scientist then attached to the British

atomic energy installation at Harwell.
From December, 1943, to June, 1946,

Fuchs had worked in this country,

mainly at Los Alamos, N.M., where
the atotmic bomb was being devel-

Advance copy
due for publicatic

Date: 5/24/70
Edition:

Auihor: Walter Goodman
Editor:

Title:

Character:
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Classification:

Submitting Office: NY
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.v'i i

- * w *? 4\ k
'

> :

;
with the Government, end in ;V^., ^ LI V^eT

-;t
» to «tor. I kik'oreengUu

?* rTy*- went to a woman*> handbag?
; i°f

» !Mctortyto vmy. . tewbTta.j.TSSj
“f

devd<^n^on *e lower eati cardboard. We matched?
side, was arrested, A few weeks laterJ two of them.- Later ini
Jidhur wife Ethel, older lister ef % 'l?fe^|^the day Greenglaaa save aome^
David Greenglaas, was taken Into
'custodty. The Rosenbergs, parents of
two young children, were charged < : \ f

material to Gold, who tnnted
j

with ocmsDirinx with Gold i. «t over
^
to Yatovtev. &***}

l^^^and brought from -It a piece!
“!ri' :bf cardboard We matched]
rr* “ 4L. a- il. aa • 2

- V*.

Wt&mm '•

-t

1 ;
i with conspiring with Gold, Green- 0 .j. » over to^^wiew. ure»-j

| ; }
(lass and the letter's wife to obtain ^

‘i • national defense secrets for the Soviet ; .
$-vr-?? ?

:

i
; * Pi^

d*
^ :

* $4,000 with which to leave:

H fefc^e
1
ber themselves evidently tn-$|ij§H T the Fifth Amendment to ouestkaw - /^Mu>M^.ee «wne - -

^

^T* f 'J* ^ country—as the Rosen-i^r
T>efore her arrest, Etbd themselves evident^ tS^I^
rath Amendment to Questhas^ tJSad. (David GnsengtaMwasj^

B
ted to the allegations of spying i'je^r^.^Eitenoed to 1$ yeei*4:'..:Ma?#4

fthereafter, she professed innocence)1 An accompanying theme un ’#^

f '' David Grcenglass testified that In' . 'V v' the Rosenberg ease began edlv^!

: was the Rosenborgs who persuaded .-xj Aug. 18, 1050. with the eneaC!-^:

^ ^
him to paas secrets. The key event "S;

' [ Ot Wotton SobeD, a

5£j i L ta r* Picaresque account occurred

t«oh<toy^to January IMS. when Ju&a
**---

feritfC. fCOntthuerfon IVg* g7)

V —
rW^-dT* .1

t
^1

i

045, when

Aji/ rrjj

jijjj > r
**"* • • , . . .

i ^
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jjp The trial of Communists ac-

apggftd of ghrtng atomic secrets

Jbs&o the Russians could scarce-

Jy have come at a time less

conducive to the cool admin-."
" Jstratfon of justice. The recent

j£l "exposure of Alger Hiss as a

t
'V -helpmate of the Soviets in the

r:^
1930's had confirmed for the

jp^
l

{

‘ political right everything they

rj|k<. had always believed about she
‘ ^New Deal. On the left, the

ayk , case had been traumatic.
Many liberals, out of an

.
stinct bred in the days of

vT j' prewar Popular Front and «t ,

fejl^' vived by our alliance with fei
jSl

(

V. Russians in World War n, hi|
jff

1

defended Hiss, identified

J

him, given him their trust? *

,
and had been repaid with pf |
jury. It was a shattering exp^

»:Vv rience. "American liberalism

jfivi.r, v" - Jr

!»;- *tr.

‘ / ’ M.~*

Z^Z--:^AOUri9CK‘
*4* -fi ‘VafeSvfe*-

4 copy of on alleged sketched tf>e Nagasaki atom bo,mfc i. -

which David Greenglatt testified be gave ta the ^ ^
Bomtoy ii WJ fw trwaimhehe <0 SontfVMtf^ '. f

vietion in 1950, “but it can
-dally no longer: the age of io-^

-;
aocenee is dead. . . . We who

.

would still like to think qi
. ourselves as liberals must
willing to declare that mgnt
liberal principle is not in Ta*
self a guarantee against e«g[^
that the wrongdoer is notpk

"

ways the other
—

‘they' if
not ‘us"; that there is no mag g *

in the words ‘left* or *pr^'
,
gressive* or ‘socialist’ that cpfe*

^.prevent deceit and the abusfe
. of power." The liberal willing-

..ness to suspend disbelief had
keen sorely tried by Alger

, fliss; it was not fit for heavy

^neer with the Navy anifin
S*f friend of Sobelh <ar**hf-
Jjjf *° EHfccher, they^had
gComuiunist party memberym*
£§M*w before the war), tMB-
yP^d -that Sobell and Rotgtk

had sought to persuade
rota te supply them with data

K
ith other recruits ^fcr
^rionage mterpMae.
r was at first reluctiit
lightly receptive. 0fc
n the summer of 1§4S»
ompanied Sobell m a
Knickerbocker Village,

f purpose of dropping

jrTcaj m- ^ea

3** can of

|M not ftn

plea of innocence when kbit

Jaty learned that he had bey
; kicked up in Mexico, vtpc

was living with his - wife

-Tknd children under assuigpd

i^paipes. Morton Sobell, ^
?^«id not testify at his on
ZJbMLt received a 30-year agn-,'

» ^service to the Rosenborgs

\ ^^ But more than the Hiss cape

n jcwas unnerving the nation, jtn

f

-fbe summer of 1949, the Rys-

kians had exploded an atomic .

Bevice, thereby ending our fa f
elufltve r franchise on Ape

\A-bomb. To a certain speefie

jintf domestic politician, it Ws
V unthinkable that mere ftr
^jfgners, and Communists atr

pfSiMt, could have perfontbpd

3gucb a feat—unless, of couiie, i

^llhey had stolen the know- ;

^bow from us Americans. Af^r
, had not a spy ring bw
' pjpncovered in Canada, fil

^ras not {he Un-American A:

gjliylties Committee then devot

jSm itself .to the exposure 6

^tomic scientists who h»c.

PbMm identified as Commu-
nists? One member of that

committee, young Richard
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* can liberals:"

.

. At takes either

i a case-hardened and some-
; times disingenuous naivete
* about Communists or a subtle
; atrategic decision about where

J
to draw the line to muster
much enthusiasm for the de-

fense of intellectuals who
plead the Fifth Amendment'*
The premises and purposes

0# the campaign by the Na-
* tkmrit Committee to Secure

;
Justice In the Rosenberg Case

I —sponsored by names famil-

: fer from the Progressive party
* and from the mastheads of in-
4 numerable fellow - traveling

causes—were sufficiently bla-

f tut to put off political sym-
pathizers, some of whom were
reminded of the days when
the Scottsboro Boys fell into

jCF. hands. As Nathan Glazer
remarked, "One could ask for

mercy, and many people who
;
believed the Rosenbergs guilty

;
.did, but certainly many others

''/must have recoiled from be-
' coining involved in a Commu-

nist campaign based on lies.*
1

L The official campaign was
: \af a pattern with the Stock-
f 'hoira Peace Appeat and the
'protests against alleged U.S,

germ-warfare in Korea—other

^large-scale efforts of the early

.. *

fifties to exploit the emotions
of millions for the benefit of
Soviet policy. The Rosenbergs
themselves fell naturally into

the rhythms of the thing. They
wrote from their cells in Sing
Sing: "No matter what the re-

sult, we will continue in our
determination to expose the
political frame-up perpetrated
against us by those who would
silence by death, through spu-
rious espionage accusations,

opposition to the conspiracy
to Impose war abroad and a
pohee state at home."

E[VERY cry for grace, wrote
Leslie Fiedler, was made to

seem Man assertion of Inno-

cence and made a condemna-
tion of the United States, the

Atlantic Pact, the European
Army, and God knows what
else.” Dorothy Thompson, who
spoke out against the death
sentence, suggested that the

high-pressure tactics were de-

signed to make It impossible

for VS. officials to relent,

and so to assure the Commu-
nist cause a couple of martyrs.

In an editorial calling for com-
mutation of the sentence, the

editors of the Bulletin of
Atomic Scientists took care to

emphasize that
1

they
"aware that the world
organized pressure^—Inclu
the picketing of the

House-—originates with
cal groups that have n
spect for human life, do'

believe in impartial jusricejfend

applaud mass execuffeui
everywhere." In ‘ a si

spirit, the liberal Cat
Commonweal wrote In F
ary 1953, after the Pope __
issued an appeal for <W
eacy, "Part of the great tjjfb
dy of the Rosenberg case
been its cynical exploitation
by Communists groups. |!

some men of good will,

neither motivated nor
by Communist polemic,
with no doubt of the Rfoea-
berg*s guilt , . would foqy
the Communists their ma^pri
and have urged mercy ix| fbt
name of prudence/*

The charge that the R
bergs were victims of

Semitism was a favprtto

among their supporters. (Ifenr-

ly all the principals in jflMr

trial— defendants, witn^nm
prosecutor Irving H. S
abetted by Roy M,
Judge Irving R. Ka
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Into the 1960's its unsuccess-

ful campaign for a reprieve.

-4Sohe.il was finally released

last year, having served out
his long sentence, with^tto*
off for good behavior,)

tn 1965, Walter and Miriam
Schneir published a lengthy

brief for the Rosenberg de-

fense, Invitation to on Inquest

A diligently researched book,

it contained suggestive ac-

counts of the means used by
flw F.B.I. to refresh the mem-
ories of witnesses. The re-

lentlessly partisan spirit of

the authors^ however, put one
on one’s guard. In order to

accept the Schneirs' thesis—
that not only were the Rosen-
bergs innocent of any crime,

but no crime had been com-
mlted—one had to believe

that every prosecution witness

had lied, by direction of the

FJII., which had also manu-
factured out of whole doth
evidence that linked the de-
fendants to espionage. It was
the frame-up cry all over
again. Much as Prosecutor
Saypol had drawn from his

evidence a greater degree of

guilt than in fact was present,

m the Schneirs found more
innocence than their facts

could support. As partisans

are wont to do, they spoiled

the effects of their research

by claiming too much for it

Then came the play by Don-
ald Freed, known in its find
presentation at the Cleveland
Play House last year as The
United States vs. Julius and

sr

"Ethel Rosenberg; Using the

Schneirs" book as a basic

source, the playwright man-
aged to mute its strongest por-

tions, the fresh research, and
fcapotlight its weakest, the por-

trayal as monsters of every-

• body involved in the case ex-

cepting only Julius and Ethel

Rosenberg and their lawyer.

fmho, as the old defense com-
ppnittee liked to put it, were
"^ordinary folks like the vast

iajority of us.” Freed added

>me embarrassing "recon-

:tions” of his own.
Although the book is, with

faults, markedly superior

So the play, both may be taken

5as examples of the "historical

Revisionism" that has been en-

>ying a vogue in this country

wring the past few years. At

leir best, the revisionists

ive offered refreshing Inter-

stations of America's less

attractive activities in the

nCold War and elsewhere. At
^aecond-best, they tend, Hke
tpke Schneirs, to impose on

jpome facts rather more than
i* the historian’s craft permits,
1

mad to accord other facta less
L
deference than the historian's

responsibility requires. At Its

worst, anti-Americanism sub-

' atitutes for scholarship and

thought. Mr. Freed tells us

that "as the war in Vietnam

lywent on, I began to realize

^fliat the murder of the Rosen-

£ bergs was not an aberration

, but simply part of a murder-

"was pattern " The mills that

r ground so furiously in 1952

mod 1953 are grinding again,
• » i -L- _ xnd



Aft liberals of the tune
•trove to make clear, it k net
necessary to succumb to «n
America-the-murderous state

of mind or mindlessness to be-

lieve that Julius and Ethel
,

Rosenberg should not have,
been sentenced to death. That
belief has nothing to do with

~ their guilt; given the evidence,

the jury’s verdict was weR’
within the bounds of reason.

Defense counsel Bloch compli-

mented the court on the con-

duct of the trial, and neither

the American Civil Liberties

Union nor the Court of Ap-
peals found significant irregu-

larities in it. Although one may
regret the failure of the Su-

preme Court to undertake a
review of the sentence, and
deplore the haste with which
the Justices were assembled
to turn down a last-minute

appeal, the Court’s decision

not to review is an unavoid-

able part of due process. And
although one may be disgusted

by the widely advertised otter

of the Justice Department to

exchange the couple’s lives for

a confession, and disheartened

by the failure of Presidents

Truman and Eisenhower to

grant clemency, that does not

bespeak a frame-up.

The Rosenbergs should not

have been executed (assuming
- that capital punishment had
to be an option, and setting

; aside considerations of mere
^jnercy) because the reasons
• that the prosecutor and the

^Judge advanced for the ulti- „

'.mate sentence ranged from
Rubious to ludicrous. It re-

quired the credulity of an Irv-
"

Jog Kaufman or a Julius Ro- -

faenberg to think that the <

sketches passed by David
* Greenglass enabled the So-

viets to expedite their A-bomb
£by "years." As to the couple’s

^responsibility for the Korean
\ war, that is beneath comment
{ The executions were a gratui-

? tous piece of vengeance, ex-

, ercised by small men in a

i frightened time.

LThe Rosenberg case has r

hoes tor today. Again po- "

*JBtical dissidents—more can-

than the Rosenbergs and
^

in thrall to a foreign

i power—face angry authority.

f:On one side there are howls

plbr drastic repression. On the...

fpther we hear apologies to

le effect that crimes may,
^Judeed must, be excused if

^
they are committed out of

'
idealistic motives. A part of

the left now informs us—

a

s'

once we were informed that

we could not "understand”

b the Old Left’s deceits except

Vfcr the context of Capitalist

.

’ Oppression— that we cannot
* today "understand” the New
—fcefcY buHy boys except
the context of Institutional

Repression. The yahoo right,

which once cried for the blood
- of Communists, today wants
Ylppy heads busted. Political

madness is abroad.

This is no time for libera

diffidence —- an ailment 10

which liberals have period*-

colly been prone—but it ift, t v
think, a time for making dis-

tinctions of a sort that Judge

Hoffman and Prosecutor En-

ron, like Judge Kaufman and

Prosecutor Saypol have shown

themselves incapable of mak-
- Jug. Distinctions as to crimes

and sentences which interest

David Dellinger and Tom Hay-

den as little as they interested

Julius and Ethel Rosenberg.

Making distinctions is not

heroic work—but surely there

are now, as there were in the

early 1950s, enough heroics

- being performed around this

distracted land.

The principles that guided

^liberal opponents of the 1953

executions are still valid. Po-

litical idealism is not evidence

of innocence in a court of

law; neither is parenthood or

youth or blackness or the w*r

In Vietnam. Yet none of these

can be ignored. In 1970, ••

In 1953, vindictive prosecu-

tions and excessive punish-

ments are more deeply

subversive of our best values

than spies or bombers. M



Julius and ftAc/ Aoie/i6c/g

in custody during their 1951

trial in New York. Ont thing that

emerged from the controversy around

the case; "Vindictive prosecutions

and excessive punishments ore

more deeply subversive of our beet

values tkoAip'm at bomber*!'
\ t >•»»
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